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SUMM4RY 
The contention of the thesis is that the adoption 
of a new analytical premise with respect to the role of 
tonality in Beethovents music is necessary to the true 
appraisal of this aspect of the music. The main focus 
of the material presented is a detailed examination of 
the initial thematic treatment in relation to four major 
keys and comprises four tonal-thematic analyses (Part 11. 
The Supplementary Volume comprises the Thematic Indexes. 
relevant to the Part II examination and reference to that 
Volume is integral to the tonal-thematic analyses. ) Fart 
II thus treats a defined area within the music. Prior to 
this examination the subject as a whole - tonalityp and 
the r6le of tonality in Beethovents music - is discussed 
in the Introduction (Part Iv Section I), and material 
basic to the entire investigation is presented (Part I. 
Section II). Part III consists of the Conclusion to the 
thesis enquiry, The two Appendices treat two topics which 
although not within the scope of the main thesis investiga- 
tion, are nonetheless relevant to the subject as a whole; 
these are the tonal relationship Bý/G in the musicq and the 
"Second Group" key in minor mode usage* 
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PAPT I 
SECTICNI I- I-, l-. Tl, -lCDUCTICi', -, 
1 '2&4.1" RDS 
ý. he twentieth century hf-s witnessed , conscious reection 
in music to t--. L,. jQ structur, -1 force unýerlying t-,,, e m ýsic of t-1-je :D 
previous two centuries - Tonelity. 
TonElity, r, nd the diFtonic system, ev,, -)lved in .; estern 
Music fro , tne model syste .,, over a consider,! bly longer p, ýýriod 
then tonality in fact retained tile position of a funde- _'ertal 
structural f, ýictor, presupposed as b, -, sic in -nusic. 
Its long 
develoD--. e--it, and the considerable L. -portance of tontlitY in 
t'-, e music w, lic, I-Es until only very recently been al, ýost 
t1he sole -. qusical influence, have created a situation in wnich 
ne-,. 1., "tonF I" vocabula ry ca rnot be re, dily assiý-_. ri! Lýited , due to 
ti-le unaccusto -ed end unlrý,, rned psychological resr)onses wnicr, 
it necessitates. ý'hus tne, present cent-ury is witnessin_, ý- an 
atte pt fundelentally tc restructt, re t', Ie e2ns and tec, nique 
of musicel co-il-oosition -, nd notably, -to reject trie hit'-. er 5, II to 
accepted system of diatonicis--q. 
72'-ý! 
-s as-. -ect --n, -, ýs been thorour-hly investigated by Leonard B. eye, r in ll`ý; -iotion and -eaninc, -, in --lusic" 
(The 
ý-Iniversit', of ChicLýco the Arts ýýress 1956). His , -', usic and Id-aasll develops tnis psychological assessment in a broader context. (University of Chicago 1967). 
2 
Despite the strong reaction in the musical consciousness 
of composers against tonality, this factor in musical struct- 
ure remait-. s an elusive quality. Music is essentially an 
art which exists in time, and depends upon aural experience 
and response. It is a truism to state that what is written 
is not "the music"; it is debatable whether what an individ- 
ual is able to hear mentally, with no external aural stimulus, 
but on reading a score, is truly music, in that it is largely 
a function of memory and is not the same experience as that 
cf the live art. But the fact that music is unique in this 
respect does not invalidate analysis of the written score, 
to gain understanding of those technical factors which con- 
tribute to the overall experience of performed music. How- 
ever, it is a contested point among musicians concerning of 
what precisely the musical experience consists. The two 
main factors involved are "form" and "content"; the latter 
is somewhat sceptically viewed by many musicians, as are 
the attempts to probe this aspect of music, and the response 
to musice 
I 
For Beethoven, music was clearly very much more than 
form, and tonality in his music, while a structural force 
of great importance and cogency, is also the vehicle of 
the most powerful musical climaxes in his compositions; 
that is to say that tonality is fundamental to the "content", 
the expressive significance, of his music. 
That music is indded very much more than the construction 
of aural experience in particular formal outlines is also 
the approach adopted throughout the thesis. Howeverg tech- 
nical analysis evidently must precede any attempt to assess 
what are essentially matters of psychology concerning "the 
musical response" and the "content" of music. 
I Deryck Cooke opens such a discussion in "The Language 
of Music" (Oxford University Press, London, 1959), P-197 
et. seq. and P. 272 et. seq. While his thoughts are a 
valuable contribution2 his treatment of tonality does not 
identify the specific nature of its functioning in Beethoven's 
music, as will be discussed below. 
3 
Tonality thenj while unquestionably functioning as the 
diatonic basis of Western Music for over two centuries, 
has not been fully defined. This it would seem, is because 
music is not a solely technical process. So much of the musical 
response depends upon psychological' factorsq themselves 
not fully definable, that even such a basic aspect, technically 
very mucri in evidence, cannot be defined completely. It is 
possitle to state how it functions, technically, (although 
that this has not been done, completely and accurately, cert- 
ainly with regard to Beethoven's music, is*the contention of 
the thesis) but no definition can take account of the supra- 
musical factors involved. 
Tonality has been variously defined (at least in its 
tec', inical aspect). Soh8nberg considered that tonality is: 
"the art of combining tones in such successions and 
such harmonies or successions of harmonies, that the 
relation of all events to a fundamental tone is made 
possiblell, 
Following a Schenkerian approach, Adele Katz states 
that tonality is: 
"the expression of a single key through the prolong- 
ation of a primordial framework instead of the express- 
ion of various keys through the techniques of modula- 
tion, it3 
This is not to contradict Sch6nberg's basic definition, 
but Sch6nberg admits modulation into his analysis; this is 
a clear example of a different interpretation in the analysis 
of purely technical factors. 
Philip Barford states; 
"the principle of tonality means that musical functions 
are always experienced in relation to a central point; 114- 
and in an investigation into the emergence of tonality, 
E. E. Lowinsky says that "consolidation" of a tonic is the 
first factor in establishing tonality! 
' 
I 
and I believe spiritual 
2 Schbnberg-edited by Merle Armitage (G. Schirmer. 1937),, 1-. 260 
(As quoted by Adele Katz; op. cit. - Footnote -3 
beloii - P-38). 
3 "Challenge to Musical Tradition -A New Concept of Tonality"- 
Adele Katz (London, Putnam, 191+7) Chapter I, P. 
4 Music reviewl volume 21+ (1963)- "Tonality" Philip Barford 
Pp. 195 - 200 
5 "Tonality and Atonality in Sixteenth Century Music" Chapt. I. 
H. K. Andrews defines tonality as; 
"the result of the process of relating a series of notes or 
chords to a focal point which is called the k onal centre 
or tonic of the key in musical composition". 
There is then a consensus of opinion here, that tonality 
is a process whereby musical procedures are related to a 
basic generating tonic, which is melodically and harmonically 
fundamental. and centralg as the starting-point- and the 
final point of rest. The Schenker/Katz approach seeks to 
establish a particularly rigorous position concerning the 
extent to which one basic tonic exerts the only expressive 
force, tonally. This is a point of view tecb., ically tenable, 
but aurally debatable. 
The fundamental importance of the existence of a recognised, 
established tonic-centre is not in question in the thesis. 
While no attempt is to be made to define that part of the 
functioning of tonality which is the vehicle of content rather 
than of form, that the technical functioning of tonality in 
Beethoven's music has itself been misinterpreted is the main 
point at issue. 
This is of crucial importance to the whole analytical 
appreciation of Beethoven's music. As H. K. Andrews states 
in conclusion to the article previously quoted, 
"the true interest in the subject (Tonality) lies in 
the part it plays in the growth of music as a language 
and its clcbse relationship with almost all the other 
technical problems of that language. " 
Beethoven's music is tonal, and this means that tonality 
is the main factor underpirAng the whole structure. Clearly 
rhythm (especially in Beethoven) melody, base-pro. cedures, 
developmental treatment, climax, resolution2 are all factors 
which ultimately depend upon tonal coherence. Tonality 
may be said to be the "sine qua non" of his music, perhaps 
more than any other of these factors. Evidently, it is not 
meaningful to separate them out, as they are necessarily 
and inextricably interdependent, but it is true to say that 
tonality is the underlying structural factor upon which 
all else is built in every composition. This is necessarily 
i "Tonality" - Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
(5th Edition, 1951+. Volume VIII). 
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presupposed in any analysis of the other factors (although 
the misunderstanding of the function of tonality in -9eethoven Is 
music has led commentators to misinterpret other factors 
by presupposing the primary function of tonality unconsciously 
and wrongly). But since all other structural factors do depend 
upon, and relate to the underlying tonal structurep it is 
of paramount importance fully to understand the nature of the 
functioning of tonality in Beethoven's music if we are fully 
to understand the technical aspects of his artistic achieve- 
ment; and evidently such an understandIng, in detail, must 
precede further investigation of the psychological factors 
involved. 
II TOTTLUITY - THE CONE"TIONAL kNALYTICAL Al'IROACH 
Although the thesis is concerned to indicate the need for 
a change in the basic analytical assumptionsmade with regard 
to tonality in the examination of Beethoven's musiep it is true 
to say that the analytical approach to all tonal music centres 
upon the basic triads on the tonict the dominant and the sub- 
dominant (I; V: IV). Subordinate to these are the "secondary" 
triads. Many theories of key-relationship have been expoundedt 
but all presupposing this starting-point of harmonic analysis. 
The present investigation does not seek to question the funda- 
mental importance of the primary (and other) triads in the 
definition and expression of key, but it does depart from the 
it seems hitherto unquestioned premise that this basic tonal 
(or harmonic) vocabulary is capable of uniform transposition. 
The conventional analytical api, roach adopted is analogous to 
the English use of tonic-sol-fa. V,.. 'hether the key is C or f#, 
the tonic is I'doh". and the entire system is transposed accord- 
ingly. Of courset til-is is not to suggest that the primary and 
secondary triads are not in evidence structurally in different 
keysp but the thesis seeks to show that with regard to Beethoven's 
music there are distinct "tonal complexes" functioning in rel- 
ation to specific tonic-centreso with features which are peculiar 
to the particular key involvedt not directly identifiable - 
using conventional harmonic analysis-in other keysp in the same 
way, Such harmonic analysis can of course indicate 
6 
the differences of usage between keys but in fact it has 
also served to obscure the consistency of usage which there 
is, in relation to specific keys, in Beethoven's music. 
The tonic has been regarded as a uniformly functioning factor 
in relation to all the other triads, irrespective of the key 
centre in use. In Beethoven's music, to adopt such an analyt- 
ical position does not result in representing the full situ- 
ation concerning his use of tonality. In his music there is 
notable consistency of tonal usage in relation to each key, 
with distinct tendencies not directly paralleled in other keys. 
Some examples illustrating the conventional analytical approach 
will indicate how basic a consideration this initial different- 
iation is; and in fact how far the need to make it has been 
overlooked. 
In his unfinished book, "Beethoven", Tovey sets out two 
tables of the "extended key-relationships ", which he considered 
Beethoven "extended and rationalised". But although he several 
times brings together instances of usage which show remarkable 
tonal consistency relating to specific keys, he nowhere comments 
on this as being the case and so his tables stand as uniformly 
applicable, irrespective of the key-centre. Such an interpreta- 
tion is clearly of use, but it does not in fact elucidate the 
details of Beethoven's tonal vocabulary and its peculiar use 
of the basic harmonic framework. 
Similarly, in his "Structural Functions of Harmony", 
Sch8nberg quite early sets out a "Chart of the Regions"; that 
is, a chart of the key-relationships from the tonic. Again, 
while this is a useful suým-iary of the harmonic framework of 
distonicism, it does not in any way allow for the possibility 
that accessibility of key may be a relative matter, depend- 
ing on the particular key in question. To relate such an 
interpretation specifically to Beethoven's music, it should 
ultimately be possible to compile a "Chart of the Tonal Regions", 
or a "Chart of Accessibility of Key" similar to Sch6nberg's, but 
I 
"Beethoven" - Tovey (London - Oxford University PressI944). 
See - The Three Dimensions of Music, and Pp. 12 - 13 for the tables. 
See P. 20 et. seq. 
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for each key in Beethoven's usage, thereby indicating the #0 
change in tonal vocabulary which clearly exists in his music, 
from one key to another. Some of the keys would be quite 
similar, but in others, distinct and unparalleled tonal tend- 
encies would be in evidence. There has then to be an extension 
in Sch8nberf. 's interpretation of the key-relationships, in 
order fully to take account of Beethoven's tonal usage. The 
premise underlying such a Chart of the Regions has to be 
changed. The thesis sets out to showon a very basic level 
concerning opening tonal tre@tment in works or movements, 
the ways in which harmonic and other usage does vary, from 
key to key, in Beethoven's musice 
L 
Two further examples of analytical approaches concerning 
tonality may be adduced; once again, one is adopted as the 
basis of a general consideration of music, the other with 
specific reference to Beethoven's music. 
H. K, Andrews, in the quotation above 
2 
refers to music 
as "a language", and reference has already been made to a 
particular aspect discussed in Deryck Cooke's book "The 
Language of musicit. 
3 The second chapter of this book is 
"The Elements of Musical Expression", of which clearly tonality 
is one. In fact, Cooke himself says, under the heading 
"Tonal Tensions": "this section brings us to the heart of 
the problem of musical language", and refers to "the persist- 
ent neglect to tackle" this. He speaks of "the expressive 
qualities inherent in the tonal relationships between the 
different notes of the scale". He then sets about investi- 
gating precisely this. Again, while he adduces a great deal 
I Sections VI and VII of the Introduction below discuss 
the approach adopted in the thesis. 
Pa ge 5. 
See Page 3 footnote I. 
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of materialg from all periods of music, he nonetheless 
sets out from a point of view which does not admit of the 
differing tonal functionsý from key to key, depending on 
the specific "location" and identity of the basic key in 
question; which the thesis seeks to indicate is the only 
true premise upon which a representative estimation of 
the role of tonality in Beethoven's music can be built. 
The second example is the approach underlying the whole 
of a thesis entitled "Tonality and Tonal Factors in the 
Piano Sonatas of Beethoven" by Howard Randolph Chase! He 
rightly states that "a consideration of tonality and con- 
stituent tonal factors has been largely neglected" concern- 
ing stylistic features in Beethoven's music. However, he 
then shows that he too is adopting the conventional analytical 
approach when he refers to how tonality "becomes concerned 
with styled6terminants and characteristics"i the body of 
his thesis goes on to illustrate how he has compared the 
Sonatas only in terms of parallel degree-relationships 
between keys, and so has not recognised the consistency of 
usage within key-categories as distinct from one another. 
His failure to identify this factor probably results from 
a consideration of the Piano Sonatas alone. The present 
thesis is founded upon examination of the whole of Beethoven's 
oeuyre, the Werke ohne Opuszahle largely excluded. While 
an attempt to encompass the whole oeuvre cannot focus fully 
on all aspects of the subject, a truer picture emerges from 
close study of the wider corpus than from detailed analysis 
of a comparatively small section of Beethovents works. 
Analysts of Beethoven's music have then, adopted the 
conventional approach with regard to the function of tonality 
in his music. This presumes a uniform system of relationships, 
capable of transposition without significant modification. 
The thesis seeks to illustrate that the accurate analytical 
approach to Beethoven's music recognises the significance of 
I An unpublished dissertation2 submitted as part of the 
requirements for the degree of Ph. D- University of Michigan, 
1952. 
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specific key-locatiOnsi and týie consequently relative7 non- 
paralleled functioning of tonal relationships within each 
key. 
Evidently such an approach opens up the possibility that 
particular figuration may be tonally related, althouo'h this C. 
is by no means a new suggestion. Or certain tempi or metres 
I 
may characterise particular keys and contexts; bass-progressions 
of particular kinds may be found to be related to tonal con- 
texts. Should it prove to be the case that such factors are 
directly related to tonal location, then we have overlooked 
a very important aspect of the whole of Beethoven's music 
and of his compositior-., al procedure. We have underestimated 
the extent to which tonality relates to and characterises the 
treatment of the musical structure on other levels. 
1 An example of this I and also a further indication of the dangers of misinterpretation by considering too small a section 
of Beethoven's works is typified by an observation made recently 
by one student of Beethoven, that the i metre of the first 
-movement of the Piano Sonata Op. 101, is unusual for a first movement. Taking the works without reference to tonal location 
this is so, but examination of the works in A reveals the 
following situation concerning the metre of first movements: 
op. 2/2 (Piano Sonata) C 
12/2 (Sonata for Violin and Piano) T 
18/5 (String Quartet) 
30/1 (Sonata for Violin and Piano) 
69 (Sonata for 'Cello and Piano) C 
92 (Symphony No. 7) 
101 (Piano Sonata) 
3 128 (Song - "Der Kuss") 4- 
119 No. 4 (Bagatelles) C 
No. IO 
Thus, in the works with ensuing movements (the first 
seven listed above) f6ur out of the seven have the metre of 
Also2 it is interesting to note that the major key finales of 
the Violin Sonatas Opp. 23 and 1+7, and of the String Quartet, 
OP. 132 (all works in a) all have aI metre. Clearly there 
is a tonal situation of significance and consistency apparent. 
There are also similarities of thematic structure between 
movements in other metres. 
io 
III TONALITY AS A STYLISTIC DETERMINANT IN BFETHOVEN'S MUSIC 
In the previous section, a quotation from the Chase thesis 
referred to "style determinants". Although Chase does not 
come to view tonality as itself a stylistic determinant in 
Beethoven, s- usage, the term is particularly applicable to 
the nature of tonal functioning in Beethoven's music. In 
his extremely valuable study, "Beethoven's Sketches - An L 
Analysis of his style based on a study of his sketch-books") 
Paul Mies adopts this term as the title of the first part 
of iis book. He investigates recurrent characteristics in 
melodic treatment, and identifies these as Itstylistic determ- 
ants", common denominators as it were, charecterising Beet- 
hoven's melodic style throughout his oeuvre. 
2 
1he preceding section set out to indicate the changes 
needed in order to identify the nature of tonal functioning 
in Beethoven's music. The present section seeks to define 
this7 the nature of tonal functioning, in more specific terms. 
As has been stated above, tonality is of fundamental structural 
imp6rtance in Beethoven's music. This has never been questioned; 
however it has emerged in the course of this discussion that 
the extent to which tonality is influential throughout the 
levels of the musical structure has not been realised. Thus, 
the definition of tonality in Beethoven's usage as a "stylistic 
determinant" means that, depending on the particular tonal 
location in question, its functioning extends from the basic 
identity and definition of the 11hcme" key7 to the detailed 
matters of harmonic structuring, melodic shape, andrhythmic 
treatment, all of which contribute to the initial definition 
of key; as well as to the overall musical progress and structure. 
I Oxford University Press, and London: Humphrey MilfordI929- 
translated by Doris. L. Mackinnon. 
2 Discussion of Mies's study as relating to the present 
approach to tonality in Beethovents music is taken up at 
various stages in the thesis. 
ii 
Such an approach implies that the choice of key predetermines 
to some extent, other structural characteristics. 
The thesis seeks to illustrate the functioning of tonality 
as such a stylistic determinant, in four major keys. This is 
only a preliminary stage in the examination of the full extent 
of the r'oo*le of tonality as a stylistic determinant of far- 
reaching importance in Beethoven's music; but a basic and 
necessary first step in attempting to re-appraise Beethoven's 
use of tonality. 
IV THE LEVELS OF TONAL FUNCTIONING IN BEETHOVEN'S MUSIC 
Tonality in Beethoven' s music is inextricably bound up 
with the other structural elements of the musical expression, 
as has been stated above. While the ways in which the key- 
location characterises such factors as the thematic shape 
and the harmonic treatment can be shown, the sense of the 
music depends upon the indissoluble combination of tonality 
with these other elements. Without however attempting to 
separate them, but accepting such an interpretation as the 
basis upon which a work is constructed, it is possLble to 
enlarge the scope of these introductory considerations to 
take account of larger-scale matters which are of course 
also shaped by the basic "tonal impulse" structuring the 
music. The thesis does not seek to examine these larger- 
scale and more complex matters, but in order fully to under- 
star., d the nature of tonality in Beethoven's music, such 
examination will be necessary. 
If it is the case that there are distinct "tonal complexes" 
functioning in Beethoven's music, the nature of each complex 
must be "delimited". The question of inter-relationships 
very soon becomes relevant; for instance, to take a work in C; 
the thesis examines what appear to be the peculiar tonal 
features characterising opening themes in C, but (to ignore 
the transition treatmentg itself a subject needing such exam- 
ination) we may arrive at a second group key-area of G, or 
perhaps E. The fact of the choice of key here is significantt 
too) but to pass over that, it is necessary to establish how 
far the key of G (or E) when standing "in apposition to" C 
as the key of contrasting thematic material, exhibits features 
12 
which characterise the use of the key (G or E) when it is 
itý, elf the basic tonality. How far does a key have similar 
tonal tendencies when it is itself the basic key, and when 
it is a secondary key? The thesis at times touches on such 
considerations but does not attempt to reach any Conclusions 
concerning this. Such matters may appear abstruse, but they 
need to be elucidated in order to achieve an accurate under- 
star-ding of the extent and nature of tonal functioning in 
Beethoven's music. 
It is definitely the case in his music that particular 
tonal relationships, irrespective of thematic and formal 
context, do recur; again, how far these keys exhibit, in 
these particular relationships, the same characteristics as 
are identifiable when each key is the home tonic of a work, 
is a question which can only be mentioned here; although it 
is another avenue of investigation which must be examined in 
the light of the new premise suggested. One such relationship 
is that of Bý /G, where G occurs in notable tonal juxtaposition 
with Bý , in a wide variety of formal contexts! 
Considerations of tonal structure are relevant throughout 
each work, irrespective of form. The fact of recurrent tonal 
tendencies, occurring in a variety of formal contextsindicates 
the constant force which the tonal location generates in Beet- 
hoven's music. Comparison of Sonata Form structures does 
indeed yield interesting and significant formal factors, but 
close tonal examination often reveals a differing, and dist- 
inctly tonally-related structure, concerning this aspect. 
Often come nta tors will interpret a particular instance only 
within the context of a particular work, whereas cross ref- 
erence with other works in the same key indicates a persisting 
tonal complexg with notable consistency in usage. This leads 
to errors of judgement such as the one cited above where what 
is true of the case viewed formally misrepresents the true 
situation of remarkable consistency tonally, waich emerges 
when 'Che starting-point is one of definition of the particular 
tonality in question, per see. 
IA 
survey of such instances is given as Appendix I, Pp319-339 
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Formally tonal tend, ý, ncies are evid_ýnt in relation to 
certain keys. For example, in a Sonata Form movement in D, 
the development frequently begins with emphasis of the tonic 
minor; this is not the case in Sonata Form movements in other 
keys. (Eý movements generally move through c early in the 
development, whereas b is more the "goal" of D developments 
than the starting-off point). Comparison of this kind can 
indicate where tonalities differ with regard to "preferred" 
keys, in certain formal contexts; but characteristic tonal 
relationships are evident in differing contexts in all formal 
structures, and can in fact throw light on such differences 
of structure which, when not related to the overall use of 
particular tonalities, can appear to be idiosyncratic or 
arbitrary. 
The example quoted above of the high incidence of al 
metre in movements in A (particularly the first movements) 
suggests that the tonal location may also give rise to part- 
icular rýWthmic structure. Choice of metre and tempo indicat- 
ions can be readily correlated, but this has not been done; 
there has not been a ready awareness of Beethoven's consistency 
in tonal usageg so that such an obvious functioning of it 
has been overlooked. There are other factors to be examined 
also; it is probably to be expected that tonally remote 
areas should give rise to episodic material thematically. 
This is the case with Beethoven's music - three notable 
examples occur in the development of the first movements of 
the Piano Sonata, Op. 7 (Eý ; episodical treatment begins 
in a); the ThirdSypphony (0 ; episodical treatment begins 
in e); and the Fourth Piano Concerto (G; episodical treatment 
begins in cir 
I ). Sometimes linked with such treatment is 
the structuring of musical climax in a movement; hereihythm, 
dynamics, tonality, sequence -contraction I are all factors of 
importance. An additional factor7 particularly significant 
in Beethoven's music is the structure of the bass. Beethoven 
frequently constructs large portions of a movement over a 
1 
ct is also the "goal" of the development in the first 
movement of the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 30/3y (also in G). 
I". 
regular bass-progression; this may be variously handled, 
moving in diatonic or chromatic steps, or structured over 
a longer-range repeating pattern. 
1 How far such procedures 
are tonally or only formally related is a further consideration 
relevant to the levels of tonal functioningý 
The factors so far mentioned are essentially considerations 
of "internal" structure. Much has been written concerning the 
thematic inter-relationships within each composition. If the 
change in the initial premise is accepted as the true basis 
of an approach to analysis of Beethoven's use of tonality, 
then there will certainly be recurrent thematic features 
relating to each key. The question of the inter-relationships 
thematically between movements is not examined in the thesis. 
Such investigation seems so far to have led to an extensive 
degree of "interpretation" and manipulation. This aspect of 
the structure of an entire work cannot, it is felt, be ade- 
quately undertaken without a fuller understanding of the nature 
and functioning of tonality in Beethoven's music. This must 
be built upon the compiling of "indexes" to the various tonal 
complexes on the basic level before more complex inter-relation- 
ships can be assessed. 
A full examination of the levels of tonal functioning in 
Beeti-lovents music would have to take account of the various 
factors mentioned here. The thesis considers only the first 
step in this process of re-appraisal of the role of tonality 
in Beethoven's music, and examines only four tonal categories, 
on a very basic level. Clearly however, the adopting of a 
different basic premise from the accepted conventional approach 
also inherently acknowledges the need for the exhaustive exam, 
ination of all levels of tonal functioning in order to establish 
I 
such as occurs in the Gloria of the Mass in C, OP. 86 
(bars 311+-320); and in the finale of Symphony No. 8 (bars 
298-330). In uach, the bass 'cell, is the compass of a 
major seventh. 
2 In the examination of C tonal-thematic characteristics, 
the strong tendency to sequential supertonic usage will be treated. However, preceding this in at least three C works, 
t-nere is notable descending chromatic bass treatment, mov-- 
ing onto the dominant; in Op. 53 (1); Op. 36- the Credo Open- 
ing; and Op. 59/3 (1)- the Introduction. (see page 60 of the 
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t'-c- neture Pn-ý extcrit o' tý)e functionin,, ol- tonelly-reL te6 
-P, ý-, "u -r-, -, ýin -i. c-, e t'- ov o r, IS rrus ic. 
-C, -n- )'t I1 L. i . D, v. L±'; 
rr-u-, l-, out t; --- . 31--ethoven literature, whet-, ier analyticel 
n, -srvctions of recurrent tone or bic. -, ra, 7hicFl, eny obs- -11 tondencies 
: -,, ve ',.,, cn -6o, elthcu, ý---h t)7ey hýývc not been define(f as such. 
T 
one. ould dispute Dic,, j. ns,. r! s stp. temm--t: 
is i-apossiblc to ignorelthe significance that 
e--t'--oven L, 11. t ý:, c', ed to --ýeyll 
ý-ut sE--ms to hEve bý5(-n no atte pt to identify the nc-ture 
"Sý-'-, ni 'LiC. - rcell Indeed, Dickinson views th; is aspect 
, )erl-c -, - s ore se. -ir, )usly and es .; or6 
funda jenta:, l thc. n do ýOst 
c o.., ý, ý, i ent -o rs Continuin,, c-, to quote from this section of his 
,, ook, to - I- '- 7dvises us: 
, It---) observe carefully t, ýe keys of iýeethoven 
ar, 6 if possible ne., norise ti. e chi--f th6ý1?, S in tnose '.,, ýeys, 
w*t'- -- ffirm hold o" the key-note in coc'i ce-se, end then tc- re-ister ý, s ccýr, -fully t1ric comparative -, 1-, lodic impres- 4 
ýýns (we' e , o- -Lres. -. -i orks -neounter (i) it. the sa,, le keys (ii*ý in different -<-oys, With pract-, ce týaa significant 
reverb-. rati, -)ns ., --ey will i, ---, -, e thcý, selves felt". 
Cln, Lrly --4c-,. inscn hýid noticed a degree of significant Cý Cý 
t-cm-i cors--stency in 1ý eth-ývenls usic; Ithou ma_,! -, he nowhere 
defitar-'s w'riet --e- --eýýns 
by Ilsi, ýnificant reverberations of key". 
vir,, -, noted si ý. ilar tendencies, I'aul --ies says that it is 
"probable t-hat for -L-eet-loven trie vartous keys had 
ýefinite v---:, lues that cFused hii,, to prefer 2 certcin of tlý: e,, -ý to illustrate certoin stetes of mind 
Le 710es on t- State: 
"I thin-'-ý: there is justice in -iennig's observation that 
'In y personal experi-ence, tý. e character of a key is brou-, Ct out only when there F-re suitable harmonies, 
i. e. harmonies belonging t, -, 
the key and sufficiently 
rich tc sustEAn its effectl . 11 
Dic'ýAnson, -ics End Hennig are all aware of recurrent tonal 
c-nt). thesis, below). '. -J'his chroýatic bass progression also underlies t-ne c Variations for Fiano (, ýoO 60), co. --posed at the ti a of Op . 59/3 
1 113eetiýýovenll Dickinson C tioi,, ies , Ielson & Sons Ltd.; 1 9Y4 )F . );. 1. 
2 Cp. cit; Pp. lil - 2. 
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features relatin, to P&rtic-L, II, -_, r tiot_ laloý,. -ever Ilennig' s 
reference to "suitable harmonies ...... sufficiently rich" relating 
to keys, is to becr the question of the nature of these recurring 
features. : ý'Lies con-siders "'-, he Character of the Keys" from the 
generally accepted point of view, of the keys as exerting emotional 
significance for 39ethoven; but witnout moving onto the plane of 
these essentially psycioloý-ical considerations, the recurrence of 
tonal tendencies on the level of teennical, structural features, 
may be exa---, ined from the point of view of consistency relating to 
key-relation. 
To broaden the scope of observation, Einstein, discussing 
tonality says: 
"Every sensitive musician has no doubt observed that in the 
works of these men (Mozart, Bach, Haydn and 3eethoven) partic- 
ular types of melody and figuration are aEsociated with par- 
ticular keys". He gives some instances which he says are: 
"examples of a kind of idiosyncracy that brings about with 
the choice of certain keys, the exclusion of certain types 
of melody and the preference for others'll. 
Concerning Beethoven7 as has been suggested above, the key-location 
may well affect more factors than melody and "figuration". `dhetiner 
idiosyncratic or evidence of a type of perception of which we have 
been unaware, tonality in Beethoven, s v; usic . is of far-reaching 2 import, ýnce2 its significance possibly hitherto unplumbed. 
Ii zart: his chnracter - his work" - Alfred Einstein (Cassell 11% o 
pnd Co. 0d. 1946), transiated by Arthur Aendel and N'athan Broder. 
2 Concerning musical perception, reference may be made here to 
a recent study of one of the more vexed aspects. Ii. his doctoral 
thesis, Doctor Jonothin 6aggaley examined the relationship between 
musical response and colour association. (Colour and Musical Pitch 
thesis sub--. itted for the deLree of PhD in the University of Sheff. 
1972). The overlap between Dr. Baggaley's research and my own led 
to various joint enterprises. It is our belief that only close 
association and co-operation between the musicologist and psychol- 
ogist can fpcilitate a full understanding of the nature and sig- 
nificance of the perceptual aspect of , -ausic. An important factor 
which emerged in Dr. Baggaley's research is the drawing-up of a 
non-transposing "brightness curve" relating to musical key-location 
However, hov; far there is a relationship between this psychological 
phenomenon and the specific significance of key-location in Beet- 
hovents music awaits considerable furtier research in both fields. 
', ihile the psychological aspects are of great interest, analysis of 
the music on the level of technical, structural considerations must 
precede any informed approach to them. Chapter V, Section 5.4 or 
Dr. Baggaley's thesis treats some aspects of the common ground 
between the two areas of research (PP- 191+-197 of the thesis). 
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More recently, William S. Newman has referred to 
"Beethoven's evident association of particular moods or 
styles with particular keys", again suggesting the exist- 
ence of some hierarchy of tonal tendencies relating to 
key-location! There are several examples of more spec- 
ific instances, referring to cases in point, which have 
arrested the a-. tention of commentators, throughout the 
recent Beethoven Companion. 
2 In Chapter III (The Piano 
Music - I) -Harold Truscott states: 
11Eýis obviously the right key for the theme which forms 
the foundation of OP-35: It is in this key in each of 
i"Us appearances in 'Lour different works" and "this awkward- 
ness in writing results from the key used; the key is 
right and Beethoven is right in not sacrificing that 
key". 
He is clearly convinced of the "rightness" of Eý, but he 
fails to attempt to account for this - the remark that 
0 
is the key of all four appearances of the theme is a lame 
evasion of the true question. A great deal of inaccuracy 
? 1as affected comment upon the use of Eý in Beethoven's music; 
a particularly obvious failure to assess the true facts of 
the matter is given in the Introduction to the tonal-thematic 
analysis of Eýin the thesis below. '+ To inove from the 
Beetnoven Comýanion, Martin Cooper, in commenting on the 
slow movement of the Ninth Symphony, noting the appearance 
of the opening theme in Eý I says: 
"This variation suggests that the theme of Eý for wind 
music has as purely technical, practical an explanation 
as the choice of D or A for violin music"* 
I 
Tne Sonata in the Classic Era - William S. Newman (The 
Second Volume of A History of the Sonata Idea; The University 
of North Carolina Press, 1963). Chapter VI - Style and Form, 
P. 139. 
2 The Beethoven Companion - edited by Denis Arnold & Nigel 
Fortune (Faber & Faber 1971). 
3 The "Prometheus" theme Variations, for Piano. 
1+ See P. 239 et seq. of the thesis. 
"Beethoven - The Last Decade 1817 - 1827" - Martin Cooper. (cont. 
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This statement does not take full account of the context 
of the occurrence of EIP' in this movement, and makes no comp- 
arative reference to other contexts. The turn to EO follows 
the restatement of the second theme in G, following a previous 
D statement, - all factors of note tonally, in a movement in 
Bý .1 To pass over these, the tonal juxtaposition of G/Eý has 
been ignored. Also the subsequent return to the tonic , Bý 
(via Eý (eý) 0- BV ) is a characteristic tonal move; (the 
same sequence occurs in the Sixth Symphony slow movement, in 
Bý ; and a similar move underpins the entire development of 
the first movement of the Fifth Piano Concerto, which begins 
in G, climaxes on Cý and returns to BP as dominant). The tonal 
procedure in the Ninth Symphony is not explained by "purely 
technical and practical" requirements. The particularly strong 
subdominant tendency in Bý is also ignored in such an assess- 
me nt . 
Turning to other keys, and comments made in the Beethoven 
Companiong Leslie Orrey refers to the "sunny key of All in the 
setting of Goethe's "Kennst du das Land" (1809), noting that 
this is also the key of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony (and of 
Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony). 2 He draws no conclusions; 
but one page later he comments on another parallel. Referring 
to the setting of Reissic's "Sehnsucht" (1815 - 16) he says a 
"subtler comparison suggests itself, for in mood, key, 
tempo and rhythm, and to some extent in the curve of the 
vocal line, it so closely anticipates the last movement 
of the Piano Sonata Op. IO9 .... that one might almost imagine it to be a first draft for that theme. " 
There is an inherent implication in this statement, that the 
key-location affects the entire structure, rhythmically and 
melodically. 
cont. ) (London - Oxforo University Press 1970). P-3127 Footnote 2. 
For "theme of EP 11 in thq quotation given, presumably this is 
a misprint for "key of EP 11, or else indicates the "practice 
of using Eý 11 . 
I Concerning the second theme, the tbesis correlates this 
with other D treatment. (See page2oo of the thesis, and the 
discussion there). 
2 Section V-II - The Songs, PP- 1+31 - 2. 
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'-2hrou-'- ut his c-)ntribution in the Companion 
1 Nic-el U-0 
FortLine ý, @-ý: es ---, any 91lusions to -, -, latters relating to 
tonal 
tendrýrciý, s; P--iong the-, -ý, i is -che reference: 
lltlrýe ad--it`k-ledly supýýrfýcial rese. -blences between the 
, -. us' 
ý. iscussed 6-) sec, ', -ýo h4nt that one or G :, lus icL, -- -- 
-ýw, - kcys -cy hýve sLggesttled to . 1-ec-thoven at dj-fferent ti-, es i, -', eas liný,, ed by com-, on char@ cteristics" 
5,, gain he is aware --'his is a very ýut)rded sugýestion, but - 
of unexpLýincd tonpl consistency in Beethovents r. qusic. 
3 In 
his preceding exEAnation of the fiano '-'rio OP-971 he. refers 
to t-e socond , Troup 
key of G in 'the first riovenent (the tonic 
is Bý ) as: 
Ila type of modul,, tion which .... Beethoven increasinGly 
prefers nnw to sharper, iore tblack - End - white' do,, ninant, 
ýnd suLdo-: -,, inant r; ý, ýlL,, tionshipsll. 
In thus his co-lpýýriscons alon- for;, aal lines alone, he b 
ovf-: ýrlooks tý-ie nu--ber of instances of Bý/G tcnel juxtaposition 
in L et', -oven's msic, 'throughout his oeuvre, froT. 1 very early 
wor., cs. Leter, he refers to recurrent features characteris- 
C-op . P+/lj 9C and i0q, ý, nd says: 
"So far I have been able to think of no easy explanation 
of this". 
Section 111.5 - The Cha-l. ber 1-lusic with Piano, PP-197 
2L1. 
2 "-'he Fourth Pinno Concerto (Op. 53); the Archduke '-'rio 
(C, 
-. 
', 7) and the last Somta for Violin and Piano (C'ý.. 96). 
question "or did the ideas prompt the keys? " is one "h e 
whic- sý, on co--ics to -ind in pondering on such recurrences. 
However, t1his is in the real. -n of psychological consider- 
ations, 5nd in fact cnnnot be. mcanin, , 
ful until the nc. ture 
eind tie extent of tonai consistency in -,:, eethovents music 
i-ave bcýen established in terms of the teclinical anoly-sis 
0 tlie musical st-ucture. Such correlation Ls there 
t--e "ideas" n-rid the Ikeys, ývhicri results in 
ueclinicel an6 structural similarities in he music, orig- 
Jnnt, ýýs as a psycholo,,, ical pi-ienomenon and crust be evaluated 
in psycholo-ical ter. ý,, s. L- 
leference may ý-, gein be ýqede to the correlation of these 
instances as Appendix I, PP-319-339. 
P. 25-6. 
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Achange in the basic premise upon whic, i we approach the 
analysis of tonal functiot. Ling in Beethoven's music opens 
the way to explanation of these factors, which are not 
explicatle in conventional terms. 
Similar remarks concerning the key of Bý have also 
been made. Robert Simpson, in his examination of the OP-I8 
Quartets, refers in considering No. 6, to the suggestion 
that "it may instinctively be foreshadowing the enormous 
variety of Op. 130" - this "instinctive foreshadowing" is 
too speculative and imprecise for him to venture any explan- 
ation of just what this means, it seemsL - but adds to this, 
"Op. 130 which oddly enough is in the same key". He seems 
vague-Ily baffled, but not unduly curious about this; Denis 
Matthews however, in discussing the cadenza to the first 
movement of the Becond Piano Concerto (in 0) states the 
matter somewhat more plainly: 
"Had he any inkling at this time, as an acutely key- 
conscious composer, that BO would be the venue of his 
two greatest fugal adventures.... ? 11 (He refers here 
to Op. 106 and OP. 133A 
As these examples from different areas of Beethoven. 
Studies show, many observations have been made, more or less 
indirectly, concerning recurrent tonal tendencies in his 
music. Generally, commentators have fought shy of tendering 
any explanation; the instances are cited, but left as "in- 
teresting", or "odd",, or are couched in suitably defensive 
terms. Musicians, particularly musicologists are extremely 
reluctant at present to broach any aspect of music which 
threatens to involve speculative matters. Tonality in 
Beethoven's music has not been fully explored because, it 
seems likelyof this fear. Of course, it does lead directly 
to psychological considerationsg but as this Introduction 
set out to show, the technical aspects of tonality can and 
indeed must be discovered before any attempt to deal with 
the other implications can possibly be made. The failure 
to realise that examination of tonal functioning is not 
immediately bound up with psychological factors, probably 
stems from the ingrained conventional approach to harmonic 
I Musical Times, December 1970; Page 1206. 
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analysis. It has been tacitly assumed that we understand 
what is going on, technically, and so must inevitably be- 
come embroiled in speculation if we consider tonality 
further. '11'he thesis seeks to show that this is not the 
true approach to the situation7 but that our assessment 
of the technical processes apparent in the musical structure 
has been made on the basis of an erroneous conception of 
the nature of tonal functioning in Beethoven's music. 
VI THE SCOPE OF THE THESIS 
The preceding sections in this Introduction have con- 
sidered various aspects of the functioning of tonality, 
particularly in Beethoven's music. As stated in the course 
of these considerations, tonality is a basic constituent, 
and affects musical structure and expression on many levels. 
This has never been denied, but the present approach suggests 
that a true understanding of the nature of this functioning 
must be founded on a change in the basic analytical premise 
adopted. Sections II - IV examined the approach generally 
adopted, and probed the scope of such-a re-appraisal of the 
role of tonality in Beethoven's music. 
Clearly, an exhaustive investigation of this must extend 
to analysis on all levels2 and must also examine the more 
complicated matters of interrelationships and changes evident 
depending on whether a specific tonality is the basic key, 
or stands in some other contextual relationship with a dif- 
ferent basic tonic, if indeed there are such changesý The 
full examination of Beethoven's music adopting such an ap- 
proach is of considerable proportions and complexity. Sect- 
ion VII below outlines the emergence of the approach adopted 
in this present, initial stage in the process of re-appraisal. 
The scope in the thesis. is not primarily wide-ranging, and 
1 Some aspects of this "tonal interlinking" are treated 
in the course of the examination of the Bý/G relationship, 
Apendix I (PP. 319-339 
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is limited to examination of four major-key categoriesý 
These are not however, treated in their entirety; that is 
to say, whole works or movements are nowhere fully analysed 
in the thesis. The four key-categories are C; G; D; Eý. 
Eýj D and C are the three keys most used in Beethoven's 
oeuvre, in a basic context (as overall key or key of a 
movement or number, including Bagatelles and Songs). The 
thesis examines each category in turn. In each main anal- 
ytical section, the material examined is the opening theme 
of each movement in the relevant key, grouped according to 
context, as explained in section VII below. The aim of such 
an examination is to compile a "tonal - thematic complex" 
for each key, as evinced by the treatment evident on this 
basic level. An analysis of this kind must precede any 
meaningful assessment and comparison on the larger, structural 
levels. While this is the main concern of each tonal - thematLc 
@nalysis, consideration does extend where relevant to factors 
notimediately involved in the opening thematic statement. 
The Introduction has indicated that tonality influences every 
level of Beethoven's 'jiusic, and such expansion of the treatinent 
within a tonal - thematic analysis will, it is hopedq contri- 
bute to the awareness of the far-reaching nature of particular 
tonal tendencies relating to specific keys, as identifiable 
on the basic level of the treatment of the opening "theme" 
or thematic paragraph, and as characterising tonal usage in 
each key, in distinct ways. 
1 Appendix II investigates one aspect of minor mode treat- 
ment - The "Second Group" Key in Movements in the Minor Mode. UP. 340-361 
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VII THE I-RUCEDURE ADOPTET 17- THE TIESIS 
The thesis apiroach has developed from close study of the 
main corpus of Beethoven's oeuvre. (The ;, Ierke ohne Opuszahle 
have not been examined except in a very few instances. ) Denis 
Matthews has referred to Beethoven as an "acutely key-conscious I 
composer as mentioned above. Beethoven's mastery in the hand- 
ling of tonal relationships and structuring is unquestioned, but 
the detailed factors which bear out this sometimes intuited fact i 
have remained largely unexplored. The thesis grew from such an 
intuition. 
The intended scope of investigation was originally consid- 
erably less and the hope was to assess Beethoven's I'musico-hist- 
orical context" with respect to the ro'le of tonality in his music. 
It soon became apparent however that the nature of tonal function- 
ing in 3eethoven's music could not be presumed and consequently 
that detailed examination of his music as a wholet as olposed to 
consideration of a particular genre of his oeuvre was prerequisite 
to such an assessment. Examination of Beethoven's music thus 
became the primary focus of investigation. It subsequently be- 
came necessary to reduce the immense scope which the examination 
of the role of tonality in Beethoven's music entails and to treat 
only a very small area in detail and on a basic level. The initial 
thematic treatment relating to the four major key-categories, C. 
G, D and Fý was taken as the most useful area to examine. The 
initial establishing of a tonality is of the utmost importance 
in Beethoven's music and examination of the opening thematic treat- 
ment reveals that it is structurea by distinctive characteristics 
relative to the specific key-location, which differentiate the 
tonality and which are differentiable from the tonal"thematic 
characteristics relating to other keys. Ttie opening thematic 
treatment is the , j-, ain focus of the tonal-thematic analyses which 
comprise Part II of the thesis. 
See P. 2_1 above. The similar comiiýents made by TTewman,, Dick- 
inson and Einstein which are included in the IZýroduction 
are also indicative of the undoubted truth of this observa- 
tion-o Beethoven's sensitivity to key and to tonal structuring 
is widely and tacitly accel)ted as a basic facty one of the 
constant factors in his compositional approach. 
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Even on this level some separation has to be made accord- 
ing to context. The themes in each key have been grouped accord- 
ing to whether the key is (a) the basic key of a work or (b) the 
key of a movement or number 'within a work in a different over- 
all basic key. V, "here an instance might be included in either 
(a) or (b) it is included in one or other, for varying reasons. 
Thus this distinction is not rigid in every case. The reason 
for making it is to establish how far a consistent tonal-thematic 
complex is evident in relation to the key, when used in its most 
basic capacity. This can more readily be done by treating sim- 
ilar contexts together. The Group (b) examinations give evidence 
of a change in emphasis concerning the presence of factors making 
up the basic tonal-thematic complexp but not in kind. Different 
aspects of a recognisebly consistent tonal-thematic complex are 
present in both the Group (a) and (b) contexts. These differ- 
ences themselves vary from key to key, but a definite tonal- 
thematic complex of tendencies does emerge, despitethe dif- 
fering contextual requirements. 
li, hile this differentiation is of use within the present 
examinationg it is essentially preparatory to more detailed and 
larger-scale examination of ý', eethoven's use of tonality. 
Each key-category is treated similarly; an introduction 
dealing with the sectional relationships tabulated in Section II 
of I-art I of the thesis precedes the Group (a) analysis. This 
is then summarised and followed by the Group (b) examination. 
A summary of the emerging tonal-thematic complex is in the case 
of Cp D and 4 followed by additional material. This correlates 
tendencies which characterise both the Group (a) and the Group 
(b) contexts in each keyp demonstrating notable consistency with 
respect to tonal usage throughout Beethoven's composing life. 
The thesis deals only with a very small although a basic 
aspect of the entire subject. The main concern is by demon- 
strating the functioning of tonally-related features in Reet- 
hoven's musicp primarily in the area of the initial thematic 
treatmentp to establish the relevance of the change in the 
premise governing the ahalysis of tonal procedures in the music 
which is advocated in this Introduction. 
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Section 119 which comprises the remainder of Part I of 
the thesis, includes a list of the works which have been studied, 
and discusses aspects of the subject which are not dealt with 
in detail in the present enquiry but which are basic to the 
examination of the r8le of tonality in Beethoven's music. 
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SECTIO'. %, ' II - SCIME PRELIMINARY BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Note on the material treated in Section II 
List I, The Chronological List of Works Studied, 
follows the Kinsky-Halm catalogue! However, only those 
opus numbers which have been studied are included in the 
present catalogue of one hundred and twenty works. The 
text of the thesis occasionally refers to works not in- 
cluded in the following list, where it is wished to draw 
attention to particular tonal features. The Werke ohne 
Opuszahle are largely excluded. 
The -material following the catalogue 
(List I) becomes 
slightly selective again, investigating preferred tonal 
relationships on the larger structural level of sectional 
contrasts. Such a comparison evidently omits works such 
as overtures, but the resulting tables sumfaarise the main 
tonal relationships on this sectional leve12 and enable 
comparison between the key-categories. (Only major-keyS 
are considered). Discussion of this aspect of the subject 
follows the taLular material, prior to the main tonal- 
thematic examination of four major-key categories which 
comprises Part II of the thesis. 
1 Das Werk Beethovens : Thematisch-bibliographisches 
Verzeichnis. Munich 1955. - Georg Kinsky and Hans Halm. 
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LIST I- CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF WORKS STUDIED 
Pre-opus Piano Quartets F, 
D 
C 
OP. 3 String Trio 0 
OP. 103 Wind Octet Eý 
WOO 25 Wind Sextet - Rondino 0 
Op. I/I Piano Trios Eý 
1/2 G 
1/3 c 
. Op. 87 Trio for 2 Oboes and Cor anglais C 
op. 2/1 Piano Sonatas f 
2,12 A 
2_/3 C 
Op. Ig Piano Concerto No. 2 Bý 
OP. 4 OP. 103 reworked for String 0 
Quintet 
op. 25 Serenade for Flute, Violin and D 
Viola 
OP. 71 Wind Sextet Eý 
Op. 16 Quintet for Piano and Wind 
(also Piano Quartet) 
op. 5/1 Sonatas for 'Cello and Piano F 
* 5/2 g/G 
Op. 1+9/2 One of Two "Leichte Sonaten" G 
for Piano 
OP 7 Piano Sonata EO 
Op. 8 String Trio D 
Op. 9/1 String Trios G 
9/2 D 
9/3 c 
Op-IO/I Piano Sonatas c 
2$ 
OP. IO/2 (Piano Sonatas) F 
10/3 D 
Op. I2/I Sonatas for Violin and Piano D 
12, /2 A 
IZ/3 Eý 
OP 15 Piano Concerto No. I C 
Op. II Trio for Clarinet, 'Cello and Bý 
Pia no 
Op. )+9/I The second of two I'Leichte c/G 
Sonaten" for Piano 
OP. 13 Piano Sonata c 
OP -14/1 Piano Sonatas G 
11+/2 E 
OP. I8/I String Quartets F 
1 --3/ 2 G 
18/3 D 
18/1+ C 
18/5 A 
18/6 Bý 
Op. 21 Symphony No. I C 
Op. 20 Septet Eý 
Op. 22 Piano Sonata Bý 
OP. 17 Sonata for Horn and Piano F 
OP. 37 Piano Concerto No. 3 c 
OP. 43 Overture to the Ballet "Die C 
Gesch8pfe des Prometheus" 
Op. 23 Sonata for Violin and Piano 
Op. 24 H F 
Op. 26 Piano Sonata Aý 
Op. 27/1 it it Eý 
Op. 29 String Quintet C 
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OP. 27/2 Piano Sonata ct 
OP. 28 it D 
OP -31/1 Piano Sonatas G 
31/2 d 
31/3 Eý 
OP. 36 Sympiýiony No. 2 D 
OP-30/I Sonatas for Violin and Piano A 
30/2 c 
30/3 G 
OP - 1+7 Sonata for Violin and Piano A 
OP. 55 Symphony No. 3 F, 
OP. 56 Triple Concerto C 
OP. 53 Piano Sonata C 
Op. 51+ It F 
Op. 57 ff f 
OP. 72b Opera "Fidelioll 1L 
OP. 58 Piano Concerto No. )+ G 
OP. 72a Overture "Leonora" No- 3 C 
OP. 60 Symphony No. I+ Bý 
OP. 61 Violiri Concerto D 
OP-59/I String Quartets F 
59/2 e 
59/3 C 
op. 62 Overture to "Coriolan" C 
.,. he final version was completed in 1811+ 
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op. 36 mass in c C 
op. 67 Symphony No. c 
op. 68 Symphony No. 6 F 
op. 69 Sonata for 'Cello and Piano A 
OP. 70/1 Piano Trios D 
70/2 Eý 
Op. 73 Piano Concerto No. Eý 
OP. 71+ String Quartet Eý 
OP. 78 Piano Sonata Ff 
Op. 79 it G 
Op. 819 It Eý 
Op. 81+ Overture to "Egmont" f 
Op. 95 String Quartet f 
OP. 83 Three Goethe Songs E 
b 
F 
OP- 97 Piano Trio Bk 
OP. 113 Overture to "The Ruins of Athens" G 
OP- 117 Overture to "Xing Stephen" 0 
OP. 92 Symphony No. 7 A 
OP. 93 Symphony No. 8 F 
OP. 96 Sonata for Violin and Piano G 
OP. 90 Piano Sonata e/E 
OP. 115 Overture "Namensfeier" C 
Op. IO2/I Sonatas for 'Cello and Piano C 
IOZ/2 D 
OP. 98 Song - cycle "An die ferne Eý Geliebtell 
Op. IOI Piano Sonata A 
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Op. 106 Piano Sonata Bý 
Op. 123 Missa Solemnis D 
Op. 109 Piano Sonata E 
Op. 119 Eleven Bagatelles 
Op. 110 Piano Sonata Aý 
Op. III it it C 
Op. 127 String Quartet E 
Op. 12)+ Overture "The Consecration of C 
the House 
Op. 125 Symphony No. 9 d 
Op. 126 Six Bagatelles 
OP- 132 String Quartet a 
Op. IN [ String Quartet Bý 
133 Grosse Fuge BP 
OP. 131 String Quartet c 
Op. 135 if it F 
I The second finale was composed after Op. 135 
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LIST II - WORKS LISTED IN TONAL CATEGORIES, WITH THEIR SUBSIDIARY 
iMS 
Works in C 
I Pre-Op. Piano Quartet 
2 Op. 2/3 Piano Sonata 
3 OP - 15 Piano Concerto No. I 
4 OP. 87 Trio (2 Oboes & Cor 
anglais) 
5 Op . 21 
6 OP. II9 
7 Op. 29 
8 OP - 53 
9 Op. 56 
Io OP - 59/3 
,I OP - 72a 
12 Op. 86 
Symphony No. I 
Bagatelles 
String Quartet 
Piano Sonata 
Triple Concerto 
String Quartet 
Overture Leonora No-3 
Mass in C 
13 OP-II5 Overture "Namensfeier" 
14 Op. IO2/I 'Cello/Piano Sonata 
15 OP. III+ Overture "Consecration 
of the House" 
16 OP. 72b Finale to "Fidelio" 
Works in c 
I OP 1/3 
2 Op. 9/3 
3 OP - 10/1 
'+ op - 13 
5 Op. 18/1+ 
6 OP - 37 
7 OP -119 
Piano Trio 
String Trio 
Piano Sonata 
String Quartet 
Piano Concerto No-3 
Bagatelles 
(i) C (ii) F (iii) C 
(i) C (ii) E (iii) C: a Uv) C 
(i) C (ii) Aý (iii) C 
(i) C (ii) F (iii) C: C Uv) C 
(i) C (ii) F (iii) C: C (iv) C 
No. 2 NO-7 No. 8 
(i) C (ii) F (iii) C: F (iv) C 
(i) c (ii) F--+ (iii) C 
(i) c (ii) Ak-*(iii) c 
(i) C (ii) a (iii) C: F-+(iv) C 
Kyrie C: EzC Gloria C Credo C 
Sanctus A Benedictus F: A - (Osanna II) Agnus Dei c: C 
(ii)--. *(V): c 
C: A: F: C 
(i) c (ii) Eý (iii)c: C (iv) c 
Wc (ii) C (iii)c: G (iv) c 
(i) c (ii) Aý (iii)c 
Wc (ii) Aý (iii)c 
Wc (ii) c (iii)c: Aý Uv) c 
(i) c (ii) E (iii)C 
No. 5 
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8 OP. 30/2 Violin/ Piano Sonata 
9 op. 62 Overture to "Coriolan" 
10 Op. 67 Symphony No. 5 
II Op. 80 Choral fantasy 
12 Op. III Piano Sonata 
13 Op. 72b No. 2 
Works in G 
I Op. 1/2 
2 Op. 1+9/2 
3 OP - 9/1 
4 Op. 14/2 
5 Op. 18/2 
6 OP. II9 
7 Op - 30/3 
3 OP - N/I 
9 Op. 58 
Piano Trio 
Piano Sonata 
String Trio 
Piano Sonata 
String Quartet 
Bagatelles 
Violin/Piano Sonata 
Piano Sonata 
Piano Concerto No. 4 
10 OP - 79 Pip-no Sonata 
II OP-II3 Overture "The Ruins of 
Athens" 
12 Op. 96 ViolirVPiano Sonata 
13 Op. I26 Bagatelles 
Works in g 
I Op. 5/2 'Cello/Piano Sonata 
2 Op. 49/1 Piano Sonata 
3 OP-II9 Bagatelles 
4 Op. I26 it 
(i) (ii) J (iii)C: C (iv) c 
(i) c (ii) Aý (iii)C: C: C-%Ctv) C 
c: C 
(i) c (ii) c 
C 
(i) G (ii) E (iii)G: b Uv) G 
(i) G (ii) G 
(i) G (ii) E (iii)G: C (iv) G 
(i) G (ii) C (iii)G 
(i) G (ii)C: F: C(iii)G: C Uv) G 
No. 6 
(i) G (ii) Eý (iii) G 
U) G (ii) C (iii) G 
U) G (ii) e (iii) G 
WG (ii) g (iii) G 
Eý (iii)g: El(qiv) G 
No. I No. 5 
(i) g (ii) G 
(i) g (ii) G 
No. I 
. 
No. 2 
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Works in D 
I Pre-Op. Piano Quartet 
2 Op. 8 Serenade-String Trio 
op. 25 Serenade-Flute qViola 
and Violin '., "rio 
op. 9/2String Trio 
op. I2/I-Violin/Pieno Sonata 
6 OP- IO/3Piano Sonata 
7 OP- I8/3string Quartet 
8 Op. 119 Bagatelles 
9 op. 28 Piano Sonata 
10 OP- 36 Symphony No. 2 
II op. 61 Violin Concerto 
12 op. 70/IPiano Trio 
13 OP. 76 Piano V, -. riations 
D+ op. I02/2'Cello/Piano Sonata 
15 Op. 123 Missa Solemnis 
16 OP. 72)5 Fidelio 
Works in d 
I OP. N/2 Piano Sonata 
2 OP- 72b Fidelio 
3 Op. I25 Symphony No. 9 
(i) D (ii) ft 
(i) D (ii) D 
(V) F (vi) D 
U) D UODW 
(V) D (vi)->V: l 
WD (ii) d 
WD (ii) A 
WD (ii) d 
WD (ii) Bý 
No .3 
(i) D (ii) d 
(i) D (ii) A 
U) D (ii) G 
U) D (ii) d 
(iii) D 
(iii) D: G (iv)d/D 
(vii) D 
(iii) d (iv) G 
D 
(iii)D: b (iv) D 
(iii) D 
(iii)D: G (iv) D 
(iii)D: d (iv) D 
(iii)D: b Uv) D 
(iii)D: D Uv) D 
(iii) D 
(iii) D 
(i) D (ii) d: D: d: -a. V --* (iii) D 
Kyrie D: Gloria D: Credo Bý: 
Sanctus D: Benedictus G 
Agnus Dei b-D 
NO-7 : d/D No. D+ D 
(i) d (ii) Bý (iii) d 
No. 7 - d/D 
(i) d (ii)d: D (iii)Bý 
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Works in A 
I Op. 2/2 Piano Sonata 
2 Op. 12/2 Violin/Piano Sonata 
3 OP. 18/5 String Quartet 
)+ 0P. IIq Bagatelles 
5 OP. 30/1 Violin/Piano Sonata 
6 OP - 1+7 it It 
7 Op. 69 'Cello/Piano Sonata 
8 Op. 92 Symphony No-7 
9 OP. 72b Fidelio 
Works in a 
I Op. 23 Violin/Piano Sonata 
2 Op. IIq Bagatelles 
3 OP-I32 String Quartet 
Works in E 
I Op. Il+/I Piano Sonata 
2 Op. IO9 it it 
3 OP. 72b Overture to "Fidelio" 
Works in e 
I Op. 59/2 String Quartet 
2 Op. 90 Piano Sonata 
Works in b 
I Op. I26 Bagatelles 
Works in Ff 
OP - 78 Piano Sonata 
(i) A (ii) D 
U) A (ii) a 
(i) A (ii)A: A 
No. l+ No. IO 
U) A (ii) D 
U)ý)%(ii) F 
WA (ii)a: A 
U) A (ii) a 
No. I NO. 8 N, 
(iii)A: a Uv) A 
(iii) A 
(iii) D (iv) A 
(iii) A 
(iii) A 
(iii)E-0-A 
(iii)F: D Uv) A 
0.13 
(i) (ii) A (iii) 
No. 9 
(i) a (ii)A: A (iii)F Lydian/D 
Uv) a 
(i) E (ii)e: C (iii) E 
(i) E (ii) e (iii) E 
(i) 
U) 
No. 1+ b/B 
(iii)e: E (iv)(C)e 
(i) F#(ii) F* 
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Works in J 
I Op. 27/2 Piano Sonata 
2 OP-IN String Quartet 
Works in Aý 
I Op. 26 
2 Op. IIO 
Piano Sonata (i) Aý(ii)AýUii) aý (iv) Aý 
it to (i) Ak(ii)f/D4Vbk*(iii) ako(iv) Al 
(i) A Ui)Dý ; tAiii) clý 
U) ct(ii) D (iiiý&b-(fý-&VA 
(iv) A (v) E (vi)&+ (Vii) clý 
Works in Eý 
I Pre -Op. Piano Quartet Umýý(ii) 
4 
2 Op. 8Ib Wind Sextet (i) EP(ii) AP (iii) Eý 
OP- IO3 * Wind Octet 
(i) EýUi) Bý (iii) 
A-Eý(iv) 4 
aOp. 1ý String Quintet after OP-IO3 
4 Op. I/I Piano Trio (i) EýUi) Aý (iii) 
4-*AýUv) 4 
5 OP. 3 String Trio (i) 
ý(ii) Bk (iii) A. Aý(Jv) Aý 
(v)Epc(vi) EP 
6 Op. 7 Piano Sonata (i) Eý(ii) C (iii) meý (iv) Eý 
7 OP. M Quintet for Piano and wind 
(i) EýUi) Bý (111) 0 Piano Quartet 
8 Op. 71 Wind Sextet (i) Eý(ii) Bý (iii) Eý EýUv) .0 
4 
9 Op. 12/3 Violin/Piano Sonata (1) 
4(11) 
C (iii) Eý 
10 Op. 20 Septet (i) gp(ii) Aý (iii) ]ý-&EýUv) 4 
(v)EV. - vi) 0 
II Op. 27/1 
12 OP - 31/3 
13 OP. 55 
14 OP - 70/2 
15 Op - 73 
M Op. 71+ 
17 OP. 81a 
Piano Sonata 
it It 
Symphony No-3 
Piano Trio 
Piano Concerto No. 5 
String Quartet 
Piano Sonata 
E7-C-E F-0- c ---> 1: AP---> EP 
(1) 4(11) Aý (iii) 
4: 4(iv) 
Eý 
(i) EýUi) c (iii) 
4. 
-Eý(iv) Eý 
(i) EýUi) C: C(ii: L) Aý (iv) EP 
(i) EýUi) Cý (iii) Eý 
(i) EýUi) Aý (iii) CIC (iv) Eý 
(i) 0(ii) c: (f) -* (iii) E 
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18 Op. 98 Song-cycle Un die 
ferne Geliebte" 
19 OP-II7 Overture to "King 
Stephen" 
20 Op. I26 Bagatelles 
21 Op. I27 String Quartet 
Works in Bý 
No. I: EiNo. 2-. G No-3: Aý: 
No. 4: 4No. 5o. C No. 6: Eý 
No. 3 No. 6 
(i) EýUi) Aý (iii)Eý: eý(iv) Eý 
I Op. Ig Piano Concerto No. 2 (i) Bý(ii) E6 (111) Bý 
2 Op. II Trio for Piano/Clarinet(i) Bý(ii) Eý (iii) Bý 
'Cello 
3 OP - 18/6 
1+ Op. 22 
5 op. 6o 
6 OP - 97 
7 op. io6 
8 OP. IIq 
9 OP-I3G 
String Quartet 
Piano Sonata 
Symphony No. I+ 
Piano Trio 
Piano Sonata 
Bagatelles 
String Quartet 
(i) Bý(ii) Eý (iii) 4: BýUv) 4 
(i) BýUi) E6 (iii) Bkg UY) Bý 
(1) 4 (11) Eý (iii) Bflý (iv) 
(i) 4(U)Bý. -bý(iii) D (iv) (1&ý 
(i) BýUi)ý Abý(iv) Bý 
No. II 
(i) Bý(ii)bk*(iii) Dý Uv) G 
(v) Ek(vi)OP-I33- Grosse Fuge B6 
2nd finale - Bý 
10 OP. 72b Fidelio 
Works in F 
I Op. 5/1 'Cello/Piano Sonata 
2 Op. 10/2 Piano Sonata 
3 OP. 18/1 String Quartet 
,+ OP - 17 Horn/Piano Sonata 
5 Op. 21+ ViolirVPiano Sonata 
6 op. 51+ Piano Sonata 
7 OP. 59/1 String Quartet 
8 op. 68 Symphony No. 6 
9 OP - 93 Symphony No. 8 
10 OP-I35 String Quartet 
No. i+ No. 6 No. io 
(i) F (ii) F 
(i) F (ii)f; Dý(iii) F 
(i) F (ii) d (iii)F tF (iv) F 
(i) F (ii) f -*(iii) F 
(i) F (ii) Bk (iii)P :F (iv) F 
(i) F (ii) F 
(i) F (ii) Bk (iii) f (iY) F 
(i) F (ii) Bý (iii) F (iv) f--3 
(v) F 
(i) F (ii) Bk (iii)F :F (iv) F 
(i) F (ii)IKCDA(iii) Dý (iv)(f)F 
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MISSING 
PRINT 
II OP. 72b Fidelio 
Works in f 
I Op. 2/1 Piano Sonata 
2 OP. 57 it if 
3 OP. 95 String Quartet 
1+ op. 81+ Overture to "Egmont" 
5 OP. 72b Fidelio 
No. 5 No. II f/F 
(i) f (ii) F (iii)J: F(iv) f 
U) f (ii) Dý*Uii)f 
Wf (ii) D (iii)f (Cý/D 
(iV)f/: 
NO. II flF 
LIST III - CUMULATIVE LIST OF SECTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS IN 
TONAL CATEGORIES I 
Works in C 
I It IV I 
2 1: III I/vi : I 
3 1 ýV, I 
1+ 1 IV I/I : I 
5 1 IV I/I : I 
7 1 IV I/IV : I 
8 1 IV I 
9 1 kvi I 
10 1 vi I/IV-*: I 
12 1/111/1 1 1 VI IV/VI 
I1+ I/vi :I 
16 I/VI/IV/I 
Works in c 
I i: III i/I : i 
2 1SI i/I t i 
3 1: iv, i 
1+ 1: ýVI i 
5 1: I OVI: i 
6 1 4111 1 
8 1 ýVI I/I 
10 1 ýVi i/i/in I This list omits such works as 
12 11 Overtures, Bagatelles, and Songs. 
13 1/1 The numbers refer to each work as 
39 numbered in list II. 
Works i. -, G Works in g 
I I VI : I/iii :I Ii I 
2 1 1 21 1 
3 1 VI : VIV :I 
I IV :I 
I IVAVII/IV : I/IV 
7 1 : ýVi I 
8 1 : IV I 
9 1 : vi I 
10 1 t iI 
12 1 : ýVi i/ýVi I 
Works in D 
2 1 : I I/IV i/I : 
ýIii I I 
3 1 : VVIV :i IV : I: I 
1+ 1 : i: I/vi I 
5 1 VI Works in d 
6 1 1 I/IV I Ii t ýVi ii 
7 1 6VI I/i : 1 31 : i/I : ýVI 
9 1 1 I/vi : I 
10 1 V I/I : I 
II I t IV :I 
12 1 1: I 
I &I 1 2 IV Tin 
Works in A Works in a 
II: IV I/i iI 
21113 
31 1/,: IV I 
51 IV :I 
6 (1)1 ýVi t 
71 1/1 : v-#T 
811 4VI/Iv :I 
Works in E 
II: OVI 
21Si 
Works in ct 
21 --*wii-*(iv)+4vI 
III: v 
t (i)IVI 
(ýVavtv :i 
Works in e 
IiI OVIVi 
211 
Works in Aý 
II I/IV 
21 vi/IV--, Pii(v). P: 
(- ii(V)=the dominant of bý 
Works in Eý 
I i : I 
2 1 IV I 
3 1 V I/I 
1+ 1 IV I/IV: I 
5 1 V I/IV: IV : I/vi, 
6 1 VI I/i I 
7 1 VI 
8 1 V I/I I 
9 1 VI I 
10 1 IV I/I V I/I 
Ii I/VI/I--vvi"v-v-I 
12 1 IV I/I I 
13 1 vi I/I I 
Il+ I : VI/vi t IV : I 
15 1 : ývi I 
16 1 : IV vi/VI : I 
18 1 : III: IV : iv : IV VI 
20 1 : IV : I/i: I 
Works in 
4 
I I IV :I 
2 1 IV I 
3 1 IV I/, : I 
1+ 1 IV I/vi: I 
5 1 IV I/I I 
6 1 1/1: 111 (Iv)I 
7 1 : tv : I/i I 
9 1 : Vi: kii vi : IV :I 
Works in F 
I I t I 
2 1 t 14vi :I 
3 1 vi, I/, :I 
1+ 1 1-*1 
5 1 IV I/I :I 
6 1 1 
7 1 IV i I 
I IV I 
9 1 IV I/I: I 
I0 I I(II)III :i vi 
1+1 
Works in f 
Ii: I: III/I :i 
21 týVI: i 
31 : ýVI: 1 4111VI)l 
SHEFFIELD 
UNNERSITY 
LIBRARIES 
LIST IV -INCIDENCE OF PARTICULAR DEGREE-RELATIONSEIPS FOR EACH 
MAJOR KEY (the works are grouped in this list by reference to 
the numbering as in List III) 
KEY INCIDENCE OF TOTAL KEY INCIDFNCE OF TOTAL 
iV 
C 12 1 c 
G 10: 12 2 G 
D 2: 3: 4: 6: 7: 9: I2: I4x2l 9 D 5. -10 2 
A lt2: 6: 7: 8 5 A 7 1 
E 1: 2 2 E 
Ak 1: 2 2 AO 
Eý 1: 6 2 6 3: 5: 7: 8: 10 5 
Bý 7: 9X2 3 BV 
F 2: 7: 8: 10 4 F 
IV vi 
C 1 : 1+: 5: 7: 8 tIO: I2: I6 8 C 2tIO: Il+ 3 
G 3: 1+: 5x2: 8 5 G 9 1 
D 2: 3x2: 6: II: I5 6 D 1+: 9: 15 3 
A 1: 3: 5: 8 4 A 
9 E 
Aý 1: 2 2 Aý 2 1 
EV 2: 1+x2: 5x2: IO: II: I2: EP 5: 11: 13: 14: 16: 17 6 
I4: I6tI3x2: 20 13 
Bý 1: 2: 3: 1+: 5: 9 6 : Bý 1+ 1 
F 5: 7: 8: 9 4 F 3 1 
VI vi 
C 3: 9 2 C 12x2: I6 3 
G 9: I2-x2 3 G 1: 3 2 
D 7sI5 2 D 
A 6: 8 2 A 
E I I E 
Aý Aý 
Eý 15 1 Eý 6: 9: 11: 1, +: 16: 18: 6 
Bý Bý I 
F 2: 10 2 F 
1 Where there is more than one incidence of the same sectional 
key in a work, the number of occurrences is given as here (II+x2) 
and the total adjusted accordingly. 
1+2 
KEY INCID7], DTCE OF TOTAL KEY INCIDENCE OF TOTAL 
C 2: 12 2 c 
G G 
D D 2 
A A 
E E 
Aý Aý 
Eý 18 1 Eý 
4 6 1 4 9 
F 10 1 F 
1+3 
TABLE I- LIST IV 'TZTE11703ýý-M) IN TABULAR 7RM 
Two additional factors are also included: 
U) The number of sections in each tonal category in List III 
(ii)mhe number of sections in the tonic key (I) in each category. 
(Not all sectional relationships are accounted for by this com- 
pilation, although the majority of sections do come within the 
relationships ta'ý -ulated here. This leads to some missing numbers 
in the sum totals given both here and in Table IIJ 
KEY No. OF SECTIONS INCIDENCE OF 
IN LIST III 
I iV IV Vi ýVi VI III kii 
C 51+ 31+ 1 83 232 
G 39 23 2 51 32 
D 66 +1 92 63 2 
A 28 17 51 1+ 2 
E 7 1+ 2/ I 
AV 11 5 2/ 21 
Eý 90 55 25 13 6 161 
Bý 38 23 3 61 11 
F 1+1 28 1+ 1+ 1 21 
TABLE II - TABLE I EXPRESSED IN APPROXIMATE % TERMS 
In this table, ap proximations are inevitable, but per centage 
values afford ready comparison d espite the difficult ies of accuracy. 
KEY No. OF SECTIONS INCIDENCE OF 
IN LIST III 
I i V IV vi ýVi VI iiikii 
C 51+ 66% 2% 15% 565% 3% 5 . 51"o' 3% 
G 39 61% 5% 12% 2.5% 8% 5% / 
D 66 66% 13.6% 3% 9% 4.5% 3% /1.5% 
A 28 60.6% 18% 3.5% 1, +% 7% 
E 7 57% 23.5% 1140 
Aý 11 45.5% 18% 18% 9% 
Eý 90 61% 2% 5.5% 14.5% 6.6% 1% 6.6,0o' I% 
Bý 38 6o. 5% 8% 16% . 2.6% / 2.6%2.6%2.6 
F 41 70% 10% 10% 2.5% 5% ///I 
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Prior to Table III some relevant overall statistics are given 
under (a) - (c). 
(a) Numbar of works in the main catalogue. (This does not include 
the idividual numbers from works such as Bagatelles. ) 
KEY 
c 15 
G II +2 works with 2 movements, C/G (Op. 1+9/1 and Op. 5/2) 
D 13 
A8 
E2+I work. with 2 movements, e/E (Op. 90) 
Aý 2 
Eý 19 (omitting Op. l+ and the Op. I6 Piano Quartet) 
Bý 8 (+ OP-I33) 
F 10 
(b) Number of works included in List III = Number of Sections 
KEY 
c 12 54 
G io 39 
D 13 66 
A 7 28 
E 2 7 
Aý 2 11 
Eý 19 90 
Bý 8 38 
F io )+I 
(c) Tonal categories given in order of volume of sections in List II 
Týis material relates to the occurrence of each key as the basic 
tonality of a work., b It in no way seeks to i'nvestigate the overall 
volume of the incidence of any particular key$ irrespective of the 
basic tonality in question. 
KEY Number of Sections 
Ek 90 
D 66 
c 5)+ 
F I+I 
G 39 
Bý 38 
A 28 
Aý ii 
E 7 
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TA---LE III - TAELE II RE-EXPRESSED IN ORDER OF THE VOLUME OF 
SECTIONS RELEVANT TO THIS ANALYSIS 
KEY No 0F 
s Tý, CIo 14 s I i V 
INCIDENCE OF 
IV vi M VI III kii 
F, ý 90 61% 2% 5.5% Il+. 5% 6.6% 1% 6.6% 1% 
D 66 66% 13.6% 3% 9% 4.5% 3% / 1.5% 
c 54 66% 2% 15% 5.5% 3% 5.5% 3% 
F l+i 70% 10% 10% 2.5% 5% / 
G 39 61% 5% 12% 2.5% 8% 5% 1 
BV 38 6o,, 5%o 8% 16% 2.6% / 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 
A 28 60.6% 13% 3.5% 14% 7% 
Aý 11 45.5% M'ý 18% 9% / 
E 7 57% 28.5% il+% 
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T-i'E BASI( I= CA'ý '--'GORIES 
A. iljo ," 1ýý' YS 
: -he exe inýýtiion of the r5le of tonlity in music involves 
consi derations on výý., rious levels 7 ref lec -. ing tne far-ree ching 
influence w', )icii tonE,, iity exerts. This influence is Es was 
dic, cussed --,. n t, 2c- Introduction of a particular kind in --Peet, ýIcvenls 
, -iusic, a, ýd reLptes to s ecific key-locetion rather than to rel- 
et'-ons'nips viewec, solely in ter-, s of ccnventionel h-r--cnic 
analysis, w'-Acri does not diffýerentiate between keys ot'L'-Ier t-ian 
hy co-lp--ring degree -rela tionships . 
,t the iýielfght of tne "Sonata Conflict" era, whicli ieet'loven 
broug`-t to its Zenith tonality functions on a lerge-scal-I level 
es a structural elei-, nent, bý, sic to t'-,, e over, -; ll MusiCal 'arc-u-rentf - 
tonality is n1so a ve -licle of contrast and is tne foundc-Ition of 
tlie resolution of the 'Sonata Conflict, 7 the b&sis upon which t1ne 
at-*-c resolution is structured. 
2 
Cn tf'-le lnrger plene of an entire 
w or.,, , -7) 
to-yu: lity 'k-)rid-es tle diffe--ent -ove- ents, -ain contributiný- 
to cor-crast of a pýrticulqr ý-Iind, ýýnd finally binding the whole. 
týie -, usicL41 pror-ression '2 c na 1ityu nlzf: of i(feý--s: , 
it charact- 
crises -, e--ticular areas I both in ter, is of the estalclis,, ing of a 
prcveiliný: 11ýey-areal, and of nue-nce witin that ]-ýcy-arca. 
-v, `ýile it is funde-i-, ental to -, --iusic of t--e "Clessic 
Era" in pL. rticuler is -not in 3eethovenls music a stereotyped 
prý7)cess in its `-, andlj-n, (,;. tI iltlioucii several writers 'f-iavc con. -riented C-11 Cý 
1 Sections I! - IV 0--' tne Intro-duction, Pp. 6 - l'S r, ýeal . -, lore fully wit tiis bý-; sic diffei-el ric eina p-1 roa ch 
2 resolution" concerns f, ýýctors suc--. es tý,, -je tonelly 
resolved co. -. ý,. -, Iete st,. -te--, erjt of t-)e-aý,, tic Tiateriel, often 
. e, -rd for tiýe first ti-me in a Codr, in --eethoven's music. It is ; -o-4evc2 also evfdeýc)t in recapitulation treitrijeiit, w--, -iere fi, ag, ients fr-m different ý; roup contexts are into 
-ions-i3D. ý--', uch tre, ýtment, relat often not consciously identi- fied by t. o listener, is pDrt of the overall resolution of 
L. Iýe 'Sonete Conflict', in tý-, o Coda area, th , emEtic combinations more easily recognised. Themý,, tic re. solutiori is built 
upon tcnality, but aff--rds f&scinatiag study in itself. 
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on surprising recurrences relating to certain keys in Beethoven's 
music, as was indicated in the Introduction' the conception of 
a tonal category as an entity with peculiarities not character- 
ising other categories has not been advocated. 
Before proceeding to consideration of four specific key- 
categories ( C; G; D; 0), some observations relating to several 
key-categories, may be made. 
In the preceding lists, List I compiles chronologically, all 
the works included in this study. List II separates out the works 
from List I into the basic key-categories, the major-and minor- 
key works of each tonality listed successively. In the tabular 
material following the lists, only the major keys (the nine most 
uted) are considered. Evidently7 the volume of works in the 
minor tonality is considerably smaller than that of works in 
the major tonality. The one considerable category of works in 
the minor is that of c. Beethoven's'le tinbIN-Is extremely familiar, 
but the fact of the particular key-category, in comparison with 
the incidence of other minor tonality works in Beethoven's music 
has not7 it seems, caused particular comment. 
List III is based on the preceding list, and comprises those 
works which are in more than one movement, from each category, 
for purposes of comparison of the key-contrasts used between 
movements; or between sections, as with scherzo/trio movements* 
For the purposes of this compilation, each segment of the works 
which can be considered as an area of potential key-contrast is 
referred to as a "section". Thus a whole sonata form movement 
becr, mes, for the purposes of gerieral comparison here, a "section"; 
and the trio section of a minuet and trio movement is equally 
regarded as albection". List III then, as stated in parenthesis 
in its heading, omits works such as overtures7 bagatelles7 and 
other one-sectioned items. The aim of the tabular compilation 
is to compare sectional relationships, from a basic tonic, and 
so works such as variations are not relevant to this consideration. 
Thus, while the taLles do not deal in any exhaustive way with the 
entire music, it is possible to make some observations concerning 
I Section V- Some unexplained observations; P. 16 et seq. 
IaA r%o 
the basic choice of key, and the preferred sectional relation- 
ships apparent. 
List IV and Table I adduce information from List III and 
are preparatory to Table II, the sectional key-relationships, 
expressed in percentage terms. Table III includes additional 
statistical information, and re-expressez Table II in order, 
according to the volume of sections relevant to the present 
considerations. This largely reflects the incidence of the 
various keys used as basic tonic, throughout Beethoven's oeuvreý 
The key of Eý is the key category of the largest volume 
of compositions. It has been commented by Marion Scott, in 
considering the early music of Beethoven and its preponderance 
of Eý that 110 was by far the best key in which to draw together 
2 his disparate teams of wind instruments" . However, this does 
not take account of the works which do not include any wind; 
of the twenty-one 4orks in List II, fourteen include no wind 
whatsoever. 
3 The choice of Eý must be significant in itself, 
irrespective of wind requirements. Account must be taken of 
the basic choice of key in examining Beethoyen's use of tonality. 
Thus, list (a) is significant. Table II also demonstrates some 
of the basic differences which relate to the key-category, once 
selected, in the context of the overall sectional key-relationships 
characterising a work. 
The percentage calculations are inevitably not precise, but 
nonetheless are indicative of deviations which exist on this basic, 
general level, between the different key-categories. Where there 
is only a low number of sections under consideration, the percent- 
age of relationships inevitably increases, in such a compilation 
of material as this. Similarly a category such as Eý, with go 
I Compare lists (a) and (c) preceding Table III P. 
2 Marion M. Scott - "Beethoven't (The Master Musiciians, Series;, 
Editor Sir Jack Westrup, ) J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1931+ (Reprin-,, ed 
1960) This is discussed in greater detail in the Eý tonal-thematic 
examination, Pe 239 below. 
3 In addition to these fourteen, Op. 1+ (No. 3a in List II) and the 
Piano Quartet version of Op. I6 also include no wind. 
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sections offers considerably greater scope for sectional key- 
contrast than does E, with 7 sections. However, the fact of 
the selection of the basic key-category must be stressed again. 
Accepting that this selection is itself significant, the tonal 
distribution of key-contrasting sections reveals interesting 
differences. 
The first vertical column of TaLle III is the % incidence 
of the tonic key (major). It will readily be seen that the 
majority of categories have a ratio in the region of two-thirds 
of the sections in the tonic (major) key. F is noticeably higher 
in instances of the tonic key, G is lower. While E and Aý cannot 
be regarded as statistically very significant owing to the low 
number of works composed in these keys, the keys G and F have 
a significant number of sections; thus the tendency to sectional 
use of the tonic seems stronger in F than in most of the key- 
categories, and slightly weaker in G, where a two-thirds occurrence 
is the norm. Even such a general and surface comparison already 
yields evidence of a particular feature, and of apparent deviations,, 
tonally. 
A further interesting observation which emerges in connectibn- 
with Table III relates to the column listing incidence of the dom- 
inant as a sedtio0al key, Although the percentage is nowhere high, 
there is no dominant sectional relationship pertaining to C, F, or 
Bý (to ignore E and Aý for the present). Eý has the highest in- 
cidence. This is significant as it is not solely the result of 
the high p7Tortion of works in Eý. This is shown by comparison 
with D, also a key-category much used by Beethoven; however, the 
proportion of its dominant preference in sectional relationships 
is comparable with that in A, a key used considerably less as 
basic tonic. In volume of works, D is closer to Eý than to A, 
but the dominant preference in D is similar to that in A. This 
suggests that key-location is of significance2 irrespective of 
the frequency with which a particular key is selected as tonic. 
The subdominant (column II) is generally between 12% and 16%; 
however, D and F are notably lower. The case of D is possibly 
the more striking in view of its large section-count. Both 0and 
C have a considerably higher %. One counterbalancing fact is 
evident however; F and D both have a notably higher incidence of 
the tonic minor as a sectionally-contrasting key, than EP9 C and 
G. In the lower section-CoUnts, the tonic minor figures largely; 
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this is most significant in A, where the proportions of tonic 
and subdominant are average for the table. Again, a distinct 
tonal tendency emerges, on the level of basic key-selection. 
The relative minor as a sectional key-contrast is not strong; 
Eýhas the highest incidence again (ignoring Aýý whose percentage 
represents one section in a total of eleven). One relationship 
which occurs in only four categories is that of the major sub- 
mediant; the keys in which this relationship,, occurs are 
0, Cq 
G and Bý. The section-counts are not high but nonetheless, there 
is no Parallel in the remaining five keys. DI which is second 
in order to Eý, has no instance of the major submediantg sectionall 
However, a key which in other contexts is characterised by this 
relationship is F. It is cited here both to indicate the exist- 
ence of different planes of tonal functioning, and also to demon- 
strate how conventional analysis fails to identify such particular 
relationships. Examination of F as a tonal category indicates 
a distinctive relationship between F and D; (this juxtaposition 
is not confined to F contexts however). An instance in a work in 
F is the Piano Sonata Op. Io/2, where the recapitulation of the 
first movement begins in D. (The motivic recapitulation is 
referred to here; the tonal reorientation is delayed). The last 
movement of the same sonata also focuses notably in D, prior to 
moving to the dominant preparation. 
Conventional analysis has failed to highlight this relation- 
ship (F/D) in the present table. One of the works included in 
the list of works in Aq is the Seventh Symphony. The third move- 
ment of this work is in F, the key of the flattened sixth. The 
trio section is in D, giving rise to a direct F/D juxtaposition. 
Examination of the proportions of basic key-selection and of 
sectional key-relationships, as compiled in Table III, demonstrates 
that particular references, apparently relating to certain tonal 
categories, are functioning in Beethoven's music. This is only 
the first stage in a full appreciation of the tonal peculiarities 
of Beethoven's style, but a necessary preliminary consideration, 
whose significance - the relevance and importance of an initial 
basic choice of key, and of sectional key-contrast - is too often 
overlooked. 
Within the sections, a differing tonal "hierarchy" is in 
operation. This will be more closely considered in examination 
of the separate key-categories in relation to 09 C2 G and D. 
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Certain ralationships, which may not figure on the level of 
sectional contrasts are nonetheless more characteristic of 
certain keys than of others; for instance F as a basic key- 
category does not have a notatly strong incidence of its 
relative minor (d) sectionally. However, an F/d ýIproximityft 
is everywhere evident in Beethoven's music, more prominently 
than . he parallel 
Vag G/e, Bk/g, D/b relationships. There 
is a particular D/b tendency, but it is not the same as its 
conventional parallels, in its tonal usage. Similarly Cý in 
Eý is a far stronger tonal tendency within that key than is 
the case in other keys. There is a strong tendency to C and 
F (ýIII andWI) in a basic A, which is not paralleled in other 
keys. C, Oand BPall evince a tendency to emphasis of the 
major submediant, but its usage in 41s particular and is a 
notably developing relationship, in its contextuAluses, where 
C and Eýare more limited! However, many of these particular 
and notable relationships in Beethoven's music are beyond the 
scope of the present examination. In making these prelimi%ry 
observations concerning the large-scale, sectional relationships, 
there are two basic factors of importance of which account 
must be taken, and the significance of which has largely been 
overlooked. These are in the first instance, the basic choice 
of key; the incidence of each key used as basic tonic evidently 
varies. Although this is a fundamental consideration, the fact 
of preference, on the basic level of the key of compositions, 
is generally acceptedg without questioning the fact that there 
are such distinct differences. The second factor is the prefer- 
ence within the basic key-context, for certain sectional relation- 
ships. 
Part II of the thesis does not investigate these aspects in 
detail; in each analysis, the large-scale relationships are re- 
viewed, and each (b) section includes comment relating to the 
tonal contexts in which the various movements and other items 
comprising the subsidiary (b) group in each analysis, occur. 
I This particular relationship is examined in greater detail 
as Appendix I, Pp. 319; -339- 
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PALT II 
IýICUIR, TGNTAL - TBEill-i-ýTIC ANALYSES 
SECTION I-C MAJOR 
GROUP (a ) 
Works in C included in this study 
Pre-opus Piano Quartet 
Op. 2/3 Piano Sonata 
Op. 15 Piano Concerto No. I 
OP. 87 Trio for 2 Oboes & Cor anglais Op. 21 Symphony No. I 
Op. 119 Bagatelles Nos. 2,7,8 
Op. 29 String Quintet 
Op. 5 Piano Sonata 
Op. 
U 
Triple Concerto 
Op- 59/3 String Quartet 
OP. 72a Overture - Leonora No-3 Opý 86 Mass in C 
Op. 115 Overture - Namensfeier Op. 102/1 Sonata for 'Cello and Piand) op. III+ Overture The Consecration of the House OP. 72b Fidelio Act 2 Finale 
GROUP (b) 
Movements or sections in C, in a basically different tonality 
included in this study 
KEY OF RELATIVE KEY 
Op. 1/3 (iii) c: C Piano Trio WORK c 
OF ITEM 
I 
op. 7 (11) C Piano Sonata EP VI 
op. 9/1 (111) G: C String Trio G IV 
OP- 9/3 (11) C String Trio c I 
(iii) c1c c I 
OP- 12/3 (11) C ViolirVPiano Sonata 0 VI 
Op. D+/I (ii) e: C Piano Sonata E ýVi 
Op. D+/2 (ii) C Piano Sonata G IV 
op. 18/2 (11) C: F: C String Quartet G IV 
(iii) G: C G IV 
op. 18/4 (11) C String Quartet c I 
Op. 27/1 (1)' 4*CeEýPiano Sonata Eý VI 
Op. 30/2 (111) C: C Violin/Piano Sonata c I 
Op. 31/1 (11) C Piano Sonata G IV 
op. 67 (111) c: C: c Symphony No. 5 c I 
Uv) C c I 
Op. 70/2 (ii) C: c Piano Trio E VI 
op. 71+ (111) C: C String quartet Eý VI 
OP - 75 No. 2 Song "Neue Liebe, neues Leben'(Cycle begins and ends in A) ýIII 
-- - - lTiT ) 7 ere denotes B ars 1-36 - of Op-. 27/I 
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The large-scale, sectional key-relationships present in 
the works in C were in part discussed in the preceding-- treatment 
of The Basic Key-Categories. In summary, there is a marked sub- 
dominant preference; an average incidence of tonic sections; a 
low incidence of the tonic minor; and two notable sharp (1f) 
instances - the major submediant, and the mediant (major) key. 
These two relationships also occur in other areas of key-contrast 
in a basic C tonality. 
The movements listed under Group (b) disclose some interest- 
ing sectional relatioashipsg mentioned generally in the preceding 
discussion. The most frequent relationship which occurs in the 
Group (b) works was not considered, as it is that from the basic 
tonic minorg of c. . 
The oVier two frequently occurring relationships in Group (b) 
are that of C as submediant (from a basic Eý); and C as subdominant 
(to G). These two particular sectional relationships will recur 
in detailed examination in the respective tonal categories. However 
it is notable that there exists a particular relationship in each 
of these cases; the O/C relationship occurs on the level of a 
sectional contrast, between sections as so far defined, but also 
within movements, as points of sectional importance. Thus, C 
is frequently a notable key-area in a development section of a 
sonata-form movement in Eý(such as the first movement of the Third 
Symphony; and in the first movements of the String Quartets Opp. 74 
and 127) as well as being the key of a movement in E flat works, 
as here. The G/C relationship is of a different kind. This too 
will emerge in greater detail in consideration of G as. a basic 
key-category; the relationship in this instance is often charact- 
ised by a very strong subdominant thematic emphasis in G themes. 
This is often very pronounced. t and is not paralleled in type or 
extent in other keys. It even sometimes has the structural effect 
of giving rise to a whole section-modification in recapitulation 
material, which swings strongly to the subdominant, in a way not 
characteristic of other keys. There is a subdominant tendency 
in C, but not of the same kind. Two clear examples of the G 
treatment occur in the finale of Op*I/2 (Piano Trio); the recapit- 
ulation evinces distinct C treatment of the thematic emphasis; 
and in the Op. 9/1 finale (a String Trio), where aC section 
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interposes in the early recapitulation. Thus the Eý/C relation- 
ship which yields the five instances of C to be discussed, is 
on the structura4 larger level of contrast; there is a feeling 
of contrasting planes of tonality, differences in tonal 'level' 
whereas the G/C relationship has a strong melodic bent which 
gives rise to structural modifications in treatmentg 
In the present treatment of the entire C material, the 
procedure will be first to consider the melodic structure character- 
ising C movements in the Group (a) works, followed by a similar 
examination of the Group (b) instances. Further comparison and 
correlation will be included2between the groups2 to develop 
certain points in the examination of the C tonal-thematic complex7 
following the main analyses. 
THEMATIC FEATURES IN AC COIýTEXT 
In his analysis of Beethoven's melodic style, based on a 
I 
study of the sketchbooksq Mies includes a penetrating chapter, 
The Melodic Form" (Chapter II), in which he examines the f ctors a 
which characterise Beethoven's melodic style. He discerns develop- 
ments in Beethoven's treatment of caesurae, and in his preference 
for certain types of melodic structure, a feature which Beethoven 
modifies arid blends in the course of time. While Mies, treatment 
is extremely illuminating, it is not tonally related. Mies does 
later in his book, consider tonality from the point of view of 
"key-character", but he does not adopt an approach to Beethoven's 
compositional procedure which takes account of particular tonally- 
related, rather than general, features. Such an approach is adopted 
in the ensuing discussion. The importance of the features which 
Mies identifies as contributing to Beethoven's peculiar melodic 
style, is recognised; however, within Mies' general line of approach 
and analysis, further differentiation of style-determinante is 
possible, on the basis of an, analysis which seeks to relate thematic 
material to tonal category. Such recurrent tendencies have been 
commented on in Beethoven Studies, as was discussed in the Intro- 
duction2 but that tonality might be a style determinant, which 
up to a point predetermines and characterises the nature of the 
thematic treatment has not been suggested. 
I See P. II Footnote 1.56 
A further stylistic characteristic has been treated in 
some detail by Ernest Newman. He discerns a tendency in 
Beethoven's slow movements whici, he considers: 
"shows him to be obsessed by a certain little figure from 
his earliest days to his latest -a figure of three ascend- 
in notes in con,, unct motion"IL 
This certainly is a "Beethoven fingerprint". which Newman relates 
to the emotional significance of its occurrence in particular 
contexts, structurally, within the overall melodic line. It will 
be pertinent to establish how far such factors are recurrent, as 
general stylistic features, and how far they are absorbed into 
Beethoven's general style, but subordinatb to the key-location 
and the peculiarities of tonal treatment evinced in relation to 
specific tonal categories. 
The sixteen works in C included in this study cover a wide 
range of movement -types; Newman comments that the ascending con- 
2 junct-motion figure is rarely found in fast movements . However, 
there are to4al-thematic features which do recur in all types of 
movement. These 6ccurrences strongly suggast that, for example 
in the present instance, C9 for Beethoven, (as the basic key), 
brought into action particular methods of procedure. Miesq while 
co. amenting that C is "the key of joy'17 does not investigate spec- 
ific C properties further. 
One of the most notable recurrent features which characterise 
Beethoven's thematic treatment in C, is his use of the supertonic. 
The degree of harmonic emphasis of the supertonic varies, but a 
sequential step onto the second degree is a strong melodic tendency. 
It also occurs in the reverse order2 usually cadentially, but 
sometimes initially. This feature was noticed by Tovey, but in 
a general way, and not as a tonally related characteristic. In 
a discussion of key-relations, Tovey comments thatt 
"the supertonic is not often established as a related key 
on a large scale, but mojulations to it in the course of 
melody are quite common". 
I 
The Unconscious Beethoven - Ernest Newman (Parsons, Londong 
1927) P- 80- 
2 ibidq P. go. 
3 Beethoven - Tovey (O. U. P, 1%4, Paperback 1971) in the sectior 
"The Three Dimensions"; See P. 23 in the latter edition. 
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Notwithstanding, he states two paragraphs further on that: 
"The best illustrations of openings that display the 
supertonic do not happen to come in Beethoveats Piano- 
forte Sonatas, but in the Allegro of the First Symphony; 
and much more tersely within a single broad phrase 
of a majestically quiet melody at the opening of the 
C major String Quintet, Op. 29.11 
Tovey is of the opinion that these examples are thellbest" of 
their kind but he fails to comineat on their common tonality 
of C. He also misinterprets the move onto the dominant from 
the supertoaic; this is not via the subdominant, as Tovey sug- 
gests, but is viaý? on the supertonic, a pivot chord which, 
(withý5 orý5 )ofteý effects the move, onto the dominant. The 
supertonic tendency in C is the first category of tonal-thematic 
characteristics examined in the C Group (a) works. 
GROUP (a) THE14ATIC FEATURES IN C 
I SUPERTONIC EMPHASIS 
Lused sequentially2 initially; rising. 
2. used sequentially, falling: 
(i) initIally in the thematic treatment 
(ii)as notable intermediary emphasis 
Supertoftic emphasis used sequentially, initially; rising. 
Nearly every C work included here has at least one instance 
of this occurrence in an opening tonic theme. Two notable examples 
were given above; these are included in the C thematic examples* 
It will be readily apparent from these examples that, as 
stated a-Love, the harmonic emphasis of the supertonic melodic 
degree varies. The supertonic is sometimes used with the super- 
tonic triadic harmony (but without modulation) as is the case in 
Examples 3 (stronger harmonic emphasis occurs at the cadence at 
bar 10) 6.10, & II. The supertonic is also used in conjunction 
with dominant harmony at this initial stage in the theme; (this, 
evidently, is a common cadential occurrence, generally). Examples 
of the dominant harmonic support of melodic supertonic degree- 
emphasis are, Nos. 1.2 & 9; example No. I "horizontalises" the 
dominant pull; that is to say bars 5&6 in the example are under- 
pinned by a tonic bass9 giving rise to the 
? 
chord, mentioned above 
3 
1 The thematic examples are given in the Supplementary Y-olume, 
They are referred to in the text by their number in that index, 
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on the supertonic (though nct here in root position), and in 
bar 7 this resolves onto aý dominant chord. The third type 
of harmonic usage characterising the melodic degree-emphasis 
of the supertoni6ýin these examples, is modulation to the 
supertonic. This occurs in examples _ILIU 
(boto from the same 
work) 5.8 and Il. Example I6&includes a modulatory move into 
the suPertonic, prior to moving onto the dominant. However, 
it calls for special comment5 as it is an intensification of 
the-baýical1y triadic, C treatment of the theme. This triadic- 
type C theme will be discussed below. Ex. 12 cannot strictly be 
said to fall into any of the three categories, as only this line 
occurs initially, with no harmonic elaboration; nonetheless, 
the suPertonic emphasis is pronounced, as the inflection of 
bar 3 of the example clearly shows. Interestingly, only notes 
of the supertonic triad sound, from the end of bar 1+, until 
the Cýending bar 6; bars7-9 feel- strongly dominant; thus there 
is a more than skeletal feel of a supertonic emphasis, subseqently 
moving to the dominant via supertonic 
ý, 
with no need to posit 
any "implied harmony"t 
3 
Examples ;A and 15, both from the Mass in C, evince a strong 
supertonic emphasis; the example from the Kyrie occurs in the 
second statement, after the first tonic cadence. Although, 
unusually, the sequence continues after the supertonic degree 
statement, the fact that the supertonic was the degree chosen 
to follow bars 1-2 of the example is significant, ' in the light 
of the C tendencies already outlined. Example 11, also a state- 
ment occurring after the opening of the Gloria, is interesting 
in its drop of a fifth onto the supertonic degree; this quickly 
moves to a tonic cadencet via the subdominant. Subdominant 
cadential emphasis is also used in examples a and ; 2. Example 10, 
from the finale of The String Quintet, uses the supertonic 
I 
chord very strongly, in the continuation and cadence, not included 
in the example (bars 25 -6; 28 -9). The subdominant chord tends 
flatwards in its emphasis; there are three instances in the them- 
atic examples which tend: to the sharp side tonally, following the 
supertonic emphasis. These are the exx. IOý 11,14. Ex. IOp 
from the finale of the String quintet Op. 290 repeats the open- 
ing 8-bar period, sequentially on the supertonic. This taked 
the tonality onto the dominant of d (the supertonic); the ensuing 
(home) subdominant reorientates the tonality firmly to C (with the 
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supertonic 
? 
emphasis mentioned above). 
3 
Example II begins at bar D+ of the Waldstein Piano Sonata. 
The previous material as far as bar 9, while using what emerges 
as important thematic material, is not tonally significant as 
focusing on the "subdominant of the subdominant" (or key of ýVII- 
Bh as Tovey interprets! (His phrase is "merely the enhanced 
subdominant"). What is in question in these opening bars of 
OP-53, is a characteristic feature of Beethoven's general comp- 
ositional style. That is, a progressively descending bass. 
Only one writer, and that very recently, has in fact noticed 
and commented on this, to the present writer's knowledge. 
2 The 
progress of the bass as a structural feature is of immense im- 
portance in Beethoven's music; often the progressions are far- 
flung and their structure not immediately perceived. 
An interesting correspondence with the Waldstein example, 
dating from 1807, occurs in the opening of the Credo, from the 
Mass in C, Op. 86. Both examples are given on the following 
page. (The Introduction of the Quartet, OP-59/3 U) in C also 
uses dramatic descent onto the dominant), In the Waldstein 
example the treatment beginning at bar I1+ evinces supertonic 
emphasis sequentially, a tendency now emerging as characteristic 
of C themes. This thematic treatment is significant in this 
context, affirming the C tonality after the essentially intro- 
ductory preteding bars. The treatment is comparable with that 
in ex. IO, where the C material is repeated on the, supertonic, 
and moves to the dominant (minor) of the supertonic. This pre- 
sages a move to the sharp side,: tonally, in contrast to the 
1 ibid. (P. 1+9). 
2 Harold Truscott in the Beethoven Companion. See The Piano 
Music 1, P. 119. It is also interesting to note that Tovey (in 
his book "Beethoven") openly states that Beethoven "was mystical 
enough, but his use of the gradually rising or falling bass is 
neither decorative. nor mysterious. Its purpose is to give the 
most solid dramatic reasons for modulations which would otherwise 
be mere accidents". Howeverg Tovey does not comment on the use 
of parallel progressionsq such as in the present examplesq re- 
lating to tonal location. 
6o 
return to C in the previous example. A further comparison 
emerges-with the Credo of the Mass in C; there is a very 
unexpected sharp turn at the words 'let in unum. dominum. Jesum 
Christumll (bars 34 - 38). The third example in the C themes 
which moves to the sharp side, also occurs in the Mass in C. 
This is example D+, from the Kyrie. As was stated, this in- 
stance occurs after the first tonic cadence; the tonality 
very quickly moves through supertonic emphasis onto the dom- 
inant of a. Further comparisons between the Piano Sonata 
and the Kyrie, with regard to subsequent treatment, are rel- 
evant to the larger levels concerning the structure of C move- 
ments. 
Thus, on the level of the thematic features characteristic 
of C works which have supertonic sequential emphasis early in 
the thematic statement, there is a variety of continuatioAs 
tonaILy; most often there is straightforward tonic resolution; 
there are, however, 'open-ended' examples, which move to the 
sharp side tonally. 
F 
tIIIII 
OP- 53 (1) Bars I- 
^ Alleerc cbn brio 
Op. 36 - Credo Bars I- 
9 Uj. 
2 Supertonic emphasis used sequentially, falling: 
(i) initially in the thematic treatment 
(ii) as notatle intermediary e., -, phasis 
This type of 'inverted, emphasis is not as common as the 
previous sequential treatment, which moves from the tonic up- 
wards. However, it is in evidence as a tendency, and is worthy 
of note in view of the importance which this 'inverse relation, 
attains in Beethoven's oeuvre, in various tonal and formal con- 
texts. Five examples may be cited in the present context. They 
are exx. 17 - 21. 
Although the main melodic step achieved in example 17 is 
that from supertonic to tonic degreei the dominant emphasis is 
strong. Ex. I8, on the other hand, opens far less definitively; 
the second, forte statement, beginning at bar 8, is strengthened 
by a t. -Inic pedal in the second oboe. The first phrase "builds 
down" from the sixth degree (A) through supertonic triadic usage, 
to the fourth bar, Ex. 19 is, as with ex. 12, a single line. 
As in the previous instance from the finale of the Oboe Trio, 
the opening note is the dominant, but in the String Quarteý it 
is on an accented beat. The supertonic - tonic shift is outlined 
in the first three bars; the fifth from A down to D is emphasised 
(the quaver rest is significant) and this fall is sequentially 
repeated, from the dominant down to the tonic, C. That this is 
significant is amply proved by the later treatment in the move- 
ment. At this juncture, reference to the reeapitulation treat- 
ment confirms the characteristic C emphasis; 
OP-59/3 (iv) Bars 210 - 211+ 
Violin 
Viola 
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(All---n- mr%li-^) 
Examples 20 and 21 share three common features, the rhythm 
, sM the rising, direction of this rhythin, and the fall from A 
to D (bars 3-4 in 20; bar 2 in 21 ); however the example from the 
Overture pursues the 
Moo 
motif, for a further sequence (an inst- 
ance of Mies' "three-fold" repetition in Beethoven's'melodic 
structure). Both however emphasise the move down from A, in- 
cluding the A to D perfect fifth leap. In both cases this im- 
mediately rises to the dominant, but it is an incidence to be 
noted. 
One further comment remains to be made concerning these 
instances; they are not as arresting as those considered above, 
but it is notable that they allt except the last which is from 
an overture, and therefore excluded from this possibility, they 
are all the openings of finale movements. All the works except 
Op. IO2, /I19 have instances of rising supertonic emphasis in at 
least one earlier movement. Of course, there are more finales 
without this particular inflection than with it, in C; however, 
that Beethoven considered using this relationship in both rising 
and falling sequence is a point worthy of note. 
Examples 22 - 26 include instances of notable intermediary 
supertonic emphasis in C themes. Again an interesting comment 
emerges concerning their non-appearance in any previous categories 
of supertonic empoasis(excluding ex. 25, which is cited here for 
a reason concerning a later phase in the treatment than was pre- 
viously commented on). Thus7 although supertonic emphasis has 
not appeared in the initial stages of the theme, it nonetheless 
does occur in the course of these four examples. The first, in 
ex. 22, states the supertonic triad as part of the thematic out- 
line. Ex. ?a includes an instance built over dominant harmony 
(bars 8-DO. Bars Il+-I5 do not state dominant harmony, thus 
pointing to the importance of the supertonic basis here. The 
apoggiaturs D to C in bar D+ is also emphatically echoed at the 
final cadence in bar 19. Ex. ý&, like the previous example., 
moves to the dominant; but in this instance the move from the 
dominant to the tonic employs a far more emphatic supertonic 
emphasis. This is twice stated, in different cwhestral registers, 
1 The first Allegro movement of Op. IO2/I is in a; the slow 
introduction is mainly dominant treatment (in C). 
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and is a strong falling sequential progression. The context 
of ex. 25 is not strictly parallel. The passage in question 
here is the opening paragraph of the scherzo of the C String 
,, uintet, Op. 29. Howeve; the structure is similar; the tonality 
has modulated to the dominant by the double-bar; immediately 
after this, there is a sequential swing back to the tonic, mod- 
ulating through the supertonic (via a supertonic cadence) prior 
to moving back into C! Exx. 21+ and ?I are noteworthy in this 
respect; tiais relationship, as has been stated above, occurs 
in widely differing contexts and roles, and its evidence in 
the present investigation is the most basic use of it, occurr- 
ing in the "home" C context. Ex. 26 does not have such a defin- 
itive supertonic emphasis; however the supertonic chord does 
underpin bar 10 of the example, and so creates as quential fall 
comparable with those occurring in the previous two examples. 
In passing, the modulation to e, in bars 6-8 is notable; again 
there is an instance of an apparent sharp turn in the tonality; 
however, of more note is the immediate restoration of C. This 
e/C relationship is one which is frequently in evidence in various 
contexts. 
Two other points concerning Beethoven's thematic treatment 
in C have emerged indirectly in the course of the preceding 
discussion of supertonic emphasis. These are the use of triadic 
C themes; that is, themes which emphasise the tonic triad strongly. 
This aspect of "Beethoven's C major" is probably more familiar 
generally than the supertonic featuresq although the latter are 
perhaps more peculiar to C usage. The obvious example of tonic- 
triadic emphasis to spring to mind is the finale of the Fifth 
Symphony (this movement is grouped with the (b) C themes). The 
other feature is the emphasis of the sixth of the scale, the 
note A; this has been touched on in relation to supertonic emph- 
asis7 but merits attention in its own right. 
I This kind of focusing on the supertonic emerges as more 
notable in Ektonal-thematic treatment. P., 242below sets out 
the main differences in usage. Pp. 242 - 254examine the r6le 
of the supertonic in the Eý(Group (a)) themes. 
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II TONIC-TRIADIC EMPHASIS IN THE C (GROUP (a)) THEMES 
The tonic-triadic emphasis which occurs in the C works 
falls into three types of usage: 
(i) descending, with susequent dominant emphasis. 
(ii) as part of a non-triadic thematic opening, 
or with non, -triadic consequent. 
(iii)rising. 
These characteristics are not isolated with the claim that 
they are peculiar to C usage; the chances of tonic-triadic emph- 
asis in an opening thematic statement, which seeks to estgblish 
a particular tobality, cannot be remote. However, before any 
comparative treatment is possible, an "index" of usage must be 
compiled for individual keys, to identify usage which seems to 
characterise each tonalityt as indicated by recurrent instances. 
The tonic-triadic emphasis in C merits attention as a recurring 
feature. 
Tonic-triadic emphasis7 descending, with subsequent dominant 
emphasis. 
Of the four examples,, nos. 23,21t., 27 and 28, two have 
already been discussed in connection with the intermediary super- 
tonic emphasis treated above. They are exx. 21 qnd 21+. As was 
previously stated, there is no initial supertonic emphasis in the 
thematic treatment. The other two examples, nos. 27 and 28 are 
from the finale of the Piano Sonata OP-53 (the"Waldstein") and 
from the finale of the Triple Concerto, op. 56. Thus, an inter. 
esting fact already emerges in noting these examples; all four 
are finale opening themes. Also, all four appear in earlier 
considerations of supertonic emphasis in connection with their 
first movements (and also the third, in the case of the First 
Symphony). 
In all four exaMples, the interval of mediant to tonic is 
strongly emphasised; exx. 2! f and 27 both fall triadically from 
the dominant. (Exx. 21+ and 28'both use an ascending "curtain" 
to use Mies' term, to create a melodic apex; in each case an 
emphasised triadic figure follows). The dominant emphasis is 
strongest in exx.. ý. J, 24 and 28; the last is over a tonic pedal; 
the first two are more domimnt-based, the Symphony modulating. 
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In passing, it is interesting to note the formal differences 
in the continuation of the thematic treatment. The first twoleach 
from a relatively early work, go on to form a tonic-cadencing 
paragrapn; the last two, middle-period works, are "open-ended"; 
the Triple Concerto does in fact reach a tonic cadence before 
long, but not without touching on sharp key-areas; (this is a 
factor harking back to the first movement, and relevant to large- 
scale structural analysis of the tonal procedures in the C works). 
Tonic-"L"riadic emphasis as part of a non-triadic thematic 
opening, or with non -triadic consequent 
'2hree of the four examples of this more incidental triadic 
usage have already appearedg again in connection with the super- 
t ý. onic emphasis they evince. In all four examples, the triadic 
usage occurs in both the opening statement, and in the super- 
tonic sequential repeat of this. Thus, while the overall sequen- 
tial step to the supertonic was observed previously, the structure 
of the ant6cedent -material on the more detailed level was not 
commented on. 
Example a contains the triadic emphasis with non(-triadic 
consequent referred to in the heading of this section. While 
Ex., 2 "horizontalises" the emphasis of C in the first three bars, 
itseesential momentum is focused in the rising arpeggio (the 
leading-note emphasis strengthens the tonal feeling of C as tonic; 
and indeeed is the emphatic "resolution" of the opening bars). 
The supertonic sequential repeat is exact (as far as the 
7 ý51 
that is. ) Ex. 6, from the same work, is similar. The esseAce 
of the string swirl is to outline the tonic triad, and, sequent- 
ially, the supertonic triad. The final instance, ex. 29 (with 
29aýsfrom the Finale of Act II of Fidelio. There is a rise to 
the supertonic degree melodically, but the harmony is a strong 
tonic - dominant alternation. However, the triadic tonic emph- 
asis is everywhere apparent, throughout the C sections of this 
jubilant finale. (Ex. 166is a further instance, within the super- 
tonic sequential framework. ) Notice the treatment throughout 
theorchestra in this respect, in the Fidelio Finale to Act II. 
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(iii) Rising tonic-triadic emphasis 
The line between the examples under (ii), and those cited 
here is not a clear one; some examples could appear under hoth 
headings. Howeverg those which are included under the present 
heading, all feature rising tonic-triadic emphasis at the very 
beginning of the thematic statement. None of the examples in 
this group has been previously discussed in connection with 
either the triadic emphasis, or any supertonic emphasis. They 
are exx. 30 - 34. 
The first exampie, from the third of the early Pre-Opus 
Piano Quartets, could hardly spell out the tonic triad more 
explicitlyl It is not one of Beethoven's most impelling open- 
ings, but even so it does include a three-fold repetition with- 
in the statement, which is a Beethoven fingerprint. The second 
examPleg No. U, is also from an early work (almost shocking 
in its major transposition of the Fifth Symphony Scherzo openingt) 
Example 32 could well have been included under (i), with its 
triadic, prior to dominant, emphasis. It opens with a strong 
rising tonic arpeggio, but this is more than a Icurtaint.,. Struct- 
urally it stands as antecedent to the more lyrical descendinC 
phrase which follows. 
The next example, from the sister Overture Leonora No. 3 
(ex. 
_U) 
is obviously closely related to ex. . 
12; more compressed, 
it focuses more tersely on the tonic triad. The two extraneous 
notes are the supertonic, and the submediant; obviously complement- 
ary, in view of their respective relationships to tonic and dom- 
ina nt. 
Example A follows in the wake of exx. 29 and 29a, from the 
finale to Act II of Fidelio. The triadic rise (and fallt) is 
very emphatic. Thusq three of these five examples are linked 
witn Fidelio; all three, sooner or later, are forcefully expres- 
sed, dynamically; the rising motif must be linked with a signif- 
icant emotional idea. However, whatever the final conclusion 
regarding such an interpretation, the tendency to such a triadic 
emphasis, as a rising progressioný is in evidence. 
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Of all the main C themes from the C works considered in 
Lhis study, only three have not so far been treated as exhibit- 
ing any of the features discussed above. Two of these are scherzo 
movements (from Op 2/3 and Op. 21; thus, the early C Piano Sonata, 
and the First Symphony); the third is the Allegro theme from the 
Overture "Namensfeier". The scherzo movements do share interest- 
ing tonal features on the larger structural level; Op. 2/3 (111) 
and the "amensfeier Overture feature the one remaining thematic 
characteristic to be discussed here; that is, A (the submediant 
degree) as a melodic apex. 
III THE SUBMEDIANT AS ',, EiODIC APEX IN THE C (GROUP (a)) THE: 1ES 
Again, Mies ', Ias made some revealing points concerning this 
aspect of 'Zeethoven's style. In his discussion of the melodic 
I 
apex, he demonstrates its importance in Beethoven's compositions; 
his opinion is: 
"that unquestionably we have to do with characteristic 
features of Beethoven's style; for they (viz. the melodic 
apices) must have had vital influence on the expressive 
force and the effective d1stribution of stress". 
Mies recognises the relevance of examining the characteristics 
of other composers in this respect, in order clearly to establish 
how far such treatment is peculiar to Beethoven, in the way he 
treats the melodic apex; but in the present investigation into 
his use of tonality, this general feature of the importance of 
the melodic apex will be the starting-point for examination of 
the peculiarities relating to such treatment which may emerge, 
as tonally-related features7 characterising the thematic treatment, 
within BeethovenIs own usage. 
The submediant degree as a melodic apex, does seem to vary 
in importance, between tonal categories. Mies rightly ec'mments 
on the effect in terms of the "expressive force" and "effective 
distribution of stress" which the placing of the melodic apex 
has; but he does not consider in terms of intervallic relation- 
ship, what are the preferred melodic apic0s. 
l 
Op. cit. Pp. 16 - 35o 
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In discussing the compositions in a tonality such as C, 
chronologically, a considerable cross-section of Beethovents works 
is involved. Thus2 general developments in his style are not 
highlighted, and this suggests that significance inay well attach 
to tonal location, if thematic features persist, throughout such 
developments, as indeed seems to be the case with the supertonic 
emphasis. In considering the Ale of the submediant degree as 
melodic apex, it is important to bear in mind the particular 
emphasis of the supertonic. This yields A as its fifth ( of the 
supertonic triad). Such sequential treatment as has been dis- 
cussed will give rise to a type of melodic apex (as with exx.. a, 
4,10.11.12 and 13). This then, is clearly tonally related, 
resulting from a particular melodic tendency. As such, it is an 
offshoot of, and therefore subsidiary to, the supertonic tonal 
emphasis. It is arguable that the remaining examples of emphasis 
of A as a melodic apex are linked to this tendency. It is not 
as strong in C as it is for instance, in Aý , where the submediant 
is frequently the focus of an entire melodic lineý 
However, the r8le of the submediant degree as melodic apex 
may be considered in three main categories: 
W submediant degree falling to tonic. - _A 
initially 
B cadentially 
(ii) submediant rising to tonic 
(iii) submediant as focus of the melodic line 
These three categories are enumerated in order of their frequency 
and importance. 
Submediant degree falling to tonic 
A initially 
Generally, an opening melodic apex is not characteristic 
of Beethoven's style; 
2 If there is an early apex, it is most 
often preceded by a rising "curtain" (see exx. Q7), 2)+, 28, _30 
and a2). There are two exqmples in the C themes included here 
AP is not examined in the thesis; however the submediant 
emerges as a particularly significant apex in Eý . See P. 269 et. seq. below, and P. 297-; 8. 
2 Mies, op. cit., see P. 56 above. 
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whicri in fact open with a melodic apex other than the sub- 
mediant. These are exx. Za and 27. In both casesý the apex 
is tonic-triadic (see Pp. 65 - 67). 
Submediant apices occur initially in exx. 18,19 and 35; 
exx. 20.21 and 2Z merit attention in this respect. 
Exx. 18 and 19 were discussed previously in connection with 
initial supertonic emphasis. Thus, already the link between 
supertonic emphasis and submediant melodic apex immediately emerges,, 
for ir, both cases there is a melodic apex on A, -stronger in the 
first case, but nonetheless present in both openings. Both "build 
down" to the tonic, the String Quartet example more forcefully. 
(This presents an interesting comparison; there are the same 
melodic features, but the quartet is far more compelling than the 
Oboe Trio. Bcth are finale openings. The first dates from 1797, 
the Quartet from 1806. Thus, C characteristics would seem to persi 
despite a change in the "technique" of melodic structure)! 
. 
11 is also from an earlier work, the C Piano Sonata of Ex. - 
Op. 2 (No. 'ý). Again, the up-beat is on the dominant, the melodic 
apex is the submediant degree; this theme grows beyond its initial 
tonic fall, to rise again, leading to the imperfect cadence at 
bar 8; in this respect it is comparable with the continuation of 
the String Quartet movement's opening; the latter however builds 
back -. o the tonic cadence, whereas the Piano Sonata is z. oving to 
a sectional close in the dominant, subsequently. 
Ex. 21 is the most straightforward of the remaining three. 
Again, the dominant precedes the emphasis of the submediant degree, 
which has strong supertonic connections (see above, P. 63); and 
again the melodic line builds downwards, then re-ascends. The 
opening heightend the importance of the submediant, as the descend- 
ing melodic line (occurring at the sf marks to ensure their import- 
anceO is A-G-F-E. 
Ex. 20 and 22 are directly comparableý perhaps surprisingly$ 
in view of their wide separation, chronologically (the Pre-opus 
Piano Quartet - 1785; the Cello Sonata - 1815). They differ in 
1 This is investigatad in relation to three C themes, following 
the Group (b) examination Pp. 94 - 99 beýow. 
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mood and metrej but are substantially similar. Each opens with 
a high tonic; the most important notes in the subsequent descents 
are tie do--,. linant, submediant and supertonic. In each, the sub- 
rnediant is emphatic but particularly so in ex. 22. The consequents 
differ, one cadencing in the tonic (the Piano Quartet), the other 
moving to an imperfect cadence. Their openings are given here 
for case of comparison; 
Agk 
Ex. 20 
Ex. 22 
Melodically, A is structurally important in all of these 
three examples (20,21 and 22), although in the last two quoted 
it is not the hignest note heard initially. 
In all six examples, there emerges another aspect of the 
submediant melodic apex. This is connected with its position in 
the scale as the note immediately above the dominant) diatonically; 
its function of dominant enhancement is doubtless a corollary of 
-, -his fact7 as -much as its relationship to the supertcnic; however 
neither of these more basic factors alters its melodic identity. 
It is not a strong melodic constituent in C, but that it nonethe- 
less occurs frequently in various melodic contexts(in C) is a 
factor of note. It may .,, ell be that the supertonic tendency in C 
is such that the submediant plays a particular role, springing 
from this particular emphasis. 
B cadentially 
This occurrence of the submediant degree, at the other end 
of the "melodic scale", may be divided into two types of usageg 
in which the harmonic relationships to which the submediant may 
be linked, again figure. These types are (a) melodic cadential 
usage; (b) the submediant as part of the harmonic reinforcement 
of the cadence. 
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(a ) melodic cadential usage 
Exa_-riple I could be considered under both categories in 
this section; however, its usage here is melodic rather than 
harmonic in emphasis ( bar 7 of the example). It is the fifth 
of the supertOnic -mentioned previously, which moves onto the 
dominant. The sub ediant degree is here doubly-related, then. 
(Melodically, the submediant does not fall onto the tonic). 
Examples 
.1 and 
a8 include the submediant cadentially, as 
part of another general characteristic of Beethoven's style, 
sequence-contraction. In bars 13 at seq. of ex.. aj there is 
one phrase which is repeated more emphatically. The submediant 
apex is stronger in the first statement; the repbtition sub- 
ordinates it to the higher tonic. Conversely, in ex. 28, the 
second phrase is a simplification of the first, resulting in 
a contraction of the dment from the apex to the tonic, and 
thus focusing it very strongly cadentially (bars 7 of the 
example). 
Exa. -zziple Z, the Prometheus Overture theme features the sub- 
mediant as a cadential apex at bars 1+ and II - 13; it is stronger 
in the first instance, and in both instances its dominant- re- 
lation is apparent. 
(b) harmonic cadential reinforcement 
The two instances of this usage, exx. and &q interestingly 
both occur in the First Symphony, in the first and last movements 
respectively. The second instance is the more notable, 
In the first movement, the r8le of the submediant as third 
degree in the subdominant triad creates the emphatic harmonic 
cadential inflection; týie submediant is the melodic apex, again 
falling onto the dominant (Ex. 
In Ex. 21t. the submediant is once more harmonically treated 
as the fifth in the supertcnic 
?; 
at bar 139 the melodic line 
where this progression occurs, 
ýs: A-I 
There is a repeat of the preceding material with a change of 
orchestral treatment2 but at bar 20 of the example7 the melodic 
line is 
ZET 
-,, FvP It 
2. F- 
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(ii) Submediant degree rising to tonic 
Two examples, nos. a and ;& have already been discussed; 
they are from the sarne work, the Oboe trio Op. 87. In each 
case, the importance of A as a melodic apex has occurred earlier 
in the melody, and the incidence of submediant rising to tonic, 
though occurring, is not strong, particularly in example . 
1. 
Here it is part of the intensification of a phrase, where the 
submediant is in fact subordinate to the dominant, as part of 
the rise to the higher tonic (bar 15 of the example). The last 
beat of this bar however, re-emphasises the submediant degree. 
In ex. 18, bars 13 - D+ include a similar rise, here it echoes 
bars 5-6, but the submediant is apex - like within this rise, 
as the overall context of bars 8- 16 is a fall from the sub- 
mediant to the tonic melodically, followed by a subsequent 
rising return. The submediant is then., the highest point in 
the melodic line thus far, and the ensuing rise to the tonic 
is generated from the submediant degree, Neither of these 
examples is a forceful one, but each yields interesting Pý, ints 
of detail in the melodic structure. 
There are four further examples of the submediant degree 
as melodic apex rising to the tonic, exx. 2.39.19 and 26, of 
which the first two may be taken together. 
Example 2 occurs subsequent to a preceding full tonic- 
close; Ex. _U 
is the opening of the C Mass (Op. 86). Bar 9 
of ex. 2 is a clear melodic apex; the rise to C is a leap, 
followed by a stepwise fall. A is a subsidiary apex, prior 
to the tonic. This is also the case in ex. U where the sub- 
mediant is emphasised by its longer duration in a stepwise 
ascent. Again, it rises to the tonic (stepwise)9 followed, as 
in ex. 2 by a fall in the phrase. 
Example 26 is comparable with ex. 2 in that the A apex 
appears in the second part of an overall C paragraph; but it 
collates with ex. U in terms of the rise through the sub- 
mediant to the tonic. 
At bar 6 in ex. ; 2, the melodic line has returned to Aq 
the highest note heard so far (indeed, the opening apex- note); 
bars 6 and 8 comprise an emphatic A-B-C rising cadential 
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move to the tonic. In ex. 26, bar 5 begins a rise to the tonic 
from the dominant, but thisveers- tonally to an e cadence. Bar 
9 recovers the dominant and bars 9- 12 include an interesting 
and c? iaracteristic form of sequence-contraction in the melodic 
line. The supertonic 
F tr,:: atment here has already been commented 
on (page 64); the A aýex in bar 9 is clearly important; in bar II, 
the grace-notes ending the trill should be noted (these are part 
of the sequence-contraction treatment); again, the A apex is in 
evidence. It is hardly surprising then, that bar 13 sees an 
emphatic reiteration of the submediant, now commanding the final 
rise to the tonic, before the cadence.. This Overture is not 
noted for its greatness; to refer to it as "ceremonial and dull"I 
reflects its general impression, but as is often the case, neg- 
lected or little-known works are nonetheless worthy of scrutiny 
for the added evidence of tonal tendencies which they provide. 
(iii) Submediant degree as focus of the melodic line 
In the remaining examples of submediant degree-emphasis, 
the submediant is used in very close association with the dominant, 
which occurs either as a degree in the tonic chord, or harmonically 
The first example, No. 151 emphasises the submediant more force- 
fully in the ensuing bars (15 - 16 of the Gloria, not given in the 
example) as mediant of the subdominant, resolving onto the dominant 
degree, in a plagal (tonic) cadence. 
Example 22 has already been discussed in connection with the 
submediant function as melodic apex (page 70 - 71). In ex. 22, 
the submediant is an 'interim' apex, subsequently moving onto the 
dominant; it is stated over dominant harmony. Similarly, ex. 2a 
has a submediant melodic emphasis, over dominant harmony; here A 
is the highest point in the melodic line until the last codetta- 
type six bars, and as such, lasting for four bars, is a partic- 
ularly emphatic focus. 
I Basil Deane in The Beethoven Companion, Page 313. 
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Ex. 26 was discussed in connection with the rise to the 
tonic which, follows the forceful return to the submed-Jant 
(bar 13 of the example). The nature of the submediant 'focus' 
prior to cadential treatment, occurs in a strong restatement 
of the tonic, after the e cadence. This is effected over strong 
dominan-6 harmony (in bar II), following the important usage of 
a melodic apex on A, enhancing the dominant and generating the 
fall to :; he tonic, melodically. 
Examples 32 and 1ý are. comparable in their usage. Each 
A apex is preceded by a tonic-triadic "curtain". 2he emphasis 
in ex. ýý is proý, racted, before falling onto the dominant; Exa2 
is emphatic by virtue of its anachrustic occurrence, and the 
subsequent delayed move onto the dominant. As was pointed out 
above, these two themes are indeed closely related. The A is 
stressed by repetition in ex. 32 and by its duration in ex. 33, 
in which the doiinant 'pull, is echoed in the supertonic degree 
in answer to this opening (bar 6). Again, the double-relationship 
of the sub-mediant is evident. (Melodically, A as apex is not 
often supported by subdominant har, nony; the example from the Mass 
in C is the only notable occurrence in this respect). 
The re-maining two exa_-iples, nos. 17 and _31, each use a sub- 
mediant main i. elodic apex also falling onto the dominant sub- 
sequently. 'Ihere is a further parallelg in that each theme also 
stresses the subdominaht degree in the approach to the ý-iain, 
submediant apex. 
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GROUP (b) THE'lATIC KFATURES IN C 
In the analysis of melodic features in the inain C themes 
of C works, three factors which recur irrespective of movement- 
type, have been considered; supertonic emphasis, tonic-triadic 
emp'hasis, and the su'Zmediant degree as melodic apex. These 
three 
-:: ain 
types of melodic emphasis are now to be considered 
in relation to the items comprising Group (b), where movements 
in C occur in works in a basically different key. Thera are 
twenty such instances in the works included in this studyý The 
sectional O/C relationship occurring in the Piano Sonata Op. 27/I 
is comparable with the trio section of OP-9/3 (iii) harmonically, 
in that it opens with a tonic (C) phrase moving to an imperfect 
cadence. The Piano Sonata however, does not develop any melodic 
idea; the first Allegro is notable as effecting the basic tonal 
contrast of C after the opening EV of the Sonata. This is a 
very clear example of the nature of the Eý/C contrast referred 
to above, 
2 
and is significant in this respect as the predominant 
tonal factor involved here. The C treatment does not evince 
characteristic 7ielodic traits, but establishes aC 'tonal plateau' 
in the flanking 0. 
The exa, -iples listed in Group (b) will be considered as to 
their melodic emphasis in the same sequence of treatment as was 
adopted in examining the C themes in C works, with an additional 
category peculiar to Group (b)9 and included in the examination 
of tonic-triadic emphasis. 
3 
1 The Group (b) works are listed on P. 54 above. 
2 P. 55. 
It concerns tonal-linking between movements. 
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sUP-T7RTC"1, TIC EMPHASIS IN THE C (GROUP (b)) THEMES 
.I used sequentially, initially, rising 
This usage emerged as characteristic of the Group (a) 
themes. Three types of emphasis were discussedý In the 
Group (b) themes, six examples of supertonic melodic emphasis 
must be 
2 
considered; they are exx. I-6 in the C Group (b) 
themes. Within these six examples, the three types of super- 
tonic emphasis are evident. 
(i) supertonic triadic emphasis without modulation (rising) 
There is only one example of this type in the six themes, 
ex. 2; bars 2-3 of the example answer the opening tonic to 
dominant progression in the first Violin, which resolves onto 
a supertonic 
5 
with a rising supertonic triad (in the Viola), 3' 
moving to a perfect cadence in bar This inflection is re- 
inforced in what emerges as a notable characteristic in the 
Group (b) themes, the later supertonic emphasis in the theme, 
or in the reprise of the themels opening, in the closing, cad- 
ential stages. Example 2a illustrates the particular enhancement 
of the initial supertonic emphasis in example 2; in the treat- 
ment at this stage of the trio section, there is in effect a 
nodulation to the supertonic. 
(ii) supertonic degree-emphasis, over dominant harmony 
Examples 3.5 and 6 show rising sequential supertonic 
emphasis, the first two with stronger dominant emphasis. Exx 
and are directly comparable in this respect; ex. 6 is less 
emphatic - its I'semplice" marking is relevant here; however, 
the same treatment is nonetheless in evidence. Ex. a is notable 
for the more concealed sequential use of the supertonic degree. 
1 Page 58 et seq. 
2 Supplementary Volume, Pp*7-8 * 
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Bar 5 co-., -responds structurally with bar 2; thus the rise from 
tonic to supertonic is linternall, but nonetheless notable. 
Bars 3 and 4 are over dominant harmony until the last two quavers 
of bar 1+, when a relative minor inflection enhances the strong 
supertonic harmony of the first two beets of bar 5. 
With ex. the harmonic emphasis is on the dominant in 
bars 3 and )+, beneath the sequential step to the supertonic. 
In this instance the feature cited above, which Newman identifies 
as characteristic. of Beethoven's slow movements generally, is 
evident. This is the stepwise, ascendine conjunct motion; 'Newman 
discusseS the importance of the rise across three notes; ex. 1 
in fact extends the supertonic rise to a move onto the mediant 
at bar 5, with a subsequent intensified rise through bar 5. Thus, 
a general characteristic is in evidence, as well as a particular 
C- theme tonal nuance. The height of the intensified rise, in 
bar 6, is also notable in that it is the submediant; again aC 
feature receives emphatic treatment. The harmonic underlay of 
bar 6 is also notable for its strong supertonic emphasis: 
Example 6, from the last Piano Sonata, is more compressed 
in its treatment of the rise to the supertonicý coupled with - 
dominant harmony. However, the outline of the theme is strikingly 
similar to that of the previous example. 
2 
(iii) supertonic emphasis, with mudulation to the supertonic 
Example I is the most striking incidence of this type of 
emphasis. The last beat of bar 1+ includes aG in the 'Cello, 
which reinforces the feeling of modulation to the supertonic. 
I See Page 577 Footnotel. 
2 These two themes are analysed, with a third theme below, 
PP- 94- 99 
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Bars I+ -8 re.,,. eat the o1bening four bars, in the supertonic. 
The ensuing return to the tonic is via a further sequential 
statement, moving through the subdominant. (Note this clear 
instance of threefold-repetition, a feature particularly 
characteristic of Leethovents early work). 
There are two furtý: er instances of modulatory emphasis, 
but týiese do not occur in the opening thematic statements. 
Example 2a has been discussed above, (P-77); the other example 
is given as no. 4a, where t--lere is an intensification in the 
first Violin, at the end of its "statement" in the fugato open- 
ing of the second movement of the String Quartet in c, Op. I8/4. 
(Example 2a will also be mentioned in connection with a 
category of supertonic emphasis which emerges more strongly in 
the Group (bý than in the Group (a) works). 
2 Supertonic emphasis in the C (Group (b)) themes, falling: 
(i) initially 
(ii) as notable intermediary emphasis 
W initially 
It was stated in connection with the Group (a) works that 
this inverted emphasis was not as common in the themes as was 
the rising sequential incidence. A notable factor characterising 
the in, -:, tances (excepting that from the Die Weihe des Hauses 
Overture) was that they all occurred as finale-openings. Evidently,, 
this cannot be a relevant factor in the Group (b) works, except 
where a tonic minor becomes major in the finale. That týiis 
emphasis does not occur suggests that it is a characteristic 
which is closely related to the basic C tonality of a work. Each 
of the occurrences in the G--oup (a) works discussed had at least 
one instance of the more common rising supertonic emphasis, earlier 
in the work. Thus it seems likely that this is, a feature for 
which earlier characteristic C emphasis is prerequisite, and that 
it is not a characteristic of C movements in works in a basically 
different ýcey. Instead, a new type of melodic emphasis occursp, 
which contributes to the establishing of the contrasting C tonality 
in a different context. This is the stepwise descent to the tonic 
C, which will be considered below. The only instance which might be 
discussed under the present heading comes from a work in Eý; 
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it is the ope, -ing of the trio of the String Quartet, OP-7Lý 
(ex. 2). T-?, is is an arguable emphasis 2 but it is comparable 
with exx. 17 and 20 of the Group (a) themes. 
This trio is in the major after a scherzo in c (in an 
EV work). It is perhaps debataLle whether or not the first 
three notes are anachrustic. Joseph Kerman adduces evidence 
in support of this opinion in view of Beethoven's own addition 
of metronome marks, when he retained the sa-, qe te-, -qpo 
for the 
trio as for the scherzoý The whole structure of the opening 
bars as far as the last bar of the example and the reaching 
of the tonic, gives the feel of anachrusis to the first three 
notes. Thus the laccentedt notes of the imaginary 
9 
which 
Beethoven finally indicated are D, Ej B and C; thus two sets 
of descending sevenths; a supertonic degree-emphasis, followed 
by a feeling of dominant emphasis. (The emphasised notes are 
marked with a line above them in the example). 
(ii) as notable intermediary emphasis 
This category of emphasis was referred to above as being 
one of stronger emphasis in the Group (b) than in the Group (a) 
themes. There are two instances whicýi have already been mentioned 
as evincing enhancement of initial degree-emphasis by subsequent 
modulatory emphasis. These are exx. 2a and 4a. The remaining 
examples may be grouped en bloc; they are nos. 5. - 14 in the 
Group (b) themes. Thus, from the twenty items included in Group 
(b) twelve are notable for the degree of intermediary supertonic 
emphasis which they show. While this particular type of super- 
tonic emphasis is in evidence in the Group (a) themes, it is not 
proportionately as high an incidence. (See Pp. 63 - 64). However, 
it is still predominantfly., the case with the Group (b) as with the 
Group (a) themes, that initial strong supertonic emphasis in the 
theme has not occurred. The first three examples cited here, nos. 
5.6 and Z, have been considered in relation to their supertonic 
I In "The Beethoven Quartets", P. 165. 
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degree-emphasis coupled witn the dominant harrionically, in 
exx. I and 6; and in sequential, 'linear' treatment in ex. 
It is re--. arkable that all these instances, whose opening usage 
is essentially one of degree-emphasis evince forceful supertonic 
In harmonic usage in their later stages. 
I. xamples 5.6 and 12 may usefully be taken together; simil- 
arly exx. 3,9,10,11 and ja are comparable; the remaining two 
instances, exx. 2 and ;a may also be grouped together by virtue 
of their formal contexts. Thus there are three kinds of inter- 
mediary emphasis apparent in these examples. They are discussed 
in groups (a) - (c). 
(a) Harmonic emphasis witnin the theme, at a climactic point 
It was pointed out ahove that the sequential supertonic 
rise (over dominant harmony) is an important facet of the theme 
in ex. In discussing týiis, the harmonic structure of bar 6 
was given to demonstrate the strong supertonic emphasis at -11ý -he 
climax of the theme (P-78); bar 6 is in fact the main melodic 
apex of the theme (significantly, the submediant, as discussed 
above). Ex. 6 is comparable; the apex at bars 5-6 in the first 
Part of the melody is on the dominant degree, but note its 
resolution: - 
;:::;: ) r"7 
That this is an important point in the melodic line is 
indicated not only by the suspended apex, but also by the 
dynamic markings. It may well be that in this movement the 
"atoms of clas., ýical C major" are "laid bare'13' but the theme 
itself is not without what are emerging as the atoms of 
Beethoven's C majort 
1 Philip Barford in The Beethoven Companion, P. 188. 
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Exaýnple 12 does not include opening supertonic emptýasis 
but h, -zýs two subsequent instances of emphasis within the theme. 
Bar 4 is an anticipatory inflectiong moving to the dominant 
degree; tonic harmony follows2 but bar 6 has strong emphasis 
of the submediant melodicallyg over the supertonic so character- 
istic of C usage. This in fact proves to be a furt er anticipation 
of the climax of the theme melodically on C in the next bar, (an 
interim apex on the submediant, rising to the tonic, it will be 
notedL). The supertonic emphasis is not as unequivocal as in 
example 57 but the melodic structure of the two themes is strik- 
ingly simllarý 
(b) A harmonic return via supertonic emphasis - following a 
modulation to the dominant in exx. 8.9.10. and I 
and the relative minor in ex. II. 
Examples 8,9,10 and II within an overall C paragraph, 
eac'n inciude a modulation, to the dominant in nos. 8.9 and 10. 
Examples and. 2 are both from slow movements (though of a dif- 
ferent kind); Ex. 10 is from a scherzo; ex. II, a song. 
Examples I and 10 are directly comparable in their turn to 
the supertonic, after the modulation to the dominant. Both use 
subdominant emphasis7 prior to the move into the supertonic: 
Ex. 8 
Ex. 10 
See the melodic analysis of exx. 6. and 12ý P. 94 et seq. 
below. 
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Example 3 returns to the tonic via an imperfect cadence. 
Ex. 10 returns via the same pivot as occurs at the end of the 
develo, cment of the first movement of the First Symphony: the 
dominant of a (the relative minor) is stressed, and used as 
a pivot into the tonal return into C; fifth becomes third, 
in relation to C. (Such changes will be indicated 5--, >3, the 
number referring to the intervallic function). 
Ex. II, after modulating to a (bars 8- 9), returns to C 
via the supertonic, in sequential treatment like that discussed 
in connection with exx. a. 1 and 24 of the Group (a) works (P. 63). 
Ex. 8.9 and II share a further conmion feature relating to 
supertonic emphasis; they all include notable supertonic emphasis 
in the closing stagesq of the thematic paragraph in exx. I and. 2 
and at the end of the song in ex. ý II. Following the return to C 
after the extract of ex. a given above, the opening thematic 
treatment occurs (an octave higher), but with a notable change 
in the second bar: 
There is strong supertonic emphasis here. The closing part of 
ttrie song "Neue Liebe, Neues Leben", also has strong pre-cadential 
supertonic emphasis: 
It is not until the high G in the voice that the "shades" of the 
supertonic are completely dispell4d by the dominant. (Again, this 
example also features threefold repetition). 
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Example 
.2 
has not yet been discussed; it has several interesting 
features relating to supertonic emphasis. There is initial super- 
tonic usage in the theme, both within the opening phrase, and 
sequentially in terms of degree-emphasis. In reduced score 
the opening two bars are given: 
IAIB 
There is a clear harmonic progression within the rhythmically 
symmetrical opening: 
A 
I- II 
B 
V- 
The supertonic is thus important, but not in this instance 
as the sequential repeat of a tonic opening harmonically. Bars 
3- 1+ modulate to the dominant (via a), which is reconverted to 
the home dominant in bars 5-6; bars 7- 10 close the thematic 
paragraph and, as with ex. 8 the opening material reappears. 
However (and again) there is new harmonic emphasis of the super- 
tonic; bars 7-8 are also modified as compared with bars I- 27 
lending greater emphasis to the supertonic: 
There is strong supertonic emphasis in each of the four 
closing bars quoted; the second is not harmonic, but the turn 
is significant; the VArd bar diverts the supertonic to an 
interrupted cadence; the fourth bar again stresses the supertonicq 
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generating the close. This is comparable with what happened 
in "Neue Liebe, Neues Leben". A similar use of a turn with 
supertonic inflection rising onto the dominant degree was 
com. -nented on in connection with ex. 12 (P. 82). 
(c) The supertonic used to effect a reprise of opening material, 
in the course of a trio section 
The remaining two examples occur in similar contexts; ex.. Z 
is from the trio section of the third movement of Op. 7Lý (a String 
Quartet). Ex. Il is from the same place in the Fifth Symphony. 
However, the supertonic emphasis used in these cases differs. 
Ex. Z9 in its continuation (not given)2 modulates to the dominant; 
the return to the tonic is via a "horizontalised" II -V progressiorh 
(See bars 38 - 62 of the Piu Presto, Quasi Prestissimo). In ex 
the line given is Solo; thus there is no harmonic underlay, but 
an interesting build bac, ý to the dominant (as dominant) via super- 
tonic emphasis occurs. (See ex. Qa). There are two halting 
attempts, each of which fails to get beyond this supertonic out- 
line; the next has the impetus to reach down in thirds to the 
dominant proper, and thus back to C and the recurrence of the 
scherzols opening material. (Once again, threefold repetition 
is to the fore. ) 
What is here termed as "intermediary" emphasis is theng very 
evident in the Group (b) thermes. As was stated in introducing this 
section there are parallels with the Group (a) examples, but this 
type of usage is definitely both stronger, and more frequent, in 
the Group (b) themes. 
II TONIC-TIRIADIC EMPHASIS IN THE C (GROUP (b)) THEMES 
(i) descending, with subsequent dominant emphasis 
In all three examples from the Group (b) themes which evince 
this structure, tne falling tonic-triadic emphasis forcefully and 
quickly leads to the dominant emphasis. It is interesting that 
all three are the openings of Adagio movements; they are exx.. ag 
5 and 12 (While exx. I and 12 were previously correlated with 
ex. 6 in terms of the structural similarity between them, ex. 6 
does not feature such triadic structure at this stage in the theme), 
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Ex. I is the most compact of the tnree themes. All three have 
quite lengthy dominant emphasis, in terms of the overall melodic 
structure. They are all characterised by an opening descending 
tonic arpeggio, (each with some kind of "curtain" creating an 
apex on the first note of the descending arpeggio: in the case 
of ex. 1, this is the trill, with the grace-note 'push, up to 
the mediant); ex. I moves most directly onto the dominant. 
(ii) as part of a non-triadic opening, or with non-triadic consequenl 
Exx. 1,2,10 and 15 have triadic openings with non-triadic 
consequent treatment; ex. 6 does not open triadically, but must 
be included in viuw of the importance of the tonic triad sub- 
sequently in the theme. 
Ex. 2 has been considered previously in connection with 
the supertonic sequential treatment of its opening; as was the 
case with the opening of the first movement of the First Symphony 
(ex. I of the Group (a) themes), within this sequential framework, 
t--iere is on the more detailed level, a triadic structure in the 
theme. This is also true of ex. I. 
It is difficult to place ex. -10 
in a category: it might be 
described as having a mixture of descending and ascending triadic 
emphasis. Howeverg it has a non-triadic consequent treatment, 
and so may be included in this section in that respect. 
Ex. 6 is the one instance of triadic emphasis later in the 
theme, after a non-triadic opening. Bars 3- 1ý, and 5 dem- 
cnstrate this very clearly: 
L; u 
Thus the melodic outline rises to the dominant degree via emphatic 
tonic-triadic usage. This is also the case at the very end of the 
theme, too. 
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(iii) rising tonic-triadic emphasis 
As was pointed out in the consideration of the Group (a) 
works, there is not always a clear distinction to be made between 
categories (ii) and (iii), treating tonic-triadic emphasis. Thus 
ex. 2, qlr-ady fully discussed, could also be included under this 
heading, in view of the fact that the tonic-triadic opening is an 
ascending emphasis, 
Example 101 also mentioned above, is more relevant here in 
respect of the forceful treatment of bars 3-4. In outline, 
the theme is similar to the finale theme of the Triple Concerto, 
Op. 56 (ex. ZZ of the Group (a) themes); the grace-note emphasis 
and the sforzando on the mediant falling to C occur in both open- 
ings2 at the same point structurally; (OP-56 is more concise in 
its rise to the mediant, again from the dominant degree). Beethoven 
was not happy with this third movement of the c Violin Sonata, but 
ever so, as with the Namensfeier Overture, characteristic tonal 
features are nonetheless evident. 
The two most notabie rising tonic-triadic emphases character- 
ising opening treatment are exx. II and 12. In the opening of the 
song "Neue Liebe, Neues Leben", the sentiment is very akin to Mies, 
feeling that for 3eethoven C was the key of joy. The subsequent 
supertonic emphasisq counterbalancing all this triadic usage has 
already been discussed. The example from the Fifth Sy. iphony (ex. 
15), is the outburst of the major finale following the mysterious 
transition from the sclberzo. The major resolution, and its sense 
of release and triumph at this point again support Mies, comments. 
(iv) tonal-linking between movements 
Initial tonic-triadic emphasis in the Group (a) works chara- 
cteriseg finale movements. Evidently, there can only be such in- 
cidences in works in c which. end in the major, as stated above, 
such as the Fifth Symphony. There is tonic-triadic emphasis in 
this instance (ex. ; J). however, movements occurring in c in works 
in a basically different key have a particular function to perform; 
the key of C, has to be established as such, as a tonally contrast- 
ing key. This it is suggestedg is the particular reason for the 
occurrence of (i) - triadic emphasis initially in the Group (b) themes 
(ii) -a marked tendency to build down to the tonic C (a type of inelodic emphasis not evident in 
the Group (a) themes, but resulting from the 
particular tonal context of C in the Group 
(b) examples). 
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Mention has been mad4 
tonic-triadic emphasis in 
12. These three instances 
G and Ek respectively. In 
the Group (b) themes, the 
according to the tonality 
3 of three openings using descending 
the Group (b) themes, in exxq 3.5 and 
come from works not in c, but in G. 
considering the opening treatment in 
examples fall into three categories, 
of the work: 
I-c works: exx 2,99 139 159 189 109 1+9 
2- Eýworks: exx 129 Il+q 16,71 (and Op. 27/1). 
G works: exx 12325282 17- 
I-c works 
The main factor concerned in establishing the tonic major 
after a movement in the -minor tonality is the 'cancelling, of 
the minor third by the major third. There is one instance, 
ex. 101 where the C movement follows a slow movement in Aý (from 
the Violin Sonata OP- 30/2); here the up-beat to the first bar 
acts as a pivot where third becomes tonic. The establishing of 
the major is achieved harmonically in the first full bar; the 
melodic emphasis has been discussed above. Two other examples 
where the major third occurs on an accented noteg melodically, 
some way into the thematic opening, are exx. . 
1i and ; 3. In both 
cases, only a single line, without harmonic support, is inqiest- 
ion. Although both examples include a major scale-passage, the 
confirmation of the major mode falls on a subsequent first beat. 
In exx. 2,9,15 and 18, the major third emphasis is partic- 
ularly clear and immediate, following preceding minor treatment. 
(The lead into the f ina le -ope ning of the Fifth Symphony , ex. 15 , in- 
cludes the major third, but it is only with the ff rising arpeggio 
after the ff tonic major chord that the major is truly establishedl 
Example 6 stands on its own, as the previous movement in the 
Sonata (Op. III) ends with a tierce, establithed over the last 
seven bars of the movement, resulting from subdominant emphasis. 
Thus the feeling of tonic major is already established aurallyg 
and the opening of the Arietta can proceed without needing to 
esteblish major tonality. The subsequent triadic emphasis in the 
melody has been discussed. 
Thus, despite the tonal need to establish the major, these 
themes nonetheless evince characteristic C tendencies within the 
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-melodic 
line, as they have all occurred in the context of the 
preceding discussion. However, the tonic minor is clearly the 
least difficult key after which to establish C. 
OP . 70/2 
OP. I2/3 
2- Eýworks 
The note common to the tonic triads of C and 
6 is G, third 
of 0, dominant of C. Melodicallyq exx. 12 and 14 both feature 
G prominently, as a pivot-noteg tonally (3. cý). 
The first movement of Op. 70/2 ends with G as topmost note 
in the closing chord; the ensuing movement builds aurally to C$ 
in the rather Haydnesque anachrusis. The first movement of the 
Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 12/3, ends with the tonic, Eý, 
uppermost; but G (the third) is a clear tonal pivot-note at the 
opening of the next movement. These two instances are given 
here. 
ir 
Act ag 
(ii 
The change is more abrupt in the Piano Sonata Op. 7 (exý W. 
Here the melodic opening note is Eý, with no pivot from G as the 
third of Eý. However, while the opening four bars are inherent to 
the thematic material of the second movement, it is interesting to 
note the shape of this cpening, and how it does in fact touch on 
G in the second bar, as it were gently re-orientating it tonBlly. 
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(ii) Allegrettr-%ý,, 
Thus, the overall melodic outline, with some "explanAtory detail", 
is, in tonic sol-fal essentially mi: re: doh: 
IaII 4i ý 
%, -ý k.; P14; ýJ -0- Of course, the harmonic treatment also establishes the C tonality, 
but the main concern of the present considerations is to invest- 
igate melodic tendencies. That this melodic 'paragraph, also gives 
rise to characteristic C tonal tendencies has already emerged above. 
Example 7 is more relevant to category I; it is the major trio 
opening, after a scherzo in c, in an Eýwork. It is also a single 
line; the major third occurs in the anachrustic three notes; and 
is also the focus of the first descending phrase. 
The instance of Eý/C juxtaposition in the Piano Sonata Op. 27/I, 
is not used as a melodic example here, for the reasons explained 
above, (see page 76). However, it is relevant to note that the 
3<5 pivot also functions here: 
Andanter r-. -.. i iMezro 
1*ý 
I 
3-G works 
The tendency to emphasise the subdominant, melodically, 
in a basic G has been referred to above! However, the sectional 
relationship of subdominant as the key of a movement has a fairly 
general level of incidence, perhaps slightly stronger in G than 
in some other keys. (See T, -, Lle III, page 1+6). Of the present 
instances of C movements or sections occurring in a basic G ton- 
ality, ex. I is from the trio of Op. 9/1 (111) (String Trio); 
ex., a and jZ occur in the String Quartet Op. 18/2; ex. and 
It is treated iri detail in the G tonal-thematic analyses 
below; P. 103et seq., P-128et seq., concerning the G Group 
(a) and (b) themesq respectively. 
Clf% 7v 
are from Piano Sonatasq OP. 31/1 and Op. 14/2 respectively. 
Three of these examples in fact open with a rise from G (the 
previous tonic) to C; these are exx. . 
11 jZ7 (from the same 
work) and Again, as with c, C is not a difficult key to 
establish after G; G as dominant of C is perhaps the reason 
for the "soh - doh" opening of these three examples. Nos. 
and have been compared previously for their similarity 
in the use of an opening descending arpeggio of C, moving 
to dominant emphasis. Exx. 8 and 17 are movements of a dif- 
ferent type, but the soh - doh emphasis is notable. In ex. I, 
melodically, the third of C is stressed after G; but beneath 
it is a sf 
5 
of C; thus there is a strong re-orientation of 3 
the previous tonic, which becomes the dominant of C. 
One example of aC section in a different basic context 
remains; this is from the Piano Sonata in E, Op. 14/1 (ex. 19). 
This is the middle section of the second movementg marked I'mag- 
giore". It is, significantly, in C, after the Allegretto first 
section in e. This tonal relationship has been -mentioned above 
as recurrent in various contexts. Again, as with ex. 16, there 
is a building down to the new tonic, C, marked in the example 
by lines above the stave. (There is an interesting sequential 
move through the supertonic to C, after the double-bar in this 
section of the movement). 
Thus, while there is some difference of nuance in the open- 
ing of Group (b) themes, related to the tonal context of their 
occurrence, characteristic C tonal tendencies are still evident, 
as far as supertonic, and tonic-triadic emphases are concerned. 
The preceding section is included to indicate factors relevant 
to the larger scale of sectional tonal interrelationships, which 
affect -rnelodic opening treatment in the Group 
(b) themes. A 
further category examined in Group (a) remains to be considered 
here - the role of the submediant degree as melodic apex. 
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III THE SUBI-,. PDI. A"T AS ICLODIC APEX IN THE C (GROUP (b)) THE'110- S 
falling to the tonic 
A initially 
This category was discussed in connection with the Group (a) 
themes and was found to relate to initial supertonic emphasis, 
and also more strongly to final move. ments. Thus it is tonally 
irrelevant to the Group (b) themes, where no prior C emphasis 
has been established. That it does not characterise any of 
the nineteen examples included here points to its particular 
relevance to a basic C tonality. 
The only occurrence of the submediant initially is in ex. TIL. 
However, this is, as was pointed out, a tonal bridging from G 
as third of Eý, to C as tonic. 
B submediant falling to tonic cadentially 
Three instances of submediant falling to tonic may be cited; 
all are both melodic and cadential. They occur in exx. 
-V, 
9 and 
18, the last two in works basically in c. The first two both 
occur in conjunction with supertonic emphasis, melodically and 
harmonically. The third example is in the C- cadencing section 
of the trio of Op. 1/3 (111) (ex. I8a). It arises out of a mel- 
odic and harmonic expansion of previous phrase - length., ý rising 
above the dDminantg to the submediant apex, before cadencing. 
However, the harmony here is a strong cadential subdomiaant, prior 
to the dominant which follows the submediant apex. 
The submediant does not occur initially or cadentially as a 
notable apex, falling to the tonic, in the Group (b) themes. 
submediant melodic apex rising to the tonic 
Example ;A has been discussed in the previous section) in 
this respect. One further instance may be identified in ex. 12) 
in bar 6. The end of the bar rises from the emphatic submediant 
to the tonic, which generates the subsequent descending cadence. 
(iii) the submediant degree as focus of the melodic line 
Examples I and 12, already several times noted for their 
similarity, share the rtle of the submediant degree as the main 
melodic focus and apex of their themes. In each themep the apex 
occurs with some kind of lapoggiaturat approach, in the sixth 
bar 
of an eight-bar melody. Example 12 precedes ex. I chronologically, 
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and indeed, is less flowing in its treatment. It is unquest- 
ionable that the submediant degree is important in both melodies, 
and interesting that it should occur similarly in two adagio 
mOvements. C has not previously appeared as the key of an adagio 
movement, in Group (a). It is notable that of the six adagio 
movements in Group (b) (including a "Largo" marking) - exx. 
6,9, I2, IT6 - four, exx. 3,539 and 121 include the submediant as a 
notable melodic emphasis. Even ex. 16, rather uncharacteristic 
in its shape and limited scope in terms of range, precedes the 
first melodic statement of the tonic by a submediant "inflection" 
(bar 4 of the example). Example 6 is more strongly C- orientated, 
and with its modulation to a in the second phrase, a submediant 
apex is less likely to occur. (note that in ex. II, also strongly 
triadic, there is a modulation to the relative minor). 
In the course of the examination of Group (a) and Grouý (b) 
C themes, various comparative remarks have been made. There are 
basic diffe: -ences in the contextual occurrence of the Group (a) 
and the Group (b) themes. Group (a) relates to the tonality of 
C when it is the key of the work; thus the themes are predominantly 
in a fast tempo; there is a type of 'complementary' usage in finale 
movements, relating to what has occurred earlier in the work. Group 
(b) themes are drawn from movements or sections in whicýi C is a 
tonality contrasting with that of the work. Thus there are spec- 
ific problems of tonal linking with the preceding movement, which 
affect the . -nelodic 
treatment in the opening of the Group (b) themes. 
(The question of how Beethoven achieves this type of bridging is 
a fascinating and illuminating one. The fact that Beethoven obvi- 
ously took great care to correlate movements tonally is a further 
indication of how tonally-conscious he was). 
In view of the different mood, generallyg of the Group (a) 
and Group (b) themes, one might expect differences in melodic 
treatment. That these are essentially differences in degree and 
nuance of usage, rather than differences in the type of tonal- 
thematic featuresq strongly suggests that there are tonal charact- 
eristics which relate to themes in the key of C irrespective of 
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the basic key of the work. Perhaps the strongest tonal feature 
which occurs in all C contexts is the supertonic emphasis what- 
ever its particular usage in any theme. Tonic-triadic emphasis 
is also notablet but in different melodic contexts; in the Group 
(a) works, it was often a finale-theme characteristic; in the 
Group (b) works (excluding ex. 15 which is a finale) it is part- 
icularly notable in establishing the tonality of slow movements. 
To conclude this section of Part II, an analysis of the three 
themes previously referred to as sharing notable similarities 
is appended. These are exx. 5.6 and 12, rewritten as MI, M2. and 
M3, wit(i their harmonic structure. 2 
A COMPý, RATIVE ANALYSIS OF THREE ADAGIO MELODIES 
FROM THE GROUP (b) WORKS: - 
MI - Sonata for Violin and Piano, OP. I2/3: (ii) - 1797 
M2 - Sonata for Piano, OP-3I/I: (ii) - 1802 
M3 - Sonata for Piano, Op. III : (ii) - 1821-22 
In making this comparison, account must be taken of the 
general stylistic development which occurred during the years 
spanned by these three compositions. Paul Mies makes soifte very 
pertinent and illuminating observations in this respect. 
3 Three 
of the conclusions he summarises are relevant to the present 
a na lysis: 
Melodic breadth is a feature of Beethovenis style 
as shown in his later works, but it is also to be 
found in the early slow movements. 
2 This breadth is effected, in the main, by elimination 
of the caesurae characteristic of the particular 
type of melody. 
3 For these he frequently substituted repetition of 
notes, syncopated liaigons and chromatic melodic 
progressions. 
This characteristic, as has been suggested above, occurs in 
relation to the incidence of C, in wide-ranging tonal contexts. 
2 Supplementary volume, P. 1o. 
Op. cit. Chapter II: The Melodic Form. 
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A further general observation referred to above with ref- 
erence to Beethoven's slow movement melodies, is the use of 
the rising motif of three conjunct notes. The present examin- 
ation of the three melodies, one from each main compositional 
period, seeks to identify recurrent factors which correlate to 
the tonality of the melodies in each case. 
There are differences between the melodies, relating both 
zo context and type, which may be considered first. MI is from 
a work in a basic Eý; M2 from a work in G, M3 from a work whose 
first movement is in c. The three instances have already been 
contextually cýýnsidered in connection with the tonal relationship 
to the preceding movement in each case. With reference to this, 
it is interesting to note that the most remote relationship (that 
of MI) has a melody which includes forceful emphasis of the C 
triad, and notably of the E4 (in bar 5) prior to the apex of bar6. 
M3 opens a movement of a different type from MI and 1,42; M3 
is followed by variations, MI and M2 are each the first A melody 
in ABA movements (both of which contain strong Aý usage). However, 
all three are of the characteristic (for Beethoven) "continuation" 
type of melodic structure2 as defined by Fischer, whose different- 
iation of types Mies adopts. 
Howevar, in each case, the particular type of continuation 
treatment is different. M2, unusally for a slow movement, comes 
near t. r1reefold repetition. The last melody M3, is, not surprisingly 
the most complicated of the three structurally. MI and M2 are 
both eight-bar melodies (each repeated once, by the Violin in MI 
and in the Left Hiand, though with aodification, in M2).. M3 is an 
overall sixteen-bar melody. For the present, the comparison with 
MI and M2 will focus mainly on the first eight bars of M3; (this 
cadences in the tonic, and so comparison is possible and meaning- 
ful provided that the important subsequent treatment of M3 is borne 
in nind). 
There are substantial differences theng relating to the context 
type, and time of composition of each of these three melodies. The 
main shared feature is the tonality of C which, it is suggested, 
gives rise to further notable similarities, transcending consider- 
ations of time and type. 
Triple metre is cormnon to all three and ?6 respectively. 
While MI and M2 offer the most obvious direct comparisons$ yet M3 
has notable common ground, particularly with M2, but also with some 
aspects of MI. 
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r, lo take MI and M2 together first; structurally (melodically 
speakir. g) MI opens with AB in the first four bars, 242 with A A$ 
Hý, rmnonically tne tonic/doninant alternation is also differently 
placed. Thus, the first four bars of MI and M2 may be schematic- 
ally represented: 
BAR 2 
mi 
I 
M2 i --A Ia -- 
IA 
II 
In the final four bars, ý2 uses material from both ante- 
cedent phrases; M2 is similarly A-based, if one interprets bar 
5 as a sequence-contraction approaching the apex, of the sequen- 
tial rise occurring in bars I- I+. (This type of procedure is 
very characteristic of Beethoven). The entire melodic structure 
may be summarised: 
MI -ABBIC 
M2 -AAIA2 A3 
However, within C of MI is a motivic reiteration of 
from A. At the same place (bar 7) M2 has a very interesting 
sequence-contraction, of the first three bars in effect; but 
note how bars I-2 of M2 are restated in just one beat of bar 7. 
Such motivic unity is part of the process of forging "liaisons" 
which Mies describes. 
T 
. jhe ant6cedent structure 
thus differs between MI and M2; 
but the two melodies nonetheless approach their main apex simil- 
arly, and indeed the apex is on the same degree in each case (the 
submediant) as was discussed above, and occurs at the san* place. 
While MI approaches the climax of bar 6 from above (arguably for 
the tonal reasons mentioned above concerning the lin-kcing of move- 
ments), it is interesting to note the exact parallel in the import- 
ance of the submediant in each case. (Note that MI also begins 
on the dominant; thus the higher rise subsequently falling onto 
the submediant emphasis, is more effective after the higher begin- 
ning, which was 'itself a factor in tonal linking). Bar 7 in each 
6 
melody is a tonic 4 with dominant 
I 
on the third beat; the emphasis 
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in bar 6 varies, openi-r. g witr) the on the supertonic in MI, 
whereas M2 uses the supertonic mor forcefully. The cadence 
at tars 7-8 is melodically directly comparable; interesting 
too is the fall preceding this in MI, and the rise in M2. Thus 
eech bar 7 complements the earlier tendencies in each melody. 
(For MI, see bars 1,4,5; for M2 see bars 2,4)5). 
142 is technically an advance on MI; despite the last beats 
of bars 2,1+ and 6, MI is more stilted, more four-square. M2 has 
only one 'thematic aellt and this grows smoothly across the bars; 
TMI tends this way, in emphasising beat 2 rather than beat I (bars 1 
14- and 6) but the overall flow of the melodic line is more convincingl 
in M2. Notable in this respect is the progressive melodic rise 
in M2; nowhere does it anticipate the submediant apex: Bars I-6 
are a gradual development toward it, and for this rc-ason the near- 
ness of what would be a delaying threefold repetition is over- 
looked, as the upward push of the melody ellipses A into a direct 
rise, in bars 5-6. 
the angularity of MI is absent. Note the harmonic With M3s 
treatment; the tendency of MI is here fully realised; The harmonic 
basis of M3 ignores the first beat in the opening bars. It is not 
until bar 2 taat the listener in fact realises he is in a triple 
metre, the first beat is so smoothly ellipsed. Again, bars I 
are harmonically only tonic/dominant alternation, but far more 
subtly handled. Beethovents love of a flowing counter-sub, ýect 
to his melody is in evidence here, and contributes to the elimin- 
atioL of caesurae from the melody. In fact, rhythmically, bars 
I-3 of the bass yield the framework for the melody of bars 2-6:. 
11 
d 
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xp 
_- -1 
Rhythmically, bars 6 (beat 3) -8 are a combination of 
x and a (using the terminology of the above extract). For 
Beethoven to combine motifs from different thematic contexts 
as part of thematic resolution' is a notable characteristic 
in his compositional technique; but for it to occur within 
a melody is indicative of the concisenass and subtlety of 
which he became such a master. 
Thus, if x=A, and a=B, there is in bars I-8 the 
structure: 
BARS 1234678 
M3 A A' B B' -z'A + wB A 
This melody is more tightly controlled than either MI or 
M2 in terms of motivic derivation, but yet has far less of a 
feeling of being formally controlled. 
It is very illuminating to note a parallel between M2 and 
M3, and then to contrast the similarity; melodically bars 1 -5 
of M2 are: 
Bars I-4 of M3 are: 
I 6ý1 -A -ii F 4- 4. + 
. - 41 11p 0ý 0 " 1- 0 F 1 -0 !# 1 
r 
%-j 
See page 47, Footnote 2. Beethoven's combining of motifs 
from various contexts, particularly in coda treatmentq is 
a detailed but remarkatle instance of his power of inte- 
gration. Such tonal-thematic resolution needs detailed 
examination, but is beyond the scope of the present thesis. 
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Twenty years later, in Op. 1117 Beethoven reiterates 
the melodic germ of M2, but how much more directly is quite 
amazing. The simultaneous occurrence of x and a in this 
melody nas already been mentioned; the sequential move to 
the apex, again at bar 6 of the eight bars, is built on a. 
Bars 3-4 prefigure bars 5-6 in a very beautiful way. 
Bar 6 is not a submediant apex but, significantly, uses apoZ- 
giatura emphasis, preceding its resolution onto the supertonic. 
The overall feeling of bars I-6 melodically, is again that 
of a rise. After the apex in bar 6, there is a drop to the 
cadence, beautifully combining features of x and a. (Note 
how the bass is in contrary motion to the melody for most 
of the time, particularly from bar I+ on; the spacing is widest 
at the melodic climax of the apex; the hands converge to the 
cadence). Again in bar 7, there is reference to very early 
motivic material; x occurs at beat 3, leading into bar 8. 
These three melodies are quite widely spaced within 
Beethoven's oeuvre. While there are notable differences in 
the stylistic treatment of M3 in particular, MI yet seems to 
fcreshadow M39 in its emphasis of the triad, although this is 
far more serene in M3. M2 has more in common with M3. Although 
the latter has moved onto a different plane of expression, the 
similarities which exist between these three melodies strongly 
suggest that for Beethoven the tonality of C had particular 
significance, certainly in the context of an adagio movement, 
and that it brought into play tendencies of a distinct and 
notably consistent kind, characterising the thematic structure. 
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SECTICN 2-G RAJOR 
GROUP (a ) 
Works in G included in this study 
Op. 1/2 Piano Trio 
op. 1+9/2 Piano Sonata 
op. 9/1 String Trio 
OP. D+/2 Piano Sonata 
op. 18/2 String Quartet 
op. 119 Eagatelles No. 6 
OP. 30/3 Sonata for Violin and Piano 
OP - 31/1 Piano Sonata op. 58 Piano Concerto No. )+ 
OP. 79 Piano Sonata 
op 113 Overture - The Ruins of Athens : op 96 Sonata for Violin and Piano 
Op. 126 Bagatelles Nos. I and 5 
GROUP (b) 
Movements or sections in G, in a basically different tonality 
included in this study 
KEY OF RELATIVE KEY 
4ORK OF ITEM 
Op. 5/2 (ii) G Sonata for 'Cello and - -&/G I Fia no 
OP - 10/3 (111) D: G Piano Sonata D IV 
Op. 1+9/1 (ii) &: G Piano Sonata C/G I 
Op. 61 (11) G Violin Concerto D IV 
Op - 75 No. 5 G Six Songs 
Op. 123 Benedictus G Missa Solemnis D IV 
Op. 119 No. 6 G Bagatelles 
Op. 8 (iii) D: G String Trio D IV 
Op. 25 (ii)D: D: G Serenade for Flute, D IV 
(iv) G Violin and Viola D IV 
OP. 72b No-3 Quartet (following C) 
Fidelio No. IO Prisoners' Chorus Bý) 
middle section 
No. 15 0 Namenlose Freude (following D) 
(Duet) 
OP. 130 (iv) G String -, uartet Bý VI 
NO 
In dtscu.. ssj-, -, E fpct-. rs which emerged in '. "ables I- III 
a lower incidence of' the tonic as a secticnal key wes evident, 
in rel, -'ýion to G, ý-s cc-,, pered with us: D. ge in other keys. H ow ev er 
other secti, -ncl rel. -tionships are apperent, notably thc,. t of 
4 
as a secti, -nally-contrasting 1ke. y. This is a juxtaposition i.., hich 
occurs frec_, uently in various contexts. G also evinces the ý, iajor 
sub-edicnt cc: -qpýýrably with C; these two use the relations; -iip 
alrýn2; wit'-. only two other keys (Bk and E, 1ý ; the BP/G relatio-ship 
is, Io-ý; ever, a lc! -ý: 
rticularly notable one in contexts o*th, --, r than 
t', -, et of its occurrence as a sectional key G elso has a dom- 
inant seczion-contralst, but the subdoiAnant is in various ways a 
stron, -er ele-Iient of ton2l e: 'phesis. The sectional key-relp. tionships 
in G rqr--. -e es widaly as in _Eý7 D and C (proportionally, alt-hough ii 
4-'-e contrasted key-relationships are not perallel bet-ý,, een t-,, Ie 
four ! -, eys). 
0-1.: ' t'l-e fourteen ite-is included in Group (b) of the G the! -, ies, 
there are twelve which involve sectional key-contrast. Of' these, 
y -Gw, ) ere instances of t'Lie tonic major after t, or, - "ie tonic minor; 
and toth (Cp. 5/2 and Cp. )+9/1) ere only two-movement works, with 
t Uýae first in g, the second in G. Evidently the -tinor/major con- 
tfFst will not be as notable with sectional occurrences of G es 
with C, ! -, s t-, ere are consideral. ly fewer g than c worlý: s. Seven 
of the ten re_-, iFinin, - iterls are instances of G ýs subdominant to 
a basic D. T-iis is indeed a significant relationship; while it 
is not in tne ta-11ulcr data concerning D, the subdo, iinant 
tendency in D becomes more proýminent in 11'eethovents coinposition 
in tile course -f tir-qe, affecting vErious structural levels. '"'he 
subdo., -ninent leaning frr. q a býýsic G h,, -. s been mentioned , Love 
2a 
nd 
the -nelodic ro'le of the subdor: iinant in G will be discussed in 
the following exaý-inetion of tonal-týaemetic characteristics 
in ti-, e G the_, nes. In the two remaining wor_ýs in winien G occurs 
as a sectionelly contrasting key, the -raiddle secti-on of the 
Prisoners, Chorus (1ýo. 10 of Fidelio) and the String '-uartet 
0_-, 1.1'ýO, tne basic key is J. As stated above, this reletiorship 
1 See iippendix IIP. 319-339. 
Pp - 5-5- 
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is one which is evident throughout Beethoven's music as a notable 
tonal juxtaposition in various contexts. Its occurrence as the 
ýey of the alla Tedesca in Op. 130 is not "simply a whimsical 
bolt out of the blue as Joseph Kerman would have it; nor is it 
the F' relationship which Mies advocates, in order to support 
a very strained interpretation of a third-related cycle through- 
out the ýuartete 
2 
The Group (a) themes will again be examined to identify 
notable tonal features; the Group (b) themes will then be simil- 
arly treated. 
THE. IHATIC FEATURES IN AG CONTEXT 
As with the C themes) there are in the context of G distinct 
tonal characteristics both in terms of degree-emphasis and of 
harmonic emphasis. In the C themes, both Group (a) and (b), 
the supertonic was noted as such an emphasis. In G, there is 
a different tendency, relating to the subdominant. Again, the 
particular emphasis varies, as will emerge in the course of the 
tonal-thematic examination, but it is a notable characteristic 
of the G themes) not paralleled in C. Arpeggio tonic-emphasis 
is notably different from that in the C themes, and is more widely 
used. Together with this factor is the remarkable "tonic-centred" 
structure of the G themes. G themes differ in general from C 
themes in that they seem either to be broader, and more lyrical, 
or far more conciseý cadencing in the tonic in the antecedent 
treatment. 
I The Beethoven Quartets, P- 321. 
2 In putting forward this suggestion in comparison with Op. 126, Mies nowhere explains why there is a sudden 
change of direction of the thirds in Cp- 1309 where Op. 126 consistently falls. To interpret Op. 130 in 
this way is tooforced and does not take account of BO/G 
tonal juxtaposition in other contexts. (See Mies, op. 
cit., Page 176. ) 
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I SUBDO21INTANT E14PHASIS 117 12HE G (GROUP (a)) THEIMES 
There are two very notable recurrent thematic "shapes" 
in the Group (a) themes; the first of these rel, -, tes to subdom- 
inant emphasis, either as an intervallic outline, or with harm, 
onic support; or sometimes the subdominant degree functions as 
an important melodic apex. The other notable such constituent 
in G themes is tonic arpeggio emphasis, which will be examined 
subsequently. Subdominant emphasis will be discussed under the 
following headings: 
(i) degree emphasis 
(ii) har, ýaonic emphasis 
These categories of differentiation already indicate a distinc- 
tion between G and C themes; nowhere in the C themes does the 
subdominant function in a comparable ro"'le. 
Subdominant degree-emphasis in the G (Group (a)) themes 
Two of the three examples of this usage are defined as 
falling into t? iis category, as only a single melodic line, 
without harmony, is in question. Exx. 'I-3 of 
the Group (a) 
G themes are the instances of this usage! 
The first two bars of ex. I are a very clear instance of 
subdominant emphasis; the preceding slow introduction ends harm- 
onidally on a dominant-seventh of G, but the chromatic rise 
clouds this somewhat, and it is not until bar six of the Allegro 
(and of ex. I) that G is firmly established. 
Example 2, from the finale of the same work, includes sub- 
dominant emphasis after opening tonic (arid arpeggiot) emphasis. 
It is interesting to note the recapitulation treatment of bars 
)+-5 of the example, in view of the C tendencies previously dis- 
cussed: 
Violin 
'Cello tncet) 
Pia no 
I 
The Group (a) G themes are given in the Supplementary Volume 
P. 11 et. seq. -'. 
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In ex. a, although there is not harmonic emphasisq sub- 
dominant degree-emphasis on the second beat of bars 1,3 and 
is important in shaping the theme. 
(ii) Subdominant emphasis - harmonically 
(a) initially 
There are three notable occurrences in the Group (a) themes, 
exx. )+ -6. As with ex. 2, tonic emphasis precedes the subddmin- 
ant emphasis in ex. )+; the subdominant occars in answer to the 
opening phrase. The harmonic underlay in ex. ý is strongly based 
on the subdominant; in ex. 6 the subdominant practically usurps 
the tonality. C emphasis is notable in the context of G7 a fact 
Whtch is emerging in the course of the present discussion; it is 
also notable in relation to the key of e, as has previously been 
mentioned. Concerning ex. 1, the preceding movement of the Fourth 
Piano Concerto is in the relative minor (e), thus giving double 
tonal significance to the opening C emphasis of the G finale. 
(b) in the course of the thematic treatment 
Instances of this harmonic emphasis occur in exx. 7 - 18. 
1here are different types of usage within this category; the sub- 
dominant occurs: 
i as notable emphasis in the thematic consequent 
ii as the pivot in tonal re-orientation 
iii as apex, and cadentially (ex. 14), or cadentially. 
The fact that there are these differences relating tO the thematic 
structure, in the occurrence of subdominant harmonic emphasis 
does nct detract from the importance of its incidence tonally. 
'. ýather it is remarkable how often the subdominant does occur as 
the crucial harmonic focus, at various junctures in these themes. 
This is a distinctly different procedure from that adopted in the 
C themes where the dominant is frequently preceded by supertonic 
emphasis; and where the use of a diminished seventh on the sharp- 
ened fourth (ý*) is more c_ýaracteristic in approaching the dominant 
(or the tonic 
6 
in a tonic cadence) than is the normal subdominant 
chord. This suggests a tonally-related tendency giving rise to 
differences in thema-cic treatment between categories on the level 
of harmonic structure. It is interesting to note that while there 
is tonal "deviation" within the thematic treatment in both C and 
G7 all the Group (a) G themes cadence in the tonic. This is not 
the case with the C themes, which in fact tend to the sharper 
Iol+ 
side in some instances, with,, -)ut a tonic close. There is no such 
instance in the Group (a) G themes. 
i The subdominant as notable harmonic emphasis in the 
thematic consequent ( Exx. 7,10,12,16) 
In ex. Zj the strong subdominant usage (bar 6) occurs in a 
phrase which is consequent to the openir, g bars, but part of an 
overall 'continuation' - type theine. This emphasis follows a 
tonic cadence, but reinforces it; the ensuing dominant is harmon- 
ically as strong as the subdominant; but the subdo. minant is it- 
self very forceful, having almost the effect of a cadence into C. 
(Of course the tonality dces not move from G, but the subdominant 
emphasis is remarkatly strong. In its second appearance, it is 
"softened" into a dominant-tonic cadence, by the Violin run. The 
entire thematic paragraph is 12 bars long). 
In ex. 10, the first eight bars come to a tonic close which 
is immediately followed by strong subdominant emphasis; again, 
as in ex. 7, the subdominant emphasis is pronounced. 
Example 12 is comparable structurally, in that ýn'18-bar 
period has closed in the tonic; however, the ensuing subdominant 
emphasis does not in this instance occur in an immediate harmonic 
statement but over aG pedal, as antecedent to the succeeding 
2-bar cadential phrase (the four bars are twice stated). Thus 
exx. 7.10 and 12 are structurally similar with respect to the 
incidence of subdominant harmonic emphasis following a tonic 
cadence. 
In ex. 16, the consequent treatment includes notable sub- 
dominant emphasis. This occurs in bars 1+-51 further enhanced 
by the Fý in the last quaver of bar 41 
ii Subdominant harmonic emphasis as the pivot in tonal 
re-orientation (exx. 8,9JIJ-ýJ0 
Example 8 concerns a thematic paragraph of twenty bars; 
there is a tonic close after eight bars followed by four tonic 
to dominant 'oscillations, based on the opening four bars motiv- 
ically, and alternately forte and piano, dýnamically. Following 
the(piano) dominant of bar 16, bar 17 states the subdominant 
harmonically after nearly a bar"s restq and this prefaces the tonic 
I 
Note the occurrence of e/C tonal juxtaposition here, too. 
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cadence of the paragraph. Thus the subdominant is the tonal 
pivot which ushers in the cadence, and is harmonically emphatic, 
after the extensive tonic and dominant usage; the subdominant 
role here also extends to the use of the degree as a melodic 
apex in bar 18. 
Example 
.2 
is from the finale of the same work (The String 
Quartet in G, Op. 18/2). The opening eight bars move onto the 
dominant, followed by a Imediant deviationt, (a notable tonal 
characteristic, in some G themes) which extends into an e cadence. 
Bars 17 - 21 effect the tonal re-orientation, via the subdom- 
inant. Thus, as with the exa. mple from the opening of the last 
. movement of 
the Fourth Piano Concerto, there is here an instance 
of double tonal significance, relating to the e/C juxtaposition, 
and to C emphasis in G. 
Exa-iple II brings yet another tonal tendency into play. 
The unexpectedness of the flattened seventh harmonic emphasis 
at bar II (et seq. )has caused much comment. Tovey (as he does 
the Waldstein Opening) dismisses this as "merely an enhanced 
subdominant" However, a different interpretation is possible 
ir-- view of the tonal juxtal. osition in evidence here. The im- 
portance of the F/D relationship in Beethoven's music has already 
been referred to ahove. 
2 'dhile the 'Juxtaposition is more in 
evidence where D is the contrasting key, there are nonetheless 
several instances of a D/F tonal contrast, not always moving 
through the linking medium of d, tonic minor to D, and relative 
-minor 
to F. It is interesting that there are at least two other 
instances of this usage in G works; these occur in the last 
movement of the String 1, uartet in G Op. 18/2, and in the opening 
movement of the Fourth Piano Concerto, Op. 58. The instance in 
the `uartet occurs during the second group treatment in D. In 1% 
the Concerto, the second exposition ends in D; the Piano moves 
strongly towards F, but the resolution is diverted (by another 
significant tonal turn -F to the dominant of d). The Quartet 
Op. cit. P. 49. Concerning the Waldstein example, see P. 60 
above. 
2 See P. 51 above, 
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is particularly interesting for the way in which it "builds" 
the F tonal sideslip. 
There are also striking occurrences of F in a basic D 
context, most notably in the Rondo finale of the Violin Sonata 
Op. 12/1. Here there is an entire section in the key of F. 
F is also an important key in the development treatment of the 
first movement of the String Trio Op. 9/2, conspicuous for its 
major tonality in a predominantly minor development. (There 
is also a change in direction, tonally, after the incidence of 
F). This relationship cannot be investigated in detail in the 
context of the present example, but the instances of its occur- 
rence necessitate a re-appraisal of the tonal factors in quest- 
ion in the opening of the Piano Sonata OP. 31/1. To dismiss as 
"merely an enhanced subdominant" emphasis, a tonal juxtaposition 
which is of note in various formal contexts, is to ignore the 
functioning of distinct tonal references in Beethoven's composit- 
ion, and to miss their significance as a result of the limitat- 
ions of conventional analysis. 
In the opening of the Piano Sonata OP. 31/1 (1), the sub- 
dominant first occurs as a result of the exact imitation of the 
opening, one tone lower. The cadence at bars 21-22 arises from 
this imitation. However, the ensuing re-orientation of the 
tonality to G (the tonic) is effected through C emphasis, now 
used as subdominant of G. It is this occurrence of the subdom- 
inant which makes it relevant to category ii of the present con- 
siderations . 
Example 13 is the next instance of subdominant tonal re-or- 
ientation in the Group (q) themes. The opening phrase, moving 
onto the dominant, 1$ answered by strong mediant usage (with 
sharpened third). The tonal return begins by moving down the 
two t, -nes fro. m B to G, successively, but the re-affir-mation of 
G as tonic stems from the strong subdominant emphasis at bar 
10 (note the sf in the dynamics). 
The last example in this category relates to ex. 14. It 
occurs at the cadence of the theme (not givený see bars 20 - 22 
of the score) in the opening of the finale of the last Violin 
Sonata, Op. 96. In the consequent treatment of the theme (begin- 
ning at bar 16), there is a tonal turn to the mediant major$ the 
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same key as occurred in the previous example from the Piano 
Concerto. This returns to G via strong subdominant emphasis. 
The Df becomes D4 and returns to G thus: 
Poco Allegretto 
In examining the use of the subdominant as a notable 
factor in tonal re-orientation, various other significant tonal 
characteristics have emerged. The mediant inflection is strong 
enough to merit consideration as a tonal-thematic characteristic 
of the Group (a) G themes. Again, it is valuable to make com- 
parison with 0 usage. There is less such tonal deviation within 
an overall tonic thematic paragraph in C than is the case in the 
G themes. Where there is tonal deviation of the type which is 
emerging in examination of the G themes, it is not enclosed with- 
in a tonic-cadencing paragraph in C. The only incidence of a 
mediant deviation in aC theme occurs in the opening of the last 
movement of the Tripýe Concerto Op. 56. 
iii Subdominant harmonic emphasis - as apex and cadentially 
This usage occurs in ex. ; A, at the end of the theme (that is, 
in the consequent treatment, not given in the example. See bars 
29 - 30). Here there is no secondary seventh emphasis as in bar 6,, 5 but the subdominant is in 3-position, and its clarity is notable 
after the mediant deviation. Together with this harmonic emphasis 
there is a melodic apex also springing from the subdominant. 
- cadentially 
harmonic emphasis of the subdominant cadentially is not a 
frequent occurrence in the Group (a) themes. Where it is appar- 
ent, in exx. 15 and, I79 it is interesting to note that these two 
th4mes have not been included in preceding categories of subdom- 
inant emphasis. Thus there is still subdominant usage of some 
kind, even in what are not extended themes. 
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The cadential nuance in ex. ;I is enhanced by the F4 
emphasis, stressing the subdominant: 
Example 17 evinces subdominant emphasis 2 again with F4, 
in the restatement of the 8- bar period. 
In addition to the usage discussed here, there are two 
further notatle instances of the subdo. minant used early in 
the works; these occur in exx. 17 and 13. In the Overture 
(ex. 17) the tonality moves directly into C after the G tonic 
group, and an emphatic G cadence; and C is the key of the 
second group material. Further interesting tonal features 
occur in the course of this undistinguished work. A similar 
usage, but on a smaller scale, also characterises the opening 
of the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 96 (ex. ID. Here 
t'ne restatement of the opening period moves directly into C, 
and builds back to G only gradually. 
The key of C thus functions very strongly in various 
ways in relation to the thematic treaticient in a basic G tonality. 
The full extent of this tonal tendency requires analysis on 
larger-scale levels also, but the frequency and the nature of 
subdominant emphasis in G themes are indications that a dist- 
inct tonal tendency exists, relating to the key-location of G. 
Evidently, as was stated above, the factors characterising 
the--, iatic treatment will have formal repercussions; that this 
is ýarticularly the case in relation to C in aG context can 
only be stated here, as the full examination of this difference 
requires analysis of larger-scale factors than can be included 
in the thesis! 
j 
However, while it -iiay be difficult finally to distinguish 
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MEDIAýTTI INFLECTICN IN '. 1 "HE G (GROUP (a)) THEMFS 
once again, it is necessary to categorise the Group (a) G 
themes in terms of a particular nuance which does not characterise 
C themes. -Lher. 3 are two types of I'mediant inflection" in the G 
themes; the first is on the level of a melodic inflection, but is 
rendered more significant in view of the second type, harmonic 
emphasis of the mediant. As with subdominant emphasis in the 
Group (a) G themes, the mediant tendenc. 4 is notable for its fre- 
quent occurrence in aG context; the scope of examination is at 
times extended bey:, nd the immediate confines of the thematic 
paragraph in considering this feature, to indicate the nearness 
of mediant inflection in G. Harmonic emphasis of the mediant is 
examined first. 
A Mediant inflection - harmonic (i) Exx- 4,13 D+ 
(ii) Exx . 91 Ig, 19 
(i) All three of these examples have already occurred above 
as evincing some kind of subdominant emphasis, The mediant inflec- 
tion in ex. 4 is to the med-Jant minor. The section (the opening 
of the scherzo of the Piano Trio Op. 1/2) cadences into the dom- 
inant after this, but the turn to the mediant minor in the second 
cont. ) 
type. s of usage, the concept of a hierarchy of tonal relationships 
mayýbe suggested here. This can only be treated in detail follow- 
ing full analysis, structural and comparative, of tonal usage in 
all keys; but it seems to be the case that there are tonal tenden- 
cies (such as the supertonic emphasis in C) which do not emerge 
on the larger-scale levels: and that there are others (such as 
C in G) which seem to occur both as sectional contrasts and as 
tonal-thematic characteristics. This is a complicated process 
to particularise, but that there are such differences in usage 
strongly suggests tne functioning of 'tonal complexes, in Beethoven', 
music relating to specific tonal categories in particular ways. 
II0 
phraseJsnot@ble; it sounds tonally surprisingg particularly 
after the earlier subdominant emphasis. 
The mediant inflection in ex.. I. J has been previously 
mentioned. The second period opens, after a rest of two and 
a half crotchets' durationg with a chord of the major mediant; 
it is heard after the dominant of G, but relates motivically 
and aurally to G, after the dominant, more strongly than to the 
dominant chord itself. Again the interrelationships which arise 
come into play; the submediant minor is a particular tonal tend- 
ency in the key of D. and the subdominant also plays an increas- 
ingly important role in D in Beethoven's music. Thus there is 
aD-b: D-G: G- b/B complex to consider. However, in the 
present instance the prevailing tonal reference is that of mediant 
from G; an opinion the other examples of this usage corroborate. 
The mediant inflection occurring in the finale theme of Op. 
96 (ex. ; A), tne last Sonata for Violin and Piano2 occurs as the 
cor. `ý. rasting consequent treatment, following the G- cadencing 
8-bar periodt twice stated, which precedes it. The middle-sect- 
ion of the thematic paragraphq in the mediant major, is stated 
over a dominant (of B) pedal. The return to G has already been 
quoted (P. J08); the sideslip to the mediant is given here: 
Violin 
Pia no 
(ii) Example 
. 
2, from the opening of Op. 18/2 (iv), falls 
between categories A and B of the present analysis. The move- 
ment opens comparalbly with ex. ;a in that the first phrase moves 
onto the dominant. The structure of this move is different in 
each case. Then instead of the dominant - tonic return which 
seems to be coming after the next two bars in the 'Cello (bars 
9- 10), there is a chromatic rise onto the mediant degree. 
This is in fact extended harmonically to form the dominant of 
the relative minor (e); but bars 12 - 13 are harmonically the 
malor mediant. Again, the mediant is the focus of an early V 
III 
tonal deviation. In fact, the usage here includes both a 
melodic inflection (in the 'cello line) and a har-nonic in- 
flection (bar 13) of the mediant. 
Example 16 is also relevant to B; however there is notable 
har-monic emphasis of the mediant at the close of the first sect- 
ion of the Bagatelle. Tne earlier subdominant emphasis has been 
discussed; in the restatement of the opening, the treatment is 
modified tonally, over a rising bass which in fact carries the 
tcnality onto the major mediant triad. However, there is also 
a feeling of the relative minor in this opening section, at 
bars 3- I+, and from bar 10 onwards. Tonally the cadence is 
rather delicately poised; e has been very much to the fore prev- 
iously, but in the two bars immediately before the cadence, the 
strong a emphasis, with D4 in the 'melody' turns away from e. 
The last quaver of bar 15 again redirects the tonality; A#ý then 
rises to the cadence on the mediant major chord. This is approached 
from the Neapolitan; the entire progression can be interpreted 
as an imperfect cadence in e, approached via the subdominant of e, 
basically aI- IV -V progression. The Neapolitan emphasis, 
together with A# tend to emphasise the mediant chord rather more 
finally than as dominant of e, but whatever the interpretation 
of the passage, the mediant of G is strongly focused tonally. 
It is interesting to note what follows this cadence after the 
repeat of the section; the key of C occurs immediately, This is 
significant both in terms of the key of the -Bagatelle - the im- 
portance of C in G has been sufficiently stressed above - and of 
the earlier e emphasis. however this does not confirm that the 
ca6ence is onto the dominant of e, as a particular B (b) -C side- 
slip does occur in various contexts in Beethoventig music! 
I Cf. the return to G in the finale of the Sonata for Violin 
and Piano Op. 96, given on P. 108 above. The reverse relation- 
ship occurs in a remarkable tonal turn in the development of the 
Cirst movement of the Violin Concerto, Op. 61 (in D). The dominant-' 
seventh of C sharpens, the bass drops onto F# I and the key of b is estaý, lished- (See bars 280 - 300. In the Violin Concerto 
the key of b may also be significant as a tonal focus in aD move- 
ment. The submediant is a nota'-, le tonal 'pivot, in D movements, 
a feature which is treated more fully in the D tonal-thematic 
analysis below. (P. 161 et seq. ) 
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Although various tonal tendencies are in evidence in ex. 16, 
it is n--t necessary here to categorise their incidence more 
precisely; ratner it is important to note that this particular 
set of relationships is unique to aG tnematic context and forms 
part of a specific tonal complex. 
Example 19 may be appended as an interesting and signif- 
icant instance of the mediant used as a contrasting key-area. 
Chis treatment occurs in the --Rondo finale of the Violin Sonata 
Op-30/3; the return to G is characteristically effected. Together 
wit",, this exa-mple and that of the -Lagatelle ex. 161 reference 
may be -nade to the Piano Sonata OP- 31/1) (i), where the key of 
the second group of this first movement is the mediant, major 
and minort (The key of the Sonata is G). 
'he mediant harmonic inflection in G is a tendency which 
occurs in varying formal contexts. '2his indicates the signif- 
icance of the tendency7 but it also suggests the reason why 
such tonal consistency has remained veiled. Conventional 
analysis does not highlight si, ecific relationships, but immed- 
i@tely these are examined primarily in terms of specific key- 
location, and not in terms of form and degree-relationship to 
a similarly functioning tonic$ irrespective of the key-location, 
a remarkable regularity bacomes apparent relEting to, and dif- 
ferentiating each keyý 
B Mediant Inflection - Melodic 
Melodic inflection in Beethoven's thematic treatment is a 
st,, 71istic feature which has not been examined in terms of whether 
or not it is a tonally-related characteristic. In the G (Group (a)) 
themes, a mediant melodic inflection is in evidence. Although 
this is not strong, that it is apparent is a fact worthy of 
noteg in view of the undoubted harmonic nearness of the mpdiant 
1 "1 -his approach to tonal function_ý_ng is more fully 
developed 
in Section II of the Introduction; Tonality - The Conventional 
Analytical Approach, P. 6 et seq. above. 
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in the G (complex). One exa., liple in this group uses both harm- 
onic and melodic mediant inflection. 'The instances of melodic 
mediant inflection in this group are exx 1. (9), 16 and 20. 
(Ex. 2 has already been fully discussed in the previous section). 
The melodic tý-ireefold repetition in ex. I, mentioned above, 
is interesting for the emphasis of the mediant which it demon- 
strates, in bars 6 (the apex), 8 and 12; the last of these includes 
the inflection At- B. This is 
exx 16 and 20. Examples I and 
submediant (minor) harmony; in 
decending tonic chord. "This i: 
supertonic degree over a tonic 
of G themes generally. Cý 
the same inflection cgs occurs in 
16 both use the inflection over 
ex. 20 it is an enhancement of a 
s repeated sequentially on the 
pedal, a feature not characteristif 
A notable mediant tendancy is then discernible in the G 
(Group (a)) themes. That this tonal tendency is also evident 
on otner levels has been suggested. 12his relationship, as 
with the subdominant in G, is to be found on larger structural 
levels, as well as being evident in initial thematic treat. menO 
AABLE THEMATIC SHAPE IN THE G THE TONIC ARPEGGIO AS A N09 
(GROUP (a)') THEXES 
T.. e tonic triad was considered as a characteristic of both 
Group (a) and (b) C themes in the preceding tonal-thematic analysis; 
it was stated t. iere that no claim was or could be made to identify 
L. his feature with C themes alone. The tonic triad is in fact a t 
particularly nctable feature in the G (Group (a)) themes. The 
1 
Cf. P. 109, Footnote 1. 
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mediant inflection which is characteristic of (I and not of C 
themes, may be linked to a particular the,,, atic shape in the 
present instances where the mediant degree is often central 
to the theme not only as melodic apex but as a recurring and 
"pivotal" degree in the overall thematic structure. IL (This 
again suggests the particular accessibility of the mediant 
in aG the. rriatic context). 
both tonal categories use notable tonic-triadic 
emphasis in their thematic treatment, the G treatment does 
differ from that in C in that it is proportionately more often 
an opening enphasis, or the basis of the thematic contour. 
As has been suLgested, thestrong supertonic tendency in C 
themes (especially in move-ments other than finales) may well 
detract from sucýi triadic emphasis. '12hus, a tonal tendency 
-nay apparently deter. aine and creete a stylistic feature, charac- 
, erising a specific key-category. The mediant tendency in G 
themes has already been discussed; the question whether or not 
the triadic tendency initially in G themes is linked with this 
(or indeed itself arises as a result of the mediant tendency), 
serves further to illustrate the particular interrelationships 
which exist within a tonal category, viewed as an entity, in 
comparison with treat. -iient in other tonalities. 
By far the majority of the Group (a) G themes have so-ne 
inEtance of Triadic usage of note; the examples, will be grouped 
acecrdirg to three types of occurrence which are evident: 
i initial tonic-triadic emphasis 
ii interim tonic-triadic emphasis 
iii tonic-triadic emphasis as the basis 
of the entire thematic shape 
"he largest of these categories is the first; but it is interesting ,a 
that in a quarter of the themes comprising Group (a), the thematic 
shape is basically tonic-triadic. The present division into three 
I However, it is not as pronounced in this respect as is the 
case in the Eý (Group (b)) themes. See P. 291 et seq. below. 
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cateLories is in the nature of a process of elimination; 
clearly, an example in category iii, which comprises those 
. hemes based on a tonic-triadic thematic shape, could also 
be said to include interim, and initial emphasis: thus where 
more than one category is pertinent, instances have been 
grouped according to the category which best sums up the type 
of emphasis in question, rather than subject exat-1ples to V 
furt'r, er dissection. 
i initial tonic-triadic emphasis 
Examples 2 and, 2 have already been discussed in rel- 
ation to subdominant emphasis of various kinds. Example I 
may in the present instance be set aside from the others as 
the triadic emphasis, while an important part of the opening, 
is here used in an ornamental capacity. In all the remaining 
examples, the tonic-triadic emphasis is not subordinate to any 
other factor. The extent to which this initial emphasis forms 
a "cell" w, -iich generates the ensuing treatment varies, but in 
all instances the triadic emphasis is heard as the vehicle of 
tiae first motion in the theme, shaping the opening. The other 
examples are nos. 2,16.20,21.23.24,25a, 26 and 27. The 
subseý, uent treatment varies; ýnost often the opening tonic is 
followed by the dominant, but there are other harmonic bases; 
in example 2 the subdominant is the second r1larmonic emphasis, 
in ex. 20 the s,,;. pertonic is t-reated sequentially over a tonic 
pedal. Between the time of the composition of the Piano Trio 
of ex. 2 and the Piano Sonata of exx. 26 and a2l considerable 
stylistic differences had developed in Beethoven's approach. 
Examples 26 and 27 indicate a tendency to weakening caesurae; 
the opening of ex. 26 is of particular interest in its use of 
three bars of tonic harmony, a characteristic of Beethoven's 
Middle- period work. Tonic-triadic emphasis is evident in 
t Uhe two Cp. 126 Bagatelles in G (exx. and 10 dating from 
as late as 1823 - 1+. Despite changes in compositional tech- 
nique in general terms, a particular feature of thematic struct- 
ure seems to have persisted, relating to these G themes. L 
ii interim tonic-triadic emphasis 
Examples from the Group (a) G themes including tonic- 
triadic emphasis characterising the thematic shape (and not 
occurring initially in the theme) are nos. 1.7. Q. 22.25b. 
Example I is especially notable as an instance of a theme 
which 'pivots, strongly on the mediant degree. This has been 
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referred to above in connection with the tendency to mediant 
4nflection; all the main notes of e-aphasis in the theme, after 
the first four 'Lars are tonic-triadic. Bars 5- 16 are given 
below, with the emphasised notes indicated by a line above the 
stave: 
do(" 
The do, ainant and : itiediant degrees are anticipated in bars 4,6, 
8 and 9 of the extract; nowever the overall shape of the theme 
is in effect an oscilAtion between these two degrees7 gathering 
the 
-nomentiLm 
to cadence (by way of threefold repetitiont); indeed 
the preface to this cadence is an emphatic descending tonic arpeggio 
Example 7 has also been discussed for its subdominant emphasis 
(P. IO5); this is preceded by an unequivocal tonic-triadic emphasis 
(bars )_ý-5) which serves, retrospectively, to emphasise the sub- 
dominant immediately following. The interim emphasis is not as 
strong in examplela, the very serene opening of the last Violin 
Sonata. A tonic cadence has occurred in the Piano (bar 4) but the 
Violin ellipses this in its own tonic arpeggio rise through two 
octaves, before fallinE to a tonic cadence. The tonic emphasis 
in ex. 22 occurs similarly after two bars; it is notable here as 
comparable with ex. 2 in that G is the focus of the melodic line 
for two bars, and then the move away from the tonic degree is via 
the tortic triad. (Example 22$ (like ex. IS), falls to the tonic 
cadence triadically. 1 ) 
The antecedent of ex. 22 also occurs in an Eý context, 
in the Se tet Op. 20. Th-e tonic triad emerges as a notable feature oý the Eý themes. In connection with the occurrence 
of 'basically the same theme in these two keys, see lj: ý, 267-8 
, -f the * tonal-thematic analysis below. (T. qe tonic arpeggio in the thematic structure comprises Section III of the Ek 
Group (a) tonal-thematic analysis q P. 262et seq. ) 
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Example 21b is the first episode in the Rondo finale 
of the Violin Sonata OP- 30/3; it occurs once in the move- 
ment, and is constructed simp-ly in terms of tonic-dominant 
alternation, but the triadic e.. iphasis is in evidence. 
iii tonic-triadic emphasis as the basis of 
the entire thematic shape 
The examples in which this emphasis is present are nos. 
8.9.10. II. 
-IZ. 
(16). Example 16 is difficult to categorise 
meaningfully; the first four bars are obviously triadically 
based melodically; the consequent also focuses melodically 
on degrees of the tonic triad but softened by suspensions, 
and used in conjunction with subdominant and dominant harmony. 
The tonic-dominant alternation in the opening paragraph 
of example 8 has been mentioned previously; apart from this 
harmonic contrast the extent to which the thematic shape is 
toric-triadically based is quite stri, ý: ing. Example 2, from 
'. he opening of the last movement of the same work also features t 
a triadic putline as the basis of the thematic treatment. 
Here the tonal treatment is notable, as discussed above (Pp. 
111-2), but the opening tonic arpeggio motif remains the most 
prominent factor in the thematic paragraph. (Indeed, note how 
this emphasis$ falling to the cadence, Itspills over" into the 
ensuing transitional material. ) 
Concerning example 10, an interesting comparison with C 
tonal usage emerges. In exx. 2 and 22 of the G(Group (a)) 
themes there was emphasis of the tonic alone, prior to a rising 
tonic arpeggio; treatment comparable with exx. 2 and 22 in this 
respect occurs in example 10 The triadic emphasis is more 
far-reaching in ex. IOwhere the opening two bars recur, at 
bars -) - 6. At this point comparison with the first movement 
of the First Symphony (in C) may be made. In that work there 
is also sequential repetition, motivically$ of the first four bars, 
as is the case in the present ex. 10. (See ex. I of the C Group 
(a) themes. ) However, there is a marked difference in the seq- 
uential treatment. In the C themeg characteristically, a sequential 
repetition on the supertonic ensues, but in the G theme the first 
two bars are repeated exactly2 in terms of pitch as well as of 
motif. The C theme cadences (in the tonic) after the opening four 
bars; the G theme moves onto the dominant, a procedure most often 
adopted in the G (Group (a)) themes. Even in bars 3-4 and 7-8 
of example 10 the tonic arpeggio is the main constituent in the 
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melodic outline. The melodic consequent treatment is strongly 
subdominar-. t in emphasis, as has been discussed; but the cadence 
of the phrase (bars 10 - 12) again highlights the mediant to tonic 
fall. 
Example II also includes some tonal deviation which has 
caused corriment above (P. 106). Nonetheless, the 'generative cell, 
of the thematic paragraph - after the descending scale which 
announces (alteit piano2 dynamically) the tonality of G- is the 
tonic triad-, quite str4ightforwardly stated. This is exactly 
repeated In the succeeding sequential treatment; and after the 
tonic cadence of bars 25 - 6, it is a rising tonic týiad which 
again spills over into transitional material. However one inter- 
prets the tonally unexpected treatment in the opený-ng of this 
Sonata, the faý,, t of the tonic-triadic emphasis is notable. one 
, nicýht argue that Beethoven sought to stress G as straightforwardly 
as possible, as the key (indeed he moves t, ý the dominant, enhanc- 
ing this feeling of G tonality) with a view to effecting a com- 
pletly sudden contrast subsequently. But the thematic structure 
in this G context cannot be ignored. 
Example 17 from the Overture "The Ruins of Athems" is obviously 
tonic-triadically based. 
The tonic arpeggio, in various forms, is then everywhere 
apparent in the G (Group (a)) themes. This was not true in the 
same way of the C themes, where triadic emphasis was most notable 
when used in the context of a finale, and otherwise was a more 
incidental feature of the themes. Linked to this characteristic, 
in G, is the mediant emphasis; tiiere is a further feature charact- 
ising G themes however, which is not typical of the C themes. 
'The triadic emphasis springs from this other factor at times, but 
in other instances the arpeggio tonal-thematic emphasis does not 
notably result. It is that there is a remarkable tendency to 
centre on the tonic in the G (Group (a))themes! 
That this is not paralleled in the C themes (and indeed 
nor does it emerge in D or Eý as a notable feature) further 
suggests that, as is becoming apparent in the course of 
these considerations, the specific key-location gives rise 
to styiistic differentiation2 structurally. In the present 
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I IT IV TC-IC-Cý-.., TRALITY ý THE, G (GROUP (a)) THEHES 
All the examples considered in Section III/iii above 
are relevant to the present category; and with the addition 
of the otýaer instances, nearly half of the G (Group (a)) themes 
have a melodic emphasis of the tonic sufficiently recurrent in 
the theme, or central at least to the antecedent, for this to 
merit consideration as a tonally-related tendency. As compared 
with the treatment in C, it is noticeable that the melodic structure 
in the G themes tends to be more often of the "song" than of the 
"continuation" type; this difference extends also to the tonal 
structure for in G, B-ethoven frequently restates the tonic after 
the openif. g phrase, a procedure not as common in the C themes. 
This is not solely as a result of the strong tendency to move 
onto the dominant in G thematic openings, as there are instances 
of C usage whict] do the same; however, the prevailing C tendency 
is tc -nove onto the supertonic, either harmonically or melodically 
(over dominant harmony) following such a dominant inflection, 
and not to return to the tonic. Reference may be made to the C 
thematic index for corroboration of this. 
In considering melodic shape and structure, it is reasonable 
to assume that some emphasis of the tonic, as a melodic degree, 
and in relation to its own triad and dominant, would be charact- 
eristic of tonal music of the Classic Era. However, close exam- 
ination certainly of Beethoven's usage reveals a differing distri- 
bution and emphasis in the occurrence of sucn features, but with 
a consistency relative to specific tonal categories. It is prob- 
able that tnis was not a conscious structuring; thus some inherent 
quality relating to key-location may reasonably be postulated in 
view of these differences which are sufficient, and sulficiently 
consistentf to be identified as distinguishing characteristics, 
Concerning "tonic-centrality" in the G themes, the emphasis 
varies, but that it is notably in evidence indicates a distin- 
guishing tonal tendency, relating to G thematic treatment. 
contd ) 
instance, the marked tendency to supertonic sequential 
emphasis in C inhibits the possibilty of the pronounced 
"tonic-centrality" which characterises the G themes. 
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- emphas- nt ece da, n-,, s of the tonic 
Three examples, 2., _LI and 21 
fall into this category; 
ex. 25b is als- interesting in view of its isolated appearance. 
Basically an 8-bar (1++I+) melodic structure, the first four bars 
are strongly tonic-centred. (Again the tonic-dominant alternation, 
very strong in these themesq is apparent here. ) 
In exx. 2 and II the consequent treatment in each theme is 
motivically a repetition of the opening; (the examples here are 
however, charecteristically, mixtures of melodic type). In all 
four instancesq the mediant is notably evident, as of melodic 
importanceý 
ii notaýle tonic-centrality throughout the theme 
The examples which fall into this category are nos. ý. 8, IQ, 
123163 17.22., In ex. .1 
the tonic degree opens each 1+-bar phrase; 
the . -nediant is the melodically stressed degree at 
bar 3 and in 
bars 1,3 and 5, the semi-qUaver run descends to the tonic at 
each statement; thus titiere is a strong feeling of a tonic "under- 
current" to the melody. Examplea opens somewhat less directly 
melodically, but subsequently the tonic is everywhere apparent; 
it is something of a springboard for ascending arpeggios, but is 
reiterated several times2 and is the anchor of this very cellular 
and rather disjointed openinge 
2 
Examples 3.10.12,16 and 22 share an interesting feature in 
their consequent treatment, the cadential drop of a third either 
from dominant to mediant degree, or from mediant to tonic. 
111 
(In ex. 16 this extends over two bars. ) Examples 3-AIO, I2 and 16 
all include c, -ntrasting subdominant emphasis in their consequent 
The examples are given more fully following the main 
Group (a) thematic index of the G themes2 in the Supplementary: 
Volume, P. 17. 
2 Kerman discusses this opening in "The Beethoven Quartets". 
(See Pp. 45-6). Whatever the stylistic enquiry which concerneCT 
3eethoven, Lhe melodic characteristics evident are themselves 
of interest, in comparison with the other G themes. 
3 See P. 117 concerning example I in this respect. - 
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treatnient, but the cadencing "G-centrality", involvimg the 
drop of a third, is present in all fourg (This is not charact- 
eristic of C themes, where a fall from the dominant to the 
tonic (cadentially) is more often employed, or from the seventh 
of the do-minant-seventh to the leading-note, but a fall of a 
third is Anusual. hgainj no claim of exclusiveness is made, 
but where features are consistently recurrent in specific 
to-nal categories, they are pointed out as potentially charact- 
erising that tonality and its usage, as distinct from usage in 
othsr tonalities. ) 
In all the examples in this category, the tonic is strongly 
emphasised initially; the triadic emphases have been considered 
above; (ex. 22 has an opening dominant inflection, followed by 
tonic-triadic emphasis). 
In connection with the consideration of tonic-centrality, 
ex. Il is worthy of comaent. Its strong mediant associations 
have been fully treated in preceding sections. Melodically, 
the mediant degree is evidently very important here7 recurring 
in bar II; the drop of the third from the dominant is softened 
by the C4at bar 18. When the orchestra restates the opening 
motif on the tonic at bar D+, there is characteristic G treat- 
ment, melodically; tne main notes in the phrase are triadic, 
and there is typical G-context dominant harmonic emphasis. A 
notatle "reminiscence" of this opening occurs in the early stages 
of the last Violin Sonata, also in G; 
Violin 
Piano 
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op. 96 Op. 58 
One further interesting comparison emerges in the 
Archduke Trio OP-97. This work (in Bý) has a secc., nd- 
group key of G, the submediant major, in the first move- 
me nt 
The similarity raises the interesting questiQn of how far 
a subsidiary key reflects the tendencies which are evident 
wher the same key occurs as the basic tonality. Such a 
questicn is beyond the scope of a thematic analysis, but the 
particular relaticnship here yields G in an unusual tonal 
context (viJewed in terms of convent16nal harmonic analysis) 
and some comparison with the G tonal-thematic features 
alr-lady identified above may usefully be made. Where G 
is the secondary key to C. the thematic structure is similar 
between works, but, importantly, differs with resPect to 
the tendencies which emerge as characterising G themes frýým 
works in G. It is an interesting question whether or not 
the secondary key treatment in the Archduke Trio instance 
reflects basic G thematic tendencies (which it does) as a 
result of its unusual tonal context, and therefore treats G 
as a more independent key-centre than is generally the case, 
when G occurs as the key of second-group material. This 
would be one plausible explanation for the different types 
of structure which appear, in different tonal contexts. 
Such a suggestion must at this stage remain speculative, 
but it is certain that in relation to the key of G at least, 
there are differences in melodic shape according to whether 
G is used as the dominant of C, or is itself the key of the 
work. (Note how tae Archduke Trio confirms the G tonality 
in the closinE; stages of the Expositiont See bars 84-91+. ) 
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There is one other instance of aG second group in a Bý 
context, in the opening movement of the "HammerklaviOr 
Sonata , Cp. 106. 
V K'__, LODIC APEX IN ZHE G (GROUP W) THEIES 
The melodic apex may be treated in four categories, 
according to the degree on which the apex focuses! These 
are: i the mediant 
ii the subdominant 
iii the dominant 
iv the tonic 
The submediant degree does not occur comparably with C melodic 
usage in the G (Group (a)) themes. 
i the mediant as melodic apex 
T 1he four examples of this usage occur in nos. 1,2,1+ and 29. 
In all four, the mediant emphasis itself occurs at the same pitch; 
exx. 1,1+ and 29 are also structurally similar - nosA. I and 
both scherzo movements9 are most alike in this respect. The 
mediant apex is preceded by sequential treatment in each the-me; 
this is longest in example 2 where an antecedent 8-bar phrase 
is repeated se, -juentially, yielding 
the mediant apex as a result. 
The apices occur in ex. I at bar 6; ex. 2- bar 12; ex. It - bar 6 
and ex. 29 - bar 4. 
Three of these examples also interestingly include a rise of 
a sixth (from the dominant degree) to the mediant apex; (in ex. 2 
this rise occurs in the course of sequential treatment and is 
"filled in" with the (tonic) arpeggio). 
ii the subdominant as melodic apex 
In the four examples where the subdominant is evident as a 
melodic apex) it is closely related to the dominant. In exx. 8 
and 9 (both from the same work) the subdominant is harmonically 
part of the dominant-seventh; ex. 2 is in fact followed by a 
higher dominant cadential apex. In ex. 29 the subsidiary melodic 
apex in the first four bars focuses on the subdominant; but these 
Melodic apices are again identified here in accordance with 
the criteria Mies uses: that the melodic apex is "not the 
highest note of the whole melody7 but merely the highest 
note of a large portion, clearly delimited by sequence or 
cadence". 
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opening bars are antecedent to the mediant apex already discussed. 
fhe subdominant apex is then, not strong in these themes. 
iii the dominant as melodic apex 
It has been observed above that in the C themes the dominant 
degree often prefaces the tonic at the final cadence; in the G 
themes, the tendency to move to the dominant as the first tonal 
contrast in a the. -,, iatic statement has been pointed out; the frý3- 
quency of dominant melodic apex emphasis may well be correlated 
to this ot-'-ier har,. rionic tendency. 
The examples in this category are Nos. 9.1.12 15.16.17, 0 3- 
13,2!,, 22,23,26 and 281. The emphases are by no means only 
cadential; four instances of an initial dominant melodic apex 
occur in exx. 12. IZ. 13 and 
-26. 
Examples 12 an, -' I are grouped together deliberately; ex. 12 
has an initial dominant apex, but the similarity with ex. I occurs 
later in the thematic treatment when the melodic focus is a fall 
from the dominant degree to the mediant, discussed above in con- 
nection with mediant emphasis (Pp. 116-7). The fall to the med- 
iant creates an apex on the dominant; in both examples this is 
a suLsidiary apex in the context of the whole thematic statement. 
dominant is used cadentially in ex. 9 In ex. 12, the 
dominant-r. qediant fall of a third is again in evidence. Herý, it 
is both a melodic apex to the first phrase (it occurs in bars 
3-4) and a liaison with the ensuing phraseý Example 16 rises 
early to a dominant apex (as does ex. 26); the fall to the mediant 
in the second phrase has been noted. There is an interesting 
"mirror" of this fall, also previously mentioned, in the last 
two bars of the theme, giving rise to a further subsidiary apex, 
Although ex. 17 opens with a similar apex (dominant falling to 
mediant), the dominant also appears as the cadential apex of the 
1+-bar phrase. 
Example jý has an interesting instance of an initial dominant 
apex, again dropping to the mediant. This apex is beautifully 
treated2 being emphasised by the auxiliary submediant, and the 
prefiguring trill. (Mies comments on the trill, but not on the 
apoggiatura which the submediant forms, falling onto the dominant, 
in this Sonata. ) The dominant is also the melodic apex of the 
I 
The melodic line here is notable for its continuity. 
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arpeggio-based ensuing phrase. Exx. 21 and 22 both stress the 
dominant as the first melodic apex; ex. 21 is interesting in 
view of the (tonic) arpeggio anticipation of the dominant. 
Both examples also stress the mediant melodically. 
ixample 28 "pivots" on the first dominant apex comparably 
with ex. 16. The repeat in the higher octave is exact as far as 
the dominant apex, which then falls to the tonic. 
iv the tonic as melodic apex 
The previous section in the examination of the G (Group (a)) 
themes considered the recurrence of the tonic in the thematic 
structure. Perhaps link, -A with this, there are four instances 
of tonic apices occurring in exx. 3.10.11 and 24. In ex, .1 
the tonic is the apex prior to the cadence. In the other three 
examples, the tonic occurs notably, early in the theme. Examples 
10 and II have already been discussed with respect to their 
"tonic-centrality"; t'ney each have a tonic apex - in ex. 10 
this is both initial and the goal of the first phrase (in terms 
of melodic apex), in ex. II the tonic is, unusually, an opening 
apexi followed by a descent. While this type of tonic emphasis 
is not widespread in the Group (a) themes, it is nonetheless 
interesting that it occurs, in view of the fact that these themes 
in general evince strong tonic-centrality of various kinds. 
VI USE OF A RISING SIXTH MELODICALLY IN THE G (GROUP (a)) THEMES 
This final category in the examination of the Group (a) 
G themes involves a further feature of the themes which may escape 
notice (and indeed has) without systematic correlation of the 
G themes. Howevert simple as it may be, this feature does not 
characterise the C themes to any noticeable extent. In the 
G (Group (a)) themes there are instances of the use of a rising 
sixth melodically with varying degrees of prominence; these entail 
three intervals, in terms of pitch: ' 
iD rising to B (Maj. 6th) exx. 1,29, (2), (9), 
ii G rising to E( 11 It ) exx. 3,13, (2). 
iii B rising to G (Min. 6th) exx. IIJ5J7,20,24,0)ý 
1 See P. 18 et seq. of the Supplementary Volume, where these 
instances are grouped together. 
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The instances within groups i and iii are the most notable; 
this is interesting in view of the tendency to tonic arpeggio 
emphgsis ir- the G themes. Ex. and 20 occur in cadential 
e. mphasis, and ex. 21+ as the motivic opening of the Quartet 
scherzo (Op. 18/2). While this feature must not be over- 
emphasised, it does occur in nearly half of the G (Group (a)) 
themes. 
GROUP (b) ]LH7ý14ATIC FEATURES IN G 
Lhe Group (a) themes were examimed in six main categories, T 
with various sub-divisions within these categories where appro- 
priate. In Group (b) there are fourteen themes2 thus such ext- 
ensive sub-division is not as meaningful as with the Group (a) 
themesý However7 the themes will be treated in the same category- 
sequence. Features which characterise the Group (a) themes are 
not always as pronounced in the Group (b) themes; mediant inflect- 
ion is not as evident, though present. A notable difference is 
that while the subdominant is not emphasised in terms of melodic 
usage, it is very much in evidence harmonically in the Group (b) 
themes. This tendency has been discussed above as characteristic 
of G themes in G works; itsstrong emphasis in G where this is 
not the basic tonality of the work (or number, in the case of 
the example from "Fidelio") is particularly notable. Signific- 
antly the instance from "Fidelio" and that from the Quartet 
OP-I30 are the only two where a remote key-relationship is in 
question, in relation to G. In each case (again significantly) 
the main tonality is Bý. Both G themes show particular G tenden- 
cies; this further suggests that where a more remote juxtaposition 
T Lhe first sectional occurrence of G in OP. 25 (the Serenade 
for Flute, Violin and Viola) is not taken into detailed account 
in the thematic examination as it is the second trio of the 
second movement and is essentially a Flute solo) using suitable 
arpeggiated figuration. As with the similar instance of C in 
Ek in Op. 27/1, the contrast of the subdominant after D is 
effected by a "tonal plateau" without notable thematic interest. 
(Cf- P-76 above. ) 
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occurs, the contrasting key tends to evince its basic 
characteristics (that is, thDse characteristics in evidence 
when the key in question is the basic tonic)! There are two 
examples where G occurs after g: the others are all instances 
of G as subdominant to D. (This excludes the Song OP. 75 U0.3; 
of the two remaining "Fidelio" examples, one follows C, the other, 
D- there is dialogue between, in each case. ) In considering the 
themes which occur in G where the tonality of the work (or number) 
is BV , note will be taken of the G-characteristics of the themes; 
the question of the larger-scale juxtaposition of Bý/G is considered 
more fully as a2 particular, and significant tonal relationship, 
in Appendix I. 
I SUBDOMINAYL' EITAPHASIS I-N '-'HE G (GROUP (b)) THEMES 
(i) Subdominant degree-emphasis melodically 
Where this does occur in the Group (b) themes, it is related 
to ppex-treatment rather than significant as subdominant degree- 
emphasis. The most notable instance occurs in ex. I, where the 
subdominant emphasis also extends to the harmonic treatment of 
the theme. In other instances where the subdominant degree is 
stressed melodically, it is generally strongly linked to the 
dominant, and is followed by a differett (other than the sub- 
dominant) apex. The Song OP-75, No-3 features the subdominant 
notably, again both melodically and harmonically (ex. 2 ). In 
examples 3.4 and ý, the subdominant degree appears pr6minently 
melodically in connection with dominant-seventh harmony; in ex. 2 
the subdominant occurs as a subsidiary melodic apex in the con- 
sequent thematic treatment, again over dominant-seventh harmony. 
In ex. 7 the first subdominant apex occurs with supertonic harmony, -, 
the later instance is strongly subdomina nt2 harmonically. 
Cf. P. 69 above and the examples given there, also in 
relation to BV /G tonal juxtaposition. 
2 P-319 et seq. below. 
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(ii)Su"bdo-in, int hýýr-_-nic emphasis 
This category comprises the most significant and arresting 
examples of the Group (b) tonal-thematic characteristics. There 
are instances of strong subdominant emphasis harmonically in 
seven of the fourteen Group (b) themes in the course of the 
"thematic paragraph". That notable emphasis of this kind does 
characterise the tonality of G in a way in which it does not 
occur in C has emerged in the course of the Group (a) examination. 
The Group (b) instances include two remarkable examples from 
"Fidelio". In both of these cases there is the added dimension 
of words. As Riezler has stated: "For Beethoven, t? ie text was 
something more than 'material for the vocal parts'". 
' Without 
wishing to read too much into the significance of the words for 
the musical expression7 they must indicate something of the 
emotional @ssociations relating to the key of G, for Beethoven, 
In each instance, G is not the basic tonality and in that of the 
Prisoners' Chorus7 as has been mentioned, G is a very notable 
tonal contrast in a basic Bý. Example I gives the melody of the 
Prisoners, Chorus example; Exx. 8 and 
.2 
give the instances from 
the other two "Fidelioll numbers more fully. Ex. a has already 
been cited in connection with subdominant degree-emphasis; there 
is also a modulation to the subdominant in the course of this 
opening to the G Quartet in "Fidelioll (bars 
In his discussion "Style Features adopted for their expressive 
value", 
2 Paul Mies notes with interest how Beethoven took great 
pains to preserve the thematic shape of 110 namenlose Freudell which 
was not newly-composed for "Fidelioll, but was intended for an 
earlier work which did not materialise. Although the "Fidelioll 
libretto was not well-suited to this theme, Beethoven nonetheless 
used the theme-with the addition of a preceding note- as it stood, 
and juggled with the "Fidelioll words, accordingly. Mies concludes: 
"it must be that in Beethoven's opinion its expression so exactly 
fitted in with the mood of the scene" as the reason for this. 
1 "Beethoven" - dalter Riezler. (Translated by G. D. H. Pidcock). 
M. C. Forrester, London 1938. P-189. 
2 op. cit., P. 165 et seq. (Chapter VII). 
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The theme has a stronc, tonic-arpeggio basis (note the orchestral 
opening treatment), a foature which has emerged above as aG- 
characteristic. . owever, Mies does not com, rient on the tonality, 
which also remained constant, as itself significant. 
. 
2he usage relevant to the pr--sent discussion occurs at 
bar IC (et seq. ) of the Prisonerst Chorus example, and at bar 
12 (et seq. ) of the Duet example. In each case there is very 
strong subdo, -. Iinant emphasis; in the first, týiis is enhanced 
by a temporary modulation. It is interesting that prior to 
this, in both examples, the subdominant degree is melodically 
stressed. The sentiment of both passages in terms of the words 
at t--iese points must be considered in relation to the musical 
treatment. In t-rie tenor solo, "die Hoffnung flUstert sanft 
, iir zu" leads to the definitive subdominant turn at the words 
"Wir werden freill. 'A"he premiu! ra : ýeethoven laid on the import- 
ance of the freedom of the individual is legendary; account 
must be ta'-, en of the way he treats this ideal when it is so 
directly relevant in musical terms. "Frei" extends over five 
quaversw duration, while C remains in sway tonallyý 
'he moral aspects of "Fidelioll were held very dear by 
L-eethoven. In the Duet, Florestan and Leonora are rejoicing 
at their reunion after such trials. Again, melodically, the Q 
subdominant is the starting-point of the subdominant harmonic 
turn. 
I In The Beetlioven Companion (P-368 et seq. ) Winton Dean 
refers to ýhe changes Eeethoven made in this section 
of the Priýonersl Chorus as "interesting". _, L He observes that "Frei"-"carries more weight", but not viewing this 
fact as it relates to the tonal structure here and in 
comparison with the tonal tendencies characterising G 
usage throughout Beethoven's music, he concludes: "it 
is impossible not to feel that something has been lost". 
It is notpble that the subdominant emphasis was a constant factor in the various versions; that Beethoven finally 
witheld the subdominant until the words 114ir werden Freillt 
and then stated it forte at this Point suggests that the 
words were so significant for him that he moulded what h, r! s been s: iown to be a specific tonal tendency character- ising G, to give the greatest impact. (This context does 
not seem an appropriate one for Beethoven to use "shy 
staccato , jrpeggins on the Woodwind" for the sake of "a touching emphasis". ) 
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Although there is no Fk emphasis, the subdominant is stressed 
nonetheless; note the pause which occurs and also the treatment 
in the following bars where the subdominant keeps shining out, 
and always it is at the occurrence of the same word, "Lust'l 4, 
'2heir unendurable suffering has now become overwhelming joy. 
Witnout doubt both of these examples occur at points of 
considerable significance7 emotionally. The Prisoners' Chorus 
example reflects Beethoven's personal values, one feels, where- 
as with the Duet a climactic juncture in the Opera has been 
reached. It has emerged above that the subdominant is of partic- 
ular significance in relation to G tonal usage; the IlFidelioll 
exa-iples are perhaps more precise indicators of the importance 
of the subdominant in the G tonal-thematic complex. 
Examples 8 and 
.2 
have b-,: ien discussed in detail in relation 
to the subdominant harmonic emphasis they evince; the remaining 
Group (b) instances of such emphasis occur in exx. 1,2,4,5 and 61 
A strong har! -, ionic emphasis occurs in example I after the 
two opening quavers in the Right hand; in the restatement of 
this opening phrase beginning at bar 4, Beethoven elaborates 
the two quavers by acciaccaturas in the Right Hý-nd and by full 
harm--nic treatment, thus stating the subdominant even more em- 
phatically. The dynamic markings are themselves significant - 
the, sforzandi -pointing up the subdominant emphases, and the re- 
statement with its full harmony marked forte, (still with the 
sfi. ). 
7Example 2 is a tender song, "To the beloved afar"; the 
o-c, ening turn to the subdominant is notable as the first harmonic 
contrast to the tonic. Ex. It, from the early Serenade OP-8 
(a String Trio) includes subdominant harmonic emphasis (with F4 
in the clý-sing stages of both 8-bar (4. +4) periods which comprise 
the Trio section in question here. (The four bars closing the 
'. 1. he relevant bars of each example are given more fully 
following the Group (b) G Thematic Index in the Supplement- 
ary Volume. (P. 24 et seq. ) 
IN 
therne are almost identical with the four bars ending the first 
8-bar period, with modification in the instrumentation). Ex. 
is also from an early Serenade (Op. 25 - for Flute, Violin and 
Viola). It is the theme for a set of variations, and includes 
the subdominant har,, -ionically four times, each time at a point 
of emphasis in the theme. At bars 12 - 13 the Fh reinforcement 
is notable as lending greater stress to the repeat of the open- 
iný--- bars where tiýiere was no such inflection. '1he consequent 
treatment of the theme uses the subdominant as a melodic apex, 
and subdominant harmony underpins the more important submediant 
apex. TLhe instances within ex. 6 are not as direct. . -lowever, 
the subdominant evidently plays an important r8le harmonically 
in the Benedictus from the Missa Soleiunis. Concerning the thematic 
structure in exx. 61 and 6ii, the subdominant usage is somewhat 
qualified by the preceding Ft melodically in iI and by the D* 
I ri, in ii. .,, e instance is almost as elliptical in ex. 611i; how- 
ever, somewhat surprisingly7 Fý occurs, first in the rising 
Violin part$ then also in the orchestra generally in the final 
bar of the example. The "cadence" insofar as it may be so defined, 
is into the tonic, with tlae voices entering in G, and overlapping 
the trilling Violin close. This is a very extended thematic 
paragraph; indeed it only emerges as such on examination of the 
treatment. It is preceded, not only by the Praeludium, but by 
an introductory eight bars. Tovey has referred to this Bene- 
2 dictus as "a kind of aria-concerto of violin$ voices and orellestra! ', ' 
'learly Beethoven is concerned to mould a continuous, flowing 
texture. Mies has pointed out the tendency to ellipsis of caden- 
tial junctures in the late music of Beethoven; the treatment in 
the L:, enedictus is certainly an example of thisý However, tonal 
tendencies discernible tiaroughout the G themes are still in evid- 
ence as important features, despite changes in the technique of 
The relevant extracts from the 3-enedictus are given under 
this numbering in the course of the compilation following 
the Group (b) G Thematic Index in the Supplementary Volume. 
(P. 2j.. -, T. ) 
2 Essays in Musical Analysis, Vol. V. (London OUP Humphrey 
'Alilford, 1937)- P-18I- 
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phrase-structure. "Lhe C e--aphasis may be less direct; this is 
partly to contribute to the overall flow of the Benedictus, 
and the Violin solo-line, but is nonetheless evident. Indeed 
C becomes the key of a consideratle section of the movernentý 
. he treatment in ex. 6111 is quite remarkable, both with respect 
to the strong C e., nphasisj and to the almost eMded re-appearance 
of G. Ho-, j far this theme also evinces other G tonal-thematic 
c_,, iaracteristics will emerge in the ensuing considerations. 
Subdominant harmonic emphasis is particularly evident in the 
Group (b)Gthemes. ihile it is n: -, t always as forceful and promin- 
ent a constituent as is the case with the two outstanding instances 
from "Fidelioll, that it is present in the -majority of the Group 
(b) G themes marks it as a'notable tonal-thematic feature, persist- 
ing througnout the widest spectrum of Beethoven's composition, 
both c,, aronologically and in terms of genre, from the very early 
Trios to the late Missa Solemni's. 
II ICEDIA"'i ITIFI`CTION PT G (GRCUP (b)) THEMES 
.,. wo 
tý, pes of nediant emphasis were distinguished in the course 
of the examination of the Group (a) themes - harmonic and melodic 
inflection. , Uthough the Group 
(b) themes number less than half 
the Group (a) themes, mediant inflection is evident, but it is not 
as strong a characteristic in the Group (b) contexts. The only 
instance of her ionic emphasis is not as direct as is the case in 
the G works, but it is nonetheless remarkable and affords a very 
interesting comparison with an example from the Group (a) works, 
the ofe.? -, in, -,, - of the Fourth Piano Concerto. "L Kediant e., iiphasis is 
then less evident in the Group (b) than in the Group (a) themes 
and it may be that this nuance is a characteristic whicta is more 
likely to occur in a basic G context. 
Tbvey's otherwise sensitive discussion of the 13enedictus 
(ibid. ) does not take account of specific tonal references 
such as this. he says: "the harmony diverges, and happening to light upon a subdominant, cnord, surprises us by leading 
to a new episodic theme. " There is more significance and less 
"chance" in I-eethoven's use of C in G than Tovey came to 
realise. 
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ýIediart Inflection - harmonic 
"'he one example of this usage in the Group (b) themes occurs 
in the second movement of the Violin Concerto, op. 61. t2he fifth 
Bagatelle of Op. 126 could have been included in either Group (a) 
or Group (b); it was included in the former to link with the first 
Eagatelle of the set, which is also in G. (The fifth Bagatelle 
includes both -melodic and 
harmonic mediant inflection, as discussed 
a I-ove! ) 
Txample 10 gives the opening of the slow movement of the 
Violin Concerto in reduced score. Although the-harmony is simply 
tonic-dominant-tonic, the structure of the melodic line is of 
particular interest. This rises step-wise to the mediant degree; 
the opening is repeated, then the melodic line moves to the higher 
tonic by -rrieans of a rising sixth, fro, -, i B to G- one of the features 
discussed above as worthy of note in the Group (a) therfles. Thus 
the opening bars focus on the mediant degree melodically. Comp- 
arison may be madd with the Fourth Piano Concerto opening, where 
melodically the first two bars consist solely ofB, and A. (See 
ex. Jý of the Group (a) exa-ples. ) The melodic line in the Violin 
Concerto then descends again to the mediant degree, but in the 
har-ionic treat-Tienti the E (bar 3, beat 2 in both Violin parts) 
lends an ambiguous flavour to the third beat of bar 3, and the 
fourth beat materialises as the dominant chord of the mediant 
(- minor or major, theoretically. While it sounds more minor- 
tending than major here after the submediant harmony (of G), 
for Bcýethovenq the mediant major is particularly accessible in 
the tonality of G as became apparent above). However, no resol- 
ution of this "dominant" occurs, but is by-passed by the falling 
chromatic line in Violin II, and the tonality moves easily through 
three steps of the circle of fifths onto the home dominant. Although 
there is no direct mediant harmony stated, this tonal link is 
certainly apparent; not only is the opening melodically focused 
on the mediant degree? but there is a fall from the mediant to 
the tonic, at bars 7-8, a further G tonal-characteristic which 
1 
P. 112 et seq. 
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has been noted above. 
Exa, ples IQa and IOb bring together the mi,, 7dle bars of 
ex. 10 from the Violin Concerto, and five bars fro-n the string 
passage at the beginning of the Fourth Piano Concerto. In the 
latter, there is full -11@Jor mediant harmony following the open- 
ing tonic statement by the Piano; ex. IOb begins one bar later 
(bar 7 of the work). Despite the different distribution rhythnaic- 
ally, the hariionic progression is almost identical, fro-il beat 2 
of bar 2 in both exar9ples. There is some part-rearrangement; the 
rhytr'imical differences arise out of the earlier treatment in each 
case. kltiough the Piano Concerto subsequently uses subdominant 
empha. sis where the Violin Concerto does not, both append three 
bars or. so of tonic (G) cadential reaffirmation of the tonality. 
lhe Piano Concerto uses a wider range of G tonal-thematic char- 
acteristics than does the Violit,. Concerto, but this is of course 
in the context of a more extended thematic paragraph. 
Concernin, G the treatment in the Violin Concerto theme(ex. 10), 
the melodic lineg taken alone, would seem bound to move into the 
dominant; but Eeethoven's tonal references, of considerable im- 
portenciý- emotionallyg as structurally, yielded a different, and 
far ore expressive goal. The comparison with the Fourth Piano 
(, oncerto treat.: lent offers interesting parallels in terms of the 
importance of the mediant melodically and harmonically, and in 
the very si-nilar return to the tonic, all of which reflect the 
functioning of specific tonal tendencies relating to the key 
of G. 
Mediant inflection - melodic 
. As with 
Group (al mediant melodic inflection is not partic- 
ularly strong in the Group (b) themes. One instance occurs in 
I See P. III above, and example Q of the Group (a) themes. 
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the second movement of the Violin Concerto (ex. 10) discussed 
in the preceding section. There is melodic "inflection" in 
that the opening is focused melodically on the mediant degree. 
Lýiat this is so at the very opening of the movement suggests 
thet mediant emphasis is integral to the establishing of G as 
tonic; thatq in other words, it is a particular nuance in the 
G tonal-thematic complex. Although the formal contexts of the 
Group (b) themes vary, the mediant is notably evident in the 
majority of the themes as an early emphasis, quite often in 
connection with an opening phrase structured on the tonic arpeg- 
gio. x. I is a theme where this occurs; the mediant to tonic 
fall confirms the tonality of G after the strong subdominant 
emphasis of the opening. In ex. I, the mediant continues to 
figure melodically; again the notes B-A-G are prominent, as 
with ex. 10. (B-A is also a notable factor in the opening of 
the Fourth Piano Concerto, as stated above). Ex. 6, the Violin 
melody from the Benedictus of Missa Solemnis, while a far-flung 
melodic line, uses notalle emphasis of the mediant degree. The 
melody opens on the mediant; the first phrase (as far as the 
second E ol. 7 bar 2) is antecedent to the succeeding phrase which 
beg. 
-ns with a rise 
to the subdominant degrde. But despite the 
dominant degree half-way through bar 3 the melodic emphasis is 
on the mediant occurring at the begirining of bar It is soft- 
ened by the subsequent rise to the dominant, but the stress 
melodically and musically is on the mediant. The mediant is 
again the melodic "kernel" of these opening four bars. It is 
very arresting to note how this melodic line develops; the whole 
sixteen bars form an arch, melodically, spanning an octave from 
the opening to the apexq and gradually curving downwards onto 
the final dominant. Ear 6 opens with the subdominant as a melodic 
apex, bar 7 with the do-Anant, and at beat 1+ of bar 7 there is 
an anticipation of the high tonic apex with which bar 8 opens. 
This is held for nine quavers, duration (in 12 then seems to 8 ), 
be subsiding when the supertonic above it sounds. Bars 10-12 
are a beautifully violinistic preparation for what proves to be 
the main melodic apex of the whole melody. The last dotted 
crotchet of bar 12 is again the high G, but it is crowned in 
the next bar by the most emphatic use of the mediant (above the 
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high G) in the melody. It is ver,, interesting to observe how 
Beethoven has structured this very impressive rise. The melody B 
moves step-wise through B-C-D initially; it leaps to the high G; 
then the continuing step-wise rise moves onto a broader plane, 
and each note in the rise is held for at least half a bar; thus 
G-A-B characterises the melodic shape of bars 8-13. The remain- 
ing bars of the melody are a gentle subsiding after this climax, 
again using the G below as the most important re-. qaining note 
melodically; once more the fall of the third from mediant to 
tonic is the basis of this conclusion. 
T .. his melody has been treated in some detail in order to 
show how integral to its structure the mediant degree is. Des- 
pite the flow and broad sweep of the melody7 features already 
discerned as characteristic of G treatment are nonetheless in 
evidence. '12he continuity so notable in Beethoven's late style 
is indeed everywinere apparent in the Benedictus; and at the 
t7nally surprising (but significantl) close to the melody, the 
voices enter prior to the cadence, so that at the end of the 
Violin trill it is again the mediant which is to the fore melod- 
ically and aurally in the alto line. 
Three further examples may be mentioned in connection with 
mediant melodic emphasis - exx. 4-. 5 and II. The mediant emphasis 
in ex. 4 oc, ýurs as the opening of three of the four phrases in 
the overall 16-bar period (excluding the repeats). Once again 
in aG theme, the rising sixth is apparent, here giving an initial 
melodic apex on the mediant. 
With the early Serenade Op. 257 a forerunner of the Fourth 
Piano Concerto and even of the Benedictus of the Missa Solemnis 
might hardly be suspected, and yet this variation theme (ex. 1) 
is re. -iarkably similar particularly to that of the Piano Concerto, 
while it seems almost to contain the embryo of the Benedictus 
theme, notably with respect to the opening mediant emphasis - 
moving through a central dominant apex in the first phrase (in 
2 the -', '. issa Solernnis themeg this is expanded to four 
ý' bars, but 
the same the. natic shape underlies the treatment) - and in the 
cell of the consequent thematic treatment (bars 16_I3 of ex. 
Concerning similarities with the Piano Concerto, the opening 
mediant emphasis is again shared, and while the resultant thematic 
shape obviously differs, each theme uses the subdominant, dominant 
and leading-note degrees comparably in the respective openings. 
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later in eaci theme, the thematic structure is remarkably 
similar. (Cf. bars 16-21 of ex. 2 with bars 9-14 of the Piano 
Concerto theme. 
1) That these three themes, widely spaced in 
Beethoven's oeuvre clearly share at least "family resemblances 
of technique and structure 112 is evidence of integral tonal- 
thematic references relating to specific tonalities, and cert- 
ainly to G, in the present instance, In ex. ý of the Group (b) 
themes, the mediant is not emphatic, although it is once more 
integral to the thematic structureg occurring with differing 
harmonic and rhythmic stress, throughout. Finally, despite its 
seemingly incidental nature, ex. II remains to be taken into 
account. This is from the Sonatina Op. 49/1. (Beethoven called 
thetwo works comprising Op. 49 "Leichte Sonaten". ) Ex. II is one 
of the rare examples in G containing a sequence on the supertonic. 
The opening of the Piano Sonata Op. 14/1 includes such a sequencel 
(see ex. 20 of the Group (a) themes) but it is not characteristic 
in G. However, in ex. II, the structure of the thematic cell which 
is used sequentially stresses the mediant again with an ensuing 
fall onto the tonic. The outline of this cell is similar to the 
opening of the finale of the String Quartet, Op. 18/2. (See ex.. 2 
of the Group (a) G themes. ) 
Although mediant emphasis is not as pronounced in the Group 
(b) themes, it occurs sufficiently notably to suggest that the 
tendency to mediant emphasis is part of a persisting tonal- 
thematic complex. Some differentiation in usage between Groups 
(a) and (b) may be made; the Imediant tendency' is more emphatic 
in Group (a)7 both harmonically and melodically. In Group (b) 
the exa-iples discussed under the heading of melodic inflection 
show that the usage in these contexts is less that of inflection, 
such as characterises the Group (a) themes, and mor)a in the nature 
of a particular thematic emphasis; the mediant degree emerges as 
of structural importance in the themes, rather than as an inflect- 
ion tending to harmonic emphasis. These differences in emphasis 
of the m. ediant suggest that the functioning of the G tonal- 
thematic complex varies in application, relative to tonal contextý 
1 Ex. 
. 
12 of the Group (a )G themes. 
2 Basil Deane - The Beethoven Companion, P. 307. 
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but thet tne s-me complex persists. Concerning the mediant C, 
tendency in the G the. mes, there is once more a ci-lange of 
emphasis in the different contexts of Groups (a) and (b), 
but the sa-me tonpl relationships underlie the thematic s1ruc- 
ture, , nd thus reflect the functioning of a distinct tonal- 
thernatic complex. 
III THE TO, ý'ýIC ARPEGGIO AS A NOTABLE THEMATIC SHAPE IN THE G 
(GROUP Cb)) THEAES 
This characteristic will be discussed in the three categor- 
ies adopted in the Group (a) examination 
i initial tonic-triadic emphasis 
ii interim tonic-triadic emphasis 
iii tonic-triadic emphasis as the basis of the entire 
thematic shape 
i initial tonic-triadic emphasis 
The examples w! Ach fall into this category of emphasis are 
nos. ýa, qII_and 12 Ex.. 3a is from "Fidelioll and is the first 
voice-entry in the much-discussed Quartet. Ex.. j gives the harmonic 
basis of tne entire number; it is against this that the melody 
ex. ýa enters7 after the opening statement of ex.. a (which is 
remarkably scored. It is interesting to note the similar scoring 
of the Praeludium in the Missa Solemnis. ) The tonic-triadic 
emphasis continues to figure throughout the Quartet7 both in the 
initial treatment of each Voice as it enters, and in the con- 
cluding treatment. It is very simple use of tonic-arpeggio 
emphasis which s. -, apes the melodic line in the Quartet, but 
there is great beauty in this simplicity. Ex.. 2 is also frona 
"Fidelioll, but at a rather later stage in the proceedings. In 
the earlier discussion of the subdominant harmonic emphasis 
which occurs in 110 namenlose Freude", attention was drawn to 
the strong tonic-arpeggio basis, not only of the vocal parts, 
but of the orchestral opening preceding the voice-entries. 
' 
Ex. 2 begins with the second statement of 110 namenlose Freudell 
by Leonora. The second musical phrase7 beginning at bar 5 of 
the example, opens with a descending tonic-arpeggio figure. 
In his interesting discussion of ex. 
.2 
Mies coaments on 
particular features of the theme which were retained in the 
1 SeePp. 129-131 above. 
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operatic use of it, but does not identify tonic-arpeggio 
emphasis as characteristic of G themes in particular ways. 
I 
Immediately preceding these comments Mies concluded that 'tit 
is clear that the thematic use of the common chord is definit- 
ely pssociated with the expression of solemnity. 
2" The present 
investigation suggests that types of tonic-arpeggio usage can 
be differentiated7 and that these appear to relate in partic- 
ular ways to specific tonalities. 
In ex. II there is tonic-triadic emphasis as the basis of 
the "thematic cell" which structures the entire melodic out- 
line; the opening of this theme has already been correlated 
with ex. 2 of the Group (a) themes which uses similar tonic- 
tr! Ladic emphasis? giving rise to the same D-G-B thematic out- 
line initially in the theme. Ex. 12 from the String Quartet 
OP-130 plso opens with tonic-triadic emphasis, comprising the 
antecedent two bars in the two 4-bar phrases. 
ii interim tonic-triadic emphasis 
Examples I and 10 include this type of usage. In ex. I it 
is part of, and subsidiary to the fall to the tonic from the 
mediant. The mediant to tonic fall is "expanded" through super- 
tonic melodic emphasis in bars 2-3 and 6-7 (the first phrase 
, moving onto the dominant). Ex. IO, from the Violin Concerto, 
uses tonic-triadic emphasis as the basis of the closing three 
bars of the thematic statement. Ex. 6 may be mentioned with 
reference to the use it makes of the tonic arpeggio in a sub- 
sidiary capacity to the main melodic stress in bars 6 and 7. 
(The subsequent emphasis of the tonic and of the mediant in this 
theme has been examined ar-, ove as it is essentially melodic, 
although a mediant to tonic fall cadentially is once more 
apparent. ) 
iii tonic-triadic emphasis as the basis of 
the entire thematic shape 
This type of usage is not evident to the same extent in 
the Group (b) themes as it was found to be in the Group (a) 
examination. The only two themes where the tonic triad may be 
said to form the basis of the entire thematic shape are exx. 
I and 12. Both themes have already been cited in connection 
See P. 129 et seq. above concerning the origin of this theme. 
(P. 129, Footnote 2 gives the reference to Mies' discussion 
o the theme. ) 
2 Op. cit., P. 165. - The use of the tonic arpeggio thematically (contd. 
1)+C 
S. 
with interim and initial tonic-triadic e,, -, ip_a, -sis. 
llowever, 
the tonic triad is not as important a factor in the structure 
of either theme as it proved to be in the Group (a) themes. 
IV TONIC-CENTRALITY IN THE G (GROUP (b)) THEMES 
It wqs observed in the examination of the Group (a) themes 
that the tonic was a recurrent melodic emphasis. There are 
three instances in the Group (b) themes where the tonic recurs 
to a similar extent: These are exx. I, 9 and 12. Ex.. 2 uses a 
strongly tonic-centred phrase in the antecedent material; the 
tonic also acts as the 'springboard, for the next phrase. In 
ex. I the subdominant emphasis of the first bar and a half is 
followed by two bars centred on the tonic; the 'song-form, of 
this theme causes the recurrence of this usage in the second 
period. Ex. 12 is comparable with the theme of Op. 96(iv) in the 
Group (a) themes in its melodic structure. 
1 However, the tonic 
em, pnasis is more regularly placed in the Group (b) example, occur- 
ring at bars 2 and 1+ (and then at bars 6 and 8, as a result of 
the melodic form). As with the treatment in the Violin Sonata, 
there is an ensuing IBI section in the Quartet. 
Tonic-centr, ality of the kind discussed in relation to the 
Group (a) themes occurs in three of the thirteen Group (b) examples, 
(ExQ, from the Piano Sonata OP-IO/3(iii) - the trio section - 
2 is a further instance where the main interest is one of figuration 
and also here of contrast of range. The tonic-triadic basis of 
this is not then primarily thematic. ) Although this thematic 
c. -ntd. ) 
in the Duet is far from being "associated with the expression 
of solemnity". This instance illustrates the inadequacy of 
analysing stylistic features isolated from their tonal context, 
While Mies" approach is extremely illuminating in many ways., 
failure to identify tonaily-related characteristics may lead 
to errors of judgement such as this. 
1 Ex.. J of the Group (a) themes. 
2 further, that is, to the instnce of Trio II in the Serenade 
Op. 25 (ii). (See P. 127, Footnote I. ) 
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characteristic is not proportionately as evident in the Group (b) 
as in the Group (a) themes, its occurrence suggests that it is 
@ feature relating to the G tonal-thematic complex but that it 
is more pronounced in the thematic structure when G is the basic 
tonality of a work. 
v N, -, 'LODIC APEX IN THE G (GROUP (b)) THEMES 
melodic apex usage differs somewhat from that character- 
ising the Group (a) themes. In Group (b), as with Group (a), 
the dominant is a preferred apex degree, but in the Group (b) 
context, a new apex degree is prominent in the themes - the 
submediant. The role of the mediant is of a particular kind in 
the Group (b) themes; the subdomihant where it occurs as a 
melodic apex, is again related to the domirmnt, harmonically, 
but it is not a preferred apex degree in these themes. This is 
consistent with the Group (a) characteristics where the sub- 
dominant was found to be not particularly strong as a melodic 
apex. The Group(b) examples are examined in five categories, 
comprising the four treated in connection with Group (a) with 
the addition of a further category relating to the use of the 
submediant as melodic apex. 
i the mediant as melodic apex 
The most notable example of this usage occurs in ex. 6 from 
the Benedictus of the Missa Solemnis. The melody begins with a 
fall from the mediant, and the main melodic apex of the entire 
theme also occurs on the mediant degree (at bar 13) as discussed 
above. 
I This is an butstanding example of mediant emphasis. 
There are two further instances of the mediant used as a melodic 
apex in the Group (b) themes; these occur in exx. k and . 
2. Ex.. Ij 
is from the Serenade Op. 8; in this trio section, three of the 
four phrases open with a melodic apex on the mediant created by 
a rising sixth, D-Bj one of the intervals noted in the Group (a) 
examination. In ex. 2, the mediant forms a more emphatic apex 
and focus in the treatment. The entire orchestral opening is 
not given in ex.. 2 but in Violins I and II there is a 4-bar 
rising introduction prefacing Leonora's entry. The Violins 
1 See PP-136 -7 above. 
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continue this progression, Violin I rising a tnird higher than 
the voice, and climaxing on the mediant degree. In fact Beet- 
hoven laad originally intended Leonora to sing this high B but, 
possibly after the vocally demanding preceding number, he mod- 
ified Leonorals line but significantly maintained the rise to 
the -mediant 
in the Violin line. The opening bars of the Violin I 
line are: 
)T lu 
Flute I in fact rises onto the dominant at the fortissimo, 
but the Violin line clearly leads to and climaxes on the mediant, 
and aurally the Strings and vocal line are more emphatic than 
the higner dominant in Flute I, which is in the nBture of accom- 
paniment to and reinforcement of the moving melodic line beneath. 
ii the subdominant as melodic apex 
The subdominant nowhere occurs as an emphatic melodic apex 
in the Group (b) themes. It forms a subsidiary apex in the course 
of ex. 6 at bars 3,6 and 7, and .a 
"minor" apex at bars 6-7 of 
ex. ýa. Ex. 129 from the String ýuartet OP-I30, uses the sub- 
dominant as the apex of the second two bars of each 1+-bar cell; 
but even here the subdominant is subsidiary to the more important 
apex on the dominant. The subdominant occurs as a main apex in 
the first phrase of ex.! ±, and in a suhsidiary capacity twice in 
the third phrase; it is more prominently used in the course of 
ex. j. The similarity of this theme and those from the Benedictus 
of the Missa Solemnis and the Fourth Piano Concerto has been 
noted above. 
1 The use of the subdominant is one of the common 
features. It occurs as some kind of melodic apex in bars 3,5,17 
and 23 (omitting the apices in the repeated statements of each 
8-bar period). The apex opening the second half of the variation 
theme is the most emphatic use of the subdominant in the melody, 
although it is subsidiary to the subsequent submediant apex. 
Despite the use of subdominant harmonic emphasis of note in 
the Group (b) themes, the degree itself does not function as an 
1 See Pp. 137 -8 above. 
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Allegro vivpce -*-"*% 
importgnt melodic apex. Subdominant harmonic usage does however 
give rise to a melodic apex in these themes - the submediant, 
iii the dominant as melodic apex 
The dominant is the preferred melodic apex degree in the 
Group (b) themes. It was also the most recurrent melodic apex in 
the Group (a) themes. In the present Group the dominant forms 
a main apex in exx. 2, -Ia, 
l+, 5 and I01, and a subsidiary apex in 
exx. 1,2,3a and 5. 
In ex. 2, the Song "An den fernen Geliebten", the dominant 
forms the main apex of the second phrase of the melody. Ex. 3a, 
the basic melody of the "Fidelioll Quartet, opens with a dominant 
, pex; (it begins with the same drop of a third, D-B, with which 
ex. 2 opens). There is strong dominant emphasis melodically 
throughout the Quartet theme; the opening phrase centres on the 
dominant degree; phrase 3 (bars )+-6) begins with a subsidiary 
dominant apexq and the final phrase climaxes on the dominant. 
In ex. 4 the dominant occurs twice as a main apex within the 
third melodic phrase; this comprises a 2-bar cell, twice stated, 
in which the dominant is the opening, main apex. It also occurs 
twice in ex. 1 (as a main apex) in the first )+-bar phrase and in 
ti-, e concluding bars of this variation theme. Ex. IO features the 
dominant as the main apex twice in the second half of the melody. 
The dominant occurring in bar 6 is not the highest point in the 
phrase (which begins at bar 4 beat 4) but it takes precedence 
over the earlier part by virtue both of its long duration and of 
the dynamic emphasis dtt this juncture in the melody. It is 
reiterated at bars 8-9 as the main apex of the concluding phrase, 
and this serves not only to confirm the home-dominant after the 
tonal move earlier in the melody, but also has the effect of 
emphasising the first dominant apex, retrospectively. 
The dominant occurs twice as a subsidiary apex in ex. 1 as 
a result of the melodic form (at bars 1-2 and 5-6); and is part 
of the establishing of the tonality of G following the strong 
subdominant emphasis of the opening. Ex.. aa and ex. 2 share a 
number of common features; both use the dominant ad the main 
This is discussed under v below the submediant as melodic 
apex. 
apex of t. aeir final phrases, and each opens similarly, as 
referred to above. The main apex is on the submediant in the 
first phrase of ex. 2, but, as with ex. 3a this phrase is largely 
shaped by the recurring dominant emphasis. 
iv the tonic as melodic apex 
The tonic emerged as a notable apex degree in several of 
the Group (a) themes; there are four such instances in Group (b), 
occurring in exx. 4,6,9-and 10. 
In ex. 
_ý, 
rather unusually, the main apex occurs at the close 
of each 8-bar period in the 16-bar Trio (omitting the repeats - 
the closing four bars of each period are identical melodically), 
This apex is on the tonic and dominates the theme both by its 
higher pitch and as a result of the rise of a fourth onto the 
tonic apex in a phrase moving predominantly in seconds. Ex. 6 
uses the tonic as an important apex, half-way through the 16 - 
bar paragraph. As the melody progresses, this proves to be 
subsidiary to the ensuing mediant apex, the climax of the entire 
melodic line; but the tonic gains prominence prior to this as 
the highest point in the melody thus far and due to the sudden 
rise onto it (bars 7-8). The second occurrence of the tonic 
as an apex in ex. 6 follows the climax on the mediant. T'he fall 
from the mediant melodically is stayed at the end of bar 13 
by the tied note on the domina nt and there ensues a gradual 
step-wise rise, pausing on the submediant, and rising to the 
tonic (bars 14-15). 
2 This tonic emphasis is of course sub- 
sidiary to the main mediant apex, but it is nonetheless notable 
Note the drop of a third within the tonic triad closing the 
first phrase of ex. 2. Thisthematic shape is notable through - 
out the Group (b) G themes at such phrase-endings, whether 
or not the theme is strongly tonic-centred or tonic-triadic. 
Cf. ex. 1-bar 2; ex. 1-bar 23; ex-7-bar 16/17; ex. 10-bar 7/8; 
ex. 11-bar 2. 
2 Reference may be made to PP-136-7 above where the thematic 
structure of ex. 6 is discussed in detail. 
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as a cadential apex, and as once more giving rise to a mediant 
to tonic fall, cadentially. 
1 The tonic is the main melodic 
apex of the thematic paragraph in ex.. 2, the opening of the 
Duet 110 namenlose Freudell from "Fidelioll. As well as forming 
the climax on "Lust" (in the first statement of the textual 
phrase "Nach unnenbaren Leiden so tibergrosse Lust") it is 
reiterated in the sequential contraction of this musical phrase, 
creating an emphatic cadential apex. 
In the slow movement of the Violin Concerto (ex. IO) the 
tonic is not as important an apex in the melody as the dominant 
later proves to be. However, the rise to the tonic at bars 2-3 
is notable not only for the fact of the particular interval 
involved, but also because the tonic forms the melodic apex of 
the first four bars. The tonic is thus a significant melodic 
apex degree in the Group (b) themes, and is evident in varying 
types of usage. 
v the submediant as melodic apex 
As stated above, this type of emphasis is not notable in 
the Group (a) themes; in Group (b) the submediant occurs as 
melodic apex even more frequently than the dominant degree. 
The submediant is used in the themes in both types of apex- 
treatment - as the main melodic apex and in a subsidiary 
capacity; the instances of submediant apex usage are grouped 
according to their role (as main or subsidiary apices) in the 
following discussion. 
The submediant functions emphatically as the main apex 
in exx. 1,5 and 7; it is also evident in this capacity in 
exx. 2 and 11. In ex. 1 the apex occurs early in the phrase, 
which descends to the tonic after the initial subdominant 
harmonic emphasis. The submediant is the melody note above 
the subdominant harmony and both the apex-structure and the 
harmonic emphasis are stressed by their occurrence on the 
first main beat and by the dynamic treatment. The submediant 
also has the longest duration in the melodic line and is further 
emphasised by the two-note "curtain" preceding it. The submediant 
is also empnatically prolonged in ex.. Zj the melody of the middle- 
1 Cf. P. 145, Footnote 1* 
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section of the Prisoners, Chorus from "Fidelioll. Although this 
-nelody underwent chnnges, the same tonal-thematic elements are 
present in all versions and the alterations which Beethoven 
made reflect his desire to secure the most effective expression 
of the text. This illustrates Mies, comment referring to "how 
attentively Beethoven allowed the feeling of the text to in- 
fluence him, and how he tried to follow it. "' It also illust- 
rates that the choice of G for this melody brought particular 
tonal-thematic elements into play and that these remained 
constant as the basis for the melody, throughout its evolution, 
The changes are once more changes in emphasis ( and here related 
to the text rather than to the structure of the melody) and 
not changes in the tonal relationships functioning. 
Example I has already emerged as evincing tendencies 
characterising G themes to a remarkable extent. 
2 Comparison 
with ex.. Z also yields common features relating to thematic 
shape, particularly with respect to the opening treatment in 
each theme; (bars 1-4 of ex. 1 as compared with bars 1-8 of 
ex.. Z). Ex. 5 is also relevant to the present catl3gory in its 
use of the submediant degree as melodic apex; it occurs twice 
as main apex (excluding the repeated statements). The contexts 
of the two themes are very different, and they are quite widely 
spaced chronologically; it is significant that the same thematic 
elements, tonal and structural, are apparent to such an extent. 
Example 11 is a simple rondo melody based rhythmically on 
the opening six-note cell, throughout. The submediant occurs 
twice as melodic apex as a result of the form of the rondo theme; 
it is not an emphatic apex - the beat falls on the ensuing dom- 
inant each time, but it is the highest point in the melodic line. 
Example 2 has been cited in connection with the dominant 
apex in the second phrase; the submediant forms the apex of 
the first phrase of the melody. As in ex. 11 this is linked 
OP- cit., P-35 (Chpt. I- section (c)). For further 
discussion of this melody and its tonal structure, the 
present remarks may be correlated with the treatment 
above - PP-130-1 (including P-1309 Footnote 1). 
2 See PP-137-8 above. 
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with notnble use of subdominant harmony. 
The submediant occurs as a subsidiary apex in exx. 
_jE, __2 
and 12. In ex. -la 
the us; age is once again linked with sub- 
dominant harmonic emphasis; the dominant is the main focus of 
the apex treatment in the melody. 
Example 
. 
2, also from "Fidelioll, uses subsidiary submed- 
iant apex emphasis after the main tonic apex, but this is a 
significant focus, textually and musically. It occurs at the 
restatement of "Lust" and acts as a "platform" subsequently 
rising to the tonic7 in the expressively joyful cadential 
treatment. 
Example 12 is comparable with ex. 3a. The dominant forms 
the main apex in both themes, the submediant also occurs in 
a similar context, melodically, leading to the dominant harmony 
of the following bar; the harmony supporting each apex is super- 
tonic. 
VI USE OF A RISING SIXTH MFFLODICALLY IN THE G (GROUP W) 
THEMES 
In the Group (a) themes three different intervals, of a 
rising sixth melodically, were distinguished as occurring with 
significant frequency. In the Group (b) themes however, this 
melodic feature is not as notable. There is one instance of 
the rise B-G occurring prominently in the themes - in ex. I0, 
the opening melody of the Violin Concerto slow movement. This 
particular rise is tae one most often used in the Group (a) 
contexts (of the three rises of a sixth D-B, B-G and G-E, 
identified as notably recurrent). In the present instance it 
is interesting that it occurs both emphatically and early in 
the theme which evinces a number of G tonal-thematic charact- 
istics, as has emerged above. 
2 
See the extracts from these themes, given in full 
following the main Group (b) Thematic Index in the 
Supplementary Volume, P. 24.. 
2 See P-131+ et seq., above. 
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There is one example of each of the remaining rises of 
a sixth in the Group (b) themes. Ex. )± uses the rise D-B 
as the opening cf tnree of its four main melodic phrases; 
and in ex. ý, where the submediant occurs twice as a main 
melodic apex (excluding the repeated statements) the apex 
is enhanced in the final eight bars by the rise onto it 
from the tonic, creating the rising sixth, G-E. 
In exa. mining the tonal characteristics of the Group (b) 
themes it has proved relevant to consider the same categories 
as were appropriate for Group (a). However, within these 
categories, some differences have emerged. The mediant emph- 
asis, harmonic and melodic, has been evident in both Groups, 
but it is stronger in the Group (a) themes. Subdominant 
degree-emphasis is also more notable in Group (a), but sub- 
dominant harmonic emphasis is more pronounced in the Group 
(b) themes. Lirked with this is the emergence of the sub- 
mediant degree as an apex in the Group (b) themes; this 
usage is not in evidence as characterising Group (a). 
However, the rising sixth is not as apparent in Group (b); 
(there are three instances in the twelve themes ). 
While there are differences of usage between Groups (a) 
and (b), these relate to a change of emphasis within a con- 
sistent tonal-thematic complex rather than to any fundamental 
change in the tonal vocabulary, and there still emerges a 
distinct G tonal-thematic complex, which differs from that 
characterising C themes. The most notable features in the 
G complex are mediant emphasis - both harmonic and melodic, 
particular use of the subdominant, and a significant incidence 
of tonic -centrality. 
Ex. 22- is included in this total, although it is not 
treated as a melodic theme in this examination, as 
expl6ined previously. (See P. 11+1 above. ) There are 
however only twelve items in Group (b), (including 
ex. 1: 1), ex. 8 being a fuller version of ex. 7. 
11+9 
SECTION 3-D IMAJOR 
GRCUP a 
.L 
Works in D included in this study 
Pre-opus 
op. 8 
Op. 25 
Op. 9/2 
Op. 12/1 
OP. 10/3 
OP. 18/3 
Op. 119 
Op. 28 
OP. 36 
op. 61 
OP. 70/1 
OP. 76 
Op. 82 No. 2 
Op. 102/2 
Op. 123 
Piano Quartet (No-75 in Collected Edition-Edwards) 
Serenade for String Trio 
Serenade for Flute, Violin and Viola 
String Trio 
Sonata for Violin and Piano 
Piano Sonata 
String Quartet 
Bagatelles - No-3 Piano Sonata 
Symphony No. 2 
Violin Concerto 
Piano Trio 
Piano Variations 
Six Songs 
Sonata for 'Cello and Piano 
Missa Solemnis 
GROUP (b) 
Movements or sections in D, in a basically different tonality 
included in this study 
KEY OF 
WORK 
Op. 2/2 (ii) D Piano Sonata A 
op. 18/5 (iii) D String Quartet A 
OP. 30/1 (ii) D Sonata for Violin and A 
Pia no 
op - 95 (ii) D String Quartet 
OP. 97 (iii) D Piano Trio 
op. 92 (iii) F: D Symphony No-7 
Op. 125 (ii) d: D Symphony No. 9 
(iv) d: D 
OP. 132 (iii) F Lydian :D String Quartet 
OP. 131 (ii) D String Quartet 
OP. 72b No. 14 
Fidelio 
f 
Bý 
A 
d/D 
a 
ct 
RELA'-'IV", P KEY 
OF ITEM 
IV 
IV 
IV 
vi 
III 
IV 
IV 
ii 
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D is the (major) key most used as tonic in Beethoven's oeuvre, 
after Eý. In view of this, the factors which emerge in Tables 
I-III in Section II of the Introduction above 
1 
may'be compared 
both with the Eý particulars, and with those relating to C. 2 
Table III yields some interesting tonal information concerning 
the key of D. Although reference has: f)? equently been made above 
to the particular and progressively more notable relationship 
between D and G, in various formal contexts, the incidence of 
the subdominant in a basic D tonality is lower than in all but 
one of the incidences for the entire Tabie (comprising nine 
major key categories). The incidence of the tonic is in line 
with what emerges as a norm of two-thirds of the sectionsg The 
most notable sectional relationship pertaining to D is the 
incidence of the tonic minor which, as a sectional key-contrast, 
isseveral times as great as occurs either in Eý or in C. 
Concerning the Group (b) relationships, a very interesting 
situation emerges. Of the eleven items including D as a move- 
m--nt- or section-key, D itself occurs as subdominant to A in 
four cases, and is subdominant major to a in one work. In the 
remaining five works, one is a number from "Fidelioll, the climax 
to that work in fact, where D follows a number in A; again a 
subdominant relationship - although there is intervening dialogue. 
There is no instance of D as dominant. The two instances from 
the Ninth Symphony involve D as tonic major to d. The remaining 
three items include a particularly remote sectional relationship, 
that of D to a basic f (in the String Quartet OP-95). D also 
occurs as major mediant to Býin the Archduke Trio, and as the 
key of the flattened second, to cf (in the String Quartet OP-131). 
The sectional relationship of D to a basic f is unique in Beet- 
hovenis music; this is also true of D in relationship to ct , 
(sectionally), but there is only one other work in the key of et, 
the Piano Sonata Op. 27/2. (There is notable Neapolitan emphasis 
in that Sonata, however. ) Thus, while D occurs mostly as sub- 
1 Pp - ý4-5- 
2 Eýj D and C being the major keys most used as basic tonic by Beethoven. (The Tables do not in any way take account 
of the incidence of the basic tonic in other contexts. ) 
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dominpnt when it is a sectionally contrasting key, it also 
occurs in very wide-ranging relationships. how far particular 
features in the thematic treatment recur and characterise or 
differentiate such varying contexts will be discussed below. 
In terms of the large-scale use of tonality, it is inter- 
esting to note the high incidence of the tonic minor as a 
sectionally contrasting key (within a work in D), while there 
pre only two worii_s actually in the key of d. This is a com- 
pletely different situation from that relating to C, where the 
minor key (c), as is well known, is frequently used as a basic 
key by Beethoven. The usage in Eý differs from both D and C; 
the minor hardly figures as a sedtionally-contrasting key, and 
never as the key of an entire work. (The 4Allegro of the Pre- 
Opus Piano Quartet is preceded by a major-tending Adagio. ) 
Such information relating to the basic, large-scale rel- 
ationships pertaining to the various tonalities is very re- 
vealing, and indicates the need for fundamental comparison. 
However, the aim of the present examination concerning the 
key of D is again to establish its particular tonal-thematic 
characteristics. These are investigated as before, first in 
relation to the Group (a) contexts and subsequently in re- 
lation to the Group (b) works. 
Although the thesis is concerned to examine the function- 
ing of tonality primarily on the level of the thematic 
structure, reference has frequently been made to the im- 
portance of basic factors such as the initial choice of 
key, and the sectional relationships. (The thesis is, it 
may be restated, that a basic change in the analytical 
approach to the examination of his use of tonality is 
essential to an accurate and fully representative assess- 
ment of this factor in Beethoven's music. ) Concerning 
the use of c as the key of a considerable number of works, 
although 'Beethoven's 11c minor" is extremely familiar' 
(see above, P. 4-8), relevant significance has hardly been 
accorded to this fact. Hans Keller has commented on the 
frequency with which Beethoven used c as a minor mode 
tonic, as compared with d. "Aren't these facts about 
Beethoven's tonal world violently striking? I can't 
understand why nobody ever notices or mentions them" 
he states. (The Listener, IOth. February 1972. - "Beethoven's c Concerto - 12 bars if it". 
5 But this is 
the first such reference commenting on these basic tonal 
facts to have been made in so direct a manner, to the 
present writer's knowledge. (It also appears to be the 
first mention of them to have been made by Keller, too, 
despite his amazement. ) 
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THEMATIC FEKTURES IN AD CONTEXT 
Examination of C and G thematic characteristics indicated 
that particular features recur in the respective categories. 
A definite "complex" of characteristics was discerned for each 
category. Examination of the D themes also reveals a particular 
tonBl-thematic complex, again with distinguishing characteristics 
not directly comparable with usage in other tonalities. The 
supertonic emerges as more significant thematically than is 
the case in G, but it is not as pronounced as is the case in 
C. A particular "inflection" is in evidence in D; this is to 
the submediant and is evident both melodically and harmonically. 
The latter emphasis is the more notable, and to be fully ex- 
plored in relation to D usage needs examination in the context 
of larger-scale considerations than are in question here. 
(Discussion is extended in the course of the tonal-thematic 
analysis to take account of some of these factors, where rele- 
vant. ) 
A feature which was significant in C and G wps the use of 
the tonic triad; this is not a notable feature of D themes, in 
either Group. Step-wise movement in the themes is more charact- 
eristic of D usage, as will be discussed below. There is emph- 
asis of the subdominant, but this is not as strong in D as in G 
(it does not characterise C with any consistency). In D ther-a 
is harmonic rather than melodic emphasis of the subdominant, 
and it occurs less prominently in the course of the themes than 
is the case in G. It is also stronger in the Group (b) than in 
the Group (a) themes. 
In relation to melodic apex usage in the D themes, as with 
G the dominant is an emphatic apex-degree; however in D it is 
frequently connected with the marked tendency to step-wise move- 
ment in the thematic structure, and so differs from apex-treat- 
ment chqracterising other tonalities. A more prominent apex 
emerges in Group (b) - the mediant. 
Two further features of note, not always relevant to the 
thematic treatment alone, may be mentioned. The first is an 
intervallic fall of a third, from D to Bý sometimes extending 
further (in thirds). The second notable feature conarns the 
bass. The r6le of the bass as a structural force is of i. mmense 
importance in Beethoven-Is music. How far such structural 
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features are in fact tcnally related (that isý related to the 
tonality functioning) - if at all, is a far-reaching question. 
Full discussion of bass-procedure is not within the scope of 
the present examination, but it seems to be the case that in 
D treatment the bass more frequently reflects characteristics 
identifiable on the thematic level than is true of other keys. 
Thus, the tendency to submediant emphasis, while giving rise 
to a thematic fall of a third and to melodic inflection, also 
gives rise to harmonic emphasis and to a fall of a third (from 
tonic to submediant) in the bass, not necessarily in connection 
with harmonic emphasis. Perhaps the most strikingly recurrent 
bass-procedure in the D themes is the step-wise descent from 
tonic to dominant, the second notable feature relevant here. ' 
I THE THEMATIC FALL OF A 3RD IN THE D (GROUP (a)) THEMES 
There is a tendency to submediant inflection in D, as has 
been stated. The submediant minor frequently occurs in aD 
context, the major occasionally: this tonal tendency is not 
limited to the thematic treatment but is also evident on the 
2 
,. larger-scale levels to a notable extent. Lhe thematic fall 
of a third from D to B initially in the thematic structure 
may well be part of the tendency to harmonic emphasis of the 
submediant in D, even though, as will be apparent, the fall 
often extends - in thirds - beyond the submediant. This type 
of interlinking of particular tonal features between different 
levels of the thematic (and larger-scale) structure has plready 
emerged in connection with other tonalities. The lintervallic 
inflection' in question here is not as obvious a tonal-thematic 
characteristic as harmonic emphasis7 but it occurs to a signific- 
ant extent in the Group (a) D themes. That a submediant tendency 
1 The instances of this thematic shape in the D themes (Groups 
(a) and (b)) are correlated and briefly discussed following 
the Group (b) tonal-thematic analysis. See P. 229 et seq. below. 
2 Submediant inflection in the Group (a) D themes is examined 
as the second category of tonal-thematic features relating 
to D (Group (a) themes) below. 
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is evident on the býýSic level of thematic structure suggests 
that it is a relationship particularly accessible in aD con- 
text; its role in the large-scale functions of tonal-structur- 
ing cannot be examined in detail here, but some instances of 
such usage will be indicated in the course of the thematic 
examination. 
The thematic fall of a third from the tonic in the Group 
(a) themes is examined in three categories, according to the 
type of usage evident. 
i the fall of a 3rd as basic to the thematic structure 
This thematic characteristic is comparable with the strong 
tendency to supertonic usage in C in a number of ways, not least 
with respect to its frequent occurrence. However, as an inter- 
vallic fall, it is evident on two levels - as an interval, occur- 
ring melodically and, on a level more directly comparable with 
, ge, 
in sequential phrase-structure (the submediant 'stands C As,, 
in apposition to' the opening tonic, each degree the first of 
the respective phrases in the sequence). The fall is basic 
to the theme in one of these two ways in exx. 1-5 of the Group 
(a) D themes. 
1 
Example 1 combines the two types of emphasis; the fall of 
the third occurs indirectly, separated by the last two beats of 
bar 1. However, the rhythmic emphasis and the harmonY7 together 
with the continued fall in thirds in bars 3-4ý reinforce its 
importnnce in the thematic structure. Bars 2-3 (beat 1) may 
also be regarded as a sequential repeat of bars 1-2 (beat 1). 
The movement from which ex. 2 is taken is entitled "Entradall 
pnd it is in the nature of a fanfare. The first four bars are 
cleaAy of this kind; bar 5 is interesting, for it includes the 
first departure from a triadic, fanfare-like treatment, and the 
The D Thematic Index is given in the Supplementary Volume - 
P. 26 et seq. 
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first "foreign" note is the submediant, resulting from the drop 
of a third from the tonic. 
In ex. ý the intervallic fall is on the level of phrase- 
structure; there is seouential repetition of bars 1-8 on the 
supertonic. But there is notable difference of usage here, 
as compared with t-nat in C. One important difference is that 
the sequential treatment in ex., a does not lead onto the dominant 
of the supertonic; the sequence is not exact in the D theme. 
The second period of ex.. a in fact cadences into the tonic; 
this is of interest in that the first section of a minuet mod- 
ulates more often than it stays in the tonic. 
1 The fall of 2 
third from D to B in this theme is also pn important different- 
iating factor, in co. -, iparison with C usage. The minuet opens on 
the tonic thematically; the first note of the sequential state- 
ment is the submediant. Harmonically the progression is tonic 
initially and supertonic in the sequential statement. However, 
thematically the sequence is not exact in that the first note 
(of týie sequence) is not the supertonic. Thus the two phrases 
are linked by the fall of the third, D-B. As already stated 
Beethoven uses an exact repeat in such sequential treatment in 
C. The only reason why the submediant might be stated here in 
preference to the supertonic is the "grammatical" one of qvoid- 
ing exposed octaves as between the Violin and 'Cello. That 
the significance of the intervallic fall is the more likely 
reason for this inexact sequential treatment is reinforced by 
what happens immediately following the double-bar cadence: 
Violi 
Viola 
'Cell 
This is an instance of the submediant tendency occurring har- 
monically in a very direct way. 
This is another factor which needs to be examined in detail 
to establish whether or not modulation at this point is 
tonally related. 
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Example !± is more like ex. 1; in ex.! ± ho,..; ever the inter- 
vallic fall occurs immediately, and extends to two further 
falls of a third7 and thus initiates the basic shape of the 
first two bars of the thematic paragraph. In the course of 
this paragraph there is a further instance which shapes the 
cadential treatment. 
1 
Example ý jives the opening of the Missa Sole. ranis, Op. 
123 in reduced score. The first five and a half bars are a 
harmonic establishing of the tonality of D, prior to the entry 
of melodic material at bar 6. In view of the r8le of these 
opening bars7 it is particularly interesting to note the first 
contrast to the forte statement of a tutti tonic chord; a 
decrescendo is followed by a pi no submediant chord. Still 
piano dynqmicallyý a supertonicý ushers in the tonic cadence, 3 
whose resolution is simultaneous with the beginning of the 
melodic treatment in the Woodwind. 
2 At the Woodwind entry 
(beginning at bar 6 of ex. 1) the harmony proceeds through 
subdo-, ainant emphasis; the thematic line however opens with 
"hus the fall of a third from the tonic to the submediant. T 
both harmonic and melodic emphasis of the fall of a third 
occur in this opening, in connection with the initial establish- 
ing of the tonality. 
The concluding treatment in the opening orchestral passage 
of the "'Lissa Solemnis (prior to the voice entries) also uses 
the submedipnt emphatically7 as a climactic focus preceding 
the tonic cadence (bars 14 - 20 of ex. ý). Clearly the sub- 
mediant is an important factor, harmonically and melodically 
(and of course tonallyý in the fullest sense) in the opening 
of the Missa Solemnis. The fall of a third is oneaspect of the 
particular tonal nuance apparent in this treatment. 
3 
1 This is treated under ii below. 
2 This is an inst,, nce of "ellipsis", which is particularly 
characteristic of Beethoventit late music in various ways. 
Cadential overlapping is evident in earlier works7 but 
ellipsis on a larger and more complicated scale is notýýble 
in the later works, including the Missa Solemnis. (One 
instance was mentioned in connection with the Benedictus 
theme - see above, Pp. 132-3. ) 
3 Although tonal considerations on the larger scale of sectional 
relationships are beyond the scope of tne thematic analysis, 
it is perhaps appropriate to point out here that the key of 
the following "Christe eleison is b, the submediant minor. 
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ii the fall of a 3rd as consequent treatment in the thematic 
structure 
The examples comprising this category of usage are nos. 
6,7,8 and_4. Example 6 is notable for its use of step-wise 
motion in the opening of the Piano Sonata, Op. 10/3.1 The 
first four crotchets are in fact germinal to the entire move- 
ment; following the pause at bar 4, it is this descending 
pattern of four crotchets, three times repeated (itself a 
significant fact in Beethoven's music) which forms the basis 
of the consequent treatment. however, the first note of each 
of these groups of four crotchets, which are clearly of import- 
ance in the melodic line, immediately point up the sequence of 
falling thirds from the tomic. Rhythmically, the stress is 
on the succeeding note each time but the first of each group 
of four notes is accentuated by the break in the step-wise 
motion. The occurrence of the submediant (at bar 5, beat I+) 
is even more noticeable as a result of the restated dominant 
above; while the rhythmical stress is on bar 6 beat 1, the 
submediant preceding this is clearly related to the tonic (bar 
beat 4) and links with it aurally. The sequence continues, 
f, qlling in thirds, as far as the supertonic - as in the opening 
of exx. I_And_! ±. 
As with ex. a, ex. 7 will recur in consideration of super- 
tonic sequential usage in D themes. Once again the sequence 
on the supertonic is not exact, but is modified tonally to 
redirect the tonality to D as tonic. Bars 15 - 18 are interest- 
ing melodically with respect to the rise to the supertonic over 
a tonic cadence7 harmonically; but the full cadential treatment 
follows this, and it is at this point that the fall in thirds 
occurs, At bar 18 the theme is on the tonic degree, above 
6 
3 
tonic harmony, but the ensuing bars establish the home tonality 
firmly. Thematicallyt this is achieved by way of the fall (of 
a third) to the submediant, once again extended (in thirds) - 
As stated above this thematic feature is particularly 
evident in D and is examined in detail below. (Section 
IV - P. igO et seq. ) 
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this time beyond the supertonic to the leading-note, and the 
first forte statement of the tonic. Indeed, the whole opening 
paragraph is not forceful; this is due not only to the pianissimo 
dynamic for 22 bars, but is related to the harmonic treat. ment. 
This is not striking7 although significant tonal-thematic charact- 
eristics are functioning, remaining inconspicuous until compar- 
ison with other D usage reveals the tonal consistency apparent. 
The role of the sequentially falling thirds in the approach to 
the definitive statement of the tonic is a notable character- 
istic in the consequent treatment of this thematic paragraph. 
'Example 8 has a very hrresting opening, to which various 
factors contribute. It is interesting to note that the "reverse" 
usage of the descent discussed above (in connection with bars 
4-8 of ex. 6) occurs in this opening. Both themes also use the 
same thematic cell initially: 
EX. 6 Mr IA EX. 8 
As discussed previously, ex. 6 subsequently uses a sequence 
of falling thirds as the basis of its descent to the tonic; in 
ex. 8 the opening figure is used immediately in an overall rise 
to the tonic. However, it is at bars 14-16 of ex. 8 that the 
usage directly relevant to the present category occurs. The 
. 
Piano takes the melody to the higher tonic for the first time - 
melodically, this is the main apex; the remaining 8 bars are 
a descent from this apex to a tonic cadence. In the Piano 
this descent consists of a cell, three times stated, (91 el 
J. ), 
overlapping with the Violin's taking over of the melodic line 
at bar 16. The first note of each bar in the Piano part (bars 
14-16) again stresses the fall in thirds, melodically7 from 
tonic to submediant initially and extending onto the subdomin- 
ant. 
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The last example of consequent uspge of the fall of a 
third in the Group (a) themes occurs in the closing stages of 
ex. )+, in the course of a cadential theme, following the main 
tonic cadence. This instance is comparable to the example 
from the Piano Trio7 Op. 70/1, just discussed. The mood is 
different, the melodic line less sustained, but once again the 
intervallic fall from tonic to submediant gives rise to a 
sequence of falling thirds as the basis of this cadential theme. 
iii the fall of a 3rd as incidental in the theme, but notably used 
"'his description may be used of ex. 2. In this opening 
(of the String Quartet OP-18/3) the three lower strings enter 
at the third bar7 the tCello with a rising diatonic progression 
onto the dominant. The treatment in Violin I is essentially 
a falling thematic line7 which 
is not a regular descent and as 
a result includes the fall from tonic to submediant, Bars 3 
and 5 in Violin I ere "elaborations" of the tonic degree; bar 
is tonic-ccentred throughoutg and it is between bars 5 and 6 
that tie fall occurs. It is a less significant incidence than 
those discussed under i and ii above. However, once more the 
harmonic treatment is further evidence of the functioning of 
the submediant tendency in this movement. The transitional 
material opens in D with new thematic material which, after 
aD statement7 immediately recurs in the submediant minor (see 
bars 35-43 of the movement). 
k further instance of significant use of the fall of the 
third from tonic to submediant in this Quartet may be mentioned 
here. It occurs in the Allegro section of the tftird movement. 
The double-bar cadence (at bar 8) is into the mediant minor; 
preceding this 9 the 
fall in the bass from D to B (at bars 5-6) 
is an important factor in the tonal move. There is fuller 
submediant emphasis later in this Allegrog which is examined 
in the following category of tonal-thematic features in D 
(Group (a)). 
Despite the differences in mood7 metre and indeed chronology 
of these two themes, note the further similarity in the 
respective cadential treatment. Cf. ex.! ± - bars 20-26 
and ex, 8 - bars 15-21. The submediant is 
. emphasised them- 
aticall7y in both; also the cadence following this emphasis 
is remarkably similar in both cases. 
16o 
IýT 
SUc". -TDIANT NFL7, CTION IN 'THE D (GROUP THEMES 
"'he tendency to submediant emphasis in the D (Group (a)) 
themes has been discussed on the level of thematic structure in 
terms of the particular use of certain intervals. Further 
evidence of the sub. mediant tendency is afforded by what is 
referred to here as 11submediant inflection". As with the 
tendency to mediant inflection in G, submediant inflection 
in D is present on two levels, sometimes simultaneously. 
T! 7iey are once more the level of melodic inflection and that 
of harmonic inflection. The Group (a) themes are examined in 
these two categories witn respect to submediant emphasis. 
Degree-inflection occurs in connection with three harmonic 
bpses - the supertonic, the subdominant and 
the submediant. 
This fact suggests the particular accessibility of the sub- 
mediant in D in Beethoven's music. Indeed, the frequency 
with which some kind of submediant inflection occurs in D- 
at whatever level - indicates that it is a basic facet in 
Beethoven's approach to this specific tonality. In neither 
C nor G is such submediant emphasis in evidence, 
i submediant inflection - melodic 
The ten instances of degree-inflection in the Group (a) 
themes occur, as stated, in. various contexts. Five are linked 
to supertonic usage, three to the interval of a third, rising 
or falling; the remaining instpnces do not have a strong common 
f,? ctor other than the inflection. 
Týxamples 7,9, lC, 12 and 13 include submediant degree- in- 
flection in connection with the supertonic. (The instance in 
ex. 7 will also be examined in relation to supertonic usage per 
se in the Group (a) themes. ) 
Bars 1-16 in ex. 7 consist of two 8-bar periods, the second 
of -which is a sequential repeat of the first, on the supertonic, 
The submediant inflection arises out of tnis sequence; thus it 
is here subsidiary to the more important fact of the supertonic 
sequential treatment. This is also true of ex. 9 wnere the 
supertonic is harmonically emphasised (bars 16-17); this emphasis 
is horizontalised in the ensuing Violin I treatment. The sub- 
mediant inflection is part of this supertonic-based expansion. 
2 
1 Concerning Ek, see the comments in Footnote 1, P. 165 below. 
Also, see P. 173 below. 
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Example 10 uses the supertonic harmonically following 
the first tonic cadence (bar 4). Submediant inflection intro- 
duces the descending harmonic move from supertonic to tonic, 
sequentially; the reverse prccedure of that more usually adopted 
in the thematic structure. 
Examples 12 and 1ý are particularly interesting in their 
use of the secondary seventh on the supertonic. Attention was 
drawn to this chord in C usage, with the fifth flattened or 
natural. 
1 The use of this chord in D differs however, as will 
be discussed subsequently. In ex. 12 this chord precedes a 
6 
tonic i+ at the end of the opening thematic paragraph (bar 11), 
but in ex. 13 the chord occurs after the tonic. Ex. 13 is com- 
parable with ex.. Z in relation to the sequential supertonic 
treatment, here apparent in a more condensed form; as with ex.. Z 
the melodic inflection results from exact repetition of the first 
phrase. T'he degree-inflection in ex. 12 occurs in the closing 
bars of the thematic paragraph, in a progression characterist- 
ically stressing the subdominant. 
The importance of the fall of a third thematically in the 
Group (a) D themes was discussed above. 
2 That the submediant 
inflection does not occur solely in connection with this f2ctor 
is clear, and serves to emphasise the particular accessibility 
of this inflection in D. However, there are two instances in 
,t the Group (a) themes where these two aspects of submedia. r. 
inflection do occur simultaneously, in contexts other than the 
supertonic, harmonically. These will emerge in the discussion 
of the remaining instances of melodic inflection of the submediant. 
In bars 1-4 of ex. 11, the use of the falling third sequent- 
ially gives rise to a horizontalised secondary seventh. (A 
3 
similar instance in ex.. 2 was referred to above. The opening 
1 See Pp. 58-6u 1 passim. 
2 Section I above. ) P-154 et seq, 
P. 161. (The present instance may also be correlated with 
that from the String Trio, Op. q, (iii) P-173 below. ) 
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three quavers comprise a thematic cell, which is repeated on 
each successive step of the sequence of falling thirds, giving 
rise to the submediant inflection. This instance in itself may 
seem of slight significance, but that it is in fact significant 
, and a characteristic element in the construction of this opening 
is a. -. qply borne out by the later course of the movement. The 
tendency to sub-,, iediant e--aphasis in D is apparent on varying 
levels; that it occurs in a relatively inconsequential manner 
in this and other themes is, when approached in the light of 
Beethoven's use of the tonality of D generally, indicative of 
the importance of the submediant in the D tonal-thematic complex. 
In ex. '+, the submediant is also used as an important melodic apex, 
cadentially; the submediant minor is the main, 'pivotal' key 
in the development section of the movement. 
1 
This is characteristic of other movements in D, notably in 
the Piano Son&taq Op. 28(i). Significant use of the submediant 
later in this movement is also notable and may be compared 
with a climactic passage in the Ninth Symphony. In Op. 28(i), 
the strong suumediant minor emphasis of the development is 
prolonged over a dominant (Ff-) pedal: following the pause 
(at bar 256) and surprisingly, a major resolution momentarily' 
sounds; a second statement of this thematic material (stem- 
. ning from the original 
Transition) flattens the third and 
thus the submediant minor occurs and is neatly redirected 
onto the home dominant-seventh prefacing the D Recapitulation. 
In the finale of the Ninth Symphony similar usage occurs 
immediately before the lead-in to the closing Prestissimo. 
'2he second slowing of the tempo (to Poco adagio) extends 
what sounds to be a move onto the dominant (of D) sharp- 
wards, tonally, and the dominant of the dominant is a pivotal 
chord into the key of B (the key-signature is altered for 
this passage). Each Soloist in turn utters the beautiful 
embellishment of this ecstatic tonal 'lift': - the return to 
D is again achieved via the flattening of the third (Df- Dq)7 
but by a typical ellipsis Beethoven does not lbotherl with 
ýhe ho-,:, e dominant-seventh here, but merely states a tonic 
,; however, the next 8 bars arb also significant in relation 
o submediant emphasis, for the submediant-dominant 'swing' 
melodically further stresses the submediant degree and (again 
significantly in D) generates the final (D) cadential treat- 
me nt . (The submediant occurs as a notable melodic apex in the D themes, as will be discussed below. ) This instance 
from the Ninth Symphony is not an example of tonal usage 
peculiar to the late music, but a particularly clear (and 
obvious) use of what is for Beethoven, basic to the tonality 
of D, and consistently in evidence throughout his oeuvre. 
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r, xa-., iple 14 includes two instances of submediant degree- 
inflection. The first occurs in connection with the grace- 
notes at bar 5. here the submediant forms a subsidiary mel- 
odic apex preceding the fall onto tne dominant, and the inflect- 
ion occurs in tne ornamentation of this fall. Beethoven seems 
to -wqnt the fall of a third onto the dominant, melodically, but 
he could have used a different formula for the grace-notes; 
the submediant inflection appears to be particularly accessible. 
A further inflection, used with the fall of a third, D-B, in 
the bass, is stated in the following bar. A sequential progres- 
sion, IV - VI -I harmonically, repeats the semitonal inflect- 
ion of the thematic cell, as with ex. LL .; 
but the submediant 
inflection at tnis point in ex. D+ is more notable as this is 
the first time in the theme that the initial thematic cell is 
used in a progressiong moving from its original position. (The 
hermonic treatment is characteristic in aD context; the sub- 
mediant is in evidence harmonically in the theme, as will be 
discussed below). 
lhe remaining instances of submediant degree-inflection 
occur in exx. 11,15 and 16. In bar 3 of ex. 11 it is more 
noticeable as a result of the rising seventh preceding it. 
This usage occurs at an important juncture in the rondo theme, 
yielding a melodic apex of significance, structurally. Example 
15 uses a rising third progression, thematically; this begins 
at bar 15 and proceeds to the dominant degree (at bar 22 - the 
harmony here is mediant). The submediant inflection follows 
immediately. Although the dominant (of-. b) is stated, no harm- 
onic resolution is made in b, but this dominant is enigmatically 
redirected to a tonic (D) cadence. 
Example 16 uses subt-, riediant emphasis in a brusque move from 
the tonic, which is the only bass until the last quaver of bar 7. 
The nearness of the submediant both harr,, ionic@lly and in terms of 
degree-infiection is in evidence here (note the fall of the 
third D-B in the bass created by this move), 
Concerning the Bý use-of this theme by Beethoven, see 
below P- 171 , Footnote. 2 
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Submediant degree-inflection in the D Group (a) themes 
is a feature occurring in various contexts; it may be dist- 
inguished as a tonal-thematic characteristic: specifically 
related to the tonality of D as a basic key. 
ii Submediant inflection - harmonic 
As with degree-inflection, submediant harmonic inflection 
may be treated in groups according to contextual occurrence. 
"'he tendency to harmonic usage of the submediant is a notable 
one in the Group (a) D themes, and is not paralleled by similar 
usage in other tonalities. 
1 
That the submediant minor is a 
notatle key in D, on the larger scale of movement structure 
2 The tendency to har, has been mentioned above. monic emphasis 
of the submediant in the thematic structure also identifies 
this feature as a tonal-thematic characteristic. 
In the Group (a) D themes the harmonic emphasis of the sub- 
mediant again occurs in a variety of contexts - in three cases 
immediately after the tonic, as the first tonal contrast; in 
several other instances it occurs in the course of the thematic 
paragraph. There are also examples of the submediant (minor) 
ps the contrasting tonality in the middle-section of minuets, 
or in the continuation of thematic openings. (This does not 
always relate to the "transition" as such. Transitional treat- 
ment is a stylistic feature which cnanges in the course of 
the four tonalities examined in the thesis, only Eý 
tends to emphasis of the submediant in any comparable way. 
However, it is not as pronounced a cnaracteristic of Eý as 
of D usage, and the contextual occurrence of the submediant 
in Eý differs in important ways from the char@ cLeristics in 
D usage. For instance the submediant minor frequently opens 
the development trýJatment in Eý movements, whereas in D, the 
tonic minor is remarkably consistently used in this context. 
Although Eý themes quite often include submediant (minor) 
nar., nony, the EV/C relationship is a more notable one relat- 
ing to that tonality, and the submediant tendency is not 
sufficiently consistent nor pronounced to necessitate its 
consideration as a tonal-thematic characteristic in Eý usage. 
2 See Pp. 161et seqkincluding Footnote 1, P. 163). 
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Beethovenis development in his use of form, and in instances 
such as the D 'Cello Sonata, Op. 102, /2 - to be discussed below - 
thero is a greater flow thematically. Overlap of this kind, 
avoiding clear-cut sections, is characteristic of the later 
rausic. 
Relevant extracts from those examples including submediant 
harmonic emphasis are given as exx. ls - 9s. 
1 These may be 
treated in three ý: roups, as outlined above: 
a the submediant immediately following the tonic 
b the submediant as a notable infiection in the the. matic 
para, raph CD 
c the submediant as a notable tonal contrast sectionally 
or following a tonic thematic paragraph, outside Sonata 
Form -movements 
Category c necessarily moves beyond consideration of the initial 
tonic theme. However, it is included here as a notable type of 
emphasis in aD context, a further indication of the nearness 
of this particular inflection in D. Where the movement in 
question is a minuet or scherzo section, the first double-bar 
can hardly be said to delimit "the theme", particularly where 
modulation occurs. 
2 Category c includes submediant harmonic 
usage from contexts such as these. It also includes an example 
from the Gloria of the Missa Solemnis. 
1 These extracts follow the Group (a) D Thematic Index in 
the Supplementary Volume, P. 32-3. 
2 As already stated, the question of modulation at this 
juncture in a scherzo or minuet movement is yet another 
wnich needs investigation to establish whether or not 
such treatment is tonally related, as it may be that 
modulation to particular keys occurs (or indeed that it 
does not) depending on the basic tonality functioning. 
In Section III below, the D and C themes are correlatdd 
and examined to identify to what extent tonally-related 
elements are functioning in such contexts. (See P* 182 
et seq. ) 
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a the sub-mediant immediately following the tonic 
Three instances where this use of the submediant occurs 
in the Group (a) themes are cited here. The submediant is not 
the first harmonic contrast after the tonic in all D movements, 
but that it does occur in this context is nonetheless related 
to the submediant tendency in D, and the instances in the Missa 
Sole. -r, nis are particularly notable. Much stress has already 
been laid on the successive fall in thirds from the tonic in 
the intervallic structure of D themes (and at times in the 
harmonic treatment). The use of submediant harmony following 
the tonic must be related to this distinct tonal tendency to 
a drop of a third thematically. Given Beethoven's frequent 
use of a submediant inflection - both melodic and harmonic - 
in D, the use of submediant harmony in connection with the 
thematic fall of a third is hardly surprising. 
Example ls is a very straightforward instance. The con- 
R 
tinued fall in thirds in this theme has been discussed above. 
1 
However, the only two triads used in the antecedent (which is 
otherwise in octaves) are the tonic and the submediant. This 
is an early work, composed in about 1785 in Bonn. The second 
of a set of three Piano Quartets7 it opens fortissimo, in 
martial mood. In view of this, the submediant is a weak harmony; 
the falling thirds seem. to be more important than harmonic con- 
siderations, although it is notable that the submediant is the 
only harmony used apart from the tonic. Without overstating 
the case, this opening is interesting when viewed in the light 
of the tonal tendencies which emerge in relation to D in the 
course of beethovents oeuvre. 
Example 2s could hardly be further removed in time in 
Beethoven's composing life. here the very opening of the 
Missa Solemnis is in question. The dynamic is forte, the 
forces a large orchestra with organ. There is a diminuendo 
through the sustained D of bar 2; then the submediant is stated, 
piano, at bar 3 as the first harmonic contrast to the forceful 
opening chord of D. The first 6 bars serve largely to establish 
1 55. 
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the tonality; it is interesting to note how Beethoven chooses 
to do this in the context of D, Just two chords intervene 
between the opening chord and the main cadence of bar 5-6. 
Significantly, these are first the submediant and then the 
secondary seventh on the supertonic. The importance of this 
second chord in D has been referred to previously, and it will 
recur in subsequent considerations. It is also of interest to 
note D-B-G, falling, as the bass of the three opening chords. 
The clarinet enters at bar 6 with the tonic falling to the 
submediant, thematically; bar 7, harmonicallyg again comprises 
the tonic followed by the submediant. (The subdominant is the 
next harmony -a typical D-complex is in evidence. ) 
Example 3s is also from the Missa Solemnis. Bars 1-9 are 
again concerned with establishing the tonality of D. However, 
the Sanctus follows the Credo, which is in Bý. Beethoven links 
back to D via the submediant; because of the preceding flat 
tonality, there is a strong move to the dominant, and beyond, 
to re-establish the sharpness of D; once more the submediant 
and the subdominant are evident in this process. By bar 9, 
D has been fully re-established; this being so, the fact that 
the very opening of the work - harmonically - is reiterated, 
is significant. The tonic is again followed by the submediant 
this prefaces the entry of the voices, also on the submediant 
(as part of an interrupted cadence). 
The contexts of the two instances from the Missa Solemnis 
cited here must also be considered. In the first, the opening 
of the Kyrie is in question; in the second? that of the Sanctus. 
From the treatment in both sections, it is clear that Beethoven 
regarded each as of profound significance. There is a reverence 
about both the Kyrie and the Sanctus which is deeply impressive. 
In the present connection, it is relevant to indicate that both 
sections subsequently use the submediant (minor) as a key of 
importance. The key of the Christe eleison is b; the Sanctus 
modulates to b before stepping down onto the dominant for the 
wonderful treatment of "Sanctus Dominus Deus, Deus Sabaoth", 
where the texture seems to melt in the awareness of and the 
inexpressibility of Holiness. The use of submediant harmony 
in the respective opening treatment must be viewed as significant7 
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dirýctly relevant 'both to the nature of the setting 
and tc the t,, --, nalý-ty chosen as its vehicle. A distinct tonal 
tendency releting to D is clearly in evidence. 
b the submediant as a notable inflection in the 
the-, tiatic paragraph 
The continuation of ex. 2s yields a further instance of the 
submediant used har_--. -qonic@lly, in addition to that referred to 
a'Cove (in bar 2 of ex. 2s). viore notable usage occurs subsequently, 
and may be termed an inflection with respect to the strong emph- 
asis of the dominant of b which precedes the submediant. There 
is a swift return to the tonic following the incidence of the 
subýmediant, which is in fact the climax of the entire paragraph. 
The dominant of b immediately before occurs, with a sforzando, 
where tine tonic might have been anticipated (bar 17 of ex. 2s); 
this submediant deflects the tonality momentarily. In these 
few opening bars7 the tonic-submediant relationship has occurred 
as the initial her. monic contrast; in the thematic contour; in 
the bass; and finally as a strong inflection prior to the D 
cadence. 
Example 4s, from the Piano Sonata OP-10/37 includes a 
similar subnediant deviation at bars although the (home) 
dominant receives the dynamic impetus of the sforzando, and the 
submediant inflection is less disruptive of the tonality. This 
opening movement subsequently yields a further example of the 
nearness of the submediant in D. The transition begins with 
a rhythmically modified repeat of the opening, but on achieving 
the dominant, a notable extension occurs: 
4% 
There follows a theme in b, which modulates to f#, and the 
transition to the second group (in A) continues. This m, -)ve to 
the submediant at bar 20 is a significant instance, occurring 
as it does in direct relationship with the tonic. 
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The inflection in ex. ýsj as in ex. 4. sl is not an emphatic 
swing to the submediant, It occurs at bars 6-7 of the extract 
(bars 16-17 of the movement). The 'return' to the tonic is by 
way of the subdominant; this complex of relationships is emerg- 
ing as a recurrent 'tonal shape' in the D themes. Stylistic- 
ally ex. 5s is a cnaracteristic example of Beethoven's Middle- 
Period treatment; in this movement there is no "closed theme": 
t'-ere is a 2-bar cell, permutations of which are used to build 
up a large thematic paragraph. Thus it is most meaningful to 
include instances of this kind under the present heading, to- 
gether with more straightforward thematic structures which may 
also be termed thematic paragraphs. 
The incidence of submediant inflection, both melodic and 
harmonic, occurring in ex. 6s has been mentioned above. The 
harmonic inflection in bar 6- part of a rising harmonic pro- 
gression in thirds, from subdo. minant, to submediant, to tonic - 
is notable largely for the fact that this motif has so far only 
been stated in its opening position. When it moves, it is sig- 
nificant how 3eethoven uses it to resolve by a sequence of thirds. 
(Thirds are evidently integral to this motif, but the particular 
progression involved here is characteristic of D treatment. ) 
Two further observations may be made in connection with this 
theme. Firstly, there is a strong subdominant stress in the 
opening of this movement,, The tonic to mediant emerged as 
important in the examination of G thematic characteristics. 
However, and secondly, account must be taken of the bass, whose 
three notes D-B-G, in a falling successiong constitute a familiar 
shape in D usage. There is a typically Beethovenian ambivalence 
about this opening. In view of this, the use of the submediant 
harmonic inflection in establishing the tonality is the more 
notable. Indeedq the first cadential formula is frustrated by 
a further statement of the submediant, creating an interrupted 
cadence. 
Example 7s, although included in this section, does not 
state tne submediant triad, but its nearness is evident in the 
Violins' reprise after the pause, which gives to bar 5a very 
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strong feeling of the dominant of b. Bar 10 also includes a 
sli, --, ht inflection tucked neatly into the Viola line. 
F2 . xample 8s is the brusque modulation to b mentioned above. 
Example 9s from the Song "Liebes-Klage", is particularly inter- 
esting for its use of the submediant, in an overall modulation 
to G, the subdcminant. Here is a clear indication of the par- 
ticular significance for 13eethoven of the tonal move D-b-G, 
3 and of the special force of that from b to G. The words are 
notable in this submediant treatment which comprises a full 
inflection, poignantly treated. A similar D-b-G complex is 
also evident at the opening of the finale of the Piano Trio, 
'he submediant does not emerge, but the interrelation CP -70/1 -I 
of the three is clear: 
+f 
1 It is interesting to note that every movement in D in this 
work includes submediant inflection of some kind. 
2 Concerning this theme, the Turkish March from The Ruins of 
Athens, of some two years later than OP-761 uses this theme 
in Bý. The only alteration to the treatment is in the addi- 
tion of grace-notes. Thus there is a modulation from B, ý 
to g equally brusquely. However, the grace-notes do qualify this somewhat. The whole question of Beethoven's trans- 
position of material between keys is an important one; the 
more detailed examination of Beethoven's tonality must 
precede competent consideration of tnis aspect. 
3 Beethoven's use of the flattened submediant has been referred 
to, in general terms, by several commentators. howeverg the 
use of particular, specific relationships, such as b/G has 
yet to be clarified. 
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There is a strong subdominant at bar 2 (in fact thwarting 
a possible submediant) and the feeling of the dominant of b (at 
bar )+) is immediately followed by emphatic subdominant treatment. 
A further case where the dominant of b never resolves but is re- 
directed through the hoLle dominant to D occurs mid-way through 
the trio of the Second Symphony7 OP-361 (in the third movement). 
ýhe remaining instances of sub. mediant harmonic inflection all 
occur in contexts which extend beyond the the,. qatic paragraph, 
and are thus comparable to that occurrir-, g in the Second Symphony, 
where a sectional relationship is in question. 
c the submediant as a notable tonal contrast sectionally 
or foliowing a tonic thematic paragraph) outside Sonata 
Form movements 
'"he sectional qualification here refers to junctures such 
as occur in scherzo/minuet movements, where the double-bar does 
not delimit a theme. 
2 The reference to instances following a 
tonic-thematic paragraph outside Sonata Form movements includes 
works such as the Masses and other vocal works (the Songs 
inciuded) where a different formal scheme functions, but where 
tonal relationships occur as cogently as in more formalised 
sonata structures (as far as Beethoven's sonata structures may 
be said to be "formalised"L) Indeed, the submediant very 
frequently occurs as a key of considerable importance in trans- 
ition and development treatment in Sonata Form movements in D, 
but such instances cannot be examined in detail in the context 
of what is pri-marily a thematic analysis. The 'freer, formal 
structures are included here as being comparable with the 
instances at sectional junctures in other works) and as worthy 
of comment in this context. Five instances may be cited in 
cor-nection with t'ne present types of usage: 
3 
1 See below, P- 174. 
See above, Pp. 165-6. 
The relevant extracts are given in the Supplementery 
Volume, Pp. 31, -4.3. 
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(a ) String Trio, Op. 9/2(iii) 
(b) Piano Sonata, Op. 28(iii) 
(c) Symphony No. 21 OP-36(iii) 
'issa Solemnis - Gloria (d) ", i 
lissa Solemnis - Agnus Dei-* Dona nobis Pacem. (b-#D) (e) M 
:: xamples (a) and (b) both relate to the third movement in works 
with ftur movements; (a) a minuet, (b) a scherzo. The opening 
section of (b) is more extended, modulating to the do-minant 
by the double-bar, w-hereas (a) cadences into the tonic. In 
(a) this cadence is immediately followed by the submediant, 
treated as a key, prior to the return to the (home) dominant. 
Concerning tnis continuation, and the move back onto the 
domirmnt, it is interesting to note the similarity of the 
treat. -. ient here and in the first movement of the String Quartet 
OP-18/3, composed some two to three years later. There is 
si. -, -iilar horizontalisation in a descending Violin I passage, 
focussing or. the submediant triad in the String Trio (note 
the sfz markings) and on the supertonic in OP-18/3(i)'. 
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In ex. (b) tlie submediarit inflection is less direct. Follow- 
ing the double-bar in the Piano S=-ta scherzo, there is a 
c--ironatic rise in the Left Hand, with octave displacement, 
, 
through the dominant and beyond - through the subrtqediant- movinz 
to the pause on the home dominant-seventh. (I"here is a submed- 
iant inflection at the third bar after the double-bar, prior to 
the "interrupting" subdominant of the succeeding bar. ) A fur- 
ther interesting fact concerning exx. (a) and (b) is that in 
each case the trio section is in the relative minor - b; this is 
somewhat ambivalently treated in the String Trio, and is an 
early and notable example of Beethoven's, ability to mislead, 
Exa. mple (c), mentioned acove 
1 is an interesting instance 
where ambivalence also prevails for a time. The first part of 
the trio is simply pnd firmly in D; the insistence on the med- 
ient degree foil-lowing this is very arresting. (. 1 Note the dynamic 
treatment. ) Initially there is the feeling that the med-Jant ninor 
might emerge; indeed this is a relationship which does @rise in 
D. In the Sitring -tuartet OP-18/3, the scherzo opening does mod- 
ulate directly into f#, and the opening phrase of that work uses 
a mediant inflection. 
2 However, in the Symphony, the mediant 
stress then bursts into a mediant major arpeggio, the dominant 
of b. '44'hile there is no resolution, the impression aurally is 
not that the mediant is going to become the tonic of Ff, but 
that b is only just eluding resolution. The six bars following 
the forte arpeggio - when again only the mediant (degree) 
sounds, softening to pianissimo - maintain the sense of uncer- 
tainty and ambivalence. The aural response is of course a per- 
sonal thing, but in view of the distinct tendency to submediant 
emphasis in D in 'Elaethoven's usage, the interpretation of the 
mediant major triad as dominant of b is far more in keeping 
1P- 172 
2 See ex.. 29 bars 9-10 in Violin I. 
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with 1ýis stylistic vocabulary tonally, than would 'be a move 
to Ff. 
1 
notable submediant harmonic usage from the "'wo instances ol 
L 'Vissa Solemnis, may be cited here. In the Gloria, from which 
ex. (d) is ta. 1cen, it is not helpful to discuss the structure in 
ter---is of thematic paragra, -, 
hs as the text is continuous, and 
clearly "e--thoven was at great pains to honour the textual de- 
mands throughout this work. Continuity of treatment musically is 
pcrhaps one of the most impressive features of the Missa Solemnis, 
a feature particularly characteristic of Beethoven's late style. 
Thus, all, bar 3,6, wriere the triumphant ojcening acclamation of 
"Gloria in excelsis Deoll may be said to cadence in the voices, 
the tcnality is on the way elsewhere. Bars 1-21 are forcefully 
expressed but, as if to convey something of the scale of the 
acclamation - Glory to God in the highest - Beethoven expands 
the musical treatment. This expansion is achieved tonally by 
moving through the dominant to the submediant, in a sequential 
rise. Infiection of this kind has already emerged as notable in 
D contexts; here in the late music is clear and powerful use of 
tne tendency apparent so much earlier. The tonality of D is not 
disrupted by this trect-nent, but more fully established, prior 
to the more complicated treatment in the ensuing 11stretto". 
2 
'The present case was referred to in connection with the 
Piano Trio OP-70/1. (See P-171-2. ) In the Piano Triog there 
is again no submediant resolution, although the tonal feel- 
ing is ve; J much one of suspension rather than of resolut- 
ion into However, the use there of the6precedingý, (hediant 
major triad tends less to a submediant minor resolution. 
P. 170-1 treat the case of ex. 7s from the String Quartet 
OP-18/3(iii) where again no submediant triad is stated, 
but where the mediant major triad is very strongly in evid- 
ence aurally. The OP-70/1 case 'is less clear-cut; it may be 
linked to a growing tendency in beethoven's music) which be- 
comes clearer in the late works, to "ellide" a step or steps 
in the circle cf fifths. Full discussion of such developments 
is however, beyond the scope of the present investigation. 
2 Reference -my be made to exx. 2s-bars 16-20; ! is-bers 10-16; 
52-bars 5-7; where similar haýmonic treatment is used. These 
instances were treated in the preceding category. Despite the 
differing formal requirements relating to the examples in the 
present category, the same tonal complex is functioning in the 
musical structure. 
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4he tendency to b in the I T 14issa Solemnis is evident, as has 
been indicated aýcve, i.,. the very opening of the work, on both 
small-scale and iarger-scale levels. 
1 In the Gloria, the sub- 
mediant becomes a : -lorious part indeed of the affirmation of the 
tonality of D. 'Ex. (e) does not fall within the present category 
but is included here as a further notable instance of the use of 
the submediant minor in the Miss@ Solemnis. As is well known, 
the Ams Dei recurs in the course of the Dona nobis Pacem, but 
in the key of Bý. Its first appearance is however in the submed- 
iant minor, b. An earlier example from the lqissa Solemnis, the 
S-nctus, discussed in some detail above, 
2 
may be compared with 
tne Agnus Dei to show the functioning of particular D tonal-them- 
atic c? iaracteristics. When these two instances are compared with 
a considera---ly earlier work, it is remarkable to note the con- 
sistency of the tonal complex structuring them. The Liebes- 
. Klage, Op. 
32 No. 21 was pu'r)lished in 1811, although it had exist- 
ed in sketches from as early as 1795. "The Song is in D, but the 
first statement of the text includes the tonal move D-b-G re- 
ferred to abovej3 returning- to D via a characteristic (in D) 
submediant-dominant progression. The continuation uses most of 
the text again, but at the recurrence of "con tanto palpitar" 
the tonality swings suddenly (through the flattened third of the 
tonic triad) to Bý. D is subsequently re-established by means of 
a German Sixth7 resolving onto the home dominant. (Note the 
delightfully balancing cadential empliasis of the subdominant 
. minor in 
the closing bars. ) The Agms Dei of the Missa Solemnis 
follows the Benedictus and precedes the Dona nobis Pacem. The 
keys of these tnree sections are G, b and D, respectively. This 
complex has been noted internally in the D music; here it is evi- 
dent on the large-scale level. Within the Agnus Dei itself, 
there are furtner parallels with the Liebes-Klage treatment. G is 
1 169. 
168. 
171. 
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not used as a key in the Agnus Dei treatment, but there is 
1 
notable ýVI emphasis cadentially at two points in particular* 
The second of these is part of the preparation for the tonal 
link into the Dom nobis Pacem. The surprising use of ýII in 
the cedential treat-ment prior to this link is not far removed 
from the unexpected tonal turn at 11ahL s*offri il tuo martir" 
(the first textual statement) in Op. 82 No. 2, although it is 
not expanded to a full Neapolitan inflection in the Song. But 
the most notable parallel in the two works relates to the re- 
currence of textual material. In each case the submediant is 
used at the first statement of the text (evidently more fully 
in the Agnus Dei) and at the recurrence, the text is treated 
in the key of Bý in both works. These are not isolated inst- 
ances-of the D/4tonal link but with the added dimension of words, 
they do suggest that it is of particular significance in the 
D tonal complex. The move to Bý in the Missa Solemnis (Agnus 
Dei) is again via the flattened third of the tonic triad (stated 
on the tympani). 
The same tonal complex is apparent in the Sanctus but in 
different sequence. The Credo is in Bý, the ensuing Sanctus 
in D. 'dithin the Sanctus, the emphasis of the submediant echo- 
ing the opening of the entire work and preceding the treatment 
of "Dominus Deus, Deus Sabaoth" on the dominant has been rwnt- 
ioned above. 
2 
These three items - the Agnus Dei and the Sanctus from the 
Missa Solemnisq and the Liebes-Klage, Op. 82 No. 2 - differ from 
each other in terms of their formal structure, but the same 
tonal complex is clearly functioning in all three. This tonal 
1 See bars 50-53 and bars 82-90 of the Agnus Dei. 
P. 168. 
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consistency is the more notable in view of the formal diversity. 
1 
,. j1he D/b juxtapos'-41-tion seems to be of particular significance 
to Beethoven when used with a text, and appears to be linked 
with the expression of reverence and solemnity. The Agnus Dei 
in the Xissa Solemnis may also be used to illustrate another 
aspect of the D/b tonal link. It is in the key of the relative 
minor (b) which, it might be argued, is a suitably contrasting 
key -a "darker" key - in relation to the tonic, for such a 
section. However, it is possible to make a comparison between 
two of Beethoven's works, with reference to this choice of key. 
That a tonic-relative minor relationship was not the oveiziding 
factor in his selection (whether conscious or not) of the key 
of the Agnus Dei in Op. 123 is suggested by comparison with the 
earlier Mass in C, Op. 86. While some years and considerable 
development separate the two works, and while Beethoven un- 
doubtedly sought to express himself differently in the later 
work, the basic tonal facts relating to the specific key- 
locations in question must be considered. Despite the styi- 
istic developments apparent, particular tonal complexes pcrsist 
in the two keys of C and D. Analysis of the tonal relationships 
solely in conventional terms faiisto identify this consistency. 
In connection with the Agnus Dei, it is interesting that 
Becthoven should choose to close the Missa Solemnis with 
the reverse relationship of that structuring the very open- 
ing of the work. The Kyrie is in D (with notable submediant 
emphasis); tfie Christe is in b. Indeed the larger-scale 
relationships throughout the work adhere strongly to the D 
tonal-thematic complex discussed here: 
Kyrie -D Christe b Kyrie D 
Gloria -D 
Credo - Bý 
Sznctus -D 
Benedictus -G 
Agnus Dei -b 
Dona nobis Pacem - D; Bý (Agnus Dei): D 
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r -I lhe minor keys of c and d are particularly important in 
iýeetno,. (enls tonal vocabulary. The number of works in c is 
ind-i-c2tive of its significance; d plays a particular role in 
relaticrý to its tcnic major in the context of the D music. 
. Lie 
tendency to emphasis of the tonic rdnor in a basic D con- 
text reaches the level of a notable sectional relationship 
in comparison wit'n tonal usage in other major keys. The in- 
cidence of the tonic minor sectionally in C is very low. 
1 
Conversely however, there is a developing tendency in the c 
-nusic to close not only with tierce treatment, but with a 
genuil--e move into the tonic major. 
2 
'There are thus differing 
emphases relating to the respective tonics of C and D. In C, 
the C/c tendency is not remarkable, but tnere is notable dev- 
elopment of the reverse, c/C relationship. In D, there is a 
not, c'cle D/d tendency, both sectionally and "internally" in the 
D mus4c, but the d/D relationship is not strongly in evidence. 
In relation to tne 1,11ass in C Op. 86, and to the Aissa 
Solemnis Op. 1231 the Agnus Dei in each work opens comparatively 
remote tcnally from the preceding section. The Missa Solemnis 
relationships here have been shown to be part of the specific 
G-b-D complex in D. In Op. 86, the Agnus Dei is in cl following 
t'-e second 110sannall in A. (Beethoven returns for this to the 
key and material of the first Osanna in Op. 86, in Op. 123 it is 
See '2ýýble III in the Introduction to the thesis (Section II), 
P. 46 above, with, reference to D and C. 
2 The chronological list of works in c gives some indication 
of this development (Section II of the Introduction; see 
List ! I, PP-33-34. ) The Ninth Symphony is a similar instance 
in relation to d; there is alýrogressionll to the final tonic 
major. 
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integral to the Benedictus. 
1) 
But in both works the key of 
the Aý-nus Dei relates forward in that the Dona nobis Pacem 
is integral to the treatment. The respective keys of the 
A. gnus Dei in each work emerge in a particular light with 
reference to this structure; the relationships involved in 
each case are consistent with the specific tonal complexes 
in question. In Oý. 86, to preface the final C section with 
the Agnus Dei in the tonic minor (c) is in line with Beet- 
hoven's tonal procedure in comparable contexts. In Op. 123 
however, the sub-iediant minor is used in this capacity; the 
particular interrelationship between D and b (in aD context) 
has been illustrated and, as stated is apparent throughout 
the J. issa Solemnis. 
2 
iihen both Masses are correlated tonally 
with the procedure characterising works in C(and c) and D 
(and d) respectively, it becomes clear that the tonal relation- 
ships structuring the music relate to a particular tonal hier- 
archy in each key-context - the "tonal complex". Comparison 
in conventional terms indicates the differing relationships 
functioning, but tonal correlation reveals them in a new light, 
consistent with the usage character-ising the specific key- 
location generally. 
Concerning Op. 86, there is one later instance of the 
iuxtaposition A/c sectionaily. However, it relates to 
"Fidelio", and resulted from the revdrsa-. lof the opening 
two numbers (following the Overture) for the 1814 version. 
There is of course intervening dialogue. The fact that 
3eethoven chose to compose the new "Fidelioll Overture for 
this version in the key of E is indicative of the importance 
to hi-, of the tonal structuring. The original order of 
numbers (following an Overture in C) would have been satis- 
factory tcna-ily; whiie the C/A relationship is also notable 
in Beethoven's music in particular ways, the choice of E 
to preface No. 1 in A perhaps gives better tonal balance 
in view of the ensuing c: C Aria. It is interesting that 
the A/c relationship remains unaltered; in the earlier 
%lass in C, it occurs as a more direct tonal juxtaposition 
only somewhat prepared by the statement of Cq alone for the 
opening bar. 
2 The air of "reverence and solemnity" mentioned above is 
certainly in keeping with the prayer of the Agnus Dei. 
(See P. 178 above). 
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Discussion of the submediant inflection in D has led to 
very clear lin7, s with larger-scale levels and relationships 
than those immediately relevant to the initial thematic treat- 
ment. Th2t this is so is indicative of ho'ý: far-reaching in 
their influence certain specific relationships can be in Beet- 
hoven's use of tonality, as "Stylistic determinants", influenc- 
ing the musical structure on various levels. Nct all such 
tonal characteristics in E-eethoven's music are identifiable 
at the level of thematic analysis, but in the context of the 
tonality of D, the submediant tendency is one which is evident 
on the basic level of a degree-inflection, on the 'larger, 
level of harmonic inflection of various kinds, and the sub- 
mediant (usually minor) also emerges both as a section-key 
(in differing contexts) and as the main, 'pivotal, key in 
development treatment. While the immediate scope of the 
thematic analysis has been extended in considering some of 
these instances, the factors which have emerged indicate the 
functioning of particular tonal references relating to the 
specific tonality of D, and characterising its use in varying 
and sometimes in extensive ways. Analysis of Beethoven's 
music in terms of the conventional degree-relationships alone 
is in danger of remaining unaware of the varying importance 
of specific relationships, when no account is taken of the 
key-location in question. Indeed, the present relationship 
(D/b) is only apparent when the works are examined in detail 
and in relation to the specific tonal complex functioning; 
it eludes identification in conventional terms. The D/b 
tonal link is not in evidence sectionaiiy, as is apparent 
in the tabular analysis of the large-scale relationships9l 
but internaiiy it structures the D music in particular, 
significant and far-reaching ways. 
See 
. 
-j'able III in the Introduction (Section II), 
P. 46 above. 
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THE, SUP7,, RT CONIC Il, ý -'hE D 
(GROUP (a)) 'l. 'HEMES 
In -'-he course of this tonal-thematic analysis of the 
Group (a) D themes, reference has several times been made to 
the incidence of the supertonic. The secondary seventh on 
the supertonic has been commented on as a tonally significant 
factor in D. It was Stated in the remarks introductory to 
the detailed examination of the D theimes that the supertonic 
emerges as more significant in D than is the case in G. 
1 
The 
supertonic is exceptionally strong in the C themes, its use 
extending to several types of occurrence. In the Group (a) 
D themes there is sequential use of the supertonic, seemingly 
comparable with that in C. However, this feature does not 
cneracterise the D themes to the same extent as is the case 
in C, and when it does, its occurrence is markedly different 
in treatment. 'The incidence of the supertonic in the Group 
(a) D themes will be examined in two categories, the first of 
which is structured to afford comparison with tonal-thematic 
characteristics in C. 
i the supertonic used sequentially in phrase-structure 
ihere are four notable instances of this type of extended 
sequence on the supertonic; they are exx. 3,7,17 and 18.2 
Examples 3,7 and 17 share a further common feature; in 
each case, an 3-bar antecedent moves onto the dominant. This 
3 is a type of antecedent which occurs in C usage. However, 
the subsequent tonal treatment in the D themes differs notably 
from that structuring the consequent treatment in C. In the 
C themes the prý)cedure adopted in the sequential statement is 
to repeat the first phrase, commencing on the supertonic-but 
otherwise exactly-without exception; tnus the second phrase in 
1 153. 
2 These numbers refer to the main Thematic Index of the Group (a) D themes, given in the Supplementary Volume PL,. 29-3o. 
See exx. ý, 10,11 and 13 of the Group (a) and ex. 1 of the Group (b) C themes in the Supplementary Volume, -Pr. 3-1, 
and P. 9 respectively. 
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turn moves onto the dominqnt of the supertonic. This is not 
the case in any of the D themes. In no instance is the sequence 
exact to the point of the parallel move onto the dominant (of 
the supertonic). In each D theme the sequential statement 
is modified tonally in order to round back into the tonic. 
Purther comparison with the C themes suggests that this is 
a tonally-related feature, that is, that the thematic treatment 
is directiy linked in each case with the specific key-location, 
rather than that formal 'requirements' are 
being observed. Of 
the three themes in the present Group (a) which afford compar- 
ison with C usage in terms of the sequential use of the super- 
tonic in phrase-structure, two, exx.. 3. and 17, are opening themes 
from the third (minuet-type) movement in four-movement sonata 
structures. The third theme, ex. 7, is from the first movement 
of the String 2rio Op. 9/2. (Ex. 1 is from the same work. 
) As 
previously stated, the presence or absence of modulation at 
the close of the first section of a minuet/scherzo movement 
in Beethovents music has not been investigated to establish 
whether or not this factor is tonally-related. But an interesting 
situation is apparent with respect to the C and D themes of such 
minuet-type movements, when correlated tonally. In the following 
compilation of data, consideration has been extended to trio sec- 
tions in order to admit as much evidence as possible for 
1 
compar- 
ative purposes in relation to the tonalities of C and D. 
The examples relevant to this consideration are: 
c 
Group (a) - exx. 4(T), 61 25(=9)7 311 35,367 38. 
Group (b) - exx. l(T), 2(T), 7K(T)7 107 13,17(T), 18(T). 
Group (a) - exx. 3,15,177 19,20(T). 
D Group (b) - exx. 1+1 10f 12. 
These are indicated by (T) following the number of the 
examples which are trio section themes. 
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x denotes two themes with particular formal characteristics. 
Ex.. Z from C (Group (6)) is the trio section of the String 
, ýuartet, Op. 7Lý (in Eý, ). The Scherzo is in C; the trio- 
section does not use a double-bar. Ex. 10 from D (Group 
(b)) is the D Andante section in the F Uy-dian "Heiliger 
Dankgesang" from the String Quartet Op. 132 (in a). 
There are 8 scherzo sections in C, comprising 6 from Group 
(a) - exx. 6,25. ý1,35,36.38 pnd 2 from Group (b) - exx. 10 and 
These compare with 6 in D- exx. 3,15.17 and 19 from Group (a) 
and exx. 4 and 12 from Group (b). Of the 8 scherzo sections in 
C, modulation is effected by the double-bar in 7 instances, 
and in every case the modulation is into G, the dominant. The 
only exception is ex.. a8 (in Group (a)), which returns to C 
for the section-cadence. Of the 6 sections in D, 4 cadence in 
the tonic at this point, 1 theme modulates into the mediant minor 
(Group (a) - ex. 15) and only 1 theme, ex. 19 in Group (a), mod- 
ulates into the dominant at this point. 
Extending the compass to the trio and other comparable sec- 
tions included in the two lists, of the 6 such sections in C, 
)+ modulate into G, the dominant, by the double-bar (or equivalent 
in Group (b), ex. 1). Ex. !± from Group (a) cadences on the dom- 
inant of the relative minor; ex. 1 from Group (b) cadences in the 
tonic. (This cadence is not convincing, a fact which acquires 
new significance when it emerges as uncharacteristic tonal pro- 
cedure in C. ) Only 2 themes fall into this category in D- ex. 
20 in Group (a) and ex. 10 iri Group (b). The former cadences 
in the tonic at the double-bar. The latter is again more freely 
structured; an apparent modulation into the dominant at bars 
7-8 of the "Heiliger Dankgesang"is elliptically redirected into 
the tonic; such ellipsis 
1 
has been refemd to above as character- 
istic of the late music* 
Despite the ellipsis, which is a particular stylistic 
development, note that the return to the tonic is char- 
acteristic of D contexts comparable with this instance. 
Tonal references apparently (and significantly) persistq 
underlying considerable development in other respects. 
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'ýhe volume of minuet/scherzo and allied sections in C 
is nearly twice that of such sections in D. 
1 As Beethoven 
used C with such frequency in this context, one might reason- 
ably have anticipated that there would be a greater degree of 
variety in his tonal handling of the initial section in C than 
in D. This is not so, and the consistency with which the C 
themes modulate into the dominant, and the D themes cadence 
in the tonic suggests that in relation to the tonalities of 
C and D at least, tonally-related factors are influential in 
determining the formal structure of the opening thematic treat- 
ment in minuet/scherzo and allied sections. 
2 
This comparison has shown that in D, there is a marked 
tendency to cadence in the tonic at the first double-bar in 
a minuet/scherzo or similar movement-section. Ex. 7 in the 
Group (a) D themes is from a Sonata Form movement, the first 
move - ment of the String Trio Op. 9/2. It is comparable with 
exx.. a and 17, included in the preceding comparison with C 
usage, both with respect to the sequence-structure on the 
supertonic and also in that it too is tonally modified to 
return to the tonic. Ex. 18 uses an interesting "variant" of 
the suPertonic sequence. Melodically, phrase 2 (bars 5-8) 
begins a fourth higher than the opening phrase; but harmonically 
the sequence is structured over the supertonic 
I- 
11+ themes as opposed to 8. This total is au mented by the 
larger number of works in the tonic minor (c5 which use C 
as the third-movement key; there are only 2 works in the 
key of d. 
2 Inherent in this statement is the implication that the key- 
location is more far-reaching in its influence and that not 
only the opening thematic structure is tonally-related. As 
the nature of the opening underlies the subsequent treatment, 
in that it structures the basic elements of the moverient, the 
tonal-location is influential throughout, at all levels of the musibal structure. 
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In the course of this am-lysis the scope of examination 
has been extended toth tonally, to facilitate comparison with 
C usage (superficially so similar to that in the 4 themes rel- 
evant to the present category of tonal-thematic characteristics 
in the D (Group (a)) themes) and formally, to take account of 
comparable D contexts, irrespective of the detailed structure 
of individual themes. While the additional D themes included 
for comparative purposes are not structured by supertonic se- 
quence-treatment, remarkable tonal consistency is apparent. 
'2he second category of usage relating to the supertonic in the 
Group (a) D themes demonstrates the functioning of the super- 
tonic as a tonal-thematic feature on a more detailed level; 
it is in evidence to a notable extent in the thematic structure. 
The use of an extended supertonic sequence is a particular 
focussing of a tonal-thematic feature which characterises the 
thematic structure on all levels. 
the supertonic used sequentially within the opening 
phrase; and some instances of the supertonic 
The particular use of the supertonic defined here overlaps 
with a further tonal-thematic feature relating to the D themies and 
to be discussed subsequently - the tendency to stepwise motion 
in the themes. The supertonic tendency is not as remarkable a 
characteristic as is the stepwise motion, but it may be dist- 
inguished as an identifiable element functioning in particular 
ways in the themes. The supertonic is indicated in the course 
of the consideration of the themes r levant to this category, 
wiý-, ich are exx. 1.19,20,21 and 22. 
Example 1 was discussed above in relation to the fall of 
a third, theri,, atically; this extends into a "horizontalised" 
supertonic emphasis. The opening is stated mainly in octaves, 
but the restatement by all instruments confirms the supertonic 
emphasis. The supertonic 
I is prominent cadentiaily at the close 
of the thematic paragraph in an uncharacteristic (for Beethoven) 
cadential formula. The role of the supertonic 
I 
varies accord- 
ing to key-location, certainly in relation to C and D. It is 
fýequently in evidence in the C themes as emerged in the course 
of the C tonal-thematic analysis 
1 but in C, it usually func- 
tions as a pivotal chord in tonal re-orie-ntation of the music 
1 See Part II, Section I of the thesis above, Pp. 58-6Lý. 
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to the tonic. This use is clearly relevant to a fairly advanced 
sLage in the theme. In D howeverý the supertonic 
I is more often 
stated early in the theme and acts as a generating element them- 
atically rather than as a re-orientating factor tonally which 
is in general its function in C. 
1 The cadential use of the 
supertonic in the present ex. 1 is not typical of D usage. 
The supertonic is used in sequential treatment within the 
opening phrase in three themes. Two of these relate to the 
Second SymphonY7 OP-36, the first movement of which was cited 
in category i above in connection with larger-scale supertonic 
sequence-structure. 
2 Exx. 19 and 20 give the two instances from 
the third movement in reduced score. It is interesting to note 
that ex. 19 is in effect ex. 18 restated in a more concise form 
3 
with respect to the first two phrases in each theý-. tie. Some 
commentators would seek to interpret this as solely related 
to Beetnoven's "unifying" of the work by certain motivic means. 
However, that such factors are tonally-related becomes apparent 
when comparison is made with tonal usage in other works in the 
same key. It might be argued that ex. 20, the trio-section of 
the same movement is motivically linked with exx. 18 and 19; 
the r8le of the supertonic secuentiaiiy within the 8-bar period 
is seif-evident7 whatever its motivic associations. 
That tonally-related factors are relevant to the analysis 
of such instances as those from the Second Symphony correlated 
in this discussion becomes clear in consideration of ex. 21. 
This theme opens the 'Cello Sonata Op. 102/2, a work composed 
some thirteen years after OP-36. There are remarkable simil- 
arities between this theme and that of the first movement of 
1 The reference to the supertonic as a "generating element 
thematically" does not preclude its ro^'le as a tonal element; 
the two are part of its particular functioning as a tonal- 
thematic characteristic in a specific context. 
2 P. 185. 
3 See ex. 18, bars 1-8 and ex.. ý2, bars 1-LF, in the full score. 
Both use the supertonic prominently in the sequential state- 
ment as does ex. 20. 
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OP-36 (ex. 18). Both movements are marked Allegro con brio; 
l 
the mood is similar7 although the opening theme in the earlier 
work is contained within a piano dynamic (but for the initial 
fp, and the crescendo through bar 4 of the theme). Op. 102/2 
revbrsosthe dynamic treatment7 but structurally the two themes 
use similar thematic cells; the I'supertonic step" is to the 
fore in both themes - more concisely stated in the later work. 
The 'Cello Sonata opens without harmony; the first two bars 
are a forte statement, in octaves of the important opening 
thematic cell. But within these two bars is the "kernel" of 
bars 1-6 of ex. 18. The sequential step onto the supertonic 
structures the opening; interestingly, the leap to G in op. 
102/2 is paralleled in the bass of the OP-36 theme where, as 
discussed above, the supertonic sequence-treatment opens on G, 
melodically. 
2 Bar 3 of the 'Cello Sonata is surprisingly sim- 
ilar to bar )+ of the Symphony theme. Both themes also use a 
supertonic harmonic inflection prefacing the cadence of the 
first thematic statement. 
3 Ex. 21 shares a number of common 
features with ex. 18, but in its harmonic structure7 evinces 
characteristics linking it with the D themes generally. (Also 
note the sudden turn to the submediant minor, b7 prefacing the 
second group treatment in the dominant. 
4) StYlistically, OP. 102/2 
Ex. 8 is marked Allegro vivace e con brio, ex. 12 - Allegro 
con brio. (The marking Allegro vivo e disinv: o-lto of ex. 11 
is in similar vein - one of Beethoven's more adventurous- 
Iflightst into Italian. ). It may well prove to be the case 
that such tempo markings are tonally-related. This is one 
aspect which is not complex to investigate; correlation by 
tempo and tonality may be readily achieved - cross - refer- 
ence for comparison is a relatively straightforward pro- 
cedure in this area . 
P. 185. 
See ex. 18, bars 11-11+ and ex. 21, bars 5-8. 
Cf. the treatment in the Piano Sonata, OP-10/3 U) (see 
above, P. 169), and that in the String Trio Op. 9/2 (iii) 
(see above7 P. 156). 
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differs from the earlier D works, but the fact that in harmonic 
structuring the sa. '. Ie complex of relationships is functioning 
and that characteristic D thematic procedures are evident mel- 
odically indicate the persisting influence of a distinct tonal- 
t---ematic complex in D as the vehicle of Beethoven's musical 
expression, despite significant changes and developments in 
other aspects of the compositional process. 
Example 22 is -from 
the Missa Solemnis. It is not an 
'opening' theme, but it is a new t`ieme in its context, intro- 
ducing the fugai treatment of the text "in gloria Dei patris, 
amen"; although this is in the later stages of the Gloria text- 
i1ally, Beethoven's treatment of it musically is expansive - he 
also appends .9 climactic restatement of the opening material, 
textual and musical, following the close of the formal lit- 
urgical text. The main feature of the fugue-theme, ex. 22, 
is the rising fourth which shapes the phrase-structure. But 
within this overall structure7 characteristic D tonal-thematic 
features are evident - emphasis of the subdominant melodically 
is notable in D themes; the successive rising fourths expand 
and elaborate wliat is essentially a step-wise rise; the main 
apex of the theme is on the submediant degree; and there is a 
supertonic inflection (which is, significantly, not 'literally, 
repeated in the sequential treatment immediately following). 
There is sequential use of the supertonic in that bar 2 of the 
t'-eme centres on the supertonic - note the dynamic treatment 
and the structure of the 'counter-subject' in the Oboe7 Clarinet 
and Viola lines. But this theme exhibits several features of 
the D tonal-thematic complex of which the supertonic tendency 
is only one. It links clearly with exx. 21 and 18 in the initial 
melodic leap from D to G, 'superimposed' on supertonic emphasis. 
The use of the supertonic is not as pronounced in the D 
(Group (a)) themes as is the case in the C themes. While it 
does not structure the thematic treatment to the same extent in 
D and is tonally modified to cadence in the tonic where such 
larger-scale use is apparent, it is nonetheless a recurrent t, 
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tonal-thematic feacure, inconspicuous in conventional analyt- 
ical terms, but consisten-ýly in evidence when -the themes are 
correlated tonally. The supertonic emphasis, both melodically 
and harmonically (including the use of the ) generally occurs 
in the early stages of the thematic state. ment in D; it relates 
to smaller-scale levels of the thematic sLructure than is the 
case in C. It is not a prominent tonal-thematic feature in 
the D complex, but it is used in particular, tonally-related 
ways in the D themes. 
IV STEP-WISE IKOVEEMEIIýT IN THE D (GROUP (a)) THEMES 
Ihis tonal-thematic feature has been referred to in the I 
course of the examination of the Group (a) themes as particularly 
notable in D. It emerged in connection with the C and G themes 
that the tonic arpeggio functions in particular and differing 
ways in the respective tonalities. 
1 Step-wise motion is as 
basic an eler., ient of the diatonic scale as is the tonic arpeggio 
in terms of the raw material' of the thematic structure in 
tonal music; the pcssibility that this thematic shape might 
be tonally-related has consequently been overlooked. The de- 
tailed investigation of such simple processes is however an 
essential factor in identifying and defining the individual 
tonal complexes whicn characterise each tonality. 
The peculiar tonal-thematic characteristics relating to 
C and G respectively are such that step-wise motion is not 
inherent to the complex functioning in each key. In G, the 
triadic emphasis (particularly in Group (a)) and the strong 
tendency to early emphasis of the dominant detract from the 
use of step-wise motion. Similarlyý in C the use of extended 
supertonic sequences lessens the likelihood of conjunct step- 
See above, P. 65 et seq. and P. 85 et seq. concerning C; 
P-137 et seq. concerning G. The use of the tonic arpeggio 
in the Eý themes is examined in the course of the Eý tonal- 
thematic analysis , P. 262--gDelow. 
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wise-motion as a basic factor in the thematic shape. In D 
however, triadic e7, phasis does not constitute a notable them- 
atic shape, nor is tnere a pronounced tendency to sequence- 
treatment comparable with that in C; but there is extensive 
step-wise moticn in the themes, both ascending and descending. 
In tý, e majority of significant instances of the latter, the 
move is from an emphasised dominant degree to the tonic. 'Uhe 
dc. minant frequently occurs as a melodic apex in the D themes 
and in several cases it is the focus of the thematic phrase, 
preceded and followed by step-wise movement (ascending and 
descending, respectively 
2) in a notably symmetrical type of 
phrase-structure, instances of which are correlated in cat- 
egory i below. Step-wise movement in the Group (a) D themes 
is examined in four categories, according to the type of usage 
evident, although some overlap between these categories is 
inevitable. 
3 
i step-wise movement used in symmetrical structure)+ 
The instances of this type of usage are given as exx. 
8i. 5. The themes are compiled chronologically, and this 
1 Clearly, the tendency to triadic emphasis and that to 
step-wise motion - if either is to characterise the thematic 
shape to a significant extent - are mutually exclusive. 
2 only rarely does the thematic shape consist of a fall fol- 
lowed by a rise. 
3 For instance, w. qere only descending step-wise movement is 
ident4fied, it is treated in a different category from, those 
themes exhibiting symmetry in their use of this thematic 
feature, but a part at least of the two 'types, of thematic 
structure would be relevant to both categories. The div- 
isions are made to correlate similar types of usage and 
thus to establish the nature of this thematic feature and 
to demons-,, rate its particular functioning. 
The term llsymml. etricalll is not used in the precise math- 
ematical sense, but is used to describe a particular thematic 
shape. The notion of symmetry is an indicator of a certain 
type of usage and not a rigid definition of its character- 
istic shape. 
5 Supplementary Volume, P. " a-nd -P. ), 6. 
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reveals nota, )le development in the use of step-wise movement. 
Examples 1i and 21., both from the same workv include 
symmetry of structure within the antecedent phrase 
I. The 
treatment is strictly step-wise from bar 3 of ex. 1i and 
from bar 4 in ex. 2i, but in each the opening bars of the 
theme are built upon a basically step-wise progression. Ex. 51, 
a 'song-formt (abab) rondo themey is structured by a step- 
wise progression which comprises the b, ' section of the mel- 
ody, rising from the tonic to the dominant and returning to 
the tonic. The theme is thus similar to ex. 2i both formally 
and in the symmetrical structuring of phrase tb'. 
With exx. jij and 4i an interesting development in the 
phrase-structure is apparent; both themes are "irregular" 
in terms of bar-structurep ex. ý. i being a 10-bar melody and 
ex. 4i a 14-bar melody. In ex., ýA the consequent treatment is 
'extended'; in ex. 4i the antecedent is used to link to the 
consequentp creating an additional 2 bars. But hoth themes 
share a common basic structure in that there is a progression 
from the tonic to the dominant, which is the melodic apex of 
the entire melody in each casev and a subsequent return to 
the tonic. (There is not mathematical symmetry in the placing 
of the apex in either theme. ) Ex., ýi and 41 differ notably 
from exx. li, 2i-and 5 in that the symmetrical structure encompas- 
ses the entire melody in both cases. A similar "arch-shape" also 
Ex. 2i is the only theme where the c5tmmetry consists of a 
fali-preceding a rise melodically, as opposed to the con- 
ventional use of an apex preceded by a rise. It is un- 
usual in this respectp both stylistically in general terms 
in Beethoven's music and with reference to the specific 
tonality of D. 
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cheracterises ex. 6i. This is fron. i a 1, fiddle -Period work, and 
indicates the increasing tendency to the,,, iatic continuity, so 
notatle a c', aracterist-Lc of the late music. The present open- 
ing extends to a lengthy thematic paragraph which loverflows, 
into the transition treat_-ient, rendering this term a rat-'rier 
inadequate guide to the musical process structuring this move- 
ment. Again the bar-structure is "irregular". Bars 1-8 (ex. 
60 could come to a satisfactory close on the tonic at bar 8 
but typically (at this time in his work) Beet'-Ioven leaves the 
the-'ne 'open-endedi and proceeds with new continuation material 
(t'ne overall thematic paragraph forms an abba structure). Ex. 
6i is reminiscent of ex. --ýLi in shape and spirit (note that both 
are marked Presto) although the symmetry of bars 1-8 does not 
centre on the dominant in this theme, but on the tonic 
I. In 
passing, it is interesting to note the opening rising sixth in 
ex. 6i; this initial thematic shape is used in five of the Group 
(a) D themes. 
2 
Examples 7i and 8i are both from the Missa Solemnis. 2he 
structure of these themes reveals important developments in the 
use of step-wise movement; it is a synthesis of the tendencies 
characterising the earlier D themes. The main melodic apex in 
3 both themes is again the dominant. But exx. ýLi and 8i avoid 
The harmonic structure of this themeý significant in D, was 
discussed above. See P-171-2, and P-175ý Footnote 1. 
2 Ex. li in the present compilatinn is one of these. 
3 Ex. 6i focuses on the tonic as the apex of the symmetrical 
phrase, but the dominant does emnerge as a main apex subse- 
quently in the thematic paragraph, and most emphatically 
in the "transition" theme where, it is interesiing to note, 
the dominant ape,,, is approached exactly step-wise. 
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the obvious symietry in exx. li - 6i, end create a for-ward 
impetus melodically, rather than suggest a regularý 'closed, 
the-ma tic statement. 'This is achieved by structuring the 
melodic line in smaller, 'progressivelcells. 
1 
In each of 
these melodies, the approach to the dominant is a gradual 
one and this process gives rise to a preli---, iinary subordinate 
apex (on the subdo. minEnt, in both cases). 
ie open- -, x, 
7i is comparable with ex. 6i with respect to t,, 
ing bars; tnere is an initial melodic apex in b, -th themes, and 
the thematic shape is similar. 
2 
Ex. 7i opens in a somewhat 
'four-square' manner, but the words must not be forgotten; 
this is the first statement of 110sanna", at the end of the 
S3nctus. Fro-r, the inception of the step-wise movement how- 
ever (at "in excelsis") the melodic line s,,, iooths out into the 
gradual and very beautiful rise to the dominant apex. '. L. -'his apex 
occurs in the second of the two s. maller-scale symmetrical phrases 
which together comprise the overall melodic line. In each phrase 
the starting-point is the tonic and the melody reaches upwards 
to the apex, subsiding slowly. 
3 
In the second phrase, the dom- 
That is, Beethoven takes a thematic cell, comprising a 
melodic fragment with its particular rhythmical structure, and 
uses it to build a thematic paragraph, creating an essentially 
linear emohasis7 rather than a series of sections and thematic 
Iblocks'. '-Phe same basic cell is used as the vehicle of an 
entire melody7 so that the impression of continuity and flow 
is upper-nost. The technique underlying such melodic structure 
is highly developed but by its very nature remains unobtrusive, 
Eeethoven's desire for continuity is everywhere apparent on 
the larger-scale level in his late music; analysis of the 
the, natic structure indicates changes and developments at a 
basic level which in turn contribute to the overell continuity 
and flow of the music. (Some instances of this tendency have 
been indicated above; the opening of the Piano Trio OP-70/1 
uses this technique to a certain extent. A notable instance 
in the late music is the second movement of tý. e String Quartet, 
OP-131. The second movement of the String Quartet OP-132 also 
makes extensive use of a thematic cell. ) 
2 ! -Tote that the tempo marking is also Presto in both cases. 
Once more, it is not a question of mathematical symmetry, but 
of a particular thematic shape used by Beethoven in specific 
contexts. The present climax on "in excelsis" is certainly 
apt, in terms of word-painting, but that this is not the sole 
factor functioning here is borne out by the variety of contexts 
in which this thematic structure is apparent, in D. 
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inant is sustained for three and a half times as long as is the 
earlier subdominant apex. '-'he step-wise movement is still the 
main feature of the thematic shape, but it is treated in almost 
a wave-like maiiner, sweeping further with each fresh i. mpetus. 
The opening phrase of the Osanna, although not predominantly 
step-wise, is the first of these 'waves', the continuity and 
flow of wnich belie the symmetrical phrase-structure underlying 
the music. 
_xample 
8i, froa the Dona nobis Pacem of the Missa Solemnis, 
is essentially similar in structure. '. 1"he tempo is different, as 
is the mood, but the same progressive rise to the dominant apex 
is in evidence. In this theme the first symmetrical phrase does 
not return to the t: -nic, but remains on the supertonic. Charact- 
eristic of the flow of this music is the fact that this theme 
'oversteps, the tonic cadence. (Step-wise movement is prom- 
inent in the ensuing rise to the climax on'Dona nobis Pacem", 
stated by the unaccompanied choir. It is interesting to note 
that the subdominant and do. -Iiinant are the emphasised melody- 
notes in this brief climax. ) 
The use of "symmetry" in the step-wise movement structur- 
ing exx. li - 8i changes significantly between the Op. 9/2 
examples and those from the Missa Solemnis of some twenty-five 
years later. However, more significant than these changes is 
the consistency with which this type of usage is in evidence 
throughout the Group (a) D themes, which span the greater part 
of Ble-thoven's composing life. Although the particular applica- 
tion of this thematic shape develops and "matures", along with 
the different expressive aims which concerned Beethoven, the 
same tonal-thematic feature7 the tendency to step-wise movement7 
used "symmetrically", underlies such changes. It is significant 
that dbspite Beethoven's breallking-down of the symmetrical them- 
atic shape into more 'malleable' thematic cells, step-wise move- 
ment remains the constant factor throughout the stylistic changes. 
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This suggests that step-wise movement is inherent to the D 
tonal complex and thus to the structuring of the thematic 
shape in D themes. Categories ii - iv examine the Group (a) 
D themes in relation to the use of step-wise move: i, ýent in the 
themes, in other than symmetrical phrase-structure. 
emphatic step-wise descent from the dominant 
(without a preceding step-wise rise) 
The dominant is the main apex in six of the eight themes 
comprising category i above; the present category concerns those 
instances of 2 descent (step-wise) from the dominant degree as 
a notable part of the theme, at any stage in the thematic state- 
ment. The dorriinant is again in evidence as a melodic apex but 
in a subsidiary as well as a main apex capacity. The instances 
of this type of usage are given as exx. lii - 9ii 
1. The step-wise 
descent occurs in three ways in these themes and is examined 
accordingly. Ex. 2ii uses sucia a descent as the lb, phrase in 
an abala 
2 
rondo theme and is the only case of such 'interim, 
usage. 
2 
Exx. 3_ii, 5ii, 6ii and-7ii open with a step-wise des- 
cent from the dominant. Exx. 1ii, 4ii, -8ii 
and gii feature the 
descent in the consequent thematic structure, or in the closing 
stages of the the-aatic paragraph. The themes are again given in 
chronological order, revealing the persistence of this thematic 
shape too, from the early Op. 8 String Trio to the Missa Sole-inis. 
Example 2ii 
, 
is a very lively rondo theme, from the Op. 25 
Serenade. Although this is an early work, ex. 2ii includes several 
1 Supplementary Volume, P. 4j.. and 'Pp. J, ý, 6-7 
2 2his rondo theme is then a modified song-type, formally 
(to use Mies' basic terms of melodic definition. See 
Mies, op. cit., Chapter II - The Melodic Form, P. ý4 et seq. ) 
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features characteristic in D usage and which have emerged as 
such in earlier considerations. Cne such feature is t, ae use 
of a rising fourth, a notable shaping factor in this theme: 
1 
,, Tote also the supertonic melodic inflection of bar 2 (and bar 6). 
The dominant is again qn important apex in this theme. The apex 
at bar 2 (on the dominant) is a main -melodic apex, the import- 
ance of which is reinforced by bars 3-4- In each case the dom- 
inant is quitted by means of a step-wise descent; these two des- 
cents comprise a melodic cell Cb') in the overall rondo theme. 
Exa_mples 3ii, 5ii, 6ii and 7ii differ from ex. 2ii in that 
they open with an emphasised dominant apex, followed by a step- 
wise descent. Ex. 3ii is in effect a 'compressed' statement of 
the structure also underlying ex. 511,6ii and 7ii. All four 
examples are remarkably similar in their opening treatment; in 
each the tonic is stated in the bass prior to the melodic apex 
2 
on the dominant* 
, xa--, ples 5ii and 6ii occur in the same work, but the other 
two examples (al: i and 7ii) which are considerably spaced in time, 
together with the tendency to a step-wise fall from the dominant 
generally in evidence in the D themes, suggest the predominance 
of tonally-related tendencies over motivically derived connections. 
Although the tempo varies between these four themes as does the 
musical mood, the thematic shape is basically similar in that the 
opening of each theme is structured upon a step-wise fall from 
See the remarks made above concerning other D themes - P. 188-9. 
2 The four openings are given on the following page. 
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a dominant apex. _-,, he respective openings of exx. ýýi and 7ii 
are directly compare', le, despite the differing metres; sim- 
ilarly exx.. IL1ý and 6ii share corm,. ron features; they are alike 
in mood (ex. 6ii is rather gentler in its "per. -, iness") and 
even snare tne suspending of the dominant apex across tne bar. 
B, u. t despite the variation in detail, all four make use of the 
same tcnal vocaculary in their opening thematic structure. 
'dith exx. lii, I+ii, 8ii and gii the same thematic feature 
of a step-wise fall fro. -i a dominant apex makes its appearance at 
a later stage in the thematic statement. Ex. lii is also shpped 
by an overell symmetry of phrase-structure, again using step- 
wise movement as the basis of this but used rather more loosely 
than is the case in the themes comprising category i above. 'I'he 
symmetrical structure in tnis theme extends from bar 1 to bar 14 
(omitting the repeat). As with ex. 2ii,, these bars focus on 
the dominant, which is sustained through bars 6-8 and followed 
by a step-wise descent to the tonic structuring bars 9-14. (Bar 
9 is momentarily disorientating tonally but is followed (some- 
-what weakly) by a home do. n. iinant-seventh. 
1) 
'The dominant-tonic 
ste, )-wise fall is repeated as the basis of the ensuing cadential 
treatment. 
Exa. --iple IjLiL (which opens with the rising major sixth from 
the domina nt mentioned above 
2) is a gentler themeq again basic- 
ally shaped by a rise prefacir--g a gradual fall, thematically, 
Although an apparently weak return to the tonic here, this 
progression seems to be a significant one in D. Comparison 
may be made with the Song "Liebe s -Kla gel' Op. 82 No. 2, dis- 
cussed @bove(see the first statement of llsoffrir il tuo 
martir") and with the return of the Dona nobis Pacem. after 
the reappearance of the Agnus Dei (see bars 206-8 of the 
Dom nobis Pacem in the 14issa Solemnis). These remarks may be correlated witn the earlier comparative remarks mode in 
connection with the Op. 82 and Op. 123 on PP-176-8 above. The 
many aspects of tonal functioning relevant to these extracts 
ail evince the same basic tonal vocatulary. In the present 
ex. lii the progression from the enhanced, to tiae home dom- 
inant is used straightforwardly, whereas the later works 
exhibit a more developed technique incorporating the tonal 
move more smoothly. Particularly is this so in Op. 123 (OP. 
82 No. 2 dates originally from about the same time as Op. 25. ) 
the submediant-dominant move tonally is particularly 
charecteristic in D as has been discussed, it is interesting 
to note the recurrence of a move from an lenhancedlto a 
'home, domina nt persisting in the D music. 
2 P. 193. 
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in eacn 3-ber ýýeriod (although not symmetrical or exclusively 
step-wise in treatment). The dominant is emphasised melodically 
in eaci-_ period; in the antecedent it is the 'springboard' for 
the descent to the supertomic melodically (the harmony at this 
point', is domina nt): in the consequent it serves to reorientate 
the tonality foi-Lowing the supertonic inflection. In each, the 
step-wise descent is not direct (and in the case of the final 
p'. 11rase no'. complete, but clearly the same structural principle 
is functioning here). 
In ex. 8ii the dominant is once more the main melodic apex 
of the entire thematic paragraph. Characteristically (in D, as 
will be discussed subsequently) this apex is preceded by the 
higher sub-'. 7iediant melodically. It is sustained for two and a 
half bars in a moderate tempo. The melody moves to the final 
cadence of this opening thematic paragraph over the next five 
bars, by way of a step-wise descent from the dominant apex to 
the tonic, broken only by the 'grace-note, on G preceding the 
supertonic. 'jhe harmony in this opening of the Missa Solemnis 
has emerged as characteristic in the tonality of D; on the level 
-ic shapes (in of the tnematic structure alone particular themat 
relation to D usage generally) are also apparent. 
-xa-, nple gii is nntably si. -, Aýar iýelodically to some of the 
themes correlated in category i; there is also an overall symmetry 
of phrase-structure in ex. 9ii but as with ex. 4ii in the present 
category the step-wise motion is not exact throughout the theme. 
The pert of ex. 9ii relevant here is the second half of the melody, 
bars 5-9. However, in view of the remarks made in connection with 
other exa-iples froý-. -, the Missa Sole,,;, lnis 
2 it is interesting to note 
This the-, Iie is also shaped by rising fourths in bars 
Cf- P-197. 
P. 1 92-5. 
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the structure of the first four bars. Ex. 9ii occurs relatively 
early in the i. jork (and in the early stages of the Gloria), at the 
words "and in earth peace, good will towards men"; the gradual 
@---proach to týie dominant via a modified step-wise progression 
is directly co. 'aparatle with the other Missa Solenanis instances, 
notably with that fro-7i the Dona nobis Pacem. 
Although ex. 9ii concerns only a fragment, textually and 
. 7usicF, lly, of the Gloria, these two aspects - the textual and 
the musical - are paralleled in the Dona nobis Pacem. Textually, 
the invocation of peace is common to both contexts; musically 
the similarity in thematic shape is clear. hiowever7 the follow- 
in. P. - correlation of these two themes and of that from the first 
Osanna with two (D) themes from sources outside the Mlissa Sole-, inis 
sug,: -ests that the similarity between D themes from that work is 
not related solely to their particular context within it, but 
that tonally-related factors are also functioning in deter-aining 
the thematic structure, and that these factors relate tr, the 
tonality of D, irrespective of formal context. 
1 
A further aspect of tonal functioning may be mentioned 
here in connection with the lcst two themes in the cor- 
relation. In each case, the theme quoted is not closely 
related tonally to the key - of the'movement, in the 
example fro. -,.. the Ninth Symphony, - of the preceding move- 
ment in the case ol' the Arciaduke Trio example. Interest- 
ingly, the preceding key in each case is Bý. That the 
two themes are so similar in structure to basic D-context 
themes suggests that in trie case of D at ýeast, the tonal 
remoteness -my lead to identification with those thematic 
characteristics relating to the key when used in a basic 
capacity. ýýuch considerations are relevant to large-scale 
levels of tonal functioning; the need for clarification of 
uhe structure of the tonal complexes on such levels can 
only be indicated here. (The five themes are given on the following page). 
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Missa Solemnisq Op. 123 :- Gloria,, bar 46 
. V, 
Missa Solemnis - Dona nobis Pacem (bar 12) 
Missa Solemnis - Osanna I 
rchduke Trio, OP-97 - (iii) 
%_w - '. -'.. --. 
S. ymphony No. 9, Op. 125 - (iii) 
- 
ste; D-wise movement ascending (without a 
subse, -. uent step-wise fall) 
There are eight ins-Gances of this usage, given as exx. 
1- iiii - 8iii. xx. 1iii. ) 2iii% 
6iii, 7iii and 8iii open with 
such a step-wise ascent. Ex. liii is hasically a t?,, ematic 
shepe which has emerged as particularly characteristic in D; 
it is essentially symmetrical, climaxing melodically on the 
dominant, and to a large extent it uses step-wise movement as 
the vehicle of the themýtic statement. It could thus have 
been included in both categories i and ii above, but is discussed 
here due to its rather freer use of this particular thematic 
shape. Ex. 2iji, from the sa-me worý, -: 7 co,,, ipresses 1he opening 
rise o'L ex. 1iii into a succinct themý: tic ceill twice-stated. 
Ex. 6iii also begins -on the dominant degree; its subsequent 
apex is a notable feature in this fugue-theme.. The shaping 
fourths of the final bars have been cited previously as a 
recurrent feature in several of the D themes. Exx. ILLU and 8iii 
both begin on the tonic and rise step-wise to the dominant as an 
emphatic -nelodic apex; in each case there is a forceful thrust 
from the tonic to this apex. 
In ex. ILL1ýi the step-wise rise is more extended and is the 
basis of bars 8-22, wý. iere the dominant apex is reached, and con- 
tinuing beyond this to submediant emphasis. Ex. jLiLi is the 
finale-oPening from the same work (the String Quartet OP-18/3). 
The felling thirds structuring the opening thematic cell were 
discussed as notable in D; 
2 It is interesting that the 2-bar 
cell counterbalancing this opening consists entirely of a step- 
wise rise. (This theme employs step-wise movement to a large 
extent as tne basis of the melodic treatment. ) Ex. 31ILi uses 
step-wise movement in a more 'fragmentary' way in its opening 
the. matic cell. Bars 1-2 (and 3-YO use the same thematic ele- 
ments as bars 1-4 of ex. 1iii j thus reflecting characteristic 
D features; step-wise movement is also the basis of bars 5-6. 
1 Supplementary Volume ý P. ),. T and 
Pr. A-7-9. 
P. 154 et seq. above, 
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But this theme is not characteristic of Eeethoven; it uses 
typical stylistic and tonal-thematic vocabulary but lacks the 
drive and flow generally evident - certainly in the D themes. 
iv step-wise movement descending (from a degree 
other WE the dominant) 
The step-wise movement in the examples relevant here is 
more incidental to the thematic structure than is the case in 
those examples comprising categories i- iii. 
Refening to the main Group (a) D Thematic Index, 
2 
there 
are several t-nemes which use step-wise movement in this less 
structural way7 and in some cases it is subsidiary to another 
tonally-related thematic shape in the treatment. This is so 
wit'r-i the closing theme in ex. 4; although a step-wise descent 
is in evidence here, it is less prominent and tonally less sig- 
nificant than the falling thirds shaping it. 
3 Exx. 8 and 21 are 
similar in their use of successive groups of four adjacent notes, 
in a basically rising progression in ex. 8 (bars 1-4) and falling 
in ex. 21 (bars 3-14. ). Ex. 8 was compared above with ex. 6; both 
themes use the same initial t. -lematic cell; in ex. 6 it is employed 
in extensive step-wise movement. The usage of a similar cell in 
exx. 8 and 21 is interesting in its particular application in the 
themes, in view of its step-wise structure and of the tendency 
to : -, iovement in fourths in the D themes. 
Although it is elaborated and part of a quite unusual them- 
CD _, 
step-wise movement underlies the descent atic opening in ex. 9 
from bars 2-10 in this theme. Ex. 12 uses a step-wise descent 
(including two groups of four notes) in the cadential treatment 
(bars 11-12). 
ý In ex. 16, a step-wise descent of an octave (from 
Threefold repetition is a stylistic feature particularly char- 
acteristic of heethoven's melodic structure in his early works. 
This theme uses step-wise movement, but more notable features 
relating to the D tonal complex are evident in the subsequent 
course of t, iis movement. 
2 Supplementary Volume P. 28 et seq. 
3 See above, P- 157. 
4 Clearly the accompanying Piano treatment is of importance in 
the thematic statement; it is largely built upon step-wise 
movement. 
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mediant to mediant) is a recurrent the., iiatic cell. _ýhe usage 
in ex. 22 is aga--'n subordinate both to the overall (step-wise) 
rise to -. he submediant and to the rising fourths shaping the 
fugue-the--ie, but it is interestii-. g that Beethoven uses step- 
wise --ovement 
both as the larger - and smialler-scale vehicle 
within this theme, and that it is again evident in groups of 
four notes. 
Not every instance of step-wise movement in the Group (a) 
themes is included here, but the present exa, ý, ples are pointed 
out as further evidence of the particular accessibility of 
this thematic tendency throughout the themes. 
Categories i and ii treat the most notable instances of 
extended step-wise movement in the Group (a) D themes, and the 
fact that these instances arb drawn from a total of more than 
half of the themes suggests that the use of step-wise movement 
is a tendency of considerable significance in the tonality of 
D ps a factor influential in determining the thematic structure. 
v ýTLODIC APEX Iý'_: 2HE D (GROUP (a)) THE-, 'IES 
The preceding examination of step-wise movement in the 
Group (a) themes has also served to indicate the importance of 
the dominant degree as a melodic apex. It forms the main apex 
in the majority of the themes in varying types of thematic struct- 
ure.. both within subordinate' phrases and as the -main apex 
of an entire thematic paragraph. 
1 It is not proposed to examine 
the dominant as a melodic apex in the Group (a) themes in the 
present section, as its importance has emerged in connection 
Notatle instances of the latter are exx. 5,6 and 18 in the 
Group (a) Thematic Index. (Supplementary Volume, Pp. 29; 3o. ) 
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, V. -it, 1-. the particular role it Plays in relation to step-wise 
move ,. e nt it is tnis aspect of its use whic-i . iarke it as a 
S,, -ecific D cherpcteristic. The dominant is a notable apex 
Jn G, hut it is not the focus of ste-o-wise movement in the 
týiemetic structure. dith the stylistic development in the 
use of step-wise movement discussed above, the subdominant 
becomes more notable as a melodic apex degree, but it remains 
subordinate to the dominant in this respect. 
2 Two further 
apex degrees merit discussion in some detail; these are the 
submediant and tne tonic. 
i the submediant as melodic apex 
The tendency to emphesis of the submediant in D has been 
3 investigated above. výhile it is evident both harmonically and 
melodically in a variety of ways, the particular role of the 
submediant as an apex degree has not been considered. It is J- 
not iin--,, ed with submediant harmonic usage in most cases where 
there is submediant apex emphasis. The submediant (degree) is 
at times used as what may be termed a "dominant enhancement", 
melodically. in this type of usage, the submediant is not 
itself the main melodic apex, but immediately precedes zhe 
dominant degree which although lower in pitch is unquestionably 
the main melodic apex in such cases,, There are instances of 
this particular use of the submediant melodically in about a 
quarter of the Group (a) themes. It is also used as an apex 
degree ý-n -its own rignt however. Tiý., o types of usage may be 
distinguished here; the submediant occurs as a main apex in 
See above, Pp. 125-6 and P. 14)+ concerning the G Group (a) 
and (b) themes respectively. 
2 See Pp. 193-4. 
Pp. 154-181, passim. 
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an individual ptnýrase or period as a result of supertonic sequence- 
treat-ient and it also occurs as a ', iain apex structurally, in- 
dependent of sequence-treatment. The former case is a corollary 
of the tendency to e-phasis of the dominant in the D themes; 
t, -ýe submed-Jant is inevitably the apex of a sequential supertonic 
phrase, where the dominant is the apex of the first phrase. 
The ceses of dominant enhanceýnent cnd of the submedi2nt as an 
lindependent' -Llain apex are examined nere. 
1 
a the submediant as an en; aance. ment of a dominant apex 
'chere are seven instances of this type of usage in the 
Group (a) the.., ies; as they occur in various contexts in the 
the: -,,, es whicn ? iave already been correlated for particular pur- 
poses, t?,. ey are drawn together as exx. la - Za. 
2 The seven themes 
occur in five works, four early works and one late work, the 
'Missa Sole, -, qnis . 
7, xa. -, iple la exhibits step-wise move. ment to a notable degree, 
3 
focussing on the dominant in terms of melodic apex treat, Tient. 
The submediant occurs as an en? iancement of this dominant at 
bars 4-5. While the submediant continues the sequence of ris- 
ing step-wise movement, its role thematically is to e-qphasise 
the lower ensuing dominant (and retrospectively it also lends 
emphasis to the dominant degree stated at the beginning of bar 
In ex. 2a, fro. m the sa. --. e String Trio, Op. 8, the submediant occurs 
particularly emphatically in this capacity in the variations 
theme, The main apex of the melody is stated in the final 4- 
bar phrase. 14elodically this phrase grows out of the preceding 
Concerning the submediant as an apex in supertonic sequence- 
treatment, reference may be made to Section III i a,,, ove, 
P. 182 et seq. 
2 Supplementary Volume, P. 4.5 anol -Pl.. 1,. 8-9. 
3 See ahove , P. 198. (The present ex. 1 a is there referred to 
as ex. 1ii. ) 
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one, ard a motif derived froi piýar, -se 3ý together w-ith a cres- 
cendo? leads to the climax on the dominant melodically (the 
harmcny is a tonic 
ý). 
This dominant is immediately preceded 
by the submediant, and the dynamic treatment is notable; but 
while the ensuing dominant is marked fp., the effect musicilly 
is not to focus on t', ae submediant but on the dominant as apex. 
The rondo theme ex. 2a uses the submediant . similarly; it 
lintervoses, between two statements of the dominant degree, re- 
inforcing the do. ninant as the main apex. (See bars 3-5. ) The 
dominent is an initial apex in ex. I±a; the submediant occurs as 
an enhancement of the imperfect cadence at the close of the first 
period (bars 7-8); the submediant occasions particular harmonic 
treatment here. -In ex. ýa, the usage is not dissimilar, but the 
submediant is not emphasised rhythmically in tnis theme. The 
descent fr-)m the dominant in both periods of the theme was dis- 
cussed aLove; the present usage relates to the first of these 
where (at bars 1+-')-) the submediant occurs as an enhance-ment 
melodicaily, prefacing the fall from the dominant. 
2 
Ex. 6a is 
tne finale theme from the same work, the Piano Sonata OP- 10/3. 
In view of the tendency to step-wise movement so prominent 
a feature of these themes, it is interestirig to observe the 
preceding apices in each phrase of this theme; they are 
D. E(A)F#(G)A. 
2 The melodic structure here is particularly interesting in 
relation to D; harmonically, tne treatment is such as to 
tend to emphasise falling thirds in the melody - B-GIA-Fý 
Cý-E; viewed in this light the initial fall D-B (bars 3-4) 
is interesti,,,, (,, as the first in this chain. However C, , 
13eet- 
hoven's expansion of the melodic line is such that the 
step-wise emphasis is also strong. The particular Complex- 
ion oll" the submediant here is then debatable, but both 
interpretations are consistent with D tonal usage. 
2o6 
': 'he sub-Iiediant is in effect a decorated apoggiatura, enhancing 
the dominant, ! -. ielodic@iiy (bar 5). The melodic apex occurs 
prior to t'his, on the high E; bars 1+-5 are an embellishment of 
the fal-L from F. to A, creating a subordinate apex (signific- 
antly, with a submediant inflection) on the submediant degree. 
Once 3gain however, the musical emphasis is on the dominant, 
and the har! rcny is also suspended fr, -). m resolving until the 
melodic line moves frc,. -n the submediant onto the dominant. 
Example 7a is from the Kyr-`e of the Aissa Sole-,, 'Inis. The 
dominant is clearly the climax of the thematic paragraph, mel- 
odica1ly; it is also stated twice in close successiong both 
times with preceding subdominant emphasis, melodic and harmonic. 
"he main climax occurs at bars 114--13, during which the dominant L 
is susta-ined melcdicallyý with harmonic expansion beneath. The 
submedia, -. t again immediately precedes this dominant, but despite 
its hig. ier pitch, it in no way ousts or qualifies its effect as 
a melodic apex. This opening- forms tine framework for the vocal 
treatment of the ýýyrie, and the submediant enhancement conseq- 
uently recursý contributing to the gently pleading tone of this 
section. 
The role -6f 
the dominant melodically in the thematic struc- 
ture varies in these seven themes (exx. la-7a), but in each the 
submediant is used very similarly to emphasise the ensuing 
dominant degree melodicaily witnout itself obtrwing. It is 
interesting to observe how Beethoven uses the submediant degree 
to lend grbater emphasis to the paradoxically lower dominant, 
and although tnere are not a great many instances of this usage 
in the themes, the seven examples cited here suggest a partic- 
ular, tonaily-related tendency. 
b the submediant as a main melodic apex 
There are five instances of the submediant occuring as the 
main melodic apex; these are correlated as exx. lb-5b. Ex. lb 
rises to the submediant by v., ay of a modified step-wise rise; 
although it is used incidentally, without particular emphasis, 
the submediant is clearly the main melodic apex of the rondo 
theme, occuring three times. Ex. Lb, although considerably 
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removed in time, uses the sa_-Ie riseq here exactly step-wise, 
movil. -_g frc-i the domin, ý. nt through an octave and onto týýe hig, ler 
s ubme d 2, - a nt 
! ýut this theýne steps e., -iphatically onto the submed- 
iarit (rote the accentuation mark) which forms the apex of the 
fugue-theme. Ex. 5b is also a fugue-theme, from the Gloria of CD 
_ssa 
Sole-inis; it too builds through a rising sequence t ri eI 
to tý-, e main apex on the submediant. 
1 
The sub. mediant occurs as the main apex in the two phrases 
of the thematic paraý: raph comprising bars 12-26 of ex. 2b. The 
second is particularly emphatic, wit, i its rhythmic intensity 
and repetiticn. It is interesting that the submediant is used 
here, as tonally it is instrumental in re-affirming the tonic 
(D) followir--, g submediant harmonic emphasis. 
Exa-iple 3b includes the most emphatic use of the submediant 
as a ielodic apex in the Group (a) D themes. It is tne main 
apex in three of t_ý-, e four phrases in the opening of the Violin 
"he e. ý. 'nphasis of the submediant seems to grow Concerto (ex. 3b). 'L 
wit'-1 each statement; in the first phrase it occurs on the 'weak, 
half of the bar, and the harmony is simply subdominant (0, with 
tonic pedal). The second statement occurs on the first beat of 
the bar; it is held for tnree beats and is sf, following a 
crescendo; the empha,, -is is increased by the harmonic tension 
(the dominant is sustained as the bass). The final statement 
follows the tonal ambiguity of the Df, and is enhanced by the 
melodic leap; the dynamic treatment and the dominant harmony 
Both themes also use rising fourths melodically, D-G and 
E-A, respectively. 
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beneet'r- m, ýke this a powerful climax; the harmonic tension is 
increpsed by the sustaining of the apex through a whole bar end 
by its suspension across the bar, this is then eased by the 
gradual meeting of the failing melody a,., id the rising bass in 
nd ge;. tly executed cadence. a beautiful a. 
There is an interesting parallel between the final phrese 
of ex. 2b and the second of the two referred to from ex. 2b. 'I'he 
mood and metre vFry but the same harmonic basis underpins not 
only the apex in cach case, but also the cadential treatment. 
-rained in mood, but there is the same '-'he ', uartet is less rest 
feeling of tension at the melodic clima,:,; the dynamic treat- 
ment and tý-. e insistent repetition effectively reinforce and 
sustain the tension of the melodic apex on the submediant in 
this theme, as does the unbroken f chord in the Violin Concerto 
(the bass here is of course motivically important). The two 
extr, qcts are given in reduced score: 
ýAl 110-IN V JIF16 
jC 
p 41! 
ýEx. 3b) vwww19 
- 
na. 41m rn U. 41 1., s7 - 
J-I- 
01% 
r Iv v '4411 
10 
146 
4k 11 t- I t-j 
TV 
y6A I!! " 
4 
Al he7 
I 
I ýEx. 
21) 
ff - jr If 
yI 
Note the use of the step-wise movement in this theme. 
Although it does not fall into the categories of usage 
identified aLove, step-wise movezent is very much in 
evidence in this theme. 
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-, I, xa. -nples 
6b and 7b each use the submediant degree prominently 
as a melodic apex, although it is subsidiary to a preceding apex 
in the context of the entire the. re in both cas-es. The main apex 
of ex. 6b is on the tonic (at bar 14). This climax is followed 
by a (tonally significant)fall in thirds; from bar 16 there is 
a further anticipation of climax with the crescendo, harmonic 
tension aný melodic interweaving between the Piano and the Strings. 
T'Irie 'climex' is a forceful state. ment of the submediant 
(note its 
duration) prefacing the cadence of the thematic paragraph. 
1 
The 
submediant is variously evident in Ex. 7b. The melodic apex at 
b,? r a is cli,, iactic, but essentially cadential in emphasis. 
(Note 
the supertonic inflection harmonically, the dynamic treatment, 
and the fact that the melodic line is the exact statlement of the 
basic thematic cell of the rondo theme. ) The submediant degree 
is a straightforward cadential apex in bars 
6, and I of ex.. Zb. 
There is a further instance where the submediant is, strictly 
speaking, p mel-: ýdic anex; this is in the 
third movement of the 
String Quartet Op. 18/3 (ex. 15 in the Group (a) Thematic Index). 
In bars 22-30 of this thematic paragraph, the submediant is the 
highest note relative to the immediate (and indeed preceding) 
context. however the submediant does not constitute a strong 
melodic apex. Bars 22-30 consist predomina ntly of an elliptical 
fallusion, to submediant harmonic e--,. aphasis, creating an effect 
more typical of the late music and its ellided tonal moves. In 
the Op. 18 'fýuartet this wistful, mysterious moment 
is soon for- 
gotten in the following bars, and passes into the perky closing 
theme. 
ii the tonic as melodic apex 
There are six tlnemes where the tonic is used as a melodic 
, apex 
degree; 6nly in two instances is it used as the main apex 
of a thematic statement. The six examples may be grouped in 
pairs according to the type of usage evident; these are exx. 
11 and 25; exx.! ± and 12; exx. 8 and 26.2 
The present com: nents concerning exx. 2b and 6b may be correlatecl 
with earlier remarks made in relatio7to th7es-e themes (as 
exx. ý and 8 of the -main 
Group (a) Thematic Index); See Pp. 
159 0 above., 
2 The numbering here refers to the main Group (a) Thematic 
Index in the Supplementary Volume, PF. 28-31. 
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Exarnples 11 and ý12 are song-form themes, and both from 
early works. Ex. 25 uses the tonic as the -_,, elodic apex of the 
1b, section of tire theme in each statement; in ex. 11 which is 
a little more ambitious formally, the tonic occurs in the final 
phrase, as the melodic apex of the whole theme. 
. J. he usaý, e 
in exx. 4 and 12 concerns the cadential treatment. 
Ex. 12 is the earlier work (composed in 1797, only some two years 
after ex. 11). Bars 9-13 comprise cadential material, following 
an 8-bar (Lý+4) thematic statement; the step-wise movement in 
t'he Piano at this point has been indicated; melodically, the 
Violin sustains the tonic (the crescendo and reiteratiorý of the 
tonic increase the emphasis upon it), creating an apex when the 
melodic line falls to the cadence. This is clearly not an emph- 
atic use of the tonic melodicaiiy, but is interesting tonally, 
as sustainirig the tonic over cadential subdominant harmonic 
emphasis. The tonic occurs as an apex in a similar context in 
ex. )+. The thematic treatment here is more complex, but again 
bars 26-34 are essentially cadential; they consist of two state- 
ments of a fully-fledged 'cadence-theme'. The tonic is the in- 
itial and main apex of this theme. 
Examples 8 and 26 concern the first and final movements 
respectively of the Piano Trio, OP-70/1. Ex. j shares with ex. 
1+ tne falling thirds following the main apex 6n the tonic; this 
occurs at bar 14 (in the Piano) in ex. 8. 'Ex. 26 uses the tonic 
a number of times, each time as a main cqpex. The climax in the 
tonic in the opening two periods is clear; (despite the dynamic 
contrast, the tonic constitutes the melodic apex). As the theme 
progresses, it again returns to the tonic via rising chromaticism, 
and the tonic is the cadential apex -a second main apex (at bars 
17 and 27); the opening of the movement is also repeated follow- 
ing this, completing the ABBA structure of this thematic paragraph. 
It is of interest to note that the last four examples of 
these six all use the tonic as a melodic apex in close connection 
with subdo. minant harmonic emphasis. 
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GROUP (b) THEý,, IATIC F ýLTUT, ', S IN D 
Lhere are eleven iterns in, Group (b), drawn from ten works. 
The wide-ranging tonal contexts in which the Group (b) themes 
occur was referred to in so,,, ae detail above. 
' The present exam- 
in2tion is not primarily concerned with these larger-scale rel- 
ationships but investigates the tonal-thematic features evident 
in the the-es as thenes in the tonality of D in contexts where D 
is not the basic key. '-L'here is so-ite diversity of usr, [,, e within 
Group (b) which does seeý-., i to relate to thýe larger-scale relation- 
ships; winere a Group (b) theme stands in a rer-note tonal context 
there is - strong tendency for th2t the_, iie to evince features 
particularly characteristic of the Group (a) tonal context (that 
of D as the basic tonEýlity). however, where suciý. a Group (b) 
theme is in question, its tonal context is subordinate to the 
particular tonality winich is functioning in the Ibnsic' cEipacity, 
and thus for the purposes of the present correlation must be 
included in the Uýroup (b) context. That there are direct links 
with the basic D- cortext tonal-thematic features where Group 
(b) themes occur in remote relationsiAps further sug-7 , ests 
that 
t'ie present investigations are preli-ýAnEýry to e full understanding 
of the nature of tonal functicning, but it also reiný'orces the 
conce--, A of certý-, in tonal references as inherent to a specific 
t7nality. For as with C and G, the tonal-thematic features evi- 
dent in the Group (b) D themes do not constitute the cinergence 
of distinctive new traits, but rather reflect a change in emph- 
asis within the tonal complex already discerned os characterising 
Group (a). Such a change of emphasis yields the subdominant as 
a notable harmonic inflection in the Group (b) themes, where it 
is not as emphatic a component in the Group (a) themes; also, the 
niediant emerges as a notable -melodic apex degree in Group (b). 
Features characteristic of Group (a) but not to a significant 
extent of Group (b) are the thematic fall of a third D-B, sub- 
mediant har,, ionic and degree-inflection and sequential use of 
the supertonic. Ther--ý is however one category of usage which 
rem-ins constant; the Group (b) themes also exhibit a strong 
tendency to step-wise movement. That it is common to the en- 
tire Igamut' of D themes suggests that step-wise movement in 
the thematic structure is inherent to the D tonal-thematic com- 
plex, irrespective of formal context. 
PP. 151-2.212 
"'he Group (b) tonal-thenatic analysis comprises three main 
categories; step-wise movement as a thematic feature, harmonic 
inflection of the subdominent, and melodic apex treatment. 
I STEP-4ISF, MCVF, -ýT, -', 
jT IN THF D (GROUP (b)) THEI'ý: ES 
As with Group (a) step-wise movement is evident in various 
types of usage in the Group (b) themes. These types are again 
examined in categories with the result that7 once more, so: -ne over- 
lap between categories is inevitable. lic,,,, ever, that such overlap 
is of a particular kind in relation to Group (b), differing from 
Group (a), will emerge in the examination. The same category- 
divisions are adopted as the basis of the Group (b) considerations, 
but the category-sequence differs. 
i step-wise movement used in symmetrical structure 
There is the same veriety in this type of usage in the Group 
(b) themes as characterises Group (a). The present inster,, ces arc-, 
given chronologically as exx. 1-5 of the Group (b) Thematic Index, 
Examples 2 and Lý are instances where the antecedent phrase 
is structured by symmetrical step-wise movement. While the open- 
ing four bars of ex. 2 retrace the initial step-wise fall7 note 
for note, returning to the high mediant, two succeeding phrases 
also use this shape as the basis of the melodic lineý inter- 
rupted, for cadential purposes. Joseph Kerman -refers to this 
2 theme as "not a tune at all, 'cut an abstract construction". 
While it is not of the order of ex. 1, the quartet theme ex. 2 
is structured by tori@lly-related factors in the use of step- 
wise movement in a symmetrical thematic shape. (The mediant 
ppex is also notable in this context. 
) Whatever the merit of 
the theme as a melody, to take it in isolation is to overlook 
features characteristic of D tonal-thematic structure; that 
1 Supplementary Volume, P. S3. 
2 cp. cit., P. 62. 
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they are consistently in evidence in what ! ýerman ter. -is an 
, ests 
how integral to the tonality "abstract construction" sug, -, 
L'oD, in terf--s of the thematic structure, these elements are. 
Ex. 4, from the 'Ninth Symphony, is constructed entirely of step- 
wise movement. The symmetrical structure of the antecedent 
yields a characteristic thematic shape in D, consisting of a 
rise frcm the tonic to the dominant and returning to the tonic. 
However, it is interesting to note that the emphasised degree 
is not the domina nt degree but the earlier mediant. The return 
to the tonic initiates the second phrase, which is a repeat of 
the first. (The eventual cadence is achieved by a step-wise 
rise to tne hig*her tonic. ) 
Examples 1, ý and 5, use sýmmetrical structure on the 
'cellular' level. This type of usage characterises the later 
Group (a) themes. Exx. I, Q, and_5 however, are from an early, 
a rriiýdle-period and a late work, respectively. (These are the 
Piano Sonata, Op. 2/2, the Archduke Trio7 OP-97 and the Ninth 
Symphony, Op. 125. ) While the 'symmetry, apparent in ex. 1 is 
indeed only cellular and only once-stated7 bars 2-4 of the 
melody do seem to prefigure a particular thematic cell which 
Bcethoven uses so notably in the late music, 
1 
Exa--iple ý demonstrates the kind of combination of types 
of step-wise movement which seems to characterise the Group (b) 
themes. It is also comparable with ex. 1 in this respect. Step- 
wise -lovement underlies the entire structure; while the theme is 
in part symmetrically structured, step-wise movement is the 
vehicle of the whole. In ex., ý these levels of functioning are 
beautifully interwoven. It is given here (without the repeated 
statements) to illustrate the structure: 
Reference may be made to tne correl@-ýion of themes given 
between P. 200 and P. 201 above. 
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The main outline of the melody (marked -) is a step-wise 
rise from the mediant, to the high subdominant, returning direct- 
ly (and step-wise) to the lower mediant. '. "he brackets indicate 
the symmetrically-structured thematic cells (using step-wise 
movement) within this framework. 'There is remarkable similarity 
between this theme and. th, ose with which it is correlated above, 
but also between this tneme and the present ex. l. Fx.. a is clearly 
more developed, but com: -= factors are the opening on the mediant 
degree, a symmetrical thematic cell, a focussing on the dominant 
centrally in the thematic structure, and an extensive rise, step- 
wise, leading to the climax in each theme. 
dithout seeking to exaggerate the various levels of sym- 
metry and thematic balance functioning in ex.. j, it is interesting 
to note the counterbalancing emphasis on the dominant at bars 
1)+-15; counterbalancing the swift descent from the climax and 
also complementing and counterbalancing the earlier dominant 
emphasis (bars 5-8). The importance of the dominant in D themes 
has emerged in earlier considerations; its r6le in this theme is 
that of particular emphasis, tonally and melodically; it is some- 
thing of a 'plateau', in both respects, within the larger-scale 
melodic shape. 
Before leaving tnis -melody, one further comparison with the 
late music may be made. This relates to the Done nobis Pacem 
of the Missa Solemnis. The approach to the climax there is rem- 
arkalcly similar to the progress of the Archduke Trio theme. 'dhile 
the melodic treatment is more complex in the Missa Solemnis, 
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imoving between the four voices, the overpll structure consists 
of P step-wise rise, culminating in the soprano line and the 
climax at the pessege for unaccompanied voices. The subsequent 
descent and beautiful cadential treatment are also strongly 
reminiscent of the Archduke Trio theme. The similarities seem 
to have passed unnoticed. The later stages in both 'thematic 
paragraphs, (the main melodic trezatment) are given here: 
In terms of less tangible com - parison, 
the mood of these 
two contexts is certainly similar; several writers have referred 
to the "sublimity" of the Archduke Trio themeq and both contexts 
evince something of the "warmth and richness" spoken of in 
relation to the tonality of D in Beethoven's music. 
1 Riezler 
considers týiat the Dona, nobis Pacem of the Missa Solemnis is the 
"least approachable" and "the most enigmatic" part of that work. 
2 
This term is used by Philip Radcliffe in his book "Beethoven's 
String Quartets" (London, 1965); P-117 - 
op. cit. 1 P. 195. 
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Its brsic structure tle'-'ý1tic, -, 11Y is ý',, owever characteristic 
in eD context. --L-, -, e the., a -, tic treat-. ýient is modified in t, -ie 
inter--s-15s of the continuity and flow o-17 the music, but fund- 
,,,., _-qental1y, perticuler 
features relating to the tonality of D 
are eviýer, t. 
'Exe--, ple 5 is also built u,,, on a thematic cell, involving 
symTýetrical structure, but t'L-! iS is extended, step-wise, linking 
dir, ctly into tne secuentiLýl thematic cell. (It is inter. ýsting 
to note tae early prominence of the mediant degree in all five 
ofe tne tre-, es, exx. 1-5). 
L 'N-ýe cons id era tion of symmýetrical structure in the Group (b) 
the-mes 
_? 1ýDs encompessed other pspects of step-wise movement in 
the the. nes, and ', ies included comparison with other tj', emes in 
various respects. All these factors reflect tonally-related 
tendencies and de-, ionstrate how integral to the thematic struc- 
ture of the Group (b) themes step-wise movement is, as it can- 
not pplways be meaningfully separated out into Itypest. 
ii step-wise movement ascending 
Ascendir-. g step-wise movement of some kind occurs notably 
in exx.. 1,3 and 6. Bars 14-1, of ex. 1 comprise a beautiful and 
extended step-wise rise to the climax on the mediant. This 
theme is the earliest slow rgovement in D of the PUI-lis'-ned works; 
the re, ý,, arkable ways in which it apparently prefigures very , -. Yluch 
leter D themes have emerged in the preceding category. The 
melodic stLructure underlying ex.. a is basically that of an ext- 
ended step-wise ri. se, es discussed above. 
1 EX. 6 exhibits sim- 
ilar tendencies but on a smaller scale. 'L'he first part of the 
step-wise rise is expanded by ornamentation; the "Upper apoggip- 
turas" are very beautiful and also hark back to the Archduke Trio 
theme, with wnich the present theme h, ýs already been correlated. 
Ex. 6 is also basicel-L'y symmetrically structured, although the 
apex is tdisplacedi; the swift, step-wise descent following the 
climex is plso similer to the treatment in ex.. a. 
1 P. 214-5. 
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iii step-wise movement descending 
a fro. the do., -iinent (without a preceding rise) 
In the Grouý (a) t; -iemes tnere is a considerable numoer of 
instances where t, -iis structure is apparent, but in Group (b) the 
do. minent is not prominent as a melodic apex. There are two in- 
stances of an emphatic step-wise descent from the dorginant; 
these occur in exx.. Z and 2. Ex.. Z is comparable with the four 
Grow (a) themes correlated aý_ove with respect to the opening 
treat-. -. ent. 
1 The melody opens on the dominant, and there ensues 
an expanded step-wise descent to the tonic. Tine treatment j-. ere 
may be noted in relation to the establishing of D as the tonality 
foilowing the first movement in A; there is submediant harmonic 
inflection, followed by tne subdominant (the D-b-G complex) end 
melodically, rising fourths shape the theme following the open- 
ing descent (bars 5-6). In ex.. 2, there is a step-wise fall from 
the dominant at bý-rs 7-9. iilthougn this is irwmediately preceded 
by a step-wise rise, the context of the entire thematic shape is 
basically that of an extended step-wise descent. The rise in 
Violin I effects nn octqve-transposition of this descent; the 
result is the high dominant apex. In view of the importance of 
the dominant as a mqin melodic apex in the D themes, particularly 
in Group (a), it is inter---; sting to observe that -Ceethoven struc- 
tures the melodic line in such a way as to focus emphatically 
on the dominant degree. This D theme also occurs as a remote 
relationship in the context of the Heiliger Dankgesong; the Group 
(a) tonal-the,, -, iatic characteristics are apparently particularly 
accessible in this context. 
Two less emphatic instances occur in exx. 1 and 'The role 
of the dominant tonally and . -,,, elodically 
in these two the'nes was 
referred to above. 
2 The descent from the dominant in ex. 1 is 
p C-, romatic link to the reprise of the opening. L-, ex.. J, the 
same function is fulfilled at the first occurrence (bar 8) but 
prior to the cadence of the thematic statementý there is pro- 
longed einphasis of the dominant, only subsequently falling cadent- 
ially. 
I'he four themes are correlated between P-197 and P. 198 
above. 
2 See P. 215. 
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b from a degree otner than the dominant 
Investigation of the 3roup (b) themes has airendy indicated 
that ste----wise move-rent is used in particular wa, ýs in these 7en- 
erally sl_-ýwer D themes; a not, -, -)Lle 
thematic shape is the extended 
rise coupled with various types of melodic expansion (in which 
stec-wise -n-ve-, ient is to the fore) wit. iin it. Such enlargeme, 11t 
of a ste--wise Progression is also used in --n. elodic descent in 
the Group (b) themes. These somewhat concealed thematic struc- 
tures &erecterisse týe tiree D themes from the late Quprtets. 
T, -. ere are also -nore straightforward instances of descending step- 
wise movement; t.,, e most notable in the present connection also 
occurs in a String Quartet, as tine opening of the Second -movement 
of the f ýuartet, Op. 95 (ex. 1). Tonally however ex. &- is not 
a completely straigintforward incidence of this &-, cracteristic D 
feature; it , ust be viewed in relatior. to the preceding 
(f) move- 
ment (but that it occurs as the first thematic shape in the here 
remote tonal context of D is notable). 
Joseph 
. 
1ýer'nan seeks to explain the relationship between the 
first two move-nents of Op. 95 in terms of semitonal rel, ýtionships 
evident in the first. 
1 
Indeed, the. Dý second group material of 
thpt movement is interrupted loý its Neapolitan, the enhar-monic 
equivalent of D. iiowever, it is not to this that Joseph Lýer. man 
primerily alludes. le regards tne key of tj--. e second group as Dý 
"in place of c(v)", referring to Dý as an "enhanced do-, linantil. 
Frorn this he then deduces an "enhancement of the enhancement" as 
giving rise to the key of the slow moveme-ýt. While detailed con- 
sideration of this relationship is beyond the present scone of 
investigation, a fundamental mistake which ýerman makes in his 
assessment must be rectified. In deriving the key of D from 
the Dý of the second group of the first movement he considers 
that Dý stands "in place of 11 the minor dominant. Although he 
does not particularise his terms of reference, the context seems 
to imply that . 6eethoven replaced 
the dominant minor witn the key 
of (ý)VI in this inst,, nce, where the dominant minor was the most 
likely key to occur at this juncture . But whatever Ker, -aan's 
terms of reference, his statement does not takc account of Beet- 
hovents own procedure in niinor key movements. The present thesis 
is that tonal procedure in Beethoven's compositional process is 
related to key-location. Thus7 the flDý relationship in the first 
movement of OP-95 springs from a particular tonal tendency to Dý 
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fr: ----ý f, which is evi, -ent in various fr, -ýrnnal contexts, and not 
frr)m -, 'Isemitonal en'liancement" of the dominant. Comparison 
off the treatment in minor mode novementsi even in terms of 
degree-reletions'nips irrespective of tonal categ 
., ory 
does not 
yield the do, -ainant minor as necessarily the most likely second 
grouT-, key in Eeet-noven's music. When the move, ýients are correl- 
ated tonally, particular tendencies emerge as characterising 
s! ý. eCif'-C tonalities. Generalisation in terms of degree-relation- 
ships does not accurately represent these differences, and con- 
sistency relating to tonal location is not apparent. As the 
analysis necessary to verify this assessmet, t further enlarges 
the scope of discussion, the relevant material is collated and 
exa, mined as Appendix II. 
-iihatever tl-ie 'derivation, of t-,, e key of D in relation to 
ex. 8, the step-wise movement is a characteristic tonal-the. -natic 
feature in aD context. The particular descent involved here 
begins with a diatonic step-wise fall from D to A, a progression 
previously noted as recurre,, ýt in the bass-structure in the context 
of the opening treatment in D. In ex. 8 the descent extends 
furtý, Ier, apparently outlining a diatonic scale 
(although follow- 
ing th. e key of f it sounds extremely mysterious and rellote) but 
recoils from F# onto the dominant (of D). The thematic paragraph 
also contains other characteristic D tonal features as will emerge 
in subseauent considerations. 
Examples 2 and 10 pre further instances of D occurring as 
a re:, iote `-, ey relative to the overall tonal context. Ex.. 2 is 
integral to the Heiliger Dankgesang movement in the String Quartet C. ý 
OP-132 (in a The choice of D as ti-, e key of the Andantesections 
of the -movement 
is of interest; the Hei2iger Dankgesang is basic- 
plly in F Lydian, but that a characteristic 
tonal tendency offsets 
the modality in the choice of D is supported by notable use of 
t'his relationship (FID) in other contexts, of which the present 
Various instances from both the Uroup (a) nnd Group (b) 
themes are correlated below I following the Group (b) tonal- theimatic analysis. (P. 229 et seq. ) 
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ex. 11, from the Seventh Symphonyq is one. 
1 
"'he underlying structure of the Andante is that of a 
step-wise descent. Thus it is built upon a prcgressively 
descending bass-line w1nich again proceeds as far as Ff in 
its diatonic fail (there is octave transposition at this point 
in the 'Cello line). Violin II Is'nadows' this descent -at the 
t', Ard, disguis, 
_ng 
the rAatioriship somewhat with its orna-ent- 
ation and rhythmic treatment. Violin I takes over the melody 
from the dominant degree and carries it to the higher dominant, 
again rnovi,. g step-wise. (Yote the dominant enhancement on the 
sub. ---iediant following this). 
Exa:. ýple 1C is the opening of the D second movement of the 
1, 'uartet in Cfj OP-131. It is interesting to note the submediant 
degree-inflection in this theme. Such submediant inflecti. -on 
chpracterises the key of D when used in its basic capacity. how- 
ever, while a notable Group (a) feature is apparent, there are 
particular C-1roup (b) characteristics shaping the thematic para- 
graph. 12he medinnt is an emph@sised degree melodically, and it 
is from the mediant that the extended step-wise descent stems. 
The mediant is the main apex of the paragraph; t'he climax at 
bar 17 initiates a gradual fail step-wise to the tonic, followed 
by a tonic-submediant fall of a third, and a step-wise fall onto 
the cadential dominant. The fall D-B and the sub. -, jediant enhance- 
ment are particular D tonal characteristics, as has emerged above. 
An instance occurs in the Piano Sonata 0p. 10/2 W where 
t'ne (motivic) Recapitulatior begins tonaily in D in this 
F work. (D is also p focal point tonaily in the finale- 
development). Other instances where D occurs in direct 
juxtaposition with F include the finale of the LSýring 
, ýuartet Cp. 18/1 (following the emphatic move onto the 
ho. nie dominant, bars 173-186 the Recapitulation is antic- 
ipated, but the characteristically engineered cnromatic 
modulation occurs, and the key of D is estatlished) and the Trio for Piano, Clarinet and 'Cello, Op. 11. In the 
first rqoveý, ient, there is an e. -.,, ipýiatic move onto the do-n- 
inant, culminating in a ff cnord of F (at bers 37-8). But 
instead of the second group material occuri-ing immediately 
in the key of F, a further 8 bars interpose, givi,. g rise 
to a startlLng F/D tonal juxtaposition. 
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Step-wise -moverient 
is apparent in the Group (b) context 
as a basic structurei element in the shaping of the themes. 
T-ie disguising' of this underilying structure is appropriate 
to tile netU-Le of these generaily more broadly-based, riore 
lyrical slower the--ies. Although melodic expansion obscures 
t'_--le e:, tent of the step-wise framework in the tiae:, Ies, this 
feature re-mains as basic to the thematic structure and thus 
emerges as a constant tonal-theaqatic characteristic relating 
to D in both Group (a) and (b) contexts. 
Ej OF S'L.. nD0 dl\, Aý"T 117, D (GROUP 
(b)) THIELAES 
This tende-ýcy emerges as cnaracteristic of the Group (b) 
t. --emes to a notable extent. The subdominant is in evidence as 
a har7cnic nuance in Group (a) (as in the opening of the Piano 
Soneta, Op. 23) and emerges as an important subordinate apex 
melodically in the later thernes, but in the context of the Group 
(b) the. -Ties her. -. -onic emphasis of the subdo-minant occurs more fre- 
quently as a notable inflection(that is, with Cý emphasis). There 
are other instances where the subdominant is an important focus 
both melodically and harr. rionically (such as the climax ol' the 
Archduke Trio theme, ex.. a) but apparently integral to the expres- 
sion of trýe D tonality in ttese thematic statements is harm. onic 
inflection of the subdo_, ý,, inant. 'This inflecti-on may be defined 
as integral in that it occurs where the tonality is bey,, -ýnd ques- 
tion; thus the e. iiphasis is in the nature of an enhance: nent of 
the tonality; there is no sense of tonal deviation frc-mý D. "L'he 
instances of this usage are regrouped as exx. liv-t'-)iv. 
1 
The subdo-minant is in evidence in a number of ways in ex. 
liv. 17 
. arly 
in the thematic statement it stands in apposýtion to 
the tonic (as tne opening of bar 2 in the bass), a tendency noted 
in the Grcup (a) themes; at this point in the second phrase (which 
Supplementarý Volume, P. TZ5? jA--5. (The relevant extrac's are 
given with harmony7 cross-referenced with the main Group (b) 
Thematic Index). 
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opens identice -1-y with phrcse 1) tne suLdo-miriant emerges as the 
cli-nax melodice. Liyj with subdo-, ninant narmony. `L'he subdominant 
infiecti-on occurs dur4--ig the impressive step-wise rise to the 
nelodic climax of the entire thematic paragraph (note the empha- 
tic treet-ment of the subdo-, ninant; tne har-n-lonic structure is 
fiiie(f out for t-'Iis bar, a, -. d tnere is an added inner part with 
sn sf subdorinant on beat3). The inflection in ex. 2iv is less 
emphatic, an enhance, -. aent of the well-established D tonality in 
t--, is simple variation theme. Ex. 4iv may be inciuded here, as 
Variation 1 of the 0p. LJ15 theme (ex. 2iv) uses the subdominant 
minor infiecti-n, rather unexpectedly, and simiýariy with the 
Op. 95 I-luartet the: me. In the letter however, the minor inflection 
-nay well be lirL, ý: ed to the preceding movement; prior to this it 
is in-ýeresting to note the early Cý emphasis in t_'iis opening, 
confir. ning the D tonslity and establishing the preceding inflec- 
tior. in the 'Cello as a dominant inflection. 
1 In view of the 
re. -noteness of D in this context, it is interestit-g that bars 
11-12 constitute a direct parallel with earlier D themes both 
in terms of the submediant enhancement of the dominant and of 
harmonic treatment. 2 
Exampie 
. 
qiv was referred to above in connection with its 
opening structure7 and the D-b-G co.,.,. plex apparent. The last 
step in tnis pro., -^ression 
uses subdominant harmonic inflectiofý 
and, significantly, the opening sequential treatment- changes 
on aciieving tne subdominant wiich is in effect a pivot both 
ton@-. 
-ly and nne-Lodicaily. 
The harmonic inflection of the subdo-minant is similar in 
P, xx. 5iv and 6iv. In both the tonality is established. Týspecially 
is t., is so in ex-5ivý following the cnaracteristic 'introduction, 
preceding tnis pEssage in the opening of the climactic Quartet 
from "Fidelioll. An extended rising bass-progression is the 
ýlt. -ioug, -, a seemingly paradoxical sýatement (that Cý eý: -, phasis 
confirms the tý-nality of D) the present discussion indicates 
that such an inflection is indeed inherent to the expression 
of :) tonelity in these themes. 
Cf. P. 209 above. 
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mainstay o'7 resourceful tonal treatrent, end cuLilinates in tiýe 
ýresert pes-, c-e. ks this is the definitive stste.,. ent of the 
to na lit ,, of 
D, it is tne more notaikýle that a subdo-, -linant her_, ni- 
onic infLecticn appears so early on the scene; t,. is furt, -. er 
suggests that such treet--nent is inherent to the definition of 
D toriqlity in particul,!: ýr ways. The treatment in ex. 6iv, , l- 
t'nough in less tortuous tonal surroundings, uses essentially 
the saie bess-st2ýucture. 
e exaýiple from "Fidelio" (ex. 5iv) is one which falls 
between the present Grcup (a) and (b) categories and it in 
fact includes tonal-thematic features characteristic of both 
contexts. Some notable tonal features in the Quartet -, q&y be 
indicated here. It opens witn a forceful supertonic sequence; 
the basic melodic cell is a rising fourth; the subdoýainant 
e-merges as a cert-ral key; 
2 the G/Eý juxtaposition at Leonorals 
declaration of ner identity is characteristic, as is the Bý 
interrupt-'on at the trumpet-call; finally the expansi, -)n of the 
supertonic sejuence in the equivalent of the Coda is notable, 
as is the melodic climax on the dominant in this final section. 
Her---onic inflection of the subdominant, while a notable 
nuance in 'Lhe Group (b) themes, is not as emphatic a tonal- 
thematic characteristic as is the case in G usage. However, 
an unobtrusive enhancing of the tonality of D by this means 
seems to be particularly characteristic of the Group (b) themes. 
T, 
,, 'ote also the falling bass-structure in the second pert of 
this trio-section. This extends from D to Ft , as with the Op. 95 and Op. 1--2 exa., -. qples. 
2 ihi-, e the suhdo, iiinant is not notably in evidence in the 
Group (a) D themes, it does emerge as a key of importance 
on the larger-scale structural levels in D movements; the 
'"Fidelio" Quartet treatment is then representative of 
characteristic D treatment in this respect. '. -L'he particu-Ior 
the-aatic emphasis of the subdominent evident in the open- 
ing treat-ment was pointed out above. 
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III ,,, -jODIC ý, 
Pýý'X ID (GH"UP (b)) lliý--DS 
ý'he preferred -,, ielodic aý)ex deo-recs in the Group (b) themes L- CD 
are the dominýint, t-qe suicr-nedient and tne mediant. As with the 
Group (a) therres, thle dc. -,, iinant is frequently an apex-de-rec-,., in 0 
Group (b) alth, --ugh 
it is not used as emphatically as is the case 
in Group (a). The submediant is ,, Iso apparent both as a imlodic 
at, ex and as e 'dominant enhance,,,, ient, - the two rk0les identified 
in the Group (a) themes. 'ditýi the mediant however a nei,., melodic 
emphasis emerges in the present themes. The subdominant is in 
evidence as p melodic apex but does not constitute a note'Lle 
apex-degreo in the themes. Apex usage in the Group (b) thernes 
is th-n si. -, iil, -, r to that charecterising Group (a) but with the 
addition of mediant emph2sis; the do, ninant, submediant and med- 
iant are examined with respect to their role as qpex-degrees 
in the Group (b) the,,, ies in categories i- iii below. 
i the dominant as melodic apex 
': 1hfle syrq., metrical ste-p-wise structure shapes the Group (b) 
the-, ies it is not as extensively a,,,., pnrei-at as is the cnsýo in Group 
(a). '-Phe dominant is once -nore týie focus of such structure, but 
not exclusively so in Group (b). It is not an emphotic apex 
generall-ly in the themes but that it is frequently in evidence 
marks t, -iis as a cr. arecteristic tonal-thematic feature in D. 2h e 
themes in which the dominant occurs as a melodic apex in so-me 
capacity are exx. l, )+, 5,7, -6,9 
and 11 
In ex. 1 the do--ainant forms -,, ? plateau, melodic, -311y in the 
t-, ird of the four )+-bar phrases (bars 8-12 .1 Here however it 
is part of a modulation into the key of the do-rainant in the 
A 
course of the melody; thus its r0 le as a home dominEnt @pex is 
qualified. '-'he doininant is the litarel apex in ex. 4 but the 
musical emphasis is on the preceding mediant. 'I'he mediant is 
also an e-, phasised degree throughout ex-ý but in t, ', iis theme the 
dominent is the main melodic apex in its own right, both witicin 
'. Lhe sirmilarity of ex. 1 witiýý ex.. a in tnis and other res-rects 
has been indiccted above. (See P. 214-5 and P. 218 above. ) 
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the symmetric, -iily-structured 2-ber cell and in the larCer context 
of the complete melodic ststemerit. '_11x. j opens with a melodic 
apex on t, -e dcminant whicý, is the main apex of the first )4-bar 
mn re se. The dominent emerges as ar. apex in the 1ý-ist phrese. of 
the t`iematic peragra-ch in ex. 8. Its melodic roAle here is some- 
wret obscured by the broken intervals structuring three of the 
four parts; but the dominant is the melodic apex and a step-wise 
fell melodically ensues eLove cq step-wise rise (with cý, ro-r. mticism) 
in t--. e bass. The sutsequent cadential phrases confira the im- 
portpnce of the dominant -rnelodic2lly in their restatement of bars 
17-22 in a modified (but essentially a simplified) form. 
"n e dominant is more emphatically used in ex. 2 than in any 
oth, r of the Group (b) themes; as already discussed, the trans- 
i2osition of the felling step-wise progression into the higher 
ren., re in Violin I creates an impressive dominant apex. 
. 4ith ex. 11 the dominant occurs 6s a main apex iri a character- 
istic D trio-theme. (11, 'Jote the sequential treatment on tile super- 
tonic. This theme is similar to those froin the same context in 
the Second Symphony and the j', Tinth Symphony; the same thematic 
elements underlie the treatment). 
ii the submediant as melodic apex 
, -'he submediant is not emphatically used as a melodic apex 
in the themes, but is ý-nce more in evidence as a dominant enhnnce- 
ment in vEirious contexts. It does constitute a main melodic apex 
in two of the themes; these are exx. 1 and In both, the harm- 
ony is subdominent, F tendency noted in the Group (, -, )) use of sub- 
mediant a, ices. The submediant is an important ,. qelodic focus in 
ex. 1, constituting the main apex of the first eight bars and, with 
the increased harmonic (and dynamic) emphasis at bar 16, also acts 
as an interim apex (note its duration), a springboard for the main 
climax of the entire melody. 
In ex. 7 the sub. mediant in fact eclipses the opening dominant 
and is clearly the climax of the melody in both Vio'Lin and Piano 
statements. (Note the dynamic treatnient and its focussinc on the 
sub. media nt). 
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The use of the submediý, nt es .9 donain,, nt enhancement is not 
obtrusive in týe týie. -aes but as with Group (a) is sufficiently in 
evidence to indicnlte a perticulpr Ifingerprint' in the tt7. eMitic 
s--n-)e in D. it occurs in exx. ý, 8 and -9. 
T'ret the cpd---ntiel 'plateeu, on the dominant in ex.. a co-m- 
plements t,, -e earlier thematic structure wes sug. -ested above. 
in the cadentiFl treatnaent the submedient is used as noi,., ever 
an enhance ent of this dominant, and indirectly as a cadential 
a-ex, 'precipitating' the final fall from the do, ninant. Although 
the submediant is only a semiquaver in duration its effect is 
-4 . ýCýr indeed e-1ha ýg 
8 wheý7e the submediont acts as here ýýre two peints in ex. 
-nent the minor dominant eý--. hancerpcnt- ý-, -rly in the melodic treat, 
submedient p-rhaps qualifies rpt*, -a, -, r than enhances the dominant 
melodically: but in the ensuing bars it is naturalised and the 
cade, ntiel figure previ. -)usly alluded to and apparent elsewhere in 
the D themes occurs. 
2 
The submediazzat prefaces the final dominant of the melody in 
ex. 9. A -nodul,,: tion into the dominant appears to be occurring at 
t'l, lis point 'cut it is elliptically (and characteristicqlly at 
this ti-le in Beethoven's co---iposing life) redirected into the tonic. 
That the subt-, iediant is the melodic focus of this treatment is in- 
teresting when. viewed in the light of the tendency to particular 
thematic emphesis of the submediant in relation to an ensuing 
dominant w ich is in evidence in D usage througnout : beethovenis 
oeuvre. 
Reference may be made here to the use of. the submediant in 
ex. 10, the openi. rig of the second movement of the String Quartet I: j 
OD-131. The submediant degree is in effect a pivot melodically, 
tne e,, -iphasis being on the submediant and then on the dominant 
(in dominant el-haý-, cement usage), these two emphases alternating 
throughcut bars 1-17. The submedi@nt re-emerges as a focal point 
melodic, -11y at bars 23-4 where the rise E-B breaks the preceding 
sequence of rising sixths and also breaks the step-wise fall mel- 
odicz, lly (significantly creating the fall D-B). 
1 P. 215 
2 See Pp. 209 and 223. 
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iii the mediant as fnelodic apex 
The -nediant is a main apex degree in six of the eleven 
themes comprising Group (b). -, However, it is also evident as 
a notaýle melodic emphasis in a different capacity; four of 
the themes open on the mediant d, -; gree and a further two themes 
focus on the mediant after an opening I curtain' . Those themes 
opening on the mediant degree are exx,, . 
1,3,5 and 6; exx. 2 and 
.2 
focus on the mediant early in the thematic stateaient (as a -nel- 
odic apex in each case). Exx. 1,3,5 and 6 occur in a variety 
of basic tonal contexts A, Bý, d and Býrespectively. This variety 
suggests a thematic tendency relating to the tonality of D in 
a Group (b) context rather than reflects a direct tonal linking 
with preceding materia17 in view of the varied relationships 
functioning. 
The mediant emerges as a melodic apex in the course of the 
thematic state_ý,,, ent in exx. 1,2jý, 8,9 and 10. Ex.!; L focuses on 
the mediant melodically (and musically) despite the ensuing 
higher subdominant and dominant. In the re, naining exa,, n. plEs the 
role of the mediant as a main apex is clear. It constitutes 
the climex of the entire melody in ex. 1, crowning the extended 
step-wise rise, and further emphasised dynamically. Ex. 21 while 
more facile as a theme (it is the vehicle of a different formal 
structure from that characterising the Piano Sonata movement ex. 1) 
is nonetheless notable in its emphasis of the mediant melodically. 
In ex-8 the mediant is the main apex of a 4-bar phrase within 
the thematic paragraph (bars 13-16). t although this is a less em- 
phatic use of the med-Jant which is here an ornamentation of the 
supertonic, an "upper auxiliary" over dominant har. -, Qony. 
Example 9 is structured by a falling step-wise progression, 
as has been discussed above. 1", Telodically this fall begins on the 
mediEnt wirich is the main apex of the first four bars. 
Perhaps the most rimarkable characteristic of ex. l(D is its 
continuity; the melodic overlap between phrases contributes to 
this flow, as does the basically cellular, structure. 
1 
1 See above P. 194 and Footnote 1 there. 
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The mediant is a recurrent apex in tne thematic Paragraph and 
also the main apex in the thenatic statement, initiating the 
step-wise descent structuring the consequent treatment (bars 
17-2j). 
The Group (b) D themes co'tiorise themes drawn from a wide 
variety of contexts, formal and tonal. 2here is however a 
unity witk-, the Group (a) compilation with respect to the tonal- 
thematic features apparent which suggests that when D occurs in 
a re, note tonal context, it evinces tendencies p, -)rticularly char- 
acteristic of the tonality when used in 2 basic capacity (that 
is, as the basic tonic). ývlhile t? iere was not found to be a 
co. -pletely new tonal-the. m. -tic complex in the Group (b) context 
in eit'-Ier C or G, there is less difference in degree in the D 
. e. ýiies than characterises 
C or G. I uroup (b) th 'here is a -more 
pronounced emphasis of the subdo. -ninant her-. -ionically in the Group 
(b) D themes, and the -, iediant emerges as a particular melodic 
emphasis. 3, ut generally in the themes Group (a) tonal-thematic 
features persist, notably in relation to the use of step-wise 
iioveme nt "'elodic apex treatment is similar, with the addition 
of the mediant as a notable apex-degree. While other features 
which were correlated and examined in Group (a) are not treated 
in reletion to Group (b) (the thematic fail of a third, D-B; the 
role of the supertotiic,, subm., edi2nt emphasis) there are instances 
of all these features in the Group (b) context. 
The evidence tnus suggests that while the Group (b) D themes 
occur in more wiý_ýe-ranging tonal relationships than characterise 
the Group (b) context in C, G or Eý, there is notable consistency 
in the thematic treatment in both the Group (a) and (b) D contexts, 
a rjd that tI,. e tonality of D has an inherent tonal-thematic complex 
wý, ich, despite (and perhiaps because of) its occurrence in wide- 
ranging tonal contexts, is unified and less amenable to different- 
iation according to formal context then is the case in other tonal- 
ities. Perhaps the most notable feature in the D themes (both 
Group (a) and Group (b)) is the use of step-wise movement as the 
structural venicle; it is also the most consistently apparent 
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of the tone 1-theme tic features. 
'2he fol--owir,,,, compilation considers pdditicripl aspects 
of the use of step-wise -. iove-,, -ýient and of other tonal-thematic 
features in the D themes a, id, in bringing together themes from 
both aroup (a) and ('ý)) -a procedure wnich has been peculi,, -ý, rly 
evident. end reiev!, -, nt in the 
D tonai-thematic examination - further 
indicetes the functioning of a consistent tongi-thematic complex 
relating and inherent to the tonality of D and not to formal 
context. 
I'L DITICý,,. AL CONSID-F., -HATIONS -. ýEL., iTIN'G TO 
SO' E, DD 
CCX'J2F-X--'-l RES I-N li. 
Various bass-progressions are notebly recurrent in aD con- 
text and become readily apparent when the themes are correlated. 
The fall of a third, D-B, was found to characterise the bass- 
structure as well ps the melodic shape end in fact extends to the 
larger structural level of harmonic contrest where this inter- 
vallic f,,, ll is Eýlso the vehicle of the tendency to hermonic em- 
phasis of the sub. mediant so occessible in D. The nature of this 
tendency, when ppparent hermonically, is suc-a that it extends 
beyond the scope of the present investigations and, while this 
has at times been enlarged to take account of such features, its 
limited terms of reference mepn that all such occurrences have 
by no rnepns been specified. 
A second bpss-progression in the D themes, built on step- 
wise movement, is a diatonic rise from tonic to mediant. This 
bass seems particularly accessible where the thematic treptilent 
is seouentially structured (on the supertonic'ý, but is elso 
evident, extending beyond the mediantwhere tnis thematic struc- 
ture is not used. 1"he instqnces are correl, --)ted below. 
There is a tendency to use of a tonic pedal in the opening 
the-iatic treat! -nentg as in the Piano Sonata Op. 28 U) and Uv), 
That is, comprising the Group (a) and (b) themes and not 
relating to D usage in other contexts. 
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t'ne Violin Concerto Op. 61 (i) I the -.. 'rio 2f 1 
the Seventh Symphony, 
Op. 92 ý_, nd trb String -Luartetý OP-131 (ii). But perhaps the 
, -, qost notp-tie bFss-structure is the fall from D to A, and agpin 
sometimes extending further, apparent throughout the themles. 
Exe-1ples of this structure are also correleted in the following 
compil,? tion. 
"'L'here is agnin remarkable consistency in this aspect (the 
opening bass-structure) of the D themes; only a ýminority of the 
themes do not co. -nmence with one of thesla four progressions in 
the b, ýss -a fall from D to B, a rise diatonically, a tonic 
ped, -, l or a diptcric f,? 11. Clearly the bass-structure is integral 
to -che thematic treat--nent; it see-ms peculiprly characteristic of 
D usage t'-at the complex of tcnal-thematic foatures functions 
siýilarly at ail levels of the thematic structure. 
The final sectiý-n in the ensuing compilation concerns a 
particular thematic shape several times referred to in the course 
of the D tonal-thematic examination. This is a rise of r-_A (major) 
sixth from the do, -Anent initially. It is used -, Is p direct inter- 
val in e'Lout e qu, ýrter of the themes. Although such pn opening 
is generally subsidiary to subsequent melodic apices it does 
indicate a tendency to emphasis of the mediant in the themes. 
The tonic pedal in the D themes seems to be the alternative 
bass-structure (plternative to step-wise movement) where 
step-wise _. -nove-nent prevails melodically. 
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(i) Thematic openings structured by a diatonically rising bass. 
String Trio, Op. 9/2 (i) 
String Trio, Op. 9/2 (iii) 
'I_ ---. -_ 
'\ _- .- 
r -*- V e 
her ý 7 - - 7 dr"16 if 
Piano Sonata,, O. P. 10/3 (iii) 
Symphony No. 2 (OP-36) 
A it I. j 4ý -41* 1 p 
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Sonata for Violin and Piano,, Cp. 1 2/1 (iii) 
String Q_uartetp OP-18/3 (i) 
II-, j4 1-%- -. 1 
-- : WL- OW 
-- 7-= - -- W_- 
---- 40 --v- 
Fe, 
I 
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A- Piano Sonata OiD. 2/2 
(ii) 
Archduke Trio, OP-97 (iii) 
Piano Sonata Op. 28 (iv) 
1*1-ý r, r% - f- .- 
(This opening combines the use of a sustained 
tonic pedal with a rising figure in the bass. ) 
(ii) Thematic openings structured by a diatonically 
falling bass 
Trio for Flutev Violin and Viola, 
Op. 25 (ii) 
TI 
l-, Jr --N -I --*-% 
l--- - 
-*. t»t$Q. i; 
ý 
AF-- O f 
Piano Sonata, Op. 
10/3 ( ýý 
-OL 4. 
- flo, 
-41 W1tfl 
- 
cI. i 
Piano Sonata, Op. 28 (1); 
bar 40 transition open-I 
ing 
rT 
rf 4L w -ýT- 
Piano Triot CP. 7C. /I 
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I 
MISSING 
PRINT 
String Quartet Op. 95 (ii) 'Cello 
Sanctus 1,. ýissa Solemnisp Op. 123 
ý? A Pj it 
1. 
Symphony No, q V6- 
(Op. 125) - (iv) 
Vt. 
C'. 
IT 
44- FT-7 
je rum -db -a 
per 
J-ir L 
U--- 
? cmsc --- 
String Quartett OP. 132 (ii) 
r7, *, \ ý 
I 
i 
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S 
(in. ) 
String Triov Op. 9/2 (i) 
Sonata for Violin and Piano Op. 12/1 (iii) 
Piano 013 Sonata,, Op. I 
t -t 
String Trio.. Op. 8 (Scherzo) 
Piano Trio., OP. 70/1 (iii) 
M 
: g- 
At 
IL 0 
t 1! tT M: 1- -Tf to L 
String Quartett Op. 18/5 (iii) 
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SEC'T'101' Lý - Eý MAJC. "A 
GRCUP (a 
Jorks in Eý included in this study 
Pre-opus Piano Quartet (No. 71+ in Collected Edition-Edwards) 
op. 81b ; J1ind Sextet 
4 00 5 2) Rondino for dind. Octet 
Op. 103 'iiind Octet 
OP. ), String Quintet (a reworking of OP. lC3) 
op. 1/1 Piano Trio 
OP. 3 String Trio 
OP. 7 Piano Sonate 
Op. 16 , uintet for Piano and ýIind Piano 'ýuartet 
OP - 71 výind Sextet CP. 12/3 Sonata for Violin and Piano 
op. 20 Septet 
Op. 27/1 Piano Sonata 
OP. 31/3 Piano Sonnta 
Op. 5'ý Sy. -, phony No. 3 
OP - 70/2 Piano Trio OP. 73 Piano Concerto No. 5 
OP. 7)-ý String Quartet 
op. Sla Piano Sonata 
OP. 117 Overture to'ýCing Stephen" 
op. 98 Song-cycle: "An die Ferne Geliebtell 
Op . 127 Strina- Quartet 
GACUP (b) 
Movements or sections in Eý, in a basicelly difý_'erent tonplity 
included in this study 
. L21Y OF -REIJATIVE LL"" 
op. l/ (ii) Eý Piano Trio 
WOR. Lý 
c 
Oi` ITýý711K 
III 
op. 19 (ii) Eý Piano Concerto No. 2 Bý IV 
op. 11 (ii) Trio for Piano, Clarinet Bý IV 
and I cello 
op. 16/6 (ii) Eý String Quartet Bý IV 
Op. 22 (ii) E, Piano Sonata Bý IV 
OP - 30/3 
(ii) Eý Sonata for Violin and ! ýiano G VI 
op. 6c (ii) 'ýF ý Symphony No-4 Bý IV 
op. 96 (ii) Ek Sonata for Violin pnd Piano G VI 
(iii)g/7, ý Piano i: VI 
Op. 126 No. 3 Eý Bagatelles 
No. 6 Eý 
OP-130 (v) Tl, 'ý String Quartet Bý IV 
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. 6e_-thoven's predilection 
for the tonality of Eýis well 
know, n. Eý is indeed the key most used as basic tonic in his 
oeuvre. "his sug, ýests that for Beethoven particular signific- 
ance atte. c, -, es to this toneiity, but such factors have not been 
evaluated ý-, s significant in assessing the 'role of tonality in 
his music. It emerged in the course of the discussion of the 
Easic Key-Cetegories that each tonality is characterised by 
individuality in the matter of basic tonal relationships, 2 
fact which indicates the existence of tonal complexes relating 
to specific key-locati-Ins. 
1 Although there are more works in 
0 than in any other key in heethoven's oeuvre, a distinct and 
persisting tonal con,, p__1, _ex 
is in evidence from the early Chqmber 
Music to the late ýuartet Op. 127. Certain tonal tendencies do 
gain more prominence in the later works but this is linked to 
stylistic developments in the handling of the fcrmal vehicle 
and does not detrect from the tonal consistency chnracterising 
t'ne whole corpus of the _JE music. That there is this consistency 
sug, ests that the functioning of tonaiity in Beethoven's music 
relates in fundamental ways to key-location and is not the 
product of the volume of -music composed 
in a particular key. 
2 
It further suý-gests that not only are there individual tonal 
complexes relating to specific tot-, alities but that the partic- 
ular tonal references which characterise and constitute these 
complexes are inherent. 
1 See Pp. 1+8-52 (passim) above,, 
2 Conversely, however, the incidence of a particular key 
in a bas-*, -c capacity 
(or indeed in other tonal contexts) 
is itself the functioning of a tonal prefere. -., ce as 
implied in the opening comzients here. 
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Attention w,,, s drawn to a particular failure to recognise 
t'he ", -nctio-,. J-,, --g of tcnal references in relation to the early 
Eý Che iber ., _'usic 
in the discussion of the ý3asic Key-Categories. 
Ihat `4arion Scott's com: lient is not representative even of the 
Eý -, iusic co: qposed up to and including the Septet Op. 20 (the 
period under discussion when this observation is made) may be 
seen from tu? ie list of works in Eý given above. 
2 Of these eleven 
3 works, ---'ive include no dind whatsoever. The ratio of works 
in Eý without 'Jind increases overall to two-thirds, as indic@ted 
in the earlier discussion. Technical factors alone do not account 
for the '-, igh proportion of works in Eý; rather, tonal references 
are functioning on the level of the selection of the basic tonality. 
The choice of E; ý as the tonality most preferred by Beethoven in 
this capacity is itself the expressio,, -, of a specific and partic- 
ular tonal reference. 
On a ,, n, -re general level P notable feature which indicates 
tý: -, at a particular structural tendency may be tone lly-related has 
been -, verlooked. This concerns the incidence of slow introductions. 
Of the twenty works iiý Eý4 nine open with a slow introduction; 
there is in addition a finale with a slow introductory section 
(in the Septet, Op. 20) and the Piano Concerto No. 5 includes a 
slow pre-statement of the Rondo theme. Tlaus there are ten slow 
introductions in all, excluding the Piano Concerto treatment. 
1 F. )j9 a-ove (, -'he quotation referre(f, to in the preserit discussion is -riven there. ) 
2P. 23 7. 
This is to o. mit the reworking of OP-103 for String 2ýuintet 
and the rescoring of Op. 16 for Piano Quartet; their inclusion 
would further reduce 'the incidence of -., Iind. 
I-L 1"his excludes the Overture, the Song-cycle eind the re-scoring 
of Op. 16; it includes Op. )+ which is a reworl, ýing of OP-lC3 
and differs in impo2t, ý_,, nt ways from the Octet. 
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Comp_! -Irison with usage in otlier Keys revenls tn'at this nu. -riber 
is fE. r in excess of the proportion of slow introductions evident 
i-ýo t1her toný-. lities. in C there are two slow introductions, 
plus t-e 'nuý7iorous introduction to the finale of the First Sym- 
phony --d 
the introducllory C treatment prefacing the Allegro 
ý in t1he 'Celio Sonata Op. 102/1. This is out of ; total f Jn zE, 0 
eleven wor_ýs relevýýnt to this considerEtion. In ten such works 
in G there Fre two slow introductions; in fourteen D woriýs where 
comp-rison can be m. _6e there is one slow introduction. The in- 
cidence in Eý is cutstandiýigly high) a fect not wholly accounted 
for by the fanfare-like openi,,, Cs of worý-: s involving brass, as the 
frequency of slo%%-, introductions increases with the lcter Eýworks, 
wj-iic. i inciude no ; ind. These variat-1-ons sugý-est that an -ipparent- 
ly for ýal feature -i, -y be directly relc)ted to key-location. 
' 
"he tonelity of EV is characterised by wide -rp, -i, ýTing tonel 
relationships internally in the inusic, but these are hardly in 
evidenc: 3 eitiner on the 1, - - -ge-scale 
level of sectional rel, ýtion- 
s-. _Jps or on zne 
level o-P the initial thernetic structure. Part- 
iculnsr emphý-sis of the subdominant, the flattered submedi@nt, 
the reiý-tive ninor end wide-rený; ing development treatment includ- 
ing tccnEýlly re: note episodic treatý,, aent are among t;, e more notable 
of the t, --)n,, il teridencics ap 
* 
parent structurally in the Elý music; 
on the level of the initial thematic treatment 3 particular 
complex is in evidence but this does not reflect the hierarchy 
of relationships wh-*-ch characterise the larger-scale structural 
levels, with the exception of particular emphasis of the sub- 
domina: _'t. j2he 
tonal-thematic complex is more fully discussed 
prece6ing t,,, ie Group 
(a) and Group (b) analyses below. 
Concerning the ýroup (b) works there is noticeably less 
variety in --he relationships apparent than is the case in the 
comperýIble D ýroup (b) context. Eý stands in subdomiriant rela- 
tion to Bý in six of the ten items where such comparison may 
be m, -de; this reflects the strong subdominent tendency which 
cl-. [ýracterises 
4 in notable ways. The three instances ivhere Eý 
is the flattened submediant in reltýtion to a bpsic G ton, -, lity 
Cf. the Introduction to the thesis7 Section II - Tonelity: 
2he Conventional Analytical Approech (PP. 6-1C), including 
the exa. mole of E,, simihýr instance relating to the tonality 
of A (P. 10; Footnote 1). 
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a ls - re fle ct F Po. -h le tende ncy - G/7 
ý 
-, 
1 :,; ýs tn nd sqs 
re1 ýi tive mc, -, orin , Jh ere-. a1 ni ý, g ýý o rk 1th oug Iitheto ne 1 
vocecul, ýry functipning internn-Lly in the music is very 11 
wiue-rýi-,: -in-, t*-is is not reflected in the basic sectional 
relý-A-ý-orshi; Ds; tý, is veriation is one aspect of the particular 
individuality w',, ic'r c'-ieracterises the ton,? 1-1-ty of The 
C-rour (e) ar-,. d (b) tori, -l-thera, ýtic -. inaly-ebs do not explore what 
are per'-ý3-, -s tre --ost charý, cteristic features peculior to Eý 
us, ýge, but tne sco e of exe, r,. ination is widened to include 
some consi-deration olf these where relevant; edditional material 
illustreting tonal features characteristic of both Group (a) 
and (b) contexts is also appended following the annlyses. 
! 'IýR-Fs ! T'. Eý CCN-TEIT2 IC 
, ýs the introduction 
to the exa-mination of tonal-thematic 
features in Eý has suggested, the most cheracteristic tonnl 
fpctors rel, -ting to and distinguishing this key are not gener- 
ally in evidence in the initial themetic treatment. The tona 1- 
the. matic cc, -nplex il-I 3ý does not co. -nprise a wide-ran, '; 
ing series 
of c" -Lr, ýýcteristics and reveals little of the notable tonal ten- 
der--cies whicin emerge on týae larger-scale structural levels and 
-w, -ich ere inteý, ral to the ton, -41itY of ELý in 1jeethoven's oeuvre. 
', 'here is in. ýividuality in the thematic structure however, un- 
paralleled in other keys. There are some features common to 
both the . roup (a) and the Group 
(b) themes, not, -bly the sub- 
mediant as an emphatic melodic apex, and particular emphasis 
of the supertonic. The Group (a) themes are charecterised by 
a more marked subdominan, emphasis whereas tý, e Group (b) themes 
_e, mp, h, are strongly nnediant-centred (in terms of degree 9sis2 
1 See above, P. 101. 
2 k1though niedient-centrality has emerged as peculiarly 
chcrecteristic in G, as has the subdominant, and step- 
wise movement in relation to D, theela features are 
characteristic of Eý usage in ways pecuiiar to tnis 
ton, nlity as will emerge in the subsequent cocisiderations. 
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"he tonic qr; DeLýýc-io is particularly cheracteristic of the Group 
(a) c, ý, ntext; t, -e Group (b) themes tend to s-ý, ep-wise -__, iovement 
r2t, -,. -r t. -, Fn to toýiic-triadic structure. Ar ad-ditional com-non 
feature is tne pronounced tendency to chromaticism in the 7ý 
the, -. ies; tnis is discussed following the mý7in tona 1-thenna tic 
a. na lyse s. it is a feature w-ich extends beyond the level of 
t'ý-eratic structure, -'Lrecuently occurring as ar. 
i.. riportant eleyi- 
ent ir tnematic resolution in Code treatment. 
1 
G--, 'l, C'UP (a) FFik"'21-,, ýC'S IN, Eý 
---i7- SUP iTC' IC IIJ Ti--, l Eý 
(GROUP 
The supertonic ýaas emerged ps a significant tonal-thematic 
featu-e cnarecterising the tonalities o, " C and D, but in dif- 
fering usege in epc'. - key. This is unquestionably more emphatic 
in C; indeed t, ie supertonic is ý, -nore prominent, 
thematically in 
'he ro'*le of the supertonic in 0 is C than in any other key. IL 
i--, -i some -v. eys comperable with D usage. Botn tonalities use the 
secondary seventh o,., i the supertonic (117), although in D this 
chord frequently occurs early in the thematic statement and 
not, as a to--, ally reorie rite ti rjg pivot as is the case in C. In 
Eý the use of tnis chord is unobtrusive (as it is in D). There 
is however a degree of harmonic e_-, riph2sis of the supertonic evi- 
dent in Eý iqhich differentiates Eý frof-. q D usage. There is -ý 
notnble tendency to -move 
into the key of f as the first move 
Fwey frorn the tonic in F6 works, or following Eý in other tonal 
contexts. This torial move seems to be particularly accessible 
to Beethoven in relation to Eý. In some cases there is harmonic 
emphasis of the supertonic in the course of the thematic state- 
-,. qent; 
in others supertonic etmphasis is less conspicuous. Part- r 
icular melodic emphasis is linked with this tendency, occurring 
at various stages in the thematic statement. 
1 See the note on thematic resolution, P-47, Footnote 2 above. 
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2te role of the supertonic in the GrouP (a) Eb themes is exam- 
ined in relation to harmonic and melodic eAplasis respectively. 
i harmonic emphasis of the supertonic 
Supertonic emphasis in the Eý themes occurs at various 
stages in the tlnem2tic stetement, both harmonically and melod- 
icplly. The instpnc6s of hariý, ionic emphasis ar)a trented in two 
mbin "rouns, bringing togethcr types of usage contextup, 11y. 
""riese relate to ýiar:, ionic emphasis of the supertonic early in 
tne tilhe: -, -irstic stntement in category (g. ) and in the course of 
tý-ie t_-iematic stntenei, t in category (1). 
(a ) __'here are a nu-, -ib r of instances in the Group (a) Eý themes 
where the supertonic occurs in close relationship with the tonic 
in the openiný treatment. The secondary seventh on the super- 
tonic (11 
7) 
is frec,, uently in evidence at this point wnere such 
emphesis is apparent. The themes relevar-t to this section are 
exx. 1-12 of the Group (a) Eý themes. 
1 
Exe-m-ole 11 (a slow introduction) includes an interruption 
into c characteristic of such opening sections in Eý . But pre- 
ceding tl-is in bar 2, the supertonic occurs immediately follow- 
ing the tonic. This is an early work (1735) and the opening is 
rather four-square; thematically it is remarkably similar to the 
tn. eme -f the slow movement (in Eý) of the Second Piario Concerto 
(in Bý, Op. 19). This work was composed at about the same time 
as the Pre-opus Piano Quartet although it was reworked by Beet- 
hoven in 1600.2 
Exa, aiple 2 froý_111 the Octet OP-103 is a charactý-ýristic Ek 
opening, harmonically. There is marked emphasis of the subdom- 
inant, but this extends into a supertonic inflection, followed 
by the dominant. 
See the main Thematic Index for the Group (a) Eý themes in 
t)-ýe Supplementary Volume, P. 61 ct seq. 
q'i 2 hese themes are correlated below in the course of the 
G2oup (b) tonai-thematic analysis and in connection with 
ottier Eý themes. (P. 293 et seq. ) 
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Exa, -, -jple ý follows a movement in Aý ; it is tonally uncom- 
mitted at the outset, but moves through a supertonic inflection 
to the home dominant, - the repeat cadences in "-'he super- 
tonic seems to bear a particular relationship to the dominant 
Ln 
$. Si-nilar tendencies are evident iri exx. jj and 10a ' 
of the F0- 
present the,, nes . Ex. !± in effect compresses ex.. 
al using the same 
openiný t, iematic cell; t`ie harmony here uses the supertonic un- 
obtrusively, but it is civotal in establis -, ing 
the tonality (bars 
and 6). Ex. 10a is tne opening of the Piano Trio OP-70/2 
(a 
CD 
slow introduction); once again it is tonally uncommitted but the 
sa--, ie nu! -, nce (t. -ie supertonic inflection extending onto the dom- 
inant) is used ard emerges retrospectively cs relctin- to -7-, 
, ilthough the aural effect 
is one of mystery, the opening of the 
Piarýo Trio reflects tonal features wL,, icih are char, -)cteristic in 
an EV context. 
, -xample 4. is not,, ble in cther respects. The thematic cell 
end the subdominant emr_, hasis are typical of Eý usage and give 
'ý works. In rise to tonal lin:, dng peculiarly characteristic of '-] 
the present -movement, 
the reprise is vip p ton, -, l link whiclih makes 
use of t--e fambivelence, of this opening. 
1 
*Exa-iiple 5 is also froi-. i p slow introduction. 'Folloviing the 
tonic fenfere 
7 
the supertonic is the first rý. ar-aonic contrast, 
le, -ding to 11 emphasis. Enrs 
6-7 reiterete the supertonic 
more forcefully, culminating in a characteristic move onto týe 
dominant, wit! ý. ý6 (degree) emphasis. Ex.. Z is very siýmilrýr; an 
emphetic tonic openit-. g is follovq, ý-, d by equally emphatic super- 
tonic usage, here followed by the su'Ldo. minant before moving 
onto the dominant comparably with ex. 5-. 
Sxample 6 -ýpens with a flourish ol arpeggios- tonic to T- 
dominant and dominant to tonic. Bars 4-5 introduce inelodic 
materip, l, and it is here that 
the supertonic again immediately 
follo-v. 1s the tonic. This becomes a true inflection in the repeat 
ý-f tý-, is material (bars 9-10.2 
See bars 22J)-230'. also P-258 below where a list of 
comparable instances in cther Elý works is given. 
2 -"Tote the move onto the dominýý-, nt, býirs 11-12. 
2LP+ 
-xa ,, ple --oes one step further; t: -ie entire iý,, ork the 
opens with the supertonic secondary P no Son- ta CP. 31/3, 
sovent ý. '-'his proceeds to a tonic cadence via not, ýble use 
of chromaticism. The opening of t-As Sonata I considered singly 
and wit. -out raference to otýier E+ usage, is genereily regp. rded 
as. part of the "new st.,, le" of whicn Beethoven wcs hi,. qself so 
a,. ý; are at the time of t`ais set of Sonatas. However, examination 
of the earlier Eý works shows that the newness does not entail 
the intr-Auction of new tonal vocabulary but that the elements 
co-, iprising tars 1-3 are those which chnracterise the basic 
definition of the tonality of Eý . "The supertonic emphasis is 
one su&-, element. The risii--, g bass progression in ex-3 is also 
paralleled by similar treatment in exx.. 1,, 1,6 &nd 7. `-he Op. 
31/3 Sonata effectively contiins `I-ts slow introduction as an 
integral part of the A. 1legro, but the tonai-thematic structure 
is -consistent witn, eariier 1_11ý usage. 
-, xa--iple . 
2, from the finale of the sa-ýe work, includes a 
supertonic inflection. used as a dominant enhance-ient. T_, ýx.. 10b 
(from ti-e : ', llegro succeeding ex. lC@) confirms the tonality of 
7ýý , and integral to 
tnis confirmation is the supertonic i,; hich 
occurs im--endietely, characterising oth the harmonic and telodic 
structure. Supertonic emphasis recurs throughout the themEtic 
ýier in category (b) below. paragraph, nnd is discussed furt, 
Exa-iniple 11 is the finale-opening of the Piano Sonata Op. 81@ 
("Les iidieux"). There is supertonic inflection sequentially 
following the initial tonic. This is not like the large-scale 
supertonic sequences which structure the C themes but is a tonpl 
"sideslip" in the course of the opening, pcýriod Ind particularly 
accessi-c-le to Beethoven in Eý , as part of the definition of 
t-As specific tonality. The supertonic inflection is smoothly 
ailosorbcd into the home dominant. 
', xa, -, -, ple 12 foilows a Song in C in the continuous Song- 
cycle Op. 98.14 is re-esta"blished in bars 1-2; the supertonic 
immediately ensues (it is reinforced, becoming tne full 
9 in 
the restatement of this material, following the voice-entry). 
These exa., -. qples show that the supertonic, frecuently as a 
harmonically, is integral to the initial definition of the 
ýcnality of Eý It is not conspicuously used and is not as 
21+5 
pro-inent _ý 
feeture of the the-. ac. tic openings as is the case in 
C. L-ut it contributes to the lyricism pecu"Liar to so . -. 1any Eý 
t? -, emes, a ou, ýlity wr, ýich -has often 
drawn the attention of commen- 
tat-, rs on B, )et-ioven's music. Both the supertonic and the sub- 
dominant have a "softening" ef--'ect and avoid strong contrasts. 
1-he supertonic is used with subtlety in Eý ; tiý-is is not to 
suý-, -est deliberateness on Beethoven's part but rather that the 
tonel-thematic complex imerent (for beetnoven) in the tonality 
o F'ý qualified his handling of the "conventional" harmonic f. 
relationships. This lends particular emphasis to the supertonic 
and creates its rýle in relation to Eý as tonic. Harmonically 
this r'o"le of the supertonic is peculiar to Eý usage and is inte- 
, r7ral 
to the basic frpmework of key-definition and thematic struc- 
ture claeracterising this toneiity. 
1 
(b) ! Uthough there ere instances of the supertonic occurring 
mo, mentarily in a thematic statement (such ns in bars 7-8 of the 
Rondino for ýv'ind Octet) or prefacing a cadence, these are not 
included in the present considerations. TIne examples treated 
here ere c-iven as exx. lý-27 of the Group 
(a) Thematic Index 
2 
and 
instance the supertonic as an important structural element in 
tne 'them, --, tic statement. It is apparent as such in the themes. 
with varying emphasis, but in three cases the supertonic comprises 
the climax or central focus of an entire t_'., ematic paragraph. ('Ex. 6 
displays P similar tendency on a smaller scale). The themes fall 
into three groups according to the type of emphasis npparent - 
exx. lý (1_ýa) and 1Lý (11ýa); exx. 15 - 21; exx. 22 - 27. 
The melodic aspects of supertonic e-iphasis in the thematic 
structure are discussed below. 
2 Supplementary Volume, P. 63 c-t secl. 
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-xýý, -ples 
12, and 14 are from the String "fuintet Op. lý wirlich 
is of -.,, -ie '., 'ind Octet, Op. 103. '-xx. 13EL end 
7ive t: ýe p, -, rnliel excerpts from CP-103- Ti-ie earlier Octet examples 
do no-ý evince supertonic e. -iaphasis but, as wit: -, other aspects of 
the two versi-ns, co: np, -ýrison reveals interesting differences. 
In exx. 13a nd 14z the tonic-dominant basis is clear. The char- 
acteristic "--. orn-call" figure in ex. lLýa suggests that technical 
(and trýýditicrysl) considerations may weil have shaped this theme. 
T In ex. l)+ however it is interesting that with the horns no longer 
rerticipetinq:; --'eethoven proceeds 
to the supertonic so e, )sily 
and so soon. Siý, riilarly it, ex. ja the second phrese repeats the 
openinf-, (, iotivically) but as a sequence in the supertonic. Altýloug'h 
t', -. e, Cp. lC'ý openings do not use supertonic emphasis, characteristic 
to-iol referencessnape both the Cp. 10-ý and Op. )+ contexts (note 
the su'i-, dominýýnt emphasis in ex. 13a). The differences apparent 
on týe larger-scele levels in both works are -ýlso illuminating, 
but ton(-. 1ly t, 'ey are differences in ti-. e applic-, tion of a consist- 
ent tcn, -, l complex. 
1 
, xE, -. -, ples 
ll, -- - 21 are instances where the harýionic emphcasis 
of t'-c supertonic is not pronounced but is integral to the treat- 
ment, with t--ematic empý, asis or 2 
inflection adding to its import- 
ance in t. ýe t-l-ematic structure. The melodic line is shaped 
by supertonic em-hasis in exx. 16,18 (where it acquires added 
emnpnasis wit., i eecn occurrence, both melodicaily and rhythmicnily) 
20 ,, ) nd 21. Ex. 19 includes the famous Cf of the opening of the 
In the String "Uintet tersion there is ,, second trio; "his L 1% - is in , 1ý ený pffcrds co!,,,, parlson i-jith other Aý contexts in 
Eý wcrks . ýhe turn to Fý is paralleled in t--ýe Pieno Trio, OP-70/2 (iii), and in the String Quartet Op. 127 (ii). 'I"here 
is simil, --! r use of Fý in an Aý context in the opening movement 
of tiie Piano Sonata Op. 110. While Fý occurs in relation to 
., 
4 in theý-e varying contexts, it also functions in perticular 
ways in reletion to Ek - (Sce for instance the closing stages 
Of CP-1/1 (iv)7 OP-7 Uv) and Cp. 127 (iv)). The, chain of fall- in: -- t-,. irds apparent in Eý also gives rise to the successive tD ton, -lities oý Eý, C, Aýand 4in the finale of the Piano Concert 
1'0., ý; c imparaLly with 
the procedure apparent in Op. 127(iv). ,/1, 
2 The su ertonic emphasis referred to here is marked in the 
Thematic Index by , bracket @Love the stave in e.,, x. 15-21 
(Supple. -wntary Voluzne ,) as indicated there. (Y. 35-5- 
21L7 
Er ýý icFS,, - p1h o ny . kura ý_ly this chromEtic note soun(Is ýs Dý 
until t-I-c bass rises and retros-,, ectively reveals its function 
f. Fmp? iasis of t! -s t'-ct of C ae flat-tened sev- nis cont-xt 
er, 'th degree (Dý) is chý)racteristic in TTJ as will emerge in 
1ý, ter considerFti-ras, and for -,:, eetnoven could easily pref,? ce 
subdomin, -nt or supertonic e. -aphasisý or a tonal move into 
eit'--er respective Icey ( 1ýor f; indeed tne '_ýecapitulaticn 
"hird Symphony is its resolution, treatment oil the Jin the I 
as Dý, into the _'ýey of 
f. ) It is interesting to note that there CD 
cre at le,! ý--t two similer instences of this spme J/Dý "paradox" 
in 7ý us:, ý; e. 'L'hese occur in the minuet of the Piano Son, -,, ta Op. 
31/3 (at bar 7) and in the opening AlleFro of the Piano Trio Op. 
70/2 (h, -; r It, in the 'Cello line). 
1 The instance in OP-70/2 is 
tl-ýe "irst statement of an important thematic cell; it is inter- 
estins, tnat t'. "-is cell springs from this apparently idiosyncratic 
ten(ýency. 
2 
The third group of the:,. qes relevant iiere, exx. 22-27ý evince 
wh, -, t may be termed 'focal' emphasis of the supertonic. To a 
v,: 7,. r,, in-- extent in these thermes the supertonic constitutes the 
focus of the entire tiemptic paragraph or of the thewtic state- L) 
"s ý-Ie melodic ppex, 
the harmonic climax or as the ve:, icle . ient, 
of bot, -i. Exx. 22,21ý and 25 cre the -niost not, -Ible instances where 
Uhe supertonic is the centrnl focus, hermonic, -, lly and melodicelly, 
in the thematic treatment. 
7", -. ý;: iiple 22, the 11--. Anuet" from the Piano Sonata OP-7 is in 
fact an exposition of a number of tonal characteristics which 
distinguish the tonality of *, of which the supertonic use-ge 
'he supertonic "emerges" after the double-bar (the dom- is one. I 
inp-nt has been re,, ched) and is the focus of tne middle-section 
in the overall ABiý structure of the minuett '2he climax of the 
These two thematic paragraphs comprise exx. 
-16 and 
27 
respectively of the present themes. 
2 T'hat it recurs i. ri a number of 1,7, 
ý 
contexts suggests that 
such an idiosyncracy is primarily reL-ted to key-location 
and indicates the func'Uioni, -ig of a consistent tonal complex 
and tý-us qualifies any notion of whimsicality. 
21+3, 
131 eCt4 
-on 
is trae res-lut-1-on into the supertonic which also 
JLAL gives ri-sle to ne-a --iclodic 
treý,, tznrient. The return to 
simply effecteý, tine supertonic chý_iracteristically blending 
into the nome dominzýnt. The harmonic progression 11-V-1 is 
everywhere ppparent in all tonal music, but the particulLýr 
role of the SUn, ýrtonic in -. Eý in Beethoven's music is such 
thet it is at times elevated as the ve'-iicle of climax in the 
t, ie-lFtic treet-tent. iý, efore leaving ex. 22 atte. rtion -nust be 
drc-wn to t1he Cý e-iphesis which occurs in the reý, eat of 'At. 
ý. ýis is a definitive Eý charicterist-ic here remerkatly used. 
' 
The supertonic occurs corqparably with ex. 22 in the Trio, 
ex. 21+ (followipý- the Scherzo movement of the Septet I Cp. 20). 
tne overall melodic structure falls b, ýsicn, ', ly i,, ýto an 
sche. --ie and the supertonic forýas the narmonic climax of Bl. 
Followin- the move into the dominant, thiere is -. tonal propýres- 
sion through the tonic, e. -ctending beyond the suhdoain- f nnt em'Ohesis 
(note the Dý) into the supertonic at the main melodic apex. 
'L'he pro,, -ressively falling bass nEýlts here, on the supertonic, 
and subse, -ue, -itly 
rises onto tne ho"ie dominant. 
kltý-, ou7h ex. 2 is the opening of the Piano Sonata (n 01 uasi 
uric Fantý,, siý. ) Cp. 27/1,2 Sonnta wi,, ich presents particular prob- 
le. ms formally, the structure of the Andante is again ternary (ABA). 
Bar 9 (disregarding the repeats) begins the ILI section. 17, he 
first four bars re. mein in the tonic, but -, re followed by a direct 
R+/C tonal juxtaposition. I'he rising sixth _ýielodicnlly which 
precedes the major submediant harmony exactly reproduces the be- 
ginning of tl,, e 131 section, enhancing the impression of : iý/C 
tonal juxtaposition. This em, ýhasis is aiusorbed into t, clim, -ix, te4 
her:. -ionicelly and : -,, elodically7 in the supertonicýle,; or submediant 
functioning as the do-minant of the supertonic. '-'his function is Cý 
however only retrospectively perceived and the fact of a direct 
, uxta,. -, ositi7n of 
the tonic and the major sub! -nediant (TkIC) can- 
not be overlooked. 'That there is a distinct tendency to C emph- 
asis in a b, -, Sic EO h,, -s been indicated aLove and hý, s ernerged in 
The closing subt-ilediant/subdo,, ainant emphases also reflect 
particular Eý tonal tendencies. 
2Lý9 
1 
11 v-rious contexts. ýhe insistence on the chord of the major 
su-1-,! edient in Cp. 27/1 tends to render it as domir.,,, nt, but 
despite its ensuing role, the cural impression of 71 direct tonal 
Juxtar, -, csition nes occurred. Although C is U no" estaulished is 
a -'. -, ey untill 
the following Allegro section, the incidence of the 
maior submedient in the Andante reflects the same tonal tendency 
as o=ýsions the subsequent Eý/C tonal Juxtaposition between 
t'-e sections. 
2 
In the remialning themes in this group, exx. 2-ý, 26 and ýLzj 
t'ýie supertonic is not as emphatic a focal point, but is integral 
4- 1, ,U uo the ti. enetic structure. In ex.. 23. the su, 'ertonic is used as 
a. pivot har,. -onicnily, both qbsorbing and redirecAng the sub- 
-iedi,! qnt i-, fiection onto týie do-inairiant (bars 3-16). The dynainic 
treý, +., -ient lends ei-, qphasis to the supertonic hýr-, Ionically. A 
notable feature of tnis themetic paragraph is the importance of 
tne sub-Iiediant degree as a melodic apex. This is a chnricterist-ic 
feeture of the Eý themes; in ex.. aa the submediant is in effect 
sustained for two bars and one beat as the main !, ýielodic ý-Oex. 
It recurs in the closing bcýrs of the thematic peragrqph. 
Ex. 26 consists of ti-ie entire opening the-matic par, ýý, -rpph of 
,,., e Pia- .o Soneta OP-31/3; 
the initial emphasis of the supertonic 
in tiýis movement w-, s indicated in (a) aibove. 
3 The repeat of the 
first eight bars in the higher register retains the supertonic 
e---, iDhasis (although the root is -., iissing from the hari-aony7 t'jjjýts 
tending to subdominant e.,. qph, )sis4). 
1 See PP-52,55-6,89-90. Reference may also be made to 
Appendix I-P. P. 3289 334-5 and 338. 
2 Tovey's interpretation of this jUxtaposition rieghtly calls 
attention to the em,,, hasis of the supertonic. however he 
also overloo1cs the tonal significance of both features 
(the Eý/C and supertonic emph, -isis)and the consistency with 
w-iich they are apparent in Eý contexts. (See his "Beethap. n", O. U. P. paperback; reprinted 1971; P-36. It is cleer from the ensuing discussion that Tovey did not relate tonal 
procedure to key-locatior., but that his interpret, 2tion is always in terms of parallel degree-relationships. ) 
3 P-245 (The opening b, -, rs of this Sonata are given as Ez. 8 in the main Group Thematic Index). 
4 Concerning the import, ýnce of the s--bdomi-, ant emphasis in 
this thematic treatment and in other 3ý contexts, reference 
may be =de to P. 257--&nd the material coll, ýted there. 
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In t-e c--ntinu--tion tre, tme-nt (b,, rs 18-25) the openi, g thematic 
ceLl is trcns-ccsod and initi_-tos e compact '_ý-bar period which 
Irescivest t*, ', is fý,: lling fifth melodica_, ly by j progressive 
increase in the intervallic fall with epch successive ber. The 
harmonic structure underlying this is notable; the transposition 
L of ti-e motif gives rise to clecr subdominant e-'. 1phasis but the 
focus of t', Ie four bars again revolves around the supertonic 
1-ne 
-four 
bcrs are repeeted with new melodic figuration and 
, odificf7, tion of the rhythmic structure of the cell. (It is 
interesting that the ensuing bers also build down to the dom- 
inant through the supertonic. ) 
-, xor. aple 27 shares a number of features in co", L-nor- with ex. 26. 
It evinces initial einphesis of the supertonic harl,, ionicilly, 
1 
and subsequently juxtaposes subdo-mirient end supertonic emphasis. 
Bors 9-20 of ex. 27 comprise the continuzction treat, nent in the 
theýýtic p, 3ragr, ý, h. Tihis is initiated by the thematic cell in- 
cluding the 'idiosyncratic J1, and proceeds to subdominrint em- 
phasis; the new melodic cell to which it gives rise is stated 
as in j4- followed immediately by an f stetement which extends 
cherecteristicý, lly into tonic cadential treatment. 
2 '12h is Jjý f 
lir. c is not-, ble L. 7+ both with respect to the tendency to sub- 
domirent and supertonic emphasis which is inherent in the Eý 
tonal-the, ietic complex and also -Is part of a distinctive tonal 
chair, of thirds which is apparent in lerger-scale structure in 
Eý movements. 
1 as discussed With reference to the excerpt from this 
opening, ex. 10b, P. 245 above. 
2 Tnis is not to suggest modulation within the 17ý state- 
nent; rather is a pronounced degree of emphnsis of the 
subdomin, int and of the supertonic inherent to the def- 
inition of the tonelity of'_Eý . Whjt constitutes "modulation" is to some extent subjective. Analyticlly there consecuently remains ,. n are, ý w1hich is inevitably 
susceptible to interpretetion. (See the Introduction 
to the thesis7 PP- 3-5). 
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Yhe instarces of htir-rioni c e-, ýphcsis of the supertonic 
discuf, scd in sections(a) -nd (b) are not exh-eustive; harmonic 
in-flectior is ! ý,: ýparent elsewlaere in the themes. ! 'hat it is 
used in so integral ý cappcity in the examples cited above and 
in -, D v, -. riet7,, of conte. -, ts structurally in the themes, together 
wit- the frecuency of its occurrence, are factors whic-L-I indi- 
c, -te t,, --t hErmonic emphesis of the supertonic is inherent to the 
tcne, 1-tne-iatic complex in Eý . 
ii me1odic emphasis of the supertonic 
Harmonic emphasis of the supertonic structures the Group 
(a) Eý t'-, emes in various ivaý, s as hEý, s emerged pbove; t'l-lat super- 
tonic e, nph, ýsis is indeed integral to the Ek tonal-thematic com- 
! i1ex is -Purth. er indicated 
by the tendency to melodic emphasis 
of the supertonic in structuring the melodic line which is pp- 
parent in he them -t es. Such melodic shaping occurs in cor'nection 
wit'i-. supertonic harmony but is also in evidence wit'a other harm- 
onic structure. It is the more notable in th, -, t it is frequently 
used as a new melodic cell in the thematic stotement pnd is not 
solely the product of sequential repetition. ',,, Ielodic emphasis 
of the supertonic is most obvious where the structure employs 
se(auentiel repetition on the supertonic (or even in the super- 
tonic - such h, ýrmonic inflection is particularly accessible in 
Eý ). '2his is the cýDse in exx. 6 11,14,16,19,29 (although the 
supertonic emph, 7sis here extends into new melodic treatment, 
linýcinZ back to tne tonic) end 20ý 
'I"he instances of a new melodic cell structured by the supT- 
tonic are less obvious in Lhe thematic treatment 'Lýut the fact 
thct t*nere is so remarkable a degree of "melodic reflection" of 
tý-e supertonic, independent of sequential structuring, suggests 
how integral to the bcsic tonal-thematic complex the suoertonic 
is in Eý The majority of these instances occur in connection 
with supertonic her. mony, in exx. 1,8 (=26ý, 10a(=27), 12,15,17,187 
20,2l, 2_', -',, 23,29,31 and 32. The element of melodic reflection is 
All instances relevcnt to the present section are br, cketed 
above the steve in the themes as indicated in the '-"he': -n"-,, tic 
Index (Supplementary Volume, P. 57. ) 
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nr. -, L, s-ýron, - in exx.. 15,17 and 18 but in nil three the supertonic 
2he stprds in e ocrticulprly close reletionsý-, ip, with the tonic. ýý 
h,, -. r,, nonic inflection in ex. 17 is the strongest constituent in the 
sunertoý-, ic empht-sis in this opening; the melodic line -. cquires 
its sunertonic relationship from this inflection; that the super- 
tonic here stands in close reletionship witn the tonic is evinced 
by the conciseness of the inflection. 
1 
e use ol the supertonic to structure co new melodic cell 
is integral to the thematic treatment where it recurs and --), lso 
eýý: tends into whPt may be termed "linear" emphasis in exx. 12,21, 
_ý2. 
"he her-icnic structure unCierpinning the instances ýl , nd 
. 
21 and '-. 2 is of particular interest. T -1 ; inex. x . Lhe subdoinant/ 
supertonic tendency is evident in ex. 3-1, with emphatic super- 
tonic usoge in the cloting bars. At the penultimate bar the 
dcminc-, nt is sounded ag, inst this suspended harmony and the res- 
ultant chord is one which becomes particularly characteristic 
in t. -e leter F4 music. 'L'jx.. a2 is a very clear instance of this 
hermonic structuring; reference -, i,? y also be made to ex. -)L and 
b, ý: r 2 of the Allegro where rhythmic and 
dynamic stress focus 
on this noteble Itonal fingerprint' of the Eý music. 
2 
Concerning the melodic emphasis in ex. 22, the pronounced 
hnirmonic e, nphesis of the supertonic le, tds to new melodic tre, ý, t- 
ment in the middle-section of the laiinuetl as indicated prev- 
iously. It is of interest to n, -te the structure of the opening 
-ressively more prom- Reference was made -ibova to the prec, 
inent uý7e of the supertonic, harmonically and melodic, ýlly, 
in -", he course o. It becomes an im- -I' ex-18 (see P. 247)- 
portent ---, ielodic cell. enhancing the climax and cadence 
in both sections of the Minuet. 
2 Vhile it gains prominence in these tAemes from the later 
music this tendency is in evidence in the eerly Ej music. 
! he opening of the String Trio OP-3 focuses an p tonic- 
supertonic move in the bass, nd the harmonic treatment 
contains the seeds of the supertonic+dominant (degree) 
tendency. See also the openings of OP-7 Uv), Op. 12/3 
W (ex. 6). 
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of t1re _-, iove -. e r-, 
t . '-L. 'he . --elcdic line in 
bars 4-7 repects the 
the ce Liq rhyth"AcellY, beginning a third lower with 
eý-ch suc,! essive st, ýte: rent. Thus the supertonic is out- 
lined. Hlow f,, r ti7-is is a melodic reflection of the evident 
tendercy to supertonic einphesis of v, -)ri,, )us !. 'rinds which there is 
in the -4 theýnes is open to interpretation. The trectment here 
is _, owever si_: ýAlar tý) that in ex. 16 and indeed in the finale 
off t-, e OP-7 Piano Sonata, which uses the sa, 'ie process of de- 
scending t. Ards at tne begir,. ning of each bar (bars 1-3, ) ,, gain 
outlinir, g the supertonic 
In the niaJority of the themes which use the suportonic 
ý_-, s the, -rrr iework of a new 
thernetic cell, the emphasis centres 
on tlýe tried, 1--ut with no-Gable wriety in the rhythmic structure 
ýering contexts in the themat ,, nd in dif4 klic statement. 
Supertc-, ic e:, phesis is not a prominent feature of the 
Group (a) themes. It does pervede the thematic structure 
however, ns an age-. t both of har-, ionic and melodic enýiphý,, sis; 
the evidence tnus su, -,,, ests that it is an inherent tonz, l-tnematic 
-ý'eý-, ture in the Eý complex. 
I' AT `2 , FMPýi 21-1", Eý (GRC'UP (a)) THT]ES II SUEDO -1 IN I ý`, 
Particulnr e phasis of the subdoý-, Anant characterises the 
music on vari-)us lev-1s. '-'he subdominant 'requently occurs 
as an J-i --)rt,: rýnt 
development -, ey and is aiso used to effect 
or t, )npi-themntic link structurally, either directly 
(viin, tc-nEl-the-ietic e,; r-h--sis) or by w,, )y of its owt, iinor, pre- 
cedi, g the no., ne-do., ninant 
j6 degree-e-niphasis is often notat. le 
in such contexts). Cin the level of the tnematic structure there 
is e tendency to particular emphasis of the suAo.,, ninant initially, 
but subdomiriant e-iphesis -nore freýuently occurs in the course 
thematic state-me. -it, as a har, Týonic focus or inflection. of the t 
Sonie of these instances have alree6y bec-me apparent in the 
exa-, ination. of supertonic enphasis; the subdoA. iant/supertonic 
link in 70 is one which is in evidence both on the level of the 
tnbmetic structure and on larger-scnle structural 
levels, in 
verious tonal contexts. 
2514- 
'i"ne exe -, n,, I es of suJr_do: --. Ane rt --e aph, -,, sis in -, -he 1-ro-Lip (a) 
thenes are ex,: ý, mined in two Maiý-t cetegnries. The first of 
,, --iese 
treats t--. e ii-, itial e. aphasis of the subd -in nt evident in a n. 
a i-_u. ibý_r of the tne-, ies end the larger-scale functi, -, ýnirj(-, of this 
epperently tonailly-releted tendency. '--he second catcgrýry cor- 
reletes othe_- aspec-. s of suh-)do-minent e. -aphosis in the thematic 
t rea t -7. e nt . 
i initiai e__, ciphasis of the subdoi,, ai,, ýant 
ý'_-'evarel of the Group (a) themes open on t? ie subdoýniriant, 
both melodically end h, ically. ar, ýor This tendency seems to 
reflect ý peculier a-,: ýect of sulbdo, ainant emr)laasis in the E4 
tonei coaplex which functions most eaphaticaiiy on larger- 
scele structural levels. 6ubdominant emphasis eeriy in the 
them, atic treatment is charactcristic in Eý , but only those 
the. mes which literelly open on the subdo-tinant are included 
lere, prior to some discussion of the functioning of this tend- 
levels. They are exx. 3,4,12, -ý'3 and 34 ency on ot. 
The Scherzo iý,, ith, vý, hich ex. q begins follows, a slow moverment 
in '-'hus the opening is sonewhpt at-abivale-t, only the gr,, )ce- 
note hintiýq-, at the chenge of tonality. That this opening reflects 
c -ivracteristic Eý treatment nowever and is not solely a means of 
tonal lin,: inE is suggested by the other instances. The similer- CD 
ity between the melodic line in 'T:. Pxx.. a and ji was indicated qbove. 
1 
:, x. 4 follows rýn EV move-ment; the openin(-, quaver is harmonised as 
s ut. do r-, ii na nt The importonce of the subdo, 11. infnt degree melodicclly 
this openin,! - is e-riphasised in a charactzýristic -ý; on, ýl link sub- ýD 
sequently in the move--ient. 
2 
-r, i, xa. -ýple 12 is the opening of the final Song in the Song- 
cycle "An die ferne Geliebte'19 Op. 98. It follows a Song in C 
(itself tonally interesting in relation to the preceding Aý). 
1P- 244 
2 See below concerning this and other similar instances (P. 253) 
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ýhe 
41 
-onelity moves thr, -ýugh mirior (c) emphasis, erfnanced by 
degree-ernphesis (Aý in c). I'he degree of C; is then taken as 
a tonelly-linking ele-ieyit cnd initiates the 4 melody. The 
su'r-do-iinant h2rmony coý,, ipletes this distinctive them. atic shaping. 
`xtý-ýles 22 and 'ý)s are from works in which r, slow lintro- 
ducticn, precedes the first Allegro. T 'he Op. 127 Maestoso is in 
fpct treated as an integral and recurring part of the movement 
(continuinIg t'ý, -, e tendency apparent in the Piano Sonate OP-31/3 
1 (i) The climax of these six bars of the opening 1.1pestoso 
is on the subdomi-ant, both her-. qonically nnd melodicelly, Fnd 
the --,, llegro opening is comparable with ex. 12 in that it is 
on the subdominant, harmonically and melodically. 
2 The slow 
introduction in the Piand) Sonvta, Op. Sla, is more extended ýnd 
i, ýcludes not,? ble tonal . features; motivically it intr. -, duces at 
the outset the basic thematic cell of the first movement. As 
with tu'ý-, e ',., ýestoso of Op. 127, there is q direct link into the 
. ýllegro and the "livot' is again t -he subdominant, with which 
the ýllegro opens, -melodically and hý, r-nonically. It is not2tle 
thet --'eet-hoven prepores this subdot-ninant emphasis, focusing on 
it hEr-ionicnlly and not buiidin,,,,, down onto the hotme dominant in 
the bass. 
The five ex, ---iples of initial subdominant e, -, iphasis occur in 
a variety of tonal and for-iaý contexts. In only one case (ex.. a) 
does the theme in question follow a separate movement in Aý . 
In the four remaining exa-, ples the subdorninant is P focý,, l point 
themetically and hcr-. -, ionicnlly in , basic 
4 context, espec-t lly 
"'his sug, ýe, ýits that the subdo-ninant in exx. ýý and -3L. Ip la ys 
perticular role in the tonal-themetic vocabulary in Eý . As 
sal,, 7---, ested a'klovej the tendency to open themes with pronounced 
1T 'he preponderance of slow introductions in E, 
ý 
was outlined 
above (P. 240. Concerning the OP-31/3 exa-,, -n_ýle, reference 
mey be made to P. 245above. 
2 The opening of the finale (Op. 12ýý)is notable in the ýight of 
the tendency under discussion here; following the P-ý scherzo 
t; here is no notion of tonal linking. The instances of 
subd, -). -, iinant empiaasis generally in the Eý the, iies suggest 
t'liat tonaliy-related factors are functioning here. The in- 
terpretetion of such structural similarity solely in terms 
of "thematic unity" does not eccount for the consistency 
apparent between works. 
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su'cd, --, -Iiný, nt e,, phasis of the kind ev'-dent in the present exzqýiples 
s not strong but seems to be rel-ted to - distinct preference 
-or 
the ,, s n tonally-lin]ýirig fector on lerger-scale 
structural levels. Clenrly the thematic structure is relevant 
in such uspgej but pro,,, -, iinent use of the subdo., ninant at these 
. -, 
unctures is apparent in num. ad is a preferred erous contexts at- 
a, " 
,, 
ent of toný-, l-linking har, i-nically, irrespective of the them- 
1 
atic structure, In some cases there is extended preparation 
using the subdo---. qinpnt followed by the supertonic in sequential 
olocks, prior to dominant emphasis; tý, is Aýlf linllý has been 
noted Es of particular (and ubiquitous) significance in Eý 
. her-; is however a developing tendency to "ellidell such struc- 
tured prepFration and the nearness of subdo, 7iinent emphasis in 
t', iese contexts -Lecomes more epparent. It is sometimes linJ-, ed 
withý6 degree -e, -npha s is, the minor subdominant acting 2s a 
tpivot, for such emphasis. 2he following list dreý,,, s together 
a number of exe , ples where the subdominant functions as a 
struct-ral link : 
The 'junctures' under consideration here concern the 
approach to reprise of A tonal-thematic material in 
a v; riety of formal structures. It may also be men- 
tioý ed here that concerning the functioning of the 
subdoninant on various levels tnere is clearly an 
ov-rlap between the (Eh )tonel cciplex and the (EA 
tcwl-thematic complex. Ve former encompasses the 
latter in ail keys, but the tonal-themtic complex 
is not necessarily representative of Al aspects of 
the entire tonal complex characterising a particulor 
tonality. The present enquiry is concerned to estab- 
lish the existence of tonal hieraraies relating to 
specific key-location primarily on the thematic level. 
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Op. 103 (iv ) bars l4b-152 
OC, . (vi) bars 22. -)-231 (note the 
Jlf link here) 
1/1 Uv) bars (prr., ficin, - ,, i n[j nt the doi- 
CIP 27/1 illegro viva, ce 
bE, rs (minor following Cýemphesis, 
End preceding an Aýlf ! -. iove onto 
'I 
the do,, Anant) 
Cp. 31/3 (i) bars 125-1-ýO (preceding tonal-themetic link 
using the supertonic; ; JIf link here) 
Uv) bars 11+4-151 (first step in sequential "block. " 2 on IV: Ii: V thus ilýlf lin'c ppparent) 
Cp. 55 W bars 332-ý91 Cninor, following Jemphasis) 
Op. Sla (i) bars 103-110 (direct tonal-themetic link into 
Recapituletion; cf. OP-31/3 U) 
(iii) bars 107-109 (of the6o. 'lliptical return via J empha s is 
ý, s su-gz--ested in earlier consider@ -, j ons the s ubdorn-ý nent is Z- I --- 
frequently a notp--'-'le key in Eý movements in the context of dev- 
elop-, mental treatrient and its significance g-enerally as a struc- 
turel focus is pErticularly notable in Eý The above examples 
4 
,_ Ce i n, d 'te one 
facet of Fubdoiý, inant e. -fiphasis which in sorrie cases 
It is interesting to note the overall structure of the 
closing stages of this Sonata. '_L'he Allegro vivace is 
preceded by an Adagio. This is in Aý(the f emphasis 
before the Adagio is notable) but is sub- 
sequently integrated into the Allegro vivace, in EP 
a significant -,, Iodif ! -cation 
in the apex treatment 
directly related to Eý usaL: e). Together with the 
for: -., 2al continuity characterising this Sonata, this 
recurrence suggests that the AV treatment is integral, 
formally and tonelly witýi the Allegro vivace (the 
indication Tempo I is additional evidence of this). 
it evinces the tendency to preface EP 'with subdom- 
inant emphasis in a notably extended and developed way. 
2 The 'e, phatic' and prolonged preparation is part of 
the tonal reorientation following the enharmonicism 
of the development treatment; the particular structure 
of this tona 1 reorientation is significant in the 
light of 4 usage. 
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is also expressed in the thematic structure. The list is not 
exiacustive but does suggest distinct tonal tendencies relating 
to the role of the subdominýlnt in the Eý tonal complex. 
' 
Initial emphasis of the subdo-. ninant in the five themes 
correlý-, ted above is a reflection in the thematic structure of 
a tonal tendency which is most significantly in evidence on 
lerger-scele structural levels in the Eý music. 
ii subdominant emp'InLsis in the course of the theme 
The degree of emphasis of the subdominBnt in the course of 
the theme varies but is basically of two kinds - chromatic or 
diatonic. Soth types overlap with other tonal-thematic features, 
the former notably with supertonic emphasis (the Aýlf link) 
the latter with the pronounced tendency in Eý to focus on the 
submediant degree as a melodic apex. There is one theme in 
Group (a) which concisely brings together these v2rious tendencies 
- ex. 23. The final four bars of this Sonata Rondo theme begin 
with a rising sixth from the 'l", ominant w. 1-iicn is notable in certain 
contexts in the Eý themes; tinere is a turn towards submediant 
inflection which is 'diverted' into subdomiriant emphasis harmon- 
ic@lly; this is the climýix melodically and focuses on the submed- 
iant degree; the ensuing supertonic inflection was indicated 
above. Thus the subdomirr-, nt is emphasised harmonically (diaton- 
ic2lly) but is smoot'ý-, ly absorbed into the supertonic preceding 
the cadence. 
Joseph Kerman has correlated the opening treatment of 
Op. 8laj OP-31/3 and Op. 127 (oP. cit. Pp. 206-8) but not 
in relation to their common tonality of Eý , even though he cites the first two us "the direct precedent" for the 
last, Inaving mentioned other instances ý.,; nich in fact evince 
other and tonally-related (to their respective key-1ncations) 
lin, ', dng features7 OS iciaydnesque. ThEt Leet'rioven's treatment 
is certainly not of the same kind as haydn's in such con- 
texts can only be objected here. Kerman's reference to "the 
paradoxical idea of preparing not the actual key of a theme 
but the -ff-tonic sonority on which the the, ne happens to 
begin" revea-LS that his approach to tonal structure in 
Beetnoven's music does not recognise the importance of 
tonal location. The thematic structure is born of the spec- 
ific functioning, end t1aus it is that the themes 
he brings together come to evince consistency of tonal usage 
whic'n is according to their tonality, and distinct from in- 
stances in other keys, instances which Kerman himself dis- 
misses in favour ý)f three works in the same key. The present 
list is additiona -IL evidence of 
the consistency apparent in 
Eý usage and indicates the primary importance of specific 
key-location. 
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Where there is chromatic emphasis oL the subdo, iinant 
this is essentially 'linear' in that it is integral to the 
hf, r, ionic progression in the thematic structure and does not 
create a melodic focus or climax. It occurs at various stagl-s 
in the thematic statement, at times as a particularly emphatic 
I c, -, de nc e -f ormula I; that tý, is conventional role is in fact part 
6f a tonal-thematic tendency generally in the themes is sug- 
gested by the other instances. The tile-Illes evincing chromatic 
inflection of the subdomina nt are exx. 2,13a, 19,1 24,27,31,? 73 _ý37 
ý9 and 1ý0. (The exa-mples are not given chronologically; also exx. 
24. and 3 pre from one work, as are exx. ýZ and ý__O. ) Of these a2 
themes, exx. 2 and 
. 
12, exx.. al and _U may 
be grouped together as 
evinci_-ig similar subdominant emphasis. In botn pairs the in- 
flecticn occurs early in the thematic statement but is primarily 
Jaarý-. Qonic in the first two themes; in exx. 21 and _U 
it also shpes 
the melodic structure notably. Ex. 40 is not unlike exx.. al and _U 
but tne for-mal context is one of introduction prior to F, definit- 
ive statement of the tom-lity. 
2 These five examples indicate the 
iml=tpnce of particular subdo-,. Anant emphesis in the definition 
of the tonality of Eý , the variety of formal context lending 
greater emphasis to the consistency of the tonal vocabulary ap- 
parent. Exx.. ý3a and a2 are both Scherzo openings and evince 
similer inflection of the subdo. ýýiinant; in exx. 24 and 27 the in- 
flection is structural and in both extends into similar emphasis 
of the supertonic. 
1 The inflection is mar-Ked in eac. -, example as indicated in the 
Supplementary Volume (P. S? ). The dotted lines in ex. 19 
indicate the aural tendency. to expect the subdc-. iin., -Int. This 
use of the 'idiosyncratic J, was'discussed above (P. 248 ) and 
is p particular functioning of the tendency to inflection of 
the subdominE,, nt in the Fý tonal-the. mc. tic complex. 
2 The opening of the Piano Concerto 1ýo. 5 and of the Overture OP-117 reflect the importance of subdominant emphasis 
in the definition of the tonality of Eý, but in these two 
instances the emphasis is diatonic and thus the toýai signific- 
ance has been overlodked and interpreted solely in conventior-'el 
terms. 
26c) 
"'he re-maining examcles of diatonic e, iphqsis of the sub- L 
dý)-ainant are of interest in the light of the distinct tend- 
ency to other types of subdominant emphasis evident in the 
theTes 1hey are exx. 2 -3tial, and subordinate to the 
I (cader 
sub., -, iediant apex treatment prominent in this thematic para- 
graph) 26 (the first occurrence transfers the initial super- 
tonic-based notif; 
1 the supertonic is the main structural 
element but the incidence of the clear subdominant is notable 
as opening the continuation treatment in the thematic par@- 
grap'ra) 23, _ý3 
(the emphasis here both reflects tne tendency 
to subdominant emphasis in the definition of EV in introduct- 
ory treatment 
2 
and links with the thematic emphasis of the 
subdominant initially in the ensuing Allegro) L and _ý6 
(these 
a-e from early works; the submediant melodic apex is chiracter- 
istic, the subdominant emphasis straightforward but noteble 
when co--. qpared with the later music). 
Subdominant emphasis is not conspicuous in the Group (a) 
Eý themes but it emerges as integral to the Eý td)nal-thematic 
c, -)-nplex end as inherent in the defii-ition of this tonality. 
That it functions more prominently on iarger-scale levels taan 
the level of týie them tic structure has been indicated. The 
role of the subdominant in the Group (a) theraes is peculiar 
to 14 usage; it is in some ways comparable with the use of the 
supertonic but is not elevated to the position of tonal focus 
in the thematic paragraph, as is the supertonic. In its unob- 
trusiveness and the tendency t, -ý 'linear' e--, -iphasis, the sub- 
dominant functions differently from the parellel relrqtionship 
in G; the subdominent e. r. qphasis in G is comparable in type and 
extent with the roA'le ý-f the superton-'-c in Eý, While neither 
the supertonic nor t1ie subdominant function prominently in the 
thematic structure, each functions peculiarly in relation to the 
tonality of Ei. As with the supertonic, the subdominant is a 
basic element in the Ei tonal-thematic complex. 
See above 7 PD 245,250 and,, concerning the larger-scale use of both tonal-thematic featuresp P. 258. 
2 See the preceding Footnote2(to P. 260). 
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III -`h-1, i. ONIC i'iRl ' -' 2 ý"FGGIC AS THE IN 'R(, UP THT-ý. Eý (U ' (a )) THE ES 
In his pene'tIrEting study of , eet-,, -loven's ýelodic style, 
alreedy freoueýntiy referred to in the course of' the present 
exa, nination, paUl ries gives so, -ie 
detailed consideration to 
t'ne 'tonic chord' (here termed arpe, -, gio or tried) ps a thematic 
shape. However, while he identifies it as a significant 
the--natic shnoe in B ethoven's usage, and ps a notable feature 
of `ý melodies in perticuler ways, his assess, -,, )ent re-Inins on 
the level of general. com-iient concerning recurrent features, 
largely irrespective of tonal category. He does incLude a 
section entitled 11`2he Character of the zýeys 112 but this too is 
approached in general terý-, ns. Thus despite thorough and illu, -. 1- 
in2ting investigaticn of cnaracteristic features of Beethoven's 
melodic style, because he nowhere correlates the music and con- 
sequentiy his own analysis in terns of tonal categoryý Mies 
does not bec-rle aware that melodic features such as he ident- 
ifies are relative factors in Beethoven's style, that they begr 
a differing relationsnip contextually depending on the specific 
key-location functioning. ' Concerning the tonic arpeggio in 
particular he co!,, iments on its recurrence in descendi, -ýg motion, 
as a significant thematic shape. He thus isolates one aspect 
of the incidence of the tonic triad the, intically and in making 
1 OP cit-7 PP. 135-7; 165 - 6. Mies considers that "in Baet. c,, ovenls music the key of Eý is introduced ir, assoc- 
iat-'-on moods denoting ceremonial or else tenderness 
aýýd srace" The use of the descending tonic C, tried used tý', iematically he iinýcs witt "ceremonial" end I'soleinnity"I (irrespective of key-location) as a general 
styiistic featlure. 
2 Ibid, P-174 et seq. (Chpt. VII (d)) 
3 Phis is certait. iy tr-ue of the basic context of the iriitLal thematic treat-, ient w., iich is the ! laiii focus of -. vlies, analy- 
sis c, 'Lso and, by implication, relates to the larger-scale levels of structure to wiiich sucl`i ocenings progress and 
of whic? i they to some extent form the basis. 
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gener, ýl co_nr,, Erisýýn ir-_es-ýective of t, -nz1iiity he imdvertently 
overlcool,, s th3 wider consistency apparent in rel, 3ti, -n to key- 
locatio end, similarly the differences in usege betwecn ton- 
alities i%hich chargcteri.,, e tne -, aelodic treat--ient in the them, 
atic structure. Clearly his study is intructive and chelleng- 
in,, 
-7 
in its insignt but it is respectfuily sug,,, 
_-)ested 
that an 
assessment waicn is fully representetive of the stylistic fac- 
tors underlying E, -, ethoven's melodic style can only be made 
on the basis of c, -, rrelation of the music 2n terms of , cey- 
location. When Beethoven's music is exe J_ned in relEtion to 
t, )r,:: l location tý. e evidence su-,,, ests that the tonic art_ýeggio 
is E,, thematic s-riape which is used in perticulax ways in rel- 
ation to specý tonalities; thus types of tonic arueggio 
emphasis may be differentiated according, to s, ýýeclfic key-loca- 
tion. Such differences have alrepdy become apperent in ti-, e 
investigation of the tonel-thematic complexes in C, G and D. 
'he latter is notable for its lack of tonic-triadic structure; 
the D themes are extensively cherncterised by step-wise i-iiove- 
z, aent in the t"ne.., -r, @tic treetýnent, a feature which e. vide,, -, tly 
precludes the use of tcnic-trivdic emphasis. "'L'he rO"-le of the 
tonic Erpeggio also differs between the tonalities of C. end G. 
Eýend G are directly comparable in their use of this thematic 
(There shal-e as ý-Ioth tonalities e-,, 7ince a sii., ailar incidence. 
is in addition particular emphasis of tji-ie tonic triad in the 
slow introductions which cheracterise Eý and are not ppralleled 
in other tonelities). '2here are also significant differences 
1 For the discussion of the tonic arpeggio as a nota, le 
I unemetic shýij, e in C, reference -, iny 
be ,,, ade to Pp. 63-68 (Group (a)) and Pp. (Group (b))and i-n G to Pp. ll)+-9 
ard PP-139-1+19 respectively. 
2 iLpproximately LLCý'O of the Group (a) G themes use initial 
tonic arpeggio emphasis and nearly ; 50, 'A'ý' of the Group (a) 
"Eý themes . It is. the basis o-" the entire tlneý-, iatic shape in just under 20, ý, 'ý of the G themes and in -)bout 17, ý. ' of t'-ne Eý themes (Group (a)) 
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between ,J and G useFe. , ý'ediant eýiiphcsis vjhich is sr) notable 
a tc,, 1_, L-tneira tic feature in G is cricracteristic nnly of the 
Grcup (b) '_Eý themes; 
1 
also the tonic-centrality of the G 
themes is not evidei,, t in 7ý . The G themes, hL)ve a pronounced 
tendency t-- ,, aove quickly onto th; ýý dominant; the Eý themes are 
about equally split between a siaiilEýr tendency and a tendency 
t-) cedence in the tonic in the first phrase. 
Tonic-triadic e-1phasis in the Grou, p (a) 4 themes is 
treoted in two mein categories representing tne type of usage 
apparent. 
i initial emphasis of tonic- tried 
Included in t'., As category are the instances of tonic- 
triadic srructure as tne basis of the opening treýitýient in 
several of the slow introductions which so notably cheracterise 
tý-, is tonality. 'ýIhnile tnis treat. -ýient is in the nature of a 
"fanfare", that this is not solely related to the traditionpl 
rola of the brass is suggested both by the extent of tonic- 
triedic emphasis generally in the Eý themes and by the fact v 
t', ip-t it char,: cterises works whic-ýi include no brass. "-'h ei ns t- 
ances of initiý, ýl tonic-triadic e; nphesis , )re correlated as exx. 
2 1. - 2ý5t* 
lt - ', t are the respective openings (melodically) 
of the ýuintet for Piano --ind . 4'ind, op. 16 (rescorod for Piano 
ý, ýuartet), the ý, Jlind Sextet Op. 71 at-A the String "uertet Op. 127- 
ý, ll occur as t1he initi-el treatment in sJ-ow introductions. '-'he 
t, -nic-triedic emphcsis is clear in each c,, se. The marlýing 
It also differs in t-Te as discussed in tne Grou3 (b) 
tonal-thematic analysis below. (P. 291 (ýt seq. 
2 2hese exa -iples follow the main Group (a) Eý Thematic 
Index in the Supc)lementary Volur. rie. (R. SS; 7, e-8. ) F 
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"MaestoSoll 'ncedin-l lhe Op. 127 cpering aptly iýid-7cý-, tss ti-ýe 
c, ýý-il to -)ttent-4-, -)n end tne une(, uivocFl decla-rat-lon of Eý 
to, iý7-ity w ich constitute t--, ese opening bers. 
1 
xF., ples 4t - 25t are giverl in chronolo, ýý, `Lcal order of 
t. eir co-position. kltnough there is a výriety of consequent 
tre, ýtý; Ient @: -p,, rren-t in triese theimes, they ,: )il use the toni-, - 
ar,, eggio as the besis of the initial tcaemetlic tre, --tffient. The 
subsecuent the. matic structure -ý. s 
in some cLses sh, --,. --ed 
by this 
opening, e-iphssis (as in exx. 7t, l6t and 21-t); in others it 
is in effect a "curtain" esta-L, lisl"ing the ton, ýlity of 
4 but 
preceding linear treatnent , melodically (as i_, -, exx. 10t, 13t and 
18t). 'Ex. 21t continues the various roles; this Allegro open- 
ing folioývs the elusive Poco Adegio with which t,,,, e String 1. uartet 
OP97-4 begins. It serves both to affirm the tonality of Eý and 
to set the first theme of the Allegro in motion, standing as 
a melodic pntecedent and llcurtýiinll. A third type of us,, ge 
be distiýiguished in relation to initia-1 toni-1-triedic e I- 
phEsis iqn, -. re t. he tonic arpeggio functions ýiielodically as an 
antecedent, and is s*,. ructured correspondingLy in ter-is of rhyth- 
'his is so in exx. l+t (tiae tonic-triadic : -nicpl distribution. I 
e, _, -phesis 
here extends into the second phrtise) 6t/l and /2,8t 
llt, 12t, lLtt, 
__lgt, _2ýt and 
25t. 
Of the remaining themes in this grou., exx. 5t, gt 0 _t_jZL a Lid 
20t incor, porate initicl tonic-triadic emon'-. 1sis ir,. to 'nore lyricel 
themes (the first tý,, ree are in moderate tempi). It is notqble 
that this thematic shape remains integral despite the different 
;,, iood of these four themes. Ex-x. 15t end 22t were not included 
above as the emphasis apparent in these two themes is combined 
with other elements t',, iema ti ca lly; nevert, -, e less the tonic arpeg, -io 0 
'-"he bass rise fro,,, -. q Eý to F (bars 1-2) is pirticulerly 
interest-Ing in the li,: -ht of the re! Lt'onship between 
the tonic and supertonic in Eý, ý . (See above P. 24. ý- ''L,, e structurel similarity with the opening bars of the 
Strio, g 2rio 0,,. 3 is notable and suggests & particular 
funct'-oning of the supertonic in relation to '. Eý 7 underpinriing the thematic structure tut tiot extending 
to her--onic or melodic e-iphasis. 
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is evident in both the-ies, more emphnticrlly in ox. 22t. It 
s interesting týiat exx. 15t ý, ýnd 22t do not fall naturally 
into the groups of usaze outlined above biýt thýýt both themes 0- ZD 
focus notehly on the dominant to tonic rise in the the.., natic 
structure. The tonic arpeggio is, as indic6ted, more exten- 
sively used in ex. 22t. Indeed this is one of the thenies 
which -4ies cites as 
deinonstrating tne significance of the 
descending co-r. ion chord. e states tnat "the deter, iining 
factor '_here may be the heroic character of the theme". The 
use of the tonic tried in tais theme is h-1wever not as pro- 
nounced en eýnphasis as is the case in t,,. e aajority of the 
themes included in the -ýresent section; The 1, -. st movement 
of this se-ne work (the Piano Concerto 2ýt) is struc- 
tured solely by the tonic triad in its ý-ritecedent7 a ýnore 
e-, riphatic tonic arpeggio focus then is a--'parent in ex. 22t. 
2 
The tonic arpeggio in descending, rising and 'nixed emphýlsis L 
is consistently in evidence in the initial thematic treatment 
in the Group (a) Eý thernes. It functions in vEýrious ways 
bt to isolate t1ne use of the descending. tonic arpeggio as ut 
a the-latic shape without reference to the thematic complex 
cheracterising individual tonal cF. tegories and without regard 
to specific key-location does not fully represent the role cc 
the tonic tri,,:., d -ielodically in relation to the tonality of Eý. 
,v -en 
the themes are correlated tonally t', je tonic arpeggio 
emerges as consistently in evidýnce initially in the thematic 
treatment in the Group (a) Eý themes, irrespective of mood 
and formal context. 
1 See above, P. 261 and llies, Op. cit-7 P-137. 
2 The mood here might be ter-med not so much 'heroic' as 'ex- 
ult,,, nt I. It is recognised tý. at ,, ies see_ýs oniy to qualify 
one asý-ect of the use of' the toiAc tried thematically in 
suci torms but-ihe present examination suggests that in so 
doing he inevit@'Lly overlooks the wider r6le end signif- 
this t Uructure. icance o-, " 11 Ui,, emetic siinape in the melodic st 
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ii t'-ae týýnic tried as the basis of the ent4-re thematic shape 
II% number of the Group (a) ti-)e, nes use the initial tonic- 
triadic em-hpsis as the b,? sic shaping factor in the melodic 
structure as indicated above, 
1 but the tonic triad persists 
thL-oughout th-e thematic statement in several of the Group (a) 
t'-emes es the basis of the overall thematic shape. These in- 
stances are given as exx. 26t ý-' 29t. The precise ro"le of 
the tonic triad varies between tne themes but in ail four it 
is the framework upon which the thematic structure is built. 
It is leest emphatic in ex. 29t, but notaLle for its incidence 
following the (tonally significant) initial stress of the sub- CD 
dominent, and for the shaping of the step-wise consequent treat- C3 
't the m--nt in each period of this thematic statement. In ex. 26 
extended "fa nfa re" -type op,.. ninc- is particularly arresting; the 
tonic-triedic emphasis persists into the ,, iore lyrical answer- 
ing phrase however and structures tne closing bars . In this 
persistence of the tonic triad the Piano Trio treatment differs 
from t-ne exa,,,,. ples of fanfare-type treatment and melodic ante- 
cedent eL-. qph@sis(ýot__-, a of which it includes) correlated under 
section i above. 
Thie tonic tried also structures the greater p,;. -t of the 
Soneta Rondo theme, ex. 26t. '2hat t,, is compact theme evinces 
severF. 1 c-, arecteristic Eý tonal-thematic features has emerged 
aI Love; 
2 the tonic arpeggio as a signific, -, )nt t, iematic shape 
is ar additionai such feature. 
j, n interesting situzit-lon e, nerges in connection with ex.. 22t 
and its relationship to ex. 22 of the Llroup (a) G themes. 
3 Both 
themes u. -e the s. -, -. e antecedent, the original key of wnich is 
indeed G. In each occurrence (that is opening the second-and 
final-r., ýiovement of the second of the two "Leichte Sonaten", Op. 49, 
1 P. 265. 
2 See ý-. 259, and ex. 28 in the main Grou-, (a) Thematic Index 
where t-, e supertonic inflection referred to on P. 25-19 
is merked as i'ridicated tt-, ere. (Supplementary Volume, P. 37. 
"x. 22 cf the Group (a) G themes is given on P. 15 of the 
Supplementary Volume. 
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ard the "Linuet in the Septet Oip. 20) the respective movement 
is headed 11'_'e'npo di __, ien, ý. ettoll. , ýlthou, - , 
ýaticre F, -e rhythmical 
differences between the two versions the antecedent -1. -rent-ent 
is essentially the same. But the subsecuent thematic proced- 
ure differs in notable and toný,. lly significant ways. '2h ec 
emphasis in the Septet is characteristic in such an Eý context 
and also typicnl (in Eý )prefacing t, ie modulation int, -) the 
dominant. However the common ground between the two works is 
also worthy of note for its tcnai interest; t1ais lies in the 
fp, ct that the t?,, eme centres upon tonic-triadic structure, a 
feature which has already occasioned cor-, iparison between the 
tonalities of G and Eý in the course of the present considera- 
tions, as characterising the thematic structure to a notable 
extent in both tonalities. 
1 In view of the mar-ked preference 
for tonic-triadic emphasis in the G and t,,. ie Eý themes it is 
indeed interesting that the Op. Lý9 t1heme should recur in Eý. 
2 
Exaiýples 26ý - 29t are themes where tonic-triadic emph- 
asis is the main structural component shaping the entire melodic 
"his is noU the most cýi@racteristic use of the tonic line .I 
tried as a notable thematic snape in the Group (a) F, ý themes 
but is a particular fu'_ctionirig of the tendency to such emphasis. 
Tnere is a high incidence of tonic-triadic emphasis as 
a significant structural feature in the Group (a) Eý themes. The 
frequency of its occurrence suggests that it is ýý tonal-them tic 
feature c? iarecterisi-)g a-, d distinguis ýing :,: 
ý usege. '. 'L'he si. -Al- 
arities witn the G tonal complex in this respect have been in- 
dicated-, t, ý, ere are also interesting differences relating to the 
tonal-themetic vocabulary apparent in the d-taiied structure of 
the týiemes where t,; -, (F toric triad is a notable shaping Lector. 
3ot', ] the importance of tile tonic triad in the Group (a) Elý theines 
and the differences in the applicEtlr)n of t, -iis thematic shape 
wi7iicn are evident between Ek P-nd G usEge, Eý and G being 
1 See above, P. 263. 
2 Ct., -ier aspects of this t. 'aeicne in reiation to týae tonaiity 
of Eý e'nerge in the c, -)nsiderations coneluding t, ic examina- 
tion of the :,: V tonal-tiae-iatic complex, followinZ the Gmp 
(a) and (L, ) analyses below. (See P. 310. ) 
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directly ccmporKle in týis respecq suglest that zne tonic 
arpeggio is tonally-relened as a themtic shape in Ecethoven's 
imsic - that it functions in particular ways relative to key- 
location. 
IV HL'LODIC APEX IF -'i-E Eý 
(G'-'C. UP (a)) Tli-l-ýIMES 
"'here are three preferred _-,: iain -, rtielodic @ý, )ex 
degrees in 
the Group (a) Eý thennes - the submedient, the tonic and the 
do--iinant, eac`1 of which is used distinctively in t; -iis tonality. 
The toric in fact becomes progressively more proýýiinent in the 
th&, 'es, reflecting a particular development in the thematic 
structure and in the application of the tonally-related tendency 
to melodic apex emphasis focusing on the tonic. The three pre- 
ferred apex degrees are examined individually. 
i the submediant as melodic apex 
The submediant degree is more pr, --, ý-IIinent as a melodic apex 
in :,: ý than in C, G or D. It is evident in a variety of contexts7 
harmonically an6 structurally, within the thematic statement. 
The tendency to sequential repetition on the supertonic of an 
opening thematic cell or phrase yields a submedient apex in a 
number of themes. These are the least significant instances of 
the submediant apexý the particular supertonic emphasis struc- 
turing such apices being the more notable tonally-related fea- 
ture. The submediant apex occurs in such a context in exx. 5, 
. 
13,14 and 11 of the Group (a) J themes. 
1 It is interesting 
that in the Octet Cp. 10_ý., in the context parallel with ex.. ja 
from the Strirg Quintet Cp. ý., (ex. 13a), there is a submedient 
melodic apex independent of sequential supertonic structure, 
which is not used in the Op. 103 contpxt, 
2 
In eech group of themes given in the course of the dis- 
cussion o-f rrelodic apex treatient, the examples are cited 
in c-, r, -noloCical order.,, I'he present enui-ierati-on refers 
to the me-in Group (a) he--natic Index; subsequent examples 
are correlated in an additional compilation es itidicated 
below. & 
Cf. the remarks , -, aade above concerring Opp. 1+ -nnd 10ý 
(P. 247. - 
F, x. 1 r-ý,; ies using the ýa is included in the correl&. tion of th. 
sul-'ledient as a nain melodic apex, in the following dis- 
cusslon). 
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. L. 
'he sub-lediant f-anct--*ons Es c, n initi, ýýl (main) melodic 
apex in e, -, ýx. ýji, 26 and 2. '. j. 'he hari-, ionic contexts t3re linked 
wilt'-'i sup-. rtoric or subd, -Iiinant e-!,, phosis 
1 
but that the subr., ied- 
ient is so frequently a main melodic apex in the Group (a) Eý 
themes suggests that distinctive melodic tendencies are furict- 
io! iir. g in t, -iese four openings, togetier with the tonally-rel- 
ated tendencies structuring the the, -,, ies harmonically. (Ex. 12 
also opens on '2, e sulb. '. iediEzat melodically but initiates c rise 
to the tonic; the subdo, ain! -lnt hý, Ir-, Toi-iic emphcsLs ir. t, As open- 
ing wLýs discussed aý, oveý) 
The submedient occurs in Llhe role of a dominant enhance- 
ment melodically in two thernes. This use of the sub-ediant 
c'narecterises the D the, --,. qes to a notaLle extent; it is not a 
strong constituent ir. the melodic structure in Eý. In the 
-Linuet Section of ex. 
lý, it is used in this role in corilunct- 
io, -- wit- particulEr eqphasis of the supertonic. In ex. 31 
the submedient apex at bar 6 is also p 'melodic reflectioni 
of particular supertonic eýmphasis, and the ensuing dominent 
is the stressed melody note. 
4 
There is - consideraLýle nurfiber of themes in which the 
sub-med-Jant f-ý: -nctions as a main melodic apex in the course of 
the thematic statement. These ere correleted as exx-lm - 16m. 
5 
They are drawn from twelve works, encot-tipassing the entire corpus 
of the Eýmusic. The precise role of the submedient apex in the 
the7ties varies according to the melodic structure aOparent, and 
in the detpiled api-lication of a particular structural -iodel. 
1. See p 25ý concerning eaa.. ý and 
_4 and 
P. 251 with reference to exý. 2b and 27. 2 P. 255-7- 
7 Concerning the supertonic in the ', Iinuet-, see above, P. 253. 
4 Of. P. 253. 
Supplementar., ý Volume, *5'9,,? 'S;, kThe instances of the sub- 
mediant as a main melodic apex are marked in tne examples 
as indicated there. (P 6o. ) 
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In the c--r. text of simple "Song-form" melodies t-, ae submedient 
mey occur as tne main apex of several phrases as in exx. lmj 
2_-i, qýi and 16-m (in wý,, ich the Song-form structure is prefeced 
1 n, ). - Ly - tielodic curte- 'x. 7m uses - Song-form structure, 
bu-11-1- the si r-ie s,,., ýbmedient apex is the climax of the wnole LD 
-iondo th m -e. 2-he re, liFining the", ies are a combitiation of 1con- 
tinuation, Eýnd ý,,, iixed ty. )es of formal structure. Although 
is focal em-'chasis of the suibmediant in these contexts, 
t-ere is a marked tendency to subse(, uent e_mphasis of the tonic 
as the -E3in overall climax of the thel-aetic statement. This 
is so in exx. llm, 12mj_ý_nq and 15m. (-,, x. 14--q reflects the same 
tendency but does not cli. -nax is e, iphatically on the later t-nic 
, x. lLm focuses on the sub. -nediant pý. rticulýýrly strongly in the 
course of the 3-bar ascent to tl-, e cli! -qactic tonic. 1he submed- 
t brepiýýs t: ie sequential rise ard itself generates a descent 
of a _oer and a ýlalf befý)re rising to the ton-*. c. There is thus 
a pl2teeu-li_ýce e. nphasis of the submediant in the inelodic struc- 
ture. r', --ielodic apex on 
the tonic also follows the submedi, -, nt 
(-, elodic) e-_iphasis in ex. l0m but the ensuing do. iinant is ma-ýe 
stressed melodically. 
`hree furt--, er exa-:, ples afford interesting co., ýnparison with 
tl-ie themes in w7-, ic? ) the submedinnt rises to a tonic cliniax; 
they are exx. l7m, 2)4m and 25m from the early ', -V'ind Sextet op. 
_)1b, the Piano - 74 2rio Op. 70/2 end the String : ýuartet op. res- 
pectively. Ex. 17m is a concise Song-for-'a structure, tonic- 
triadicelly bpsed in terms of its the-natic sliepe. I'he rise 
tnrough the submediant in the final phrase is perhaps the moa-L. 
notable in the light of tnis. J`. x. 2Lým although from a consid- 
erably later work is also shaped by tonic-triadic emphasis. 
"'here is no submediant eiphesis melodically until the rise to 
the tonic cadentially breaks the tonic-triedic sequence on the 
sub-nediant, which again serves as a pre-ce6ential 'Plateaut 
The melodic line is modified in the voice-p, -, rt but the submediant is retained as the main apex in the final 
ph, -E,, -, e of each verse. 
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prc, fecing tý: e e-e, on the tonic. Ex. 25ri uses submediant -: )ex 
e-, p, r)E,, sis in a nuý-, ber of ways in the course of the thematic state- 
as a dorninrnt enhancement (bgr 6), as a main melodic apex 
in the Viola (bar 10) and abo, ýe tj-, j_s as a pre-cadentia 11 pleteaut 
-2he rielody as such is in the Viola line at t: -is point but the 
effect of the Violin I treat. -nent is to culminate the thematic 
stetement as a whole and it is interesting to note that the pro- 
cedure adopted focuses on the sub. mediant and a subFecuent rise 
to tine tonic climectically. 
1 
'Ihe reiai-ing ttienes in, which the subnediant occurs as a 
-iain rielodic apex are exx. 3. , n, 4rjj, 5jTj,, &, n and 8m. Of these, týie 
sur-mediant mpin npex is in effect the climax of the thematic 
st, -, te-.,, ient in exx. 5m and 6m. 
T*rý, ere is an edditione"i context in the themes in which the 
submedient is used as a main apex. This concerns cadenti@l 
treEt-qent. A main -Ilelodic apex occurs cadentialiy in exx. ýýl 
a, d 6t/2,6m, 13m, 23ii and 33 .2 Ex. 13m was included in the ccn- 
siderFtion of inst-nces of the submediant as a main melodic 
apex in the course of the thematic statemient; it is both this 
and a part-l-cular pre-cadentiai emphasis prefaciý-g the rise to 
3m also focus not, tile tonic. Exx. 6m and ý ably on the submedient 
before t1ne cadence; t'he same thematic sýnepe characterises these 
two themes at this Point, in the fall to the tonic. T-, x.. a. ým is 
interesting as ti-, ere is no sub,, iediant apex earlier in the theme, 
but the final cadenti-ai apex on the submediant in fact supereedes 
the do"lin. -, nt, i,,, hich is the prevailing melodic focus; in this ex. 
', 'ým is co_,, aperable with ex. 1ým. 
2nat the sub-nnediant occurs as a main melodic apex in such 
a veriety cf contexts, formal and tonal, -nd t-, gt it is ir, evidence 
1 i'he harmonic structure at t;, is juncture was, discussed above (F. 253. It now emerges tclat the detailed :,. ielodic tre, 3tmEnt in both the Viola and Violin I lines is tomlly-rel, ý-, ted per se 
2 This is to exclude tne instEnces given previously in which the 
submedizýnt recurs in the finE-, l phrase as a icin melodic epcx 
ýýs the result of D si-ple SonE-form structure. 
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fro-i the 
_-r3-opus 
Piano -ýuý-, rtet to t. -, e , ul T, tet le, te String 
C. -. 127 su-,.., es-, s t ct t? icýr, ý-) is in the Grroup (a) 3V theme-s 0, 
uon,, --__ý! _y-rel,, ýt-ed 
tende., icy to apex e,,, aphesis of tne sub, aediant 
c'-1cracterising --'--e melodic structur t3 (I I-e as disti. net from the 
l, rger levels of the initial til-, eraztic treý, tment, 
ji t1-1c tonic --s melodic apex 
2-ere arp t'. -, ree princip, ýl t-,, pas of main ! -iielod, -c Lpex emoh- 
as-4s o- zonic - tý-, e tonic occurs as [i ýie-*_n opex early in ý, ýsU 
t', --- t'-ie. (, i, -t_4c stete,: ient, ý,, s -! ,,, iaint apex 
(arid i, I two c, ýscs tnis 
constitutes 4U- Is t -i et 1i cc1i. me x)Icen allyt in -tie themt,,, tic 
stateýnient, as a climactic cadcriticl apex. 
-onic is a ,, iein apex eorlý U in theme in exx. 20m, 
14m and 2(-')-, r, tý, e 1. -st two of -w_,, -. ich are Eý zielodies fro, -i the 
Bcng-cycle Cp. ý.. it occurs -s a . ýiai n apex Icentra-Ily, in ',, he 
t_, -. e-iE. tic stetei-ient in exx. l, 8:, r,, 1q_ýi, 2l_, i and 23 T'lle tonic con- 
st-it-ates tu, -ac climax of the tt-. sme at '. I-, is point in ex. x. 13m and 
1q. m viiereas t`ae eý, -, pliiasis of the tonic -*-s less pronounced in 
exx., 21-, z_7nd 23- : ýx. focuses on the submediLnt ccýJeriti, -. 1_y 
ex. 2L-a on tý,. _- tonic; ti, e 
tonic a,,,, ex in bot.,, ) t'lemes occurs 
ýIj the cade, ýtiý, l treatiient in al, ove subdc-iia. -i-it herr-aony. Altýjoug 
eýý. 21--, is not cliýTý-_ctically ton2Lc-ce; itreC,, it is interesting to 
note t'-)ýIt t--c; tonic is sustained as a ccdentiel focus _-. r3clodically. 
-ý., r . oni. c structa-ýýe in the (ý--oun (a) 74 t-, iE; -,,. es is has e, ierý, ed P, -, -ýve. 
r2his is alsO 
relevcnt to t', -, v- crýntext of t-,, e roclodi-c apices, but 
viewed in solely oý' the struct-u. re of the ine-odic 
e t, lere Lýre de-fi-Aite a rd consister-, t pieferences ojilth 
, ect to :,, elodic spex Gre, -t, tent in the themes. 
I-c -otivic of tý-iis treatn. ie7rit were discussed I, P. 251). ''. -, e retension o" -iýe t, - a, ove (. -L .ý -)nj-c : -ýiay be p-, rt of tiie dove', cj)i, ýE teridericy to a ca6eý tiel clj-mE,, -ý on -, Lle t-; 
, 
-. -, ic ll-ecrý,,: ic-, s mo-re n,, ý, )Peremt in tl-ýe Eý msic fr, ým this time on. 2-is to dency is trLced In 
discussiori. (Concertiing ex. 21m, of. iuý, e eA of t; -ic -, "inue. 
t 
i, a -uý, e o Son, ýtp- OP. 7 in w-Lich t--icr3 is si7iiLý,, r e, --l- 
'phasis of tjie tonic cedentialiy. ) 
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. 11 lost not, -,, ', 
-, Ie nspect of tne r Le of the tonic as a 
7clodic apex in tne Group (a) Eýthemes c ncerns the 
, preference for a si: gle main themetic climaql-,. - whicii-, seems to 
c1iý3rF, cte rise ti: e t_-, e_--, ietic treatment in t-, is t. -nFi context, 
becr)-ýin, -,, -., -rogressively 
more appLreirit in the týieties. ,. Thile 
t--is cl-ý_-nux in sc-, -ne cases occurs in the ccurse of the tj-lematic 
st, -te-ment (es in exx. 18m end l9m) and focuses on degrees 
other thizn t, ie tonic the submediant and t. -,, e dominant being 
t'! -, e preferred deqr--es there is a tendency to a cadential 
focusing of an overall thematic climax on c, final tonic apex 
rin- 1 oc] i cýý lly . This te-adency is already cpýý)arent in the e rly 
E _iusic cs evinced 
by e, -, -x. 17: i, 10m and llm. tLithoug,. ex. 21m 
usos t1cc týýnic less eiiphaticlsiiy, the tendency underlies tr-e 
cz-:? denti. ý: 11 structure of hoth sections of the 'Trio in the seme 
-. or, ýý (t-e Piano oneta _ýl/ 'see ex. 12m). Ex. 22m, from i, ,S Op. 
t'l-, e 2hird Sy: -,: phony, is the first instý-nce of a prominent cL, den- 
-Iocusin- o-,: ' the t1hematic statement on the tonic. Both 
4- , o. r. ic ccý, cnces, 
in the initial t. -, e-'ietic (, -, t baiýs 13-11, ' 
erd 35-37) ere tlýus structured Simij-or treatment 
terises ell except one of the subse, -uent `ý: 
ýworks. Exx. c, 7ý, re. c 
lý_-, q, 24. ri, 25m and 15m, -)-' the present compilation are instances 
o-ý structure; in -., dditicr, trý the proset-t examples 
eu-'-ention may be drawi-i to tiie final býFrs of the Son,. ý:; -cycle 0p. 98, 
4- 
end to t"L-, e openin_ý the ne of the 11. Lýin- Stephen" OverUure (alt"10, ugh 
not particulerly e,,, i hatic instance, the te, ýdency is still appar- 
ent here). '2he e,,,. cel)ti,, )n is the Piano Soný-, ta Cp. ola, but thet 
cthe_2 notable to,. jelly-related tendencies are functioning in t-0, 
t_'-e-, iý-ýic structure in t. ais work hLs to so_, -, -ie extent already erlerged. ' 
tc_-Lis tende'ncy is n_, nparent fro,, i tLe early :; ýmu_-ic sug- 
-2sts tnet t--. ere --,. qay be a ditraens'Lon relevant to t1ae st, jistic 
analysis of B, -et'-Iovenis music of wLiich account hes w-t yet been 
ta _ýe --a. Clearly -c, -ýerc ere. general stylistic developments in 'r., ds 
I the -I'ormal ve, ýicle, the increasing concern for con- 
tinuity being particularly notaJole @, long them, but tliat the spec- 
ific 'i: ey-locationand the conco. mitant tonel-thematic complexes 
-.. iF, ht qualify and characterise such developments in relation to 
", ey-category has not been sugEested. 
1 See aLove, P. 24592529253.. 255-6,265, (269). 
7Lý 
. jhýýteve_ý t, -e final significence of tý- L e ,, reference for a 
clL-,, -ctic tonic epex c, 3dentitilly in tie thematic stcte-mentg U 
tri, -t the tonic is - preferred Melodic e"ý, = delc,, ýree i the 
(e) 74ti-, e-nes end that it is used with consistency in 
rtle in(ýicctes the f-,., nct_*L-ýning of e ton's ily-rela ted 
teridency in t., is context. 
iii tne do-iinant 2s Melodic apex 
_Lne 
do-inent is frc-,, 
-uently 
in evidence es a triain -rel, odic 
aý_-ex in t', -o -; --oup 
(a) ý+thetýes but is generý,,, lly subordinate 
to ot"-ier nelcdic 2pices in tune tire,,,, ietic structure. It occurs 
ý. s a -nein -elodic apex in 7bout F, quarter of the themes - in 
e. -I-x. n 2m., 2_ým 2)-t-m 1ý,, 25m and q2m. It is . 
LC j_u2 
interest-lný, to note the structural sii-oil! ýrity evident in the 
-ielodic treatment in exx. 'ým, ýrn, &, n and llm. In all four the 
dý--. iin,: ýnt Epex (first occurring in the third phrase in ex. 6r,. q) 
is followed by e submediaý-t Main apex wnic? i in eacL case super- 
sodes t. -je earLier dominarit. -echnically tne do, nin,, nt is a 
r. rmin me, odic anex but -, iusicaiiy it is subordinate to the. sub- 
-, ed J_, ý rt . Cf tne w olee group of 
the-. qes in whic, j the dominant 
, 1L occurs as . -. r,, elodic aý, )ex, 
five themes, exx. jLm 2n, 22m 
1_ý-i and LLn are struct-Lýred by a single overall thetm: ltic climsx, 
on týie tonic "ne dorninant itself occurs in tlýis r8le in exx. 
23: n, 2, --, _, ýý ý)nd 
U., _n, 
but is not as e, iphatic a cliniactic focus as 
is the tonic in t'ne týiemes. Lhe submedient is consistently 
used in con, 21unction wiU th the dorninant cli, iax, as a do-inant 
enhancement, in ex. 
The do-linant is a prominent melodic focus in exx. 22m, lým, 
Jdition to its occurrence as a mai 
_314. 
min, ma nd --ý Un relodic 
a ex in ee c. h thema ti cs ta te.,, ie nt ', Ixx. 22m a 1, 
d 13m a re both 
theines structured by a _, iain climax on 
the tonic whic'[ý occurs 
os a climactic focus twice in each statement. The do-riinant 
is superseded by a submediant apex cadentially in ex. 3, m, but 
iL,, the four themes (exx. 22mlým, 33_, n and 34m) the dominant is 
sustained in the course of the the, natic statemeý-t as an emphatic 
melodic focus, a tyTe of 'plateau-c. niphasis, in the melodic 
structure. 
1 See the preceding section, P. 271+ 
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-, 'h-rc are fcur tlaemes in whic. -i -the dominent occurs as 
apex iiiitia_, _ly, exx. ý7_fn, 3--m, 25m and. _ýým. 
'-, 'ne last 
t'-ree use c LlrefE. tory llcurtaý_nll to -the apex; all four themý-ZýItic 
olpenings ý, re structured by notcble tcnic-t,, -i, 3dic e"iphasis. 
1 
, ýlthough tie do'nLncnt does ecc. uire pro-, -Tiinencs in the them- 
atic treatrient in a few part-11-cularly notable instances (exx. 
ad 
_ý)+m) 
it is neitj., ier Ps frequently nor -as 
eý-, ip', ietically in evidence es a main melodic , -, pex 
in the Group 
(2) -`+t_'heý, es as are the sub.,., iediant aý, d the tonic, and is gen- 
e---, il-, -y su-, ordinc. 
tc to thesb degrees in t--r, -ns of rnelodic a lex 
usage in this thematic context. '_'hus the rýie of the dominant 
elly in -:; he Group . iclodic- 
(a) H+context also evinces particular 
c, herE-c-ýeri-sticsq differentiating its function in rel, -:, ýtiori to 
t--, is ton., lity. 
GRCUP (b) : HEIA: Ic F'AbS IN 
Lhe sectional relptionships cheracterising t'he Group (b) T 
4context 
were outlined above. 
2 
Fýstands in subdo, ninant rela- 
tionship wit -a a 
be s-i cJ in tne ma Jority of the Group (b) works 
. -ut 
the Q/Eýrelationsn ip is also apparent in relation to one 
,, nove-ýent, the Cavatina from the String Quartet in BP , OP-130. 
"his is in the suý: do-nirýant in relation to Dý , but it also L 3 follows a -liovement in G, the Alla tedesca. Both the slow 
-, ove. ment of the Violin Sonata Op. 96 and the Bagatelle Op. 126 
T, -1 
., 
o. 
6 
are instances of the G/Eýtonal juxtaposition in the 
present Group (b) compilation. 
4 
1 See above, Pp. 26)+-6. 
See Pp. 240-1. 
Thet tnis is itself a significant occurrence of the tendency 
to BIG tonal juxtaposition wns su Sested above Qf. Pp. 01-2). 
The BVG relationship is investigated in Appendix I below(O 
319-339). 
Concerning the six Eagatelles Op. 126 tAe 7verall tonal struc- ture is of interest in the ligat of the pronounced tendency 
to move in sequentially felling thirds linternally' in the 4 music. (The Ef/C[relctionship also occurs sectionally 
between movements in the Fifth Piano Concerto, Op-73). 
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, zi7e one instance in ijh'i,., h "-1-4st@ý--ds Ls relative ma, -*or to 
a, bý-sic c occurs in the Piano "L'rio OP-1/3. This reflects the 
t om-, -ý preference for the "-. eys of C and Aýsecti:, ý., -ally, wh3ch 
c: ---er!, c,, terises q basic c context. 
dit, i only one exception the Group (b) 7, ftýiemes are in 
., qoderF-te or slo*ýj 
te. iL, ý, pi . Seven of the twelve the.., nes ere marked 
es Lýd@ý, io (with tiý,,, e c-upj-ificLtioni "espressivoll andocon molt 
espressione" notalj-ýly recur--Lýent); three themes are marked 
. Ande nte. 
2 
of these include t, ne indication 11cantabile"; 
t', -. e tnird marýýing - "Andante a. ýqabile e con ý, Iotoll - is clearly 
J\To si-iilar. This heads -che Bagatelle Op. 126 , . 6, following the 
Presto opening flourish). '-he therne fro.,. n the Violin Son, ý-)ta 
Op. 30/3 hFs t'-ne indication I'Tempo di Menuetto ma molto --noderato 
e graziosoll; t, -, e term "graziosoll also occurs in relation to 
Cp. 126 -ý. 3 The exception (apart from the short Presto 
ýrefEcing Op. 126 1,, To. 6) is the Irio section of the Violin 
Sonata op. 96; there is no tempo aa2rking here but no change is 
indiceted followiag týie preceding Scherzo, which is marlIked, ' 
Allegro. The consistency of these tempo Indicatýons suggests 
Cf. t, ,e firidi-,, igs of the A-,,, pendix !I investigation. (P-340 et seq. below). This also reveals that T-, 'ýin 
f,, ct bears a particular relationship to c internally 
in tI-e c music, differentiating its r5le as tonally- 
rel., --';, ed w,,, en co.. mpared with usa,,, e in other Anor key 
contexts. 
2 -Reference may be mEide to the Group (b) 'Jthe-ies in 
the Supple., ýnentary Volume 
It is interesting to note the very si"Alar tempo 
heedings in the Group (a) Eýthe. -, ies in slow tempi. 
See in perticular exx. Lm, 3,, n, l4m, 26m, 3C): i and 
_-ý, 
lm 
(note that t1iis ',, linuet is also iieeded ",. --, oderato e 
, ý'razioso,, ). The enumeration refers to the final 
cormpilation in the Group (a) Thernatic Index in the 
Supplementary Volume (F-S9; ? 
-78 et sej. ) 
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t-, ie prevc-, ence of E certain mood in the Grout., (b) 4theý-ýes; 
Jr , deed -ies, refer::, ý, -, -ce 
to the 'a-se of denoting sonetning 
eleo-ent, -!: ýný tender" is certainly an arpropriete deEcription CD 
`-e predo,:, inant characteristýcs of the the, -, cs in t-)is 0- -- -L -L TJ 
context. 
1 
1- additi--n to the unanimity of mý)od (and pernaps 
contributi-n!, ý to this ) tne the: -aes evince rel-nar', ýable con- 
sistency wl-tn res: Dect to the role of the medient melodically. 
, -ine of the twelve t1riemes either o'er, on the mediant degree, 
or focus on it as tiý, e ýirst stressed .,,. elody note. 2here is 
also e s-k1r--ng tendency in, 1he inelodic structure to centre 
on t'he iedia:, t throughout, but not however as a -melodic apex. 
Its rle is thus clearly differentiable from that chE)racter- 
4sing t, '-e medi. -. t in the Group (b) D context. Six of the 
eleven Group (b) D themes eitiraer open on the mediant or 1. 'ocus 
on it as the first e, nphesised degree melodically. 3ut the 
, nost notable medinnt eýn, pnEsis in the D context is a marked 
,, refere-ce for mediant melodic apex treatment. (Indeed in 
the two cises in which the nediant is the first stressed 
, 2nelo, 6. y note, it stands es a- melodic apex; this is not so 
in tuhe compera, le E4themes). 
2 
Step-wise movement wes also found to cheracterise the 
D themes, in both the Group (a) and the Group (b) contexts. 
1ee. iýý 1) S 'ýies, Op. cit., PP. 17-'-80. 
2 Cf. Pp. 228-9 of the D Group (b) tonal-thematiC analysis 
above. It is interesting thct the Group (a) E themes 
wnich are in -roderate or slow tempi (apart fronn fenfare- 
type introductory sections) clso tend to media nt-centra lity, 
P- characteristic not otherwise a noteb1c, feeture in the 
Group (a) Eý context. 
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'his t'ýie 
-ý lic 
feeýture is also prominent in the -Troup 
(b) 7ý 
ie s '- ! -a e, - lout tuliat it differs fro. ý- that which structures thie 
D thie, es 'I-VýL. lj e., ner, --, e in 'the ec. suing cons idera tiorls , ýs with 
Group (a), the -'roup 
(b) themes s,, ow a mErked prefereýice for 
t*-e sub ediant es a -, ielodic apex degree; tj"le tendency to 
, _,? 
rticuler e-rhasis of, the supertonic F, 1so persists and is 
exe ýined Ps the -, 
'ýIrst category in the Group (b) tonal-the-mL--itic 
analysis. 
1 
-7, US7, OF SUPE TO* IC IT- '2H-, '3ý (GHOUP (b)) T, --'] ES 
Harmonic and nelodic e, 7, phL: sis o_'L C the supertoinic chý, racter- 
ise the Group (b) TJ themes cr), -aparably with ýJae G-oup (a) con- 
text in terms of the types of usage apparent, although a part- 
iculLir as; iý, ect of I'molodic reflection" beco. res especially pro- 
nounced in the Group (b) thet-nes. -_ýhe r6le of the superto[,, ic 0 
in 6he drou,,, ý (b) Eý context is exacAned with refe_ý-ence to har- 
,: ionic ennphosis in cetegory i and concerninE- melodic e,, iphasis 
in category ii. 
i har.,, ionic ei-, iphasis of týie supertonic 
;,. lt. `-iouý_ýh tkie Group (b) tL-, emes nu.,,,, ib-r only epproximately 
a cuarter -_ýf the theý_es in the Group (a) context, types of 
har-onic e, iphasis of the supertcnic remain apparent in the 
themes and may be distinguished according to the context of 
W4 its occurrence similarly __th the procedure adopted in the 
Croup (a) exaiiination. 'Thus har7lonic eý2phasis of the supertonic 
ear-y 4-n t-ne tnematic st. -te,, i-, ent is discussed in co-teg--. ry (a) 
and cetegory (b) treats the instFirices of h@r-ionic emphasis of 
th esun 
,, 
ert-iic in the course of the thematic stateý:,, ent. 
The category - sequence is niý, --in ado", Dted in con unction 
with t'tne Group (aý procedure, with -ýelodic 9,, ex treat,. ient 
co-nprising t? ie final category of thq-ýi@tic features exam- ined in reiation. to t'Le G--oup (b) EP themes. 
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(a '-, here are four tnemes in wnich the supertonic occurs 
in close con, ýunct'on with the tonic hý, r ionica lly earLy in 
t'-ie themat`ýc state--ient, exx. 1,2,10 and 12. -he incidence 
in the Piý-,, no -, 'rio the. -. ne 
(exx. 1 and lf) concert-is only 2 
ouaver's duration - Elbeit in a te, imo of' Andante - in each 
stEterlent bf the openin-, phrese (at bars 1 and 9): but it 
is included in view of the ter. deýicy to e phýýsis of ýhe super- 
tonic eer-y in t. -, e the-iatic state-,, ient which cýiaracterises 
te .T oup 
(a) Elr_,, ý c: ýntext and %, jhich persists in trie Group 
(1-1) thei! es as evidenced by exx. 2s, 10s and 12s. 
7. x2-iple 2s is the first statel-ýent in the Pinno of the 
slow rlovs; ). ent t., i ý. ie olfý the Second FiE. no Concerto. 2he super- 
tonic is si, r1ilprly a-1-carant prio2 to this in t. ne orchestral 
"pre-Ence" to 'the full state, ent of ex. 2s (see bars 1-2 and 
'he move! -, ent, where the supert, -)nic is e, -, iph@ticall, v b, r It of u 
used). -x. 10s is co,, iper@b_e wit"a exx. ls eri6 2s in that the 
subdo, AnEýrit is -jeiod'c, ýIly s--ressed early in the -Che, iatic 
s', cite, iient (this melodic e-ýphasis accouires subdo: tlinant har-Lonic 
infiect-J--n in its final occurrence in týie Piano -'rio theme, 
ex. ls, Lars 20-21 and 2, _'-2-, -) 
but the subdc, iiriant precedes 
_e incide -ce of 
t-, e supertnnic her ionicaily in ex. 10s . The 
supertonic is t'iereafter a pro-inent element in the thematic 
struczure of the Beg2telle. In ex. 12s fý, supertonic inflec- 
z-on occurs (in 'the 'Cello) immediately followin, ': the initial 
trýnic. -; ',, is inflecti, _)n is c: -jaracteristicaily "ellided" into 
t', e, do-, inant with th-, beginning of the iaelody on -the t'-iird 
beat in Viclin 1.2 (-, --, te also t1ne ensuing bass treatment and 
t, -: e use of ýhe supertonic prefacing the do. minant -in bar 3-) 
,, i; -l Group (b) 7ý "he-ý2tý 1 '-'hese nuý-ibers refer to týie m. --c 
Index 
(Supplementary Volume, A second index follows in 
which these thecies are --iven fuliy, cc exx. 1s, 2s, 10s arin 12s. 
-, e order of the. -ies in this second index follows that in 
wiiich the tir--. es are cited suLse, Ue'ItLy in the text; (with 
the excepti, -n of the recu, renc.? irl the ', exG of a the: ne-wh--ch 
has already be--n ý-iven iii kthe second index anc, which 
reference -may 
be rnade by the enumrctinn). 
2 ,, lth-ugh seQý-,, rctecu' cihronoloý-, ically by the m2in corpus cf 
ý--ecthovenls ceuvre, exx. 2s end 12s evince re-acrkaýie sim- 
ilerity. 
--'hey ere correlated cnalyticý-, -Lly 
below. (F. 293 
et seq. ) 
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fifth theme, ex. 21 incorporLites the tendency to early 
's f tIýe si_ý_pertonic in the restLte ent of the opening 
--e loý ic ý)P_ ri od (Sec býý-. -s 10-12 of the -,, rio in -the. ýSonet, --, for 
liolin -nd Pianc, Op. 9b (iii). "he inflection at bar 17, 
wh ici etsorbed inuo the do. minc is elso note'Lle. ) 
e- endency to h, ýýr_onic emphzýsis of the, supertonic early 
in the etic state-.,, ent which ijas discerned in the G ýoup (a) 
the-, -. es is also in evidence in L-he Curcup (b) context but it 
is not the -: i-st si--, nificent aspect of the tendency to si--pertonic 
e-lpr, sis f, --nctioninc; in these themes. 
(b) j_, -lile there is not 2 marked preference for early harmonic 
e-iphE_-. -sis7 the sl_-, ýýertonic is consistently in evidence har: -, aon- 
icelly s-cbsecuently in the the -, @tic statement in the Group (b) 
the-, ies. -'en of the twelve themas include such e-aphcsis 
whic`-ý --iEy be divided into three types - the supertonic Eýs -the 
vehicle o--" the clinýlax, the suoertonic es an e-ph-atic pre- 
crdentiýýl focus and the supertonic es a not, ýble, c@dential in- 
II'lection. 
Ia supertonic is the ve-. icle of the , iiain thetantic cli x me 
both nar -ionice Ily and melodicýlly, in exx. 3s, 5s a-iý, 7s. Cf 
these, ex. ýs inc udes -the least e., nphatic liar ýonic incidence 
but together with the nrielodic outline structurinlý_, the climax 
(Et bar 6) the supertonic tendency is in evidence. E-, -. x. 5s and 
7s enc; -I include extended ei, lphasis of the supertonic har lonicelly 
(fýt ba---s 6 and 7 respectively) structuring the ý, ielodic cli--iex. 
.tI. pre-cadenticl supertcnic focus characterises exx. 2s, 6s 
, 
lCs End l2s (of wnich exx. 2s, 10s and 12s also use supertonic 
e pht; sis early in the t1le atic treat_ient). This focus, cre tes 
a ý-, elodic cli---, ax preceding the cadence; it is not the r,. qain 
t-e, etic cliiiiex, but is e focal point melodically. '--'he closing 
bý:, rs of the four theres, are. correlsted on the following page 
End slriow remarkable sLnilarity her, -ionically and, with respect 
4- 
Lo exx. 2s, 6s _ahd 
12s, , ýaelodically: 
Cne the 
--e, ex. 11/2 is not included in these divisions; iT, Ier-its individual discussion taik-ing, account of the 
overall structure o-, 'ý this Baý. -atelle, Op. 126 . ", To. 
6. "The total of ten the. mes L exciudes trie inflection in ex. 
_2 referred to in cetegory (a). 
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-, 'he ---agetelle (ex. 10s) is Lhe most individual instance 
,, nd the eýergence of the supertcnic ,, _lly ct t, lis point --ýrmonicr r. 
is of interest in the lignt of the structure of the opening ID 
sixteen b, -, rs of 7 the Lý, cgatelle. Suportonic e, iph2sis, in which 
t1ie supýý. rtonic 5 is to the fore, is integral to the first four 
bars of eac',, _-Lr period, ýnd the melodic cii-m. ex in the, final 
býýrs (given -_ý_ý-Dve) focuses this supertonic tendency in the 
nre-ccr. identiel climmxo 
1 
'he supertonic occurs in cadential ein-phasis har_Iionic, _-lly 
in exx. 4s and Ds. "'-eit-l-ler instance is pronounced but each is 
of interest, ex. 4s in the. t the supertonic is fully stated 
ý, r-, onically at this 'oint, co-pared with its -,, iore incidental 
occu--rence earlier in the the-aEtic paraEraph (ý, t bar J- the 
t0nic-supertonic seý, uerice here may be n-, ted 'however); ýnd ex. 
js with resl3ect to the accessibility of the supertonic inflec- 
tion (at b! 7r 7) Which is again FIbsorbed into the dominant. 
-ieference was -ade albove 
to the individuality of ex. 10s in 
certain res,,, Dects; despite feetures in týlais Bagatelle which 
re p -ýrly c1harect-cristic of the lFte , ýusic, the simil- , F, rt i Cul, 
arity in -'ine -ielodic structure between exx. I-Ls cnd 10-s su, -, gests 
the persistence of tonally-reiated tendencies in relation to 
iý , secarated as - 11 il? iese two ,,! or-,, s are by some twenty-three years. 
. 1'. 'he direction of the octave transposition between the two open- 
inc- periorus in each therne is reversed (Lut tiiat it c. iarecterises 
both is LFscinating); but t! )e i,, elodic structure of the opening 
(arid of tne final) sixteen bar- of each the,, ictic paragr,? ph is 
re-_iar'. ýe', ýly si, --qil, -, r in ec-Lence. The two the-nes are correlated 
overleý, f: 
Other es ects of the structure of this openi. n, -, are discussed in the course of the exa-iination of step-wise 
,, iove, -qent in the Group (b) Eý the--, aes below. (See P'. 289 ) 
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An. (k, k C"kbdt t W"ýIllft 
"'he 'BaErat-ýIle Op. 126 T-o. ý is structured by other not: -ble 
uonally-rel, -, ted features and, wili recur irl 1,, ter considern tions 
concern. in: -- its reletionsnip t- otýi, --r 
". ý 
+ the, -, es froý, both the 
Group (a) end the Group (b) contexts. 
"he nine the-ries cited in týais secti-n of the exe inEtion 
of Iner 'onic emphasis of the supertonic deý. ionstrrýte tile consist- 
ency with har, -, -l o ni c, -, - whien the supertonic is in evidence I ly in 
tl--Ie Grr, up (b) IJ thenes. . ý. 
'he scope of investigntion -iioy be 
widened witn resý-_, ect to the tenth item, the Dagcteile, Op. 126 
11o. 6. '-'here is some si--. ilerity in this Bagatelle with No. 3 
of the Op. 126 set with respect to melodic structure (compare 
bers 1--ý, of the Andante in No. 6 wit*, -i bars 16-20 of No. 3, end 
bars 7-12 of .,, To. o with 
the melodic treatment in bars 1-16 of 
1'0. 
_ý). 
Continuity also cilarecterises the treatýient in both 
Ba., ptelles and is typical in music of this time in Z'), ýe th ove nIs 
oeuvre. Concerrin,, ý sup-rt-ýýnic e, ipiriýýsis, tr-As occurs noteLly on 
the 1, -rýcr-scale structural level in the i_ý@-, ateile Op. 126 !, To. 6 
end is not e 
__; 
h@tic, -: i -L. L,,,, apparent in the initial melodic treit nent 
(Til ine neture of the for. -. al vehicle in Cp. 126 Oves -, _ýise 
to what 
are in effect tonal-the-, etic expositicns in nlitiiýý, ture. '--h j- s 
beccme i, ",, arent in relation to Uhe Set in the pýos. 1 end 3 of t 
course of the tonai-the: iietic exaý, Anetion in G; such a doscrip- 
tion is particularly epplica-ble to the _E?, 
ý Bagatellesý -, 'cs. . -ý a nd6 
of 0-. 126. The role of the supertonic in -To. 6 is one espect of 
the &-`ýýracteristic tcn, -), 1-the,, iatic features s-ructurinc-, t-, Ils 'EzcqC- 6 
ctelle. 72he supertonic occurs h, -, r, -.,, aonicelly in close con,, ýunction 
wit'i the recurrence of the openinýr melodic material in Aý, cen- LI 
tral. ly in t', Ie 3agatelle. 
2 
-'he Aýlf 
link his frecuently been 
'2he consistency of -melodic e-., nph, -, sis of 
the supertonic 
n-s to sc e extent n1so e.,, ýaerged; tnis is fully discussed in the ensuing ceteEory ii. 
2 'Ihis is another instance of focal e: -,, ýphesis of the sub- 
do, 
-qin, ý, nt cf. 
Pp. 257-3- It is also fascimting to com- 
pcre this treat. -ent with the introduction of the second 
ýýroup ý,. aterial in Aý , in the Pia, no Sonata in f7 OP . 57 
W- 
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r, -. f'erred to above end te present instance is notable in 
relatiýýn to 11-), estc-teýnent of the ýaelodic rneterI_al com- 
prisin. - bars 7-12 of the ]3a, -, atelle com, nences in f (elthough 
the Aýlf link serves to ellide this tonal move and a for-ial 
resolution is delayed) but the continuation of this period 
is ellided into 'Jby a charecteristic 'tonal sideslip'. The 
supertoric elso functions es a notable inflection in the "Coda', 
section of the Bagatelle (following the second rape,, ted section; 
liphatic use here of the sub 'ediant @s a climectic -1-hr note also e- 
apex). 
-Harý-onic e-phcsis of the supertonic is thus cý-nsistently 
apparent in the Group (, ý, ) EP themes; it is often linked with 
elodic e_. -iiphasis of tne supertonic which 21so char- narticular m 
acterises the thernes -ý%, ith consistency both in teriis of recurrent 
incidence and witti res-ect to uniforAty of us, -, Fe. 
ii meloýic e. -i,, phesis of the supertonic 
Various types of supertonic "melodic reflection" were 
distin,: -uished in the themctic structure c'. ierecterising the 
dr, ýup (aa) Eý context. This aspect of sup rtonic e, rphFsis plso 
pcrsists in the Group (b) themes, but it is claracterised in this 
context by the recurrent use of a distinct melodic outline re- 
lct- to the supertonic tried. The interval of a perfect fiftJ1, 
F-C (risin,, ) or C-F (folliný-) is a notable end usually a port- 
icularly expressive melodic focus in the themes. It occurs in 
coni, unction with the entire supertoný_, *. c tried or with stepwise 
treotment (di2tonicp-lly) of tne intervening se uence of notes, 
but in every inst, -, nce the I'supertonic fifth" is a prominent 
melodic feLture. Seven of the twelve themes inclu6e this feFture 
in, the -1elodic structure; they cre exx. 2,3, ý (there Lire two 
inst-nces in t-ýis the-^, ie,, et bar 3 end at b, -, )rs 7-3 respý, ctively) 
6,718end 12.2 1he her, ýionic structure et these junctures is 
1 Reference may be nnade to Pp. 252-4 above. 
2 '-'he instances are -ior_lked i)- the ýanin J Group (b) 
'1_'he, -. 1., tic I: -. dex es indiceited there (Suppleýaentcry 
Volume, P. 83. ). 
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e, ls c liný-cd w _f. 
t ý the sup -_ rtoni cin ýý 11 buL-. ti,; c) cýý ses, c, s 
-_-er-ed in. --he c--r_s--derati7ýrl of her onic c -Phasis of the ý__' - 'L, 
s U_ to r, i- c '-'he two exceptions are exx. ' (bEr Q) and 
(b, -. r 2). u ,h 
the hLýr, ionic structure is not supertonic, 
t', -_, -elodic s', ', e,.,, ing at these points may be ide, itified as 
cnar, -cteristic, evinci, qg the ter-de-ricy to supertonic-related ID 
t'e, 
--l-tic shý-. 2ing so nota'L)le 
in this tona'_L context. x. 
is i- fý:, ct the in w-Ach tJ-, is feature recurs L2s the 
ve'-1-cle of the ýrricin climax; the supertoinic e, - , phasis 
here 
is pý7rticulerly n, -)ta-'-le. 
1 
'2he supertonic fifth is also 
tegrel to 4, n-e +--. e-natic climax in exx. dhile it Iaa nd 
Z. 
is : -, c)tu the ve'-, icle of the _-i, ýin climýýx 
in exx. 2,5 ýbar_3), 
la, its prominence, structural and expressive, in the 
vFr 4__US contexts of its occurrence is noteworthy. 
xc--im-tion of the _J themes in both the Group 
(a) end 
-ý'-ýe (b) contexts thus indicates the persistence of 
-'lectýonll in the themetic structure supertonic "'7, alodic re-L 
fr,., n the e, ýrliestJ therne to t',, ie latest. In the letter, 
th erI-1. -1 _si_, ýg s,. p-rtonic 
fifth in the final bers of the CP-130 
Ce, ý, ý3tin, -_: t'-, e7, e (t`ae present ex. 12) is one of the most exnres- 
sive -, o-ents in t-his -melody, e 
fact consistent wli. th the 
rC-, - of the supertonic melodically in -Ghe slower Eý'ý themes 
in particular; but that this is a tonally-related melodic 
sha. - ec eracteristic of such an j context has not been noted. 
Perticular e-.,, phcsis of the sup3rtonic is consistently 
r, r, -arent in the 'r, -)Up (b), -'ý themes, -both hLr: -, onicý-Ily cnd 
is 3 tendency to focal eriipnasis of the 
surarto ic in both -17ý c, ýntexts (Group (a )e rid Group (b) 
u is is .,. r, -. onicc---ly more pr-nounced 
in the foraer and is the 
ve'iicle of p. ý-rticulpsr ý, ielodic e,, -iphE. sis; in che iý-tter. 'I"he con- 
siste---it and ýý, t times extensive usc of 'the supertonic in the 
., ie--, (-tic structure may ý,,, ell Ille :. ý fcctor contributi, to týlat 
"te,. derness" so cnaracteristic in tý-. )is tonal context. 
Cf. P. 282 above, and see ex. ýs in the Supple-ientiry 
o lum e. 
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jT 
,ý (G-HOUP (b)) ý12 -, ýH -1 ý, -1 171. s 
Ste-p-Ase iovement is appzrent in the 'Ir, -)up (a) -F, 
ý 
con- 
. ext but u, ýe , er-,, ed p. reference for tonic-tric-, dic -:, elodic shap- 
in-, in the Group (a) thern. es evidently precludes extensive use 
of -this feature. The Group (b) thernes Pre wit? a one exception 
in slow tempi as previcusly observed. 
' HisinE: step-wise -move- C; 
ment is characteristic of ! Deet, ioven in such a crýntext but as 
-ler th its part- hF,, s eýnerged in relction to ot, eý-ia ti cf ea tures , 
iculer nPplicetion varies in type and extent eccordinE, to key- 
loc, tion. Stu p-wise --ioverient chcracterises the D Gr-up (a) 
ý-ý nd Group (b) theýnes extensively ind in 3 variety of w"j, s. 
--n G-roup (b) 4 context however the theinctic use of step- 
wise -ý, -)ver-, ent is less conspicuous. it is elso less extensive, 
b- is E-n integrEl shepin, -, fFctor in the t`ie-natic structure. ulk, 
"'ne , -roncunced tendency in the themes to open on the mediant 
oc preli--iinEry curtein in tw, -) themes, -. iclodicý--Ily ý-ives rise t, 
obscur--'ng the step-i%, ise fremewo--k iýfhich subsequently structures 
the -, -eloýfic line. '-'he escending and descending step-wise pro- 
, 7., ressil-)-LIS fýre -lso concealed by ornamentation or other "interim" 
m-elodic cells. 2he use of a step-wise frainewor-'k, is e. flexible 
un(fercurrent structurE, 11y in , he theries but it iay well be the 
primý-ry thetnptic feeture from which stem, the feeling of s-L, ýýpe 
and order in these themes. 
I-p 
-1-: e 
two the-r-ies wýiich prefoce the step-wise fremework with 
a mediEnt-centred melodic curtain are exx. 2 and 6. In ex. 2 
'n descending step-wise framework begins on the dominEnt in ber 2; 
ir ex. 2, a sym-ietrically-shaped 11'ramework, rising, then failing, 
co. -: -aences on 
the tonic at bar 2.2 S): x. 5,8,2 and 12 incorporate 
an initicl mediant . -, eiodic 
focus into the step-wise fromework. 
Cne notale interim m. elodic cell is the supertonic fifth 
w-'ýicf, cý=acterises exx. 2, _3,5,6,7,8, cnd 
12. In occh occurrence 
t-, is t`iemetic shcpe is e, new element in the -rielodic line, and 
in ezx. 3,5, 
-6 end 
7 it interrupts predominý-ntly step-wise pro- 
Eressions in the themes. 
1 See P. 277. 
2 '-, 'he respective step-wise fra-ieworks in the Group (b) 
t, J, -., Ler-ies are raer"cied in the maii, ý Group (b) Index es indiceted in Itlle Supplementary VolLLne (P. 83. ). 
2,3' 8 
(L) themes in -v. ýýIii&-_ 'L-. '-'he Cýr-. up - he degrzýe of step-wise 
4- f-erent in the t, ie, cEýtýl c state -ent rirý-_iy 
býý, sEýid to . io va -e n,, -ý -'I - 
constitute ýý frc-,. iewo-_-k are exx. and 12. These 
e i, t e- Cs,, -,, y be grouped accordinE- to tiie tyre ff ramework 0 
they evince. Thus in ex-x. 3,5 and 6a risi-ng fra, iiewor]ý: struc- 
tures t're entecedent treat_-ent and is veriously orna -lerited in 
eec, i the-e. End 6 -, lso shere an overall syrimetry in the 
step-wise fra., iework, an ascent followed by a descent (tIne do-,., i- 
inEnt is focp-- in botn). "'xx. 7 ý,, nd 10 include F, descen, --ling 
ster-owise --rri-rework early in the theme; in ex. 7 this leeds 
to ý, ý sten-wise rise, but ex. 10 proceeds differently. TPhis 
t'. -e, -.., -, e opons with an unusual curtcin in Eý (in ter---is of sinnpe 
, -, )nd nitc'-, -loc, ýýtion). 'i'he step-wise descent which ensues be- 
comes the ve-! Icle of cL, =,; etic usage particularly c, iaracter- 
1 the Eagatelle. `ýhere are -stic of subsecýuently 
in ý, 
turprising leaps in this beautifully restrained opening, but 
ts c,: l. -) cnC poise Lre never 
disturoed. ]. 'his is Ln oart due J 
uc t; -ie 'h, -,, r, _onic structure and 
in part to continuity of 
both of iihich tribute to the sense of L., e -. elodic line, con 2 
fcrward impulsion in t"nis ! ielody. -he rising seventh 
is 
P, -ýrticuierly notp'L, 1-- e---ong t_, ie : -ielodic leaps; thc-,, t it is in 
fý? ct --n extension, 
thoug. i very exprl,, ý, sive, of tiae supertonic 
emphesis end an enhencement of the ri-sing sixth bec, -ýMes clear 
in he course of the tne,, atic p, ýrý7,,, reph. 
Cf the t. iree re. -., ainin, - tj-, e-es contnining a step-wise 
fný,. -. -ew-)rIý:, ex. 2 as indiceted ab-ýve incorporates a descending 
fr, -, cwcrk as the mainstay of the the-le following the nediant- 
cpntred melodic curtain. -2he successive steps Lre variousi-y 
end b,, autifully ornamented; this orm-m-ntetion is evidently 
integral to the very ex, -Iressive ---iolodic 
line. `7x.. 2 proceeds 
entirely step-wise frorn the openin, ý-, niedient -to the hi, '! ', '-er 
3- t, onic (at ber )4) er-d the subsequent descent is constructed 
of step-wise cells stQted wit-?,. intervening descents of a third. 
1 Cf - P-304 et secl, below. 
2 '. 'he! 7, e fe,, -tures reflect the "eli, nination of cnesurý, ell 
whic'n, '.., lies co-n-ients -on --,,, s char, -) cteristic of the later 
-,, ius iC. (See op. cit., Chpt. II - The i1elodic For. -n 
secý-Lon U)). U 
2U9 
x. 12 j_nci,,,: _6es --, s vprJL-Dus fe, 3t,., -res of slý-Ier-wise -ove -ent 
re nt 4n Group (b ) Eý c, -, ntext in ýý cu rt! culc riy in- 
d6 sj rý 
iV4 -C h -; 
ý 
C -Fte er ts si, -. '-lrýrity ý,, -_th ex. 2 C1 U 
1F, s-;:, 3 enir, ý c- -1 ýed - onc difference coracerns the stop- 
-ý,; ise -ýe--Idency ý_:., rid ty -ie two . -, e Ll,,, pe of 
frP ewý-)rk structurinr,, ti 
-e-. es _x. 
12 c, --_-., bines two -, iain step-wise structures within 
w', _j c -, -- -c crticu1,, -rmeI c) 
dicexp ý-, nsion-itse1firic1udf ng st (--, p- 
wise ove. -ient - occurs. '2here is elso e)n initial , nelodic 
curt, ý--in, en'. -lenc. ing th3 -, _,,, )ening . 'edin-, 
t. -'his medient is tile 
first deFree in E. n over@-, I descending fre. -, iework w1hicri proceeds 
fj-, -. E, lly to thle tonic. Ln the first four bers of the move-ient 
t-_-re -! -re two si-ilErly struct,. i-red -aelý-, dic cells, outlining 
an ex-ceted fell to týý, e tonic. iiowever the at bar 5 re-ains 
level of pitch achieved in ber 2 and a ris-rig framework then 
usurps t'-e ýielodic impetus. 2he peculiarly strong exi, ressive 
i-inF, ct of tt-e rise to F perheps resuIts fr-m the conflicting 
step-wise tende'rcies. '. Lhe anticipated descent to the tonic 
4-s subseouently gently executed, the suportonic fifth and the 
f, -, ll to t! )-'-- medizint -f-mmediately following cree, 11ing a beautiful 
melodic expEnsion -, nd a coý-iple-ient to the preceding rise. 
2 
ý'he o, enin-, four btýrs of the Cavetina theý'Irie ostensibly 
. ese. 7ble the particular "synthesis" of the use -of step-wise 
-iove-Lent which chErecterises not, 3bly the later D themes. 
3 In 
t',, e D context however, the prevailing tendency is to ascend in 
plateau-like ste. ps wL-, ere, -s in uhe OP. 130 theme there is tension 
betw--on the two forces, rising and falling. The sudden urturn- 
the melody ý-hich is totelly unexpected end so ethin'ý7 of iný-, of 11 jML 
a lurch is 11ý'-iý; evcr a cogent f, -, ctor in the expressiveness of this 
m-lody. 
1 'L"t, is comprises series I in t'l-ie Group (b) Index, 
(Supple. mentary VolLune, 
2 The rising se, 
-. 
uence is given as series II in ex. 12 (ibid). 
the correlotion of tlhen, ýes betweEn F. 20C and 201, cnd P. 21)ýj concernin both the Group (a) 
and --he Grý, up (b)Dthc. -es. 
U 
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xa -i 1, ý s I'-' ad PI . 
1; ý Fire perhý, ýps tlýe most individu, ýl melodies 
in the --roup 
(Ic) the., Iies. 
(Tiriey are of course among the 1,, ýtest, 
cý--ronolo, -, icý'-Illy. 7-, ach nonetrieless incorpomtes charýjcteristic 
fý,, ý, tures in the -i--lodic line (Zýnd in the over, ýll 
structure). Step-wise movei-aent is inte, -ral to Loth but 
occurs with signific,, -int intensificetions when co. mpircd with the 0 
-oup (b) themes er 
,, 
lt'ý, oug'h not en obtrusive element in the thematic structure, 
step-wise move-ýent is @n i-iport,, nt vehicle in the Group (b) Eý 
-ies ý,, ýnd ects as a framework - to a vz'rjin, extent, but with the: ý7 
notlýible consistency - for the det, --iled development of the melodic 
trest-ment. 
Y IN, TH7, ll? ý (GRCUP (b)) 1"T -C IT --I 
As Previously stated., in nine of the twelve Group (b) Eý 
the-es the mediant is either the first melody note or the first 
accented degree in the melodic line. 
1 The themes which open 
-n the mediant melodically are exx. 1,2,5,6,8 and 9; the mediant 
is the first stressed melody note in exx. 4,1112 and 12. The 
incidence of early emphasis of the miediant , nelcdicnlly is thus 
remerkably high. In addition to this the mediant is not-bly 
recurrent in eight of the themes, in6icating a tetidency to med- 
ient-centrality in the melodic structure. The thernes evincing 
such are exx. 1,2,5,6,8,9,11/2 -and -12, 
the 
first six of which n1so oiDen on the medi2nt, the lnst two focus- 
ing on t, rj. s degree ns the first stressed melody note. Although 
exx. 3,4,7 end 10 are not mediant-centred, the mediant is stressed 
cý,, dentielly in e-7x. 
.1 
and Lý, e feature whicn seems chnr, ýcteristic 
of t", is tonai context. 
2 
See P. 27-, 
-5 alcnve, where sr: n-ie cornporative rem, -, rks are olso made in relation to the role of the mediant in D. 
Cf. exx. 2,6,8 , nd 12. 
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The extent and e : p", i.,,, sis of the tendency to -Iediant-ccn- 
tr.! ýlj_ty vcr.,, ý in the ei-, -t theý-, ies in i-, '-ich it is [, no`-ýýble c"i It U, 
f e! -ý ti-ire 
11'hc inci,, ", ence in ex. 1 ste,: ýs fr, -)i the for-, irl struc- 
u-re, but th, ýý, t t-, e nediant is -ocal in the recurring phr, -se 
, -qc. YI be noted. 
1 11 he imedient is . ielodicýlly eýiiphasised through- 
out- ex. 2 ý7nd for-s a 1ýiný of 'axis' in t1ae :. clodic ine It 
is not as recurrent in ex. 5; this reflects tne pý)rticuler 
breýýdth of the -_-i_ýlody hoviever 3nd the -, edicnt is focal both 
init'--lly and in eac'I subseý, uont phrLý, se. Ex. 6 is sj-. -nilcr 
to ex. 2; the melody begins on -the mediLnt which re,,, ýins cen- 
-ý-rcl in the melodic structure, ý)lso occurr-i--g cadeLatielly. '2he 
formL, l vehicle in ex. 8 Is simple, but the ,, iedicnt occurs as a 
stressed -melody note in three of 
the four phr, -ses (and twice 
in the 1, ý, st); the tl-4e. me thus evinccs a ch, -racteristic tonal- 
therýatic feature despite its conciseness and simplicity. T'x. 9 
fro, -.., q the s----. e wor. ', -, (the Sonn;, @ for Violin and PiEno, OP. 96) 
ren. c-es no2e widely but agsain the rriediant is t, he stcrting-point 
the climax of the period (enhllnced by the risilng sixt--i) and 
recurs in the e,,, suin; - descen. -ýin- sequence. In ex. 11/2 t_-, -_ 
me-dient is melodically stressed elt'hcuýCh the most cJnEr,. -cteristic 
uon, ýl f -tures in this Ba, [-, atelle (C 7r . 126 :, ', 1o. 0 1- ') relý, te to lorger- 2 
sc--I, treatment es emerged above. Ex. 12, uhe latest of the 
the: aes, reflects perhaps the most re-markable degree of -edicnt- 
cen'. relity. this is not solely the influence of the pre- 
ceding All@ tedesca in G is indic, ýted by the consistency with 
which the Croup (b) themes -s Lý whole evince , ý.,. iedi-ent-cc-. n'L,, -Plj-ty; 
ex. 12 is directly comparable ý. itii exx. . 
2; 6 and 8 with res-. -, ect 
to the tyý,: e and extent of 'this 'Le, --, 
ture in '-the melodic structure. 
'he e[ýrly emphasis of `thc medient is e&.. -nced by the rising sixth 
(note t'. 1e dyna-ic trcct: ýent) E.,,, d the medicnt is retcined through- 
out the melody as a piv-)t and agnin as F_n 'axis', centrP1 to the 
prcE7ress of the melodic line. --'our b,,: rs of the ialody open on 
the -_-, edient wl-ýJ_cn is c. iýý, racteristic, -lly (at týis. time) anticir, -: ted. 
'2he incidence of the iiiediant relevLnt to the consideration 
of -ied-,, int-cerý ity is m, - -ra in 'ýIlle Group (b) themes 
, -s i-ýicýted in the Supplerlentary Volume. 
F. 285-6. 
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, Uthoul-h exx. 6 and D, ere. -ilso r-. ote; ýýly nedie), t-contred, 
ex. 2 reflects vorý, - si ilar tecdencies in rek., tion to ex. 12, 
a fact indicý:. ted, in en_r_'. J_er cons j derc t. '., --ns . . ý', edi. 7nt-centrality 
is integrEl in both t-ne: ies but their similarity in ot"ier res- 
ýýects also merits dieteiled coaippsrison. It is of interest to 
note tne res,, -, ective 6atos of co. nicosition of these two themes, 
0 ý) t'-e first 1794-5, the second in 1"25. Coiiparison r-iay be ex- 
te-ded to two other the. -Iies in considering the, present exx. 
2 and, 12, one eerýy and one late. These e, -e ex. 
1 of 'U -'ne Group 
(a) Eý themes (tt; e 'Ldagio openin,, " of the Fro-Opus Piano 1u, 9itPt) 
n-id the present ex. 11/2 01 
The Group (a) Ada, 
_, 
io : nelody is ; ý: v, ry early EV the!, iie. 
v'r-rious c"hLracteristic tonel-thematic fe, -: itur. s have been dis- 
cussed a"--ovc in relLtion to it, but attention -m, -, y now be drawn 
t to the -., iedient-centrality wLiic'-, it aiso evinces, --'he thenle is 
indeed llrethcr four-square", 2 yet the the-ictic fectures struc- 
germinal to " `. -urin, -, -, 'his 7, elody cre , Sý 
themes in slow te--, pi nss 
, 
ble Ei,., iong these features are de., onstur. -Led in later works, '1o tp 
pýrticulu, r e_- h, ýýsis Of -u'r, e mediant and the role of the supertonic 
fifth, toget-_-, er i, ýith supertonic har-mnic er. qph,! ýsis. 
. Lhe Piano Concerto 
thetme, ývhich dates frr)m so: -, ie ten years 
later mey be Li conscious reraouldin, -, of the Piano `uartet theme. - 
It is however a fundamental re. -ioulding, whether conscious or not. 
3ar 3 _-s no perallel with 
the earlier tneme; but common points 
are initi3l -iediant emph, ýsis melodically, tiie ýiediant-supertonic 
fall, tI)e early supertoric h. -r, -q, -ny (stron--e- in the Piano Concerto 
thome), the supertonic fifth rise and ornn-iented descerit, and 
c, rderitiýý! melodic ei-., phasis Of the medient. One interesting -ýnd 
sonewnat idiosyncratic fecture of the Piano Ciuartet theme is 
the us, - of dynamics wnic: - is ret'her erratic but significant in 
uý, e liýght, of _E)ýýet:., ovenfs highly individual treati-fient of th-s 
aspect in his a-in oeuvre. . I. "he prese'iit OP-130 theme exhihits 
ýil four tharnes are correlnited followirib- the -, ýroup (b) 
Volume, 7 1ý Them,, -tic Index in the Supplementary 
pSFP, P. 2)A-L 9 
It was drEfted at t-,, e tiie of the Op. 2 iic no Soriý-, tas in 
wmc-i -zcet--, ovc-n 
incorporEýtes so-me --naterial fronq the Pre- C, nus Pj-e, -. o f,, u@rtets 
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grel-t in the ýýtber cf dynamic which efle 
c--fully -andled and. inteS-r-Ll in t-ne týiemn Ac stEte, ient. , L'n is 
stj, listic feature would see-,, to be latent in the PiFno '.. uartet 
treý: t-ent. 
To brinýT together tine Piano Concerto and the Cavatina theme 
is to tridEe thirty years and the -, ain corpus of _ý3eethovenls 
oeuvre. : Soth thenes heve bccn discussed in some detail in the 
present section and in previous considera ti--ns ; they rI,, Y now 
be rc--Ced co-, paratively. The two themes are of course in Eý p 
interestingly tý, ey are also both )L: rlred i'dagio ýnd are. in the, 
sp e -etre. _ýney are also compsrable 
in the less tan, T ible area 
of ,. ood . 
Bar 1 of the Cavatina is in the nature of a curtain in the 
lo.. -er strings. --he 
Lreeýtnent is not,, ble in estalolishin- the b 
ity of j folloi,,, ing the G ',. lla ted, -. sca (the supertonic 
inflectiý-n in th-_,. tCallo wFs observed acove). The iiedia -rit 
de--r-e in Violin I and its enhance ent with respect to the 
risiný, -, sixth a nd the dyna . ýic 
treat -. ent hL., ve been indicated 
3ý-rs 1-3 of t, ie C@vatina parallel býý_rs 1-2 of t1he. Concerto sloV7, 
,i ov e -ie nt 3ý r4 of the Cavatina is a prolong-, tion of the super- 
tori-ic rriclodic focus n-ot pre, sent in the Concerto. Bars 5-6 of 
--ie CuvctinE, parallel bar -ý o I, ,f the Goncerto. -'here are however 
ii, -, portant differences in the respective trentýqent her(:, -. '-, 'h e 
tensions inherent in ý'ne CE-vatina inelody were discussed above; 
t'ý-. e Concerto tileme initiates a descendinE- step-wise frainework 
at tl: ais r)oint wilere the C, -vatina is structured by two con. 'Ili cti no. 
tendencies. .Iý. lthouCh ti-ie Concerto theirie also touches on the 
hi. c. -ner rer-rister beats 2 and of bar 3 are inte-ral to the over- 
ail desce'nt. 7, ssentially tie sa,, ie note-series is used at tnis 
point in both the-, lies however, but wit1i a different contour and 
wit-, different expressive effect. '"he elei, ients apparent at this 
. 
1uncture in both contexts are re. ý, iarkably si, ýqilar. 
Ear 7 OL t, -ie Cý-vatina reiterates the mediant across the 
bar (as in bers 2-q); such "softening" is characteristic of the 
1p 4- C: uer music. This suspensi, -r-, is not evident in the parallel con- 
J_ - . e. xt in the C, oncerto tl-ýe e (bars 3-)4) but the sa, iie rising super- 
tonic fifth ensues with a subseQuent deEcent, in both the-nes. The 
_, -. -. iedi_! -nt is ýiore eý, iphntically stressed cadentially 
in the C, -vatina 
1 See. P. 290. 
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thdr, in -Uhe Concerto, but t. As ciirnctevistic empn-sis is n, ')nP- 
t'fieless epr, erent in --khe latter. ('-'he , ied! -, )nt prefE,. ciný, -, 
the 
c, -, de,, ýce in ', he Coy1certo thcme in fect sounds e dissonence, 
thus enhhncinýý, its iýnp, ýct. ) 
'-Phe elements structuring these tiv- themes ýi-id in particulcr 
Uhe respective -,. rielodic 
lines ere essential-Ly si, 'Iil-, -r; ý', Ie points 
of siýnil, -, rity ý-ipy be reprcse, --ited 
dia, -r-am, iptic-1ý11y: 
ft I 
\\ 
\\ I 
\\ II 
I%- 
IP- 
II 
ft iiii 
1'he Cavatina tcrds to -ore expansive treatment, but the b,: -sic 
melodic imateri, -; l is co,,, mon to tr)th. 
-st extract, from the 3a atelle On. 126 LTo. 6 is -iven Lhe L 
as an interestinE co; np, ýrison fr,, -, m the later ? ý, iusic. It in fact 
preceded t"ne Op. l*ýO `, uartet by ý7,7roxi. nmtely one , en. r. 
Four 
points in comý-aon iý,, ith the Cavatina thnrne are of plrticulý, r 
interest; t-., ese the prominence of the medi'snt, the fall of 
sixth, F-AV, at "b3rs 'Lhe usc of suppensions ýqnd the rhyth- 
. qical distribution in -encral. fIoZet, -ýer with th supertonic- 
lin:, ý. ed _rac-, Iodic treat_-. je--it, c; he Bagatelle extrr-ct compresses chnr- 
Eý tonýýl-t, _*! -,, e. -wtic features in this concise phr, "se 
whicý, -lso evinces feýýtures pý: rticulLrly ac)parcnt in t, -, e J, )-LC-, r 
rius iC. 
"he first t: -aree themes discussed here, thLt is from the 
Pre-O, us 1ý1_ano "uartet, L,. e Second Piano Concerto an. - the StrinF, 
u@rtet Op. 1'.,, C resnectively imply by their similerity the per- 
sJ_stence of p, ýrticuler and it is suggested specific, ýlly t=, lly- 
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reliý, tec, ' _' aL ture, s, no -ably resr) ct to tne -ieljoýic _ý, e not 
st rý-'. c 'U, I-re thr-, ý-`Iout 3ect-ioven's com-oosift- life. There 
a re o, '. course siý-nific, 7nt differences stylisticr-l-ly in 6he 
. -re, -, of hEr, __onic 
trcet-: ient and of pert-treit, -ent 
in the trie-mes 
(alt'h-ush tie latter elso relates to the perticul, -ir itrie di -u, ri 
emn-loyed) but no less i-aportprit -iie tl-)e f,? ct, -, rs ý,., hic, ri e., qer,,, (, 
4- es cmsunnt. 
, ihilc t'-e ex, ý.. ainction of ex. 12 hr-, s bnen enIE3rý, ed to 
t,, -'-, e account tonol-t-iemotic feati; res consistently in 
evide nce in this a nd otner Eý thw: ies 9 tha t this tl-ic-ie ex ý 4-bits 
L io t, - IC 1e:, in- d nt -ce1ý, t re 1itN, h c, sn1soe, -ýe rderisn ýh 0 
, ies in6j_c, -ted Ei nu-11ber of fentilres discussed im, ", ividuelly in 
, T=vious cons iderations ns c ýýirecterising t. -, is ccntext 
wit', 'i consistency; the tenlleracy to _medi, ýnt-cetltrelity is a 
furt'ner suc,, fecture. '12het it differs fro-ni the usage in -the 
D t--c-, ies h, -s been de. r. aonstrcted. ']xe,, '. -inction of the G t'he., Ies 
elso indicý-, ted - prefe: 7ence for perticul,,. r c, -., iphrýsis of the 
mediant in the tcml-themntic co-mPlex but it is a lwrýonic 
tiaan a iolcdic eý'iph, 7sis whica chýý, rectcrises th'! Dt tonal 
--rn 
2, 
-the. "rcup (b) _ley,. -he, 
terdency to iiediant-centrE. lity in 
1 
11 
7 the t- 
-, ies 
(aA i.: L-Ihe 'L! j n e,, ie sinn slow tez-, ro genern-1-y) t! us 
e-iorges as pE,, culi, -rly chý, ýracteristjc of t-iis tont. 1 context as 
distinct from usage in other tonElities. I 
"V'. rhile. ý, si-milcr conclusion iý,,, -, s exprcssed followi-n-D - the. 
ca-pcntive analysis of threc %deCio melodics in C', 
*fied ,. s c'., -rectcrising tlic rcc-n-T, rent features idc-ti 
context r. -c notu those w'ý,. ich onierge -, s si- ific, ýnt in Lhe 
p--cse-t tomlity of -'-Eh . (Sce LbovoPp. 94-99. 
) 
2 Cf. Pp. 110-11,. cnd Pp. 1-ý3-9 above concer-Ang the Grour. 
(a) --d Group (b) G theý,, ies respectJ-vely. 
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I -, ý)P (b) 17-S IV ilTjýCDIC IP -X ij'ýý 
(G, ý. K 
, -, 
he preferred . qq 
in a pex cle. -recs chL r, ý cterising t, 'rie Group (c 
context, r, ý-iely the submed7pnt, the. tcnic vnd the do. -Ancnt recur 
as t-e p-efe_-red egentls of main -iielodic apex tr-etment in the 
Group (b) Eý themes. 2he subdominant is also in evidence in this 
capecity (in exx. 1,10 end 11/2) L)uz witn neitier th. - frýquency 
nor -1. ne f,,, )cal e phesis of the. submediant, the tonic End the don- 
ina nt . 
2hese týiree degrees are aZain c-xaiiined individually with 
respect to t`. eir -role 
in tl-ie treat ýent of the ýnain i-jieýodic apices 
in the Group (b) thenes. The number of the, es co-, 
-,. 
ýrising this 
Gr, Dup is evidýntly considerably less than is the case in the 
Group (a) context, but that the saýrie degrees are preferrýed in 
of main f-rielodic apex is significant. t', -e role , 
i the sub-_-., ediant as nielodic apex 
C, subýýiedient is again notably recur ýent cs a melodic apex 
'1ýie Group (b) tneries. It occurs as a main apex in exx. 2.,. ý,., 
I-ese instances the subirediant is a main apex Cf t' Lj_LZ ý. Uq b 
in a subsl_dinry phr, -4se in exx. 2 (bar 1), 6 (b,, -.: 7s 6-7) and 8 
(bar 2). It is the -ia-in overall anex, the focus of the the , atic 
clii_iax in exx. 3, ý enj_Z. Fxx. 6 @nd Z 2fford a p, -, rticul, -rly 
i -ereszing co pýýris, -n, however. nt 3ot, i focus on the tonic os 
a suructural 2pex (at býý, -s 4 and 2 respectively) initicting a 
step-wise desce, --t; subsequently in both themes the melodic line 
again rises and focuses e-, phqtically on the submdient degree, 
pref5cin7-- (and in ex. 7 for, ning part of) t-i-le czýoence.. 
. 
Particular e phýýsis of the submediant in the later stages 
of the the-. etic tre2t, -ent charact. erises a number of t'ne t1he-es 
and is linkpd to the incidence of the supertonic fift-n. '2his 
type of @Tex occurs in exx. 2., 6,, 7 and 12; (t7ne rain cli-ax in 
exx. 1,. 2 egg__2 is si-Alerly shaped 
i ). 'vJhile these instFýnces 
are oniy "local" apices they -,, iv--. rise t,, ) notable stress of 
t'-e sub edient in -'the ,., elodic line. 
1 See P. 287. 
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_ý. ne--3 --e 
t ree the'ýes in w,, Ac-ý the- sub, fi2diýý-nt constitutes 
6-ý -. in, -nc en'--once ertý exx. )-i- (in -ýhe crde. ritial treý', tment Et 
b,, -rs i end 16) 6 (b,, rs 1-14) Fnd Z (brýr )), althoug`j the subtýed- 
ient is perticulerly e phatic in t-ýe 1;: st. 
. 2he incidence of 
tne submediarit as a -ei-n ý-ielodic apex in 
,e Group (b) 7-6 t`aeles largely reflects the tendency to supcr- 
fift'-, e p, iesis in the 'ý, elodic structure (itself a pal-tic- 
u-'L, -lr f nctioni-, ý-, of t1ne supertonic tendency so notable in t -is 
tý7, ný, lity) but it is sicroificarit es p:. . elodic 
feýn- 0-c oracteristic 
ture indepen,, 7ently of t., e ý7upertonic fiftc, w. icn it in fcot 
in s, )'_ýe instances. 
1 
ii t -: e 4ucnic as ý-,, elodic ýpex 
tonic functi--ns cs a 'nin melodic apex in f0ur of t, -ýc 
Gr-up (t) j t'ne es but is no'U t, -, e ve. nicle of 'U--ae iatic climax 
w'2ic-,,. becc-ies proEressively more e-nph-, -,, tic in re]_ýýtion to the 
tcnic in the I Troup (a) context. IL'he instances of the tonic 
,sa ý-ain elodic , pex occur in exx. 5,5,7 and f rI- -9 of 
the Group 
(b) t`ie-, es. 
In ex. 5 tine tonic is est2'ý, lished as a main apex in the 
closý. _n7-, ste, -, es of 
tne the -@tic stateýient (bars D-10), the high- 
est point of the two successive descending )rpec-gios structur- 
in, - this section -)f the ttie, ie. It is -i-=e pro: -iinent melodically 
Jn exx. 
.67 and 6. 
less e-ipn, -sised than the. dol-linant 
in ex. 6 ti7, e tonic is nevertheless the highest poiftt in the 
ýelody Fnd gell-eretes the i-ipetus of the seccnd half of the the--I- 
et4 C ent. 'ý"he ., lelody opens on the tonic in ex.. 2, initiat- 
t -. e st. E, _- -wise 
descent here . ---he si,, niilarity with ex. 6 has 
been indiccAed; t'-Ie ensuing trect ent in ex. Z yields a -, orc_ 
e pir, ý. tic a. -Lcex On th-e subý:, jediant (note the dym-, nic treatment)but 
t'rie 'U, ýnnic re. nl,, ins tne -, @in apex of tne first four bers of the 
the-,, ptic state. -. ent. The treet,, ient in ex. .2 
is cortiýauous but the 
tc, nic is the goel of the opening bnrs End for-, s a "piatforr"I C. 
pri-., 7)r to t--e rise to t-ne hi. -ner mediant. 
1 See exx. 3,5,7 and 8. 
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tonic is trýus siEnificently in evidence ris a wain 
, -elodic Epex 
but is not is pro ., inent or Els e -. ph,., tic in the 
(t) es in the 3-oup (a) context. rru 
iii the dc), -iinant as --ýelodic apex 
do -* n, -nt is a pro inent -aain apex in two the, nes 
exx. 1-t cnd 1C (in iqýiich the e xhasis of the tonic and the sub- 
-edient in ths descending step-wise treetýýent is of interest). 
It is the :, cin apex in subsidiary phr, -,, ses 
in exx. 6, --', and 12 
in the first, second aff first phr,,, ýses respectively. The doril- 
inF, nt aisc occurs a,, a cedentiEl apex in e; ý. x. 3_,. 5 and 12 p1though 
t'rais em asis is cualified by the preceding sub-_, iediant in exx, 
and 12. Ex. 2 focuses on the do inant at t, ie be, -. ýlnnin- of 
t-ýe step-wise descent (bars 2-_ý), creating a subordinate a,,,, ex, 
but -iore i-portantly focus-'-rig trie beginning of the beautifully 
executed ielodic fall. 
Despite the difference in the,,, 3 tic tyr, e and -nood generally 
pertcining in the respective Group (a) and (b) contexts two 1-D 
ain c! -asracteristic in the themetic LeFtures in particulýr re, _ 
i 
structi--re i- both Gr-ups and exert considerable influence in 
t-r-'e the -etic treat: ient. '"I'hese : re the incidence. of the super- 
tonic, her onic. -illy and melodically, which has emerged as con- 
sistently in evidence in botn 4 contexts, and the preference 
in the the--. ietic st-ructure for the submediant7 the tonic and 
t--ie doninant Fs 41, -ne focal degrees in the treqtqent of _-rnain 
: ýelodic -pices. (The emphcsis of the sub., ediant in particular 
in lu'. --is rcs,, -ýect eierges os ---eculiar to Eý usage, -distinguishing 
t., e melodic structure in this ton, -,, lity). '. 'he G-rcup (b) themes 
are not tonic-tripdically structured tho extent which so 
notably charecterises the Group (a) context but evince a tend- 
ency to use a step-wise fr@, -newor,,, _-, this is flexibly treated 
however -nd is not a prominent structural feature. It ti]us 
differs from the treatment characterising the Group (a ) and (b) 
D thei-, les. 
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"j: ýe _-ied 
ie nt-centre lit Y of t'; -, -a (t) ]ý t-icie-ics is not p,!:, re - 
11eled in extent in Group (a) ultiough, it is intere. st_`nýý t-) note 
t ý, t ,s indiceted in t, -, e. course of t _, e 
ton,.; I-tnae,. i, ýýt', c L, nalyses 
t'-., -)se ý'Trour (2) tý-emos are in slo-, ýor te: -ipi dr) tond to 
evince t'-Iis t1nematic cIlL, rccteristic. 
"he subdo-imnt Leýadency so pro. -, iinent in the Group (e) 
tie7-ies ý-es not e, -, -erFe -s e sl. _ý-nificpnt 
fe. -_-, ture in the Group 
c -) nt e. x Pcrticular etiphpsis of t!: ýe subdo-ArlFrit is however 
, iost cl, ý-racter 
4 
_StiC Of 
1ý2rzor-sccýlc lew-IS tlý,,, Cjt of t, ý-Ie 
taem, --tic structure in to u(s! age, 
. ý, -, ere are 
teref: ý)re certý-, iri differences in t, --, e toný11ý1- 
tý-e-nrtic corriplexes c. _E.,. r,, -cterising 
the Group (L, ) End 
ue, 71ts t`iese relate in pErt t,,, ý t., -e netu., re nnd formal 
cortextu of the -61ý1eýmesj to t. ieir function -ind role in 6- Ini-ger 
co-, text of a move, --lerit or -i-s su-, -ested 
Ly sonie o tr e dif- 
e,,, p:,, ýýses, particularly til'o tl-nlc-tri, ýdic e, Iphtýsis char- 
acte--'sf- g G_ýý-)up (a) 2nd tý,, e ýsmdient-centrality a-id step-l"'ise 
erp-iýýsis relc. ting t- t'r-, c- slo-,,., er, 'noie lyrical , m6 expressivc. 
t-e^ies Importa(_t structural feLitures re7, ain con- 
st2n, t in tiae t_iem, _7ýtic 
trcE4L.. -, e;, it in botý, i Groups icowever, and 
-re evidenc(- a consisteý-it toýzýi-themeti uc complex is func- 
in rel, --, tior. to t_,, ýe ton, ýýlity of tion ic ý-` 
it 
-'r., 
Leen 
-relev, --,, 
t to correl. -ite t-, e: -, ics fro. ri I-oth 
the-, iL. t-*c c-ntexts, GrDup (a) a-,, c3 Gr, --u-r) (b), -in 
t1he course of 
tonel-tlhe nE, ) tic analysiýs. _LLa ccoriclusion 
to t. is examin- 
etion oti-er co7, ii-, ion feettires to reference hns been made 
ere considered. Ilhese relEi-ile to the tendency to particular 
cl, ro-natic e-, iphz. sis in the trie-nes (ar. C indeed 0ý)rarerjt on ot-ner 
levc--ls) luýý t'-ie. si-ilF. rity of four comp, ýrctiveiy early 
the, -, ies are correlEltqd a ,! -id mapared 
in u1ne li-ht of the 
fe@ticr! Cs hý. ve o- L Ls c. 11ý. rp(-terlisinE tne t'Lematic 
str,,, ct-: ý, re in tj. ae tonzýlity of 'E+ 9 
'j-'hic, is in pert discussed in eariier consideratioýns. 
ý, Sec fcr exariple P. 24i anO 2ý2; Pp. 210t ýmd 257-8 
In tic Group (a) C: z, teg, -. ry II ex, -:,:; Iir-PtJ. on of Subdominant 
., Iiphcsis in tie, tnemEti -cst ru ctu.. re , F, rad P. 
285 i r, t 1- e 
tre, ý t -e nt Subdoi-A r.: -- nt e S- is t -us re Ir, 
tes 
ýios tc-, a rp tcnel complex r. -ýt,, ier tý-en ,:. terlStiCýý--ly to t-10 to t1cle. tOnF I-themý-ý tie complex funct-lo"ning in rel,,,, ti--n to 
(Cf. P. 257, l-, 'ootnote 1. ) 
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, iDDENDA: 1 C, 1. ýC ý, TICIS-- , LS A. CCý. 'T'CN F z,, -, 
'2U-HTK OD' '2iT4_1 
GiRCUP (a ) A, 
-ý, 
D G-, '(OUjP (b) ýLý TH71,1ES 
20 Ul 
-', 'ý "H" i-'ý,; S 00.11: ýHll, ýLTSD CC,. -. P., '. i. Al'IT-'-; i-, Y 
I C`iromaticism as a co--ziiýion feature of the Group (a) 
end the Group (b) : 51ý themes. 
'J. "nere is in the context of the tkieýiatic structure in E& 
a tendency to introduce chromaticisr. i both in the melodic iine 
atid Ps a not, -, 'Lle feature in the hermonic treatment. Chrometic 
inflection is in evidence in ascend 4 _ng end descending progres- 
sions in the 'Ielodic line. The for-, -rier focus mainly on the dom, 
inant elthougIn tnere are a few instances whicýi centre on the 
tcnic. Rising chro, -, atic e-tphesis in the melodic line is appar- 
ent, though not e_nphaticaily so, throughout the Eý themes. C3 
Chro. 7, ptic inflection in descending progress4-ons chý'r'qcterises 
the Addle Period and ýateiý : ', iusic and extends to notcble her- 
'i, -nic e ýPhFsis. '-here 1-s in cAdition particular use of chrom- 
aticism in a different structural context in two Eý works. 
'ihis relFtes to the, -. -, @tJ_c resolution in the closing steges of 
_"-ree Move, iients ! he incidence of chro,,,: eticis,, -, n, in this con- 
text is of particular interest in the light of trie tendency 
to chromatic e -, phvsis in tho the , iatic structure in Eý e'. 1d is 
conside-ed following examiný, tion of the incidence of cithromatic- 
ism in the ]_, + themes. 
i rising chr: ý.,. n, -tic emphasis 
L "he instances of such shaping whicn ste-Ti frý-i the tonic 
occur only in the Group (a) :J context, in exx. 15, (26), 26 
and 30.2 The supertonic tendency is of course relevant to 
1 See P-1+7 Footnote 2 atove concerning the, -,, -, 
tic resolution. 
2 The enuneration r-, fers to the ain Group (a) EýIhe -ýitic Index (Supple ý-ne nte r., y Volu: iie, P. 61ets4. Subsequent references 
rel, -. te to t1he relevant indexes in the Group (a) cr),,. -ipilation 
E7x. 26 is brý,, cketed becý-7, use tý., e &-ro--,, ý, tic e'-phasis is initi- 
ateO on the suportonic , ielodically, and trier-- is no tonal 
resolution , ntii bEýr 3. T11hat tnis opening is however struc- 
tL! red by tonriiiy-related f,? ctý-rs in an Eý context e ierged 
in the. tom-, l-t-e-ictic analysis. (See P. 245 and Pp. 250-1 
ab-ve for so-ae consideration of these. ) '-, he instances of 
c ro itic e-Phcsis Lre -, )r-,, -, ed in t, -, e t-, -ie, -. ties as indic, -ted 
in '-"Upple-,, entýýrý7 Volume. (T-57. ) 
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exx-. 15 cr-1,2-', (ir- whic-, t: -:, ý c i". fiection occurs in 
t'-c- textarc-, ); w-ile it is _, 
1so in ex. 26, this open- 
iný- is stý-c_ct__red tý7 risi, -,, ý cnrometicis, 9. ,. ýialodicýý, lly end 
?:, ýr_,,, onicEilly. 'rl, --t 
tl-e _; 
-'Ess-treýit'jent 
is , E)rallcled in eqrl- 
ier tr, (-, -, q Pe ssi nd c-tedF, 
bovc t"ýe over, 11 c, iroiýi, ý-ticisý, i 
_ja no-vi 
be noted totýLi with res-, ect to its structii-ral prc-iinence 
end to the tonal context of an Thiý- opening has a 
nuý-, bcr of fe, ýtures in co. -. q-. -, on wit, 1 tk)emes in genr-ýral but it 
exhiýits a dc-rce Of chr-, )-,, ýticism not p. -eviously ý. s pr. ý)-Anent 
in the t'r-e,, nt_". c strt., _ct-_rs,. 
2 
ex. qC it is, inter-ý)stin: to note the cnDnc-e in 
4 u-ýc treetý-, ent w. ýief-', occasions a riý, -*_nE; chro, a, -tic scale 
(in ",, )rs 7-- '2hreefold repetition is cle-Erly function4-m- in 
t'-is opcnirýg 'out trie. t', ird statement off the : -leloCic cell struc- 
tu_rJ_r-. Z b. -, rs is eý_, tirely ý, odified. The rosultF, ý. -it c romc-,, tic 
sctýlc leads to t`icc rcstteýlent of the, do, iin,, nt -, )-ex. It 
be, ti.,, t -s -,,, odificý,, tion is lin'-ýed to t, -e tendency t; o chrori- 
ýý, tic enr, -ý, sis, particulrrly ýs it climaxes on the ý1 iinnt, the , 0,1 F 
de-rce wiýýic,, -l is -, iost frequently tile focus of c, ', ro,,,,,, atic eý,, mh, -ýsis 
in t'-, c-, , ielodic line in bot'-' ri_sýnE arid fallirig , rogres-siorls, 
-Risin. - c-rmetic P., )Phýlsis mcvi. n- ont- or t-Irou,, -?., t,, e. do-m- L 
'1rup, (a) the Gr-, -p i nEý. nt (, ie, 11odicclly) occi.,. rs i,, -, botýi t'ý, ý, e dU' 
b) 'Eý themes In _--'roup 'ýa), instarices occur in exx. 17t, 20t, 
e, -ýx. (- of which ex. -I. 17t ard 12ý-., q a re 7rot-,, i 
one :, or -. inuet end '-rio _, r-spective__! y of the l-'I. ano 
ýnd e. xx. 2ý)t IL--q -re, fromn thc Sý, ýring "u,. -, rtet 
Cn. 1271: e_-x. 19,25 [ýrid 2 In '! ýIrýe rplority of t'. 1, ese. 1-nstcrices 
t e- c =, -ýiEit c-i-s-,.,, precedes a subr, iedi, -rit "melo6ic apex. ct it 
ily-_-eL ted fe-ture of thcaps to focus on ti-; ý? sub- is c- tC na 
4EI 
_: ý ýtEsa ýýie 
lod icc pex n: ý, sc -erged in tonc -ti -ed 11 -1 e -1 - C, -Ic tic 
is of interest r)ovi to observe JGý-. O. c'-=_'. 1atic cp, ne Iyse. s; Ji- tr riua rice. 
in t, ", e ý:, eloc]Jc line vhicii is Iso cor. sistentiy in evidencc in 
as ni fi (-. ct-,, t nu-ib crcf t' ner0ua) the-ies , precedi nc, such 
a 1, -) exe s- is 
1 P. 21ý5. 
(I, - - `-, ere is ý, owev-_r a si-, -Al, _ýr p, -ssL,,, -o structuring the opeý-i-i-, o sim., _. qove-, ýent of 
the Second 1ý1_@ o Concerto. 1, "b, of the , ove. -nt). 
C2 
", 'he e phas-4-s in ex. 19, fro , 
t, '-le first iove-_, ent of the 
'Ard Syr. -. qlphony, relý-, tes Uo -, ton. -1 iiove onto the don-ainent 
vi., ---ý c-, arecteristic supertonic inflecLion, but t-ie proEression 
involves c rometic inflection she-Ang the _melodic 
line com. - 
perebly wit-1a the ot'ýier more _: -ý, elodicelly-focused 
Group (a) 
instf-r)ces correlated vbcve. 
L "'he Group (b) inst,? nces occur in ex. 1 (a move into the 
do-dnant ensuesý but tnis melodic siiapinr, , i, -iy be noted in the 
present context; siIiilar chrom.. tic e-, p'A. ýýsis shapes the mbve 
onto t"L, e do-iinant in -ý; he ! ýiiddle-section of the t', ie! ýiatic para- 
graph in ex. 4. in which the subiriediEnt is again pro, --Anent) exx. 
5 and 7. -, he inst-r-nces in exx. I and Z are particularly no- 
teble and e-ýphatic. ý nutaber of ton. ý_Lly-relcted features have 
been discussed with reference to hoth týle, ies; the rising chrom- 
aticis-i is en additional co-mi,. ion feature and ei-, ierges as charact- 
eristic of en Eý context when correlated wilt, i the Group (a) 74 
therties. Rising chromLitic inflection is týus in evidence through- 
ouz the Eý 'ausic in the context of the opening thematic tre, ýt- 
, lent, occurring in about a Quarter of the the, nes. 
ii felling chromatic eýnphasis 
it is an interesting fact tnct while there ere instances 
of rising c ! =_-_Ymtic e-ip'l-icsis tiaroughout the 'E+ inusic, the con- 
verse tendency is-as suggested ý-bove only nota-cly in evidence 
frc,. m the __"iddle Period ý; orks. T'he first e, lipnatic occurrence 
is in the Piano Concerto No. 3. Including t, iis work there are 
t'ien instances in four of tiiie last six Eý works (t0e Group (a) 
context) end in Group (b), in two of the t', ree ite: ls dating 
fro-i the ti-iie of the Fifth Piano Concerto (1,309). '101-10 most 
notable instances of failing c? irometic e, iph, ý; sis are given as 
exx. 1c and 6c (two of which occur in contexts other than the 
initiel t-e, n, ýtic treat-6nt) and are dr, -wn from both the 
G oup (a) and the G-oup (b) :6 the: zies. 
2_ here is ,, iLrked use 
,M references a o, to the r,, iain Group (b) -?, ý The natic Index. (Supplementary Voluýie P. 83-J.,.. ) 
2 'jxa-ý, Ples lc-6c co!,, iprise the index Additional '2'heý,., ies I 
following the main trie-matic indexes. (Suppleiientary 
). 11 Volume P89-91 Lhree extracts from t,, e Bagatelle. Op. 126 
i7o., ý cocriprise ex. 6c. 
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lcjqý_c and 11c. -ý" x. lc, 2c3l4. c 5c of chronnatic her, nony in exx 
and 6c/ii are sý, jtýped by pqrticulcr cnrot-n, ý, tic e ýphpjsis in the. 
melodic line; t-ils is followed by notable treet_-lent hý,, rýý. -nicFilly 
and tonally in ex. 2c. 
There ere similý, rities in tiie melodic shaping of all six 
extracts. The the--atic structure clearly varies, but the six 
thernes (or ot'. 1er extracts) are all structured by an eý'. Iphatic 
melodic descent in the course of the treatient. In ex. le 
t*-ýis fall lays pa. -ticular stress on the tonic ýnd the donin- 
ant; in ex. 2c the dominant is e. -. phasised; exx. ac and 4c 
stress the subdonlinant, in ex. 5c the tonic, t. 'ýie subý: _ediant and 
partic, ularLy the do-., ýinant are eý., iphasised degrecs in the overall 
desce-nt and ex. 6c stresses tI. Ie subdo, -.. ýinant, the tonic and the 
subir, ediant. 
Exa ples lc, 3c and 6c, whicin evince the , -iost extensive 
chro, metic e--, phasis, are pcrticularly interesting when compared 
in some detail. '1"he structural context of t'Ine chromv. ticisn. 
varies; thus exx. 3c and 6c are si, iilarly shaped in terms of 
melodic outline, but this is expanded by chromatic harmony 
in ex. Lc. This chroneticis-i is in turn very similar to that 
structuring the descent from the doaninant in the consequent 
trer, t-_ient of ex. le (the melodic line, also includes chromatic 
inflecti-on). E, -. x, lc and 6c are directly cc)mparable with re- 
spect to the consequent of ex. 1c and the e. --, trect ex. 6c/ii, 
whic-1, is a very interesting development in the treatment of 
tl, ýe initiFl melodic material of this BaEatelle (given as ex. 
6c/i) wll-ieýi compared with, exx. lc and 2c. This is so especially 
in the case of ex. 1c; the mood and -netre vqry but the sa, ne 
t'_-, e-iatic elements structure both contexts and give rise to 
re: -iarkably similar tre, ý? tý-erit. Ex. 6c affords a further com- 
parison witir, ex. 3c. The final bars of the Bagatelle comprise 
ex. 6c/iii; ti-e motivic cell [, ere clearly resembles the Op. 81a 
context. An addit-lonal com-on factor lin-',,, ing exx. 
_lc, 
3c end 6c/ii 
concerns the overall the,. iatic shape in the context of the chro- 
matic e, ipýiý, sis. Ea-ch extrect includes tý, e emphatic melodic 
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wl, iicýi the chrc)-matic inflecti, n occurs) followed I fell (during 
bý, a rise. 'L'his rise is IeFst direct in ex. 6c/ii but none- 
t'lý-, eless E. pparent. 
1 
It is wit'ý-, res,,, ect to this tlaeýatic sliape, 
a fall follLowed by a rise ýlelodically, that si, iilarity witn 
Llne Group (b) týie, iatic context eý, ierges. 1'he tendency to a 
ster. -. vise fra-. ew-Drk st-, -ucturing the Group (b) ! ýý themes be- 
c-, es an explicit týie,. -ýatic shape Jn ex. Z of the thelies. _. Xx 
6 , nd 7 were correlated as evincing similar teodencies and 
in botn --ý successive fall, and rise ý. ielodic,,, lly constitutes a 
considerable section of the the-iatic state,! ient. 1'he present 
exx. lc n is fro, -. ýi t1ae Gfoup (b) context) _,. 
Ic and 6c/ii (whic' 
are similarly structured, with the introduction of chromatic 
inLlection in exx. lc and 6c/ii. ('-'-, x. 7 introduces chr(, m2ticis.., n_ 
t-e 
--, iclodic rise, as previousiy 
discussed). The fall begins 
nn -ýhe subdo-_-, inant in ex. 3c but the Cp. 81a extrcct is exactly 
si-. ilt, ýr to ex. 7 -in ter-is of 
the stress accorded to the lower 
tonic prior to t, -,, e ensuing risein e, -ch theme. 1"he four extracts 
Ere co,, -related below: 
Eý(. IG 
The overall thenen cont-ur of bars 3-6 of ex. 6c/ii 
is also re-orkably si'Alcr to bors 5-7 of ex. a. 2he 
two are correlated below with two additional extracts 
from the the7es coqprising exx. lcý6c, (0306-7. ) 
Ex. 7 
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rcirrcrir Tf1 
'he developing rýle of ci-ýro-iatic empnasis in the - the -es as 
a w-iole, r-nd the undoubted si_-, iilý)rity in aspects of the melodic 
st-ucture c'-IE)recterising the later the---,,. es in both Uroup 
(a) 
and Group (b) suggests that there are in relotion to the tonality 
of I$ identifiable developpents in the stylistic use of partic- 
ul, r (and it seems tonally-relý)ted) the, _-ietic 
features which 
are consistently apparent fro, -, i the -,, 7iddle 
Period works. 
! ýxa ples 4c and Lr, are-, fro . 
the Violin Sonata Op. 96 and 
the Song-cycle "An die ferne Geliette", Op. 98 respectively. 
Despite the brevity of thle extract, ex. )±c is particularly 
notnble as it occurs followinc, extended e,. phasis of the ho-! je 
do-i-n. 7, nt in -.., -. e :4 Adagio second -move:, lent of 
the Op. 96 Sonnta. 
onelly these two bE. rs (ex. Itc, that is bars 37-8- of the move- 
. -ent) are not 
"necessary" but that this chrol-iaticisr, is introd- 
uced immediately bef-re the reprise of the openj_n7 -eterial 
, nific,:,, nt in view of the ee (in is the -iore sig An quivoc 
1E 
tont, lity Lt tris juncture. two bers are directly compe. rcable 
wit'l, the otraer exa ples in the present co. -ipilation. The nelodic 
C the subdominent is parallel-d in exx. ac and oc; 'Uýere e phasis ol 
is e c*, -=: -iý, tic fall in the melodic line (also evident in exx. 
lc, 2c, 5c end 6c/ji) and t1ne harmonisa-cion Of t? ', iS fe : _1 
is not 
dissi, --, iilcýr to tllzýt in c. xx. lc (bar 5) and 3c 
(btr ? ). There is 
,- direct oar,, llel wit'n ex. 2c 
(also a 2-ber extract, fro-,, the 
Introduction to the Piano Sonata Op. 81a) in the use of di., --in- 
ished hýirmony underpinning, the ledient. 
2c is co_nparý, ble witk- ex. 4c in that it too occurs 
followinE; e -phasis of 
the (ho -e) domin, -nt'; the incidence of 
Cý h, ý=ony mey be noted cs a further tonally-related character- 
istic. In ter--, s of ý-, ielodic shaping, ex. 2c is neLirer the con- 
sequent treat, -ent of ex. 
5c. '-'he -ielodic figuration of bar 6 in 
ex. 2c is -iore lincidentall to the overall musical stnte, ent 
tl-ýan is t-ne cý-se in ex. 5c (bErs 5-7)ýn winich the c1hroi-natic 
d-scent is integral to this beautiful 'nelody. Both contexts 
-iy be coTlpý; red with extracts fro--t exx. lc and 6c/ii, with re- 
spect to the elel, ents structuring the -,, elodic 
line: 
definitive resolution of the tomlity, has been stated 
, -t t. 1is point; various 
tonally-related features are func- 
tionin, - in -'. iis opening treat -ent 
however, ý; nd the2e is 
,,, -, e clear sense of doml-nant e phLýsis at bar 
6, w-, atever 
JU -e interpret@-tion of bers 1-5. 
3o6 
lllý 4L -ý& -f ; 11 ?-IILijii-i-Fi 
IN - 
F-x 
- '20 
rl 
19 itq 
i 
& 6*9 - 62 IYLT Tf"yAJ-A--+E: ff--_Tj 1'--= Ii-- 
-- Iv- La I -Ex. Ic 
Ex. Loýll 
There is thus a cGýnplex of tI-I -el-latic features char@ cteri-sing 
the extrects exx. lc-6c which are closelý interrelated in their 
detailed structure. 'Ixe inDtion of t'ýiis indicates that ton, -lly- 
related - c1her. -cteristics are appa-rently functioning in rel2tion 
týý t"ie tonqlity of Eý, and that with res-ect to chroritatic em- 
phasis in pErticular, an irýherent tendency develops to the 
level of a pro-Anent feature of the theýýiatic structure in the 
later 14 -rusic, in whicn it is consistently apparent. This 
ptýrticular develop ýent co, jbines with other recurrent tendencies, 
giving rise to notF'_ le si. milarity and con-sistency of us, -, Fe in 
Uý, e 1ý-. t er 'Eý -us 
icpsai,, `hole 
iii chro.,. -iýýAic e, ýiphLisis in the-,, mtic resolution 
"he two works in which c, 'tro -, Lýtic e ph, -sis is a notable 
feF. ture in the closinS stages of individu&., l -., iove_-., ents as part 
C' the tonel ýjnd -',, -hE, -utic resclution are the Iii-ano Sonet P-7 La 
2. nd the 11hird Syý-Pphony, Op. 55. It is only one espect caf the 
ove. -all theTiaitic resol,. tion but it is interesting t'nctu chrnmatic 
e-phr, sis, a "eature rhich becomes prr)gressively -ore apparent 
o, i '63ýe thenEtic level as the 'Preceding sections indicate, should 
occur i-, t'ie context of t`. ie concludiý-i, -, defin-ition and resolution 
"ý' the tom-lity in I- instance o the, -e E4 -ýLaove ents. The first suci, 
occurs in Lhe J'irst rroveqent of Oý). 7. '-'he openinF_ of the work is: 
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In the fin: -ýýl st,,: 7es of the Coda treat eýlt t-AS cell is expanded 
c. -1ro, -,,, Etice1ly in on e phetic cadential proCression: 
are instances of extended chromatic e-. phasis in 
co-apprable contexts in keys otiier than Eý `iihile detailed 
analysis of the structure of Coda-t, ýpe sections is necessary 
to ý-;, scertý. -,, in to what e)ýtent tomily-rel, --, ted factors influence 
other i-re 7general st.,, listic considerations, it does seem to 
be th,, case that chro-ný-tic e., nphýýsis functions in pEýrticulp. r 
ways in this area in reletion to D. '2here are for exa, nple, 
instances of chro-iaticism. cwipý,, rable witIý the OP-7 extract 
(b-ut notably . -, iore extensive) 
in two -, 'ýove, ients of the Piano 
Son, ta OP. X/'ý, in U) bars 3C5-26 (the incidence of 'Eý tonality 
!, ere is of interest) and (iv) bars 101-6. The cinroniz-iticisý; j 
is not directly related to an particuler melodic cell in t'nese 
Precedim, t'--Iis bors ", 39-351 be com-ared to the parallel ZD 7- 
context in the fin 6le of the (Eý) PiEno Sonata C)p. ', 1/3 (w-ý--. i-c'n is also in C). See bý, rs 322-"3--'). 
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co-, t--x'ljs however; bot`--, inste-ces see. ý clso 'to be evincing a 
c. n, =ct., ýriEtic tone, lly-relE., ted feý-)ture in D in intrcduc'ng 
flat-terýding ton. AL e,,, iph,,, -sis et this f, -, r,, nl juncture, in ývhich 
t', -e G/_4 to. nal juxt2ir, "Isition is notebly pro-lin3nt es a pivot. 
"'he last -love: -ent of the Piano S-oneta OP-7 also introduces 
nozable chromIrtic e , phasis 
in tý_e finE. 1 stete-ýert of the the,, -,, 7'k, ic 
perE r-, r@,, _, h cc--prisin'. the I thetmel '2hp treet,. ient here, 
wJ- i cIL. includes clarc,. iatic har-iony, seej,, is to presage the tendenc- 
2 ies ý, ýhich e.,, ierge on he the -., ýtic level in -1.1,; e later 
4 
r-msic: 
n= n - 
-f- 
V 
rp 
- ,e Coda of the first -, aove -, ent of the I'hird Sy iphony 
OP. 55, is a ,, onurnent , pl exa-. ple of 
theý, iý,, tic resolution. This 
culminates in tlne Powerful E. nd climEýctic tonal resolution of 
L -Prs 6, ')--673 in iAiich chro, -, atic e_ýph. ýsis unexpec tledly extends 
t', -ýe t=-I alJoit, and structures the definitive resolution of 
t--, e entire ýoveýrient, whicn is accomplished in these b3rs. 
Di-iinist-ýed ony is pro. n. Anent in this prog . ression; tI)e chord 
-4 Iles t' whic'n init-a' ne cnromatic er'. 'PhPsis (zDt birs is also 
common t. ) exx. 2c and 4c ar,, d occurs in the course of the des- 
cendling criroý,.,, atic h,,, r, ýony in exx. 1c _ýýnd. 2c in the extr ts 
correlated in the preceding section. - 
1 Cf. tne Striný; :, Iuartet Cp. 11/3(i) brrs 235-255; tile Piano 
-'rio CP-70/1(iii) bers 370-3)'6, and the Violin Concerto op. 61(iii) b-, rs 
2 7, xa plas lc, ý, c ý-, nd 6c/iij discussed in ýhe preceding sec- 
tion, , 2e . -ost directly co, ilpýýratle with the preseLlt OP-7 extrý: ct. (_oncerr_irj,, -,, ti'le incidence of fý i: i this final 
s'-. -. ete -ent, set-, 'r'. 21-7, :, -, )otnote 1 cbove. 
) 
3 -, he c!, rý-, -. @tic@_. ly ascendirg bass et tl-ýis point in the Sym- .- -11 -terest. Cf. t'ýe ope_ni-ý, g `re!: ýt-lent in the -iano . ýony is o__ u 
, cm-t@ Cp. -11/3(i) (bars end býýrs 7ý-7 of the slow ', love. - t, ,i -ri DIF -Lle Se-cond Piano Concert-). (SE1.6 also P. 2)_L5 end the-, 
c-. eriier co, iments qoncerni3g suc, ý ýDass-suructure in initial t, -, e, ie t-, c treet -e nt in IS 
q09 
Ihe incidence of chro-eticis,: j in t'ýýe closir,: -, str,,, 7, es of 
indivicluý,,, l -ove-e-its carnot be L)ccoffed it-s true perscec. -I-ve 
detailed cc-p&, rative uýnelysis of the -, usic in reiation 
u,, ) f, -r:. el anr7 tonel structuLre., 6uch ý?, ý-,, alysj. s ": ust precede 
an ý3, -, curý, te Fssess -ent -, -" 
ti-ýe extent of the influence of t=, lly- 
relEted fcctors. (, orrelation of the insta! ices of chro-matic 
Jc lly n e', -. L-SiS qS 0 SLý, ýZýifiC, _I'rlt fectcr both : ielod_ aad ý_. Er, onically 
in rslati. --n to 9ý hL, s I-qdicntued however thLt perticular Cpplin- 
tion of chro, qaticisr, i appFrently &erecterises this tonality end 
is proc., ýr6ss-ively :, ore influeLitial in the themetic structure in 
r, e compositions to an extent not peralle tu, i, - course of t he -ý4 I 
in -1. -'he evidence tý_Ius sug-ests -he precediný- tonal ceteý, -ories, 
t'ne funct-Loni-ý, - of -oerticulýir tonal r-ferences in the Eý tonal 
c- -plex respect -to chro,. ietic e ýph, 7, s is 
ii ., 'our tlneme, - correlý, ted conipiratively 
"'he fý,, ur the-nes w1hien are the subject of -Ghis correletion 
, nre Cro-a relatively early ý, orks, tie I-cio for Piano, Clarinet 
end 'C,? -'-lo 
CP-ll (179ý, )5 the kl)onat, ýý for Violin End Piano elp. 121Q, 
(1797-,,, ), t-ie Septet Op. 20 t'rle G treatý-, ent of b, -Irs 1-8 
det-es froýi 1796) and tlie Piano Son, -, '. @ Op. _-ý1/3 
(L-1,01-2). 
_Lhe 
the-ies have oil been included in the tonal-the,,, atic analyses with 
reference to . -Ine functioning- of verious tonally-reL, tod features 
in tý_e the-riatic structure. '-'hey are brou, "-t togetfier no,,,, ' with 
respect to the ov rpll si, iiilarity . %,, hich cliFreacterises t1le the, ies 
ý-he detailed consideration of the Pnd whic:. fl, -; s not e_ýerged in 
toml-theý--. qatic c, --_,. nplex. 
_`x, 
_-, 1.,. ple 
iv, Piano ý, ýonata OP-31/3 is cleerly the 
, ost developed in zer-Ts of melodic structure end 
the treet-tent 
generally; it is ho-wever ne, -jrer to the earliest theýne, ex. i g 
(trc. -ting -ýý, e Op. 20 tne, ie, exx. iii in t., e form) than to the 
o-Iher tWO in Sty-le LILA structure. Ears l-)-,. of ei,,, x. i, iii and iv 
ere directly cc_--, ipcrebIe in ter, -ts of hzýr-ionic, melodic ýý, nd phrase_ 
structure. I'he repeated n-tes of the inner perts of ex. i beco; ne 
'L'he four t-ne:,. aes are : Y-iv, -n ers dditonal Thems II in the 
---, entFry Vj. 1u,, ne (P. 89 and -P. 92-. ). 
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in e,,, ýx. iii ond iv flo-viing, tiovin- pcrts, but the openinu treat- 
ýen, c in exx. i, iii and iv is structured by the sa-ýe tLern, ýtic 
ele, -Ients, incIu6i_n, - t,, e bcsic rhyth-nic structurs. xe ple iii, 
t? ie first eigqt b, )rs -f t; 'ie ', ýIinuet from the Septet, is structured 
by `Gwo li-bL: r pl=-es, t'-, -., e second of whic*ln is e. modified rest, -. -, te- 
-bf tne first. ., Jhile t`iis is a simple tonic-triadically 
b, -sed nelody, it is interestimý to note the fe, ýýturcs it hDs in Z) 
com-non .,. -ith, the tL-, ree otr, er t-, c-ies, furt. -er indiaýtin- the 6 
i --ation of tAs the-ie, intc the tom-lity of ; ýs a chFrpct- n-; ý, _,. ý, - 
cristic 74 theý-natic sta-Gelent. 
- -Ple ii, ý COrICI---In- -'Londo tihe, e, C. xe --f-Pectively cr, ipresses 
b-. r-- 1-. 1 of ex. iv into bars l-)T of the tI ýespectj_ve ae ie ; týýe - 
1 
--perfect ccdences ý-ire essentially . -ovim, ir. ner pF,, --, ýts 
ýilso c'r, ý: rpcterise t-is cadence in ex. ii but ex. 1v int-oduces 
t'-. e "idicsyncraticIf J/Dý* 
2 
_, -zrs )-! -8 of ex. ii ccdence vie 
evhpsis o. ýI' -hp subiedipmi. -, 3nd do limn't vnich liril-'s t-iis pt 
--f -. -, -, e t', -, eme with bers 4-3 of ex. i. 'Ex. i pro, -, r. -- es c, p, Ily ra 0 
wit-in ex. 1v . ý-inw ever. Cor, p@red tie Piý? no Sonrta openinS, 
Lt little stilted -, ouý--h the sust I, ueli'ics 
(Elt_ i ni ri- , 
of `,!,, e IC, -, 11o are P_ i-e1ev@n-. consideraGion here) but the over- 
_. IelO(ý'iC OUtline is bers 4-, j of ex. i rise to tI. e 
d-_-, _ain@nt subsequently the sub_nediEýnt comip,, rabl. i ex. iv 
Fit-houg-in a to--iic caý, ence ensues fiollowin, -- wl-iLt is the cliý-ex 
-G-te shorter the, natic stcteýient in ex. 1, where ex. iv cc-dences 
imporfOctly. -'he secý)nd pert of t-. ie _Jinuet, ex. iv carries over 
t'-, e su'L-ediant/do-Amnt cli. me_ýý hcý., ever, thus focusing, on b! Esic- 
ally si---iiar tie-. -atic elements in the, ; ielodic line, tl-ie sub-. 'Icd- 
iant ý_-Lero functi,,, nin, ý ý-, s a dj_vec-ý domin, -nt erahcnce, aent. _he 
fei ni no ceuence at b,,. rs 15 is a 1-,, ios t ic - ntice 1 With 
t t 
e'b zý ,U. rs 0 ax --i - 
1 See iýp. 2LI-7-3- 2bove. 
2 Cf. ! ýP. 267---'ý above. 
Ul 
,:, p-ý- rticial, rly in-Lleres A ri,,,, ý-s;, ect o" the f -ýur the ý, ies is 
t -,, e v, - riety in te Lpi ; ex . 
ii 7o t'ý-Ie , ýe , is -,, -rice dA llogro 
-iolto; exx. i, iii and iv Ere in E., i-ao. ýe lyrical vein, but each 
-Is iridividuýl in he. (: iE. ',. er te ýpo. '-'his Eýlsn su, --,, 
_ýosts (,, -,. 
t 
i- ý. 
-- tl-ie of ýý toý-icl co-iplex -'iv2s riý: to hi 
u -n evident sii--Alarity in tre. -:,, t,, -jent c'. ', ý, recterising variousl 
, -s ec'. s- ot ýI -ur contexts 2his -,. -: ior, ý 
;, -eiieral si. -, Iilý:, rity h, -, s 
not e-er, --cd in -. 1he cou-2ý-e --)ý? the toml-thematic aný: lys6s qs the 
themes -ive differing pr, ý. -. -inence. tlrý p,,, rticular t--nL ýly-relEted 
fea, --s , but it is i tateresti n,, -, 
to ncte the extent of tiae con- 
sistency of t-le ele. 'I'ýentls structlurin,,,., ý t1lese, -ýýie iies 
coupled ,, ith stylistic developmen'l-s in so-13 aspe(-'ýs of tineir 
use. Sucýi (Ileveloý)-, en". - is 'ost cleary seen in comparinC, e. -Ix. i 
ý-nd iv5 ex. iv is e beautifully constructed -", '--e ýý-, '. ic 
in wlt, icL, the end lyricis , IFtent in ex. i ý. re uninhibited. 
-Eut tce toml-tý-e---iati' 
LU ic ele. ---tents w-l-, ich ,, re the ve,, iclc of 'his 
develop-, ent re icin reiarka'ýly cons Jisterit , rurinin. tL-2rcu-h @-'l 
-; l 
-- Cur tIe-,,, lies 
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CONCLUSION 
C -. "_ j, -u, -TCI, - 
1ý 1 -3 zJ -. -, -ent, whal-ch is t, '-ie , ý, -in ec tree t 
esisa -a rcaoffu ndq me tit a1 L-Iip ornce i-,, 
t-, -Iý, lity CIL :i or -. qov,,. -,,, ient. e 
tIIex Lý 4ons.,, us considered a besic es, )ect of 
in _c,, eýýtý, ovenls music 
in relation to four 
"'S tcn2l-tiie-_, ýctic @nalyses are nr-, "t týie prod- mrc, 
C tu ý7 tion of s fixed series of criteri, ý but 
eýýc,, -j =--, lysis is ul-ie individual investigation of 
tic structure of the initial the-, iatic 'Ureat- 
t exe ined in releticta to _key-loc, --)tion End not, primarily e 
f ccnventional harý,, onic analysis. The main crit- zer-. s 
u-)e approacýi to -the analyses 
is trie belief 
t,. -t t-e is a fundamental stýlistic 
deterillimilt 
i! -ý --eeti-oven's music. The music hEs the-reforee been correlated 
tý- tonLl c-tp-ory., e tion hE sn and the !,, ey-loc, b en the 
i-I La hc . (onventicr, 1r -orA ca n- -riC, b, -s*-c referetrice-point. 
7s-is e-. applied wi6.,, j_n each tonzýl cate,, ry nd s 0 h, 
served tc elucidate t1he i-_ý-idivi6uclity of tonel functic. i. -I'tig 
w-, er =ed in -. -, is cepacity. 'I"het t, iere is individuality of 
in relzýtion tý) specific key-loc@tion in 
ioven's , usic7 cha re, cter, sing and differ-enticti_-iý- 2eC t'- t ont-, 1 
-ested by tie id ti- I ý, onLql category 
is sug., e ri r(-,, l,, zive to 
ti, f f 4_ n C, r ti cula, r to m, 1-the ia ti c comnlexes i ri re L., tion 
C ed. ''hile the investi, -ation of the (I ;, our _ýcys exý -ii n, 
fý,, I structur-_ cf te ini t ii c1 th, e me tictr, -D ate nt hLi s- b (', en 
-c-, e conc rn -*, -n each L-rialysis, 
t_--e scope liý, s at 
c, -1--r, ý-ed to tcl,: e, Eccount of so. -. Ie F,, spects ýýf th, 
lI--,, 
_ý, -cr-E-c, -le 
fianctioning ol, the tonL, ýl comple, -, c,, s a w"L-jole in 
C, - C Of tiýe four tonalities exa:,. jinod, G and D are two -Y. 
in J_ c --, -ppcr--,, nt in .,; t nEl-th m, tic CeE. tu, ýes ,h C', L, 0 L, en complex re- 
cur ý, s si-. ýý!. ficcnt age-, ats of toncl suructuriný- on the lar-er- 
1, -: -, 
le- J is a tonality 1nw ich the f'satures inost s -7 
,., ', )otnote 1 -, 'kýovc concerning the toml co. -, ipl,, -, x 
-d t'. ie hel.. -ýtic c-, Pplex. 
3114- 
ctcriStic of its ". oný-, -L individuility e -erEe -, n t-ie 1, -, r, r-er- 
le, ot exi. ensiv, rlly inýýlu.,,, nce the SC structural levels and do n, 
i n1 --- J_ -:, 1 t', le -c- `. - ic Llreý- t le nt . 
., ýs 'led in -une introduction, : -, ie present investic.,,? tion st2 -t D' 
is essentie; 1iy t-, first step in the ro-apýýr, ýisal Of tile n, -ture 
-1 functioning '_'-O 
1 
,f -nv b, _t i h, - in _3eet, 'ýcven, s -usic; I -'s it is 
-ed tkiat there is validity in re-exr_ý -tining . oped de-onstr! -`11 _, 
the 
. iusic on 
the bý, s-is of a chang ýed unalyticýýl premise. "ri isis 
not to su, -,, -Icst UnLt conventional hEýr, -a-nic amlysis is invrilid, 
bu-. - tnt, t it -v. lill serve as Fj rio-,. Ie cdcqueate Loo. L in the study 
of tonel procedurcs in ! ýeethovenl s , riusic when its apý-ýlic, -, tion 
is 1, odi fi ed ýneiysis of the music in ter,, rs of degree-rel, -)tion- 
s'hips al-ne c. ýnnot identify tne exist-on-ce snd functioný_nL; of 
individuýýl ton,. ýl co-,, aplexes w ich relete to key-locý, tion. If 
ci; ev (z, rs ch F na ly s s is E; : pli d to the ijhen correloted 
,, on., -41.1y it is inde-d a useful t, -ol in ýýssessin, - the ext(: -; nt ý7r. d 
ný-, ture of t', a-- in_'_'lu--nce of specific in t"re nusic, -, )l 
striicture. -'his _ýiodif 
`_cationý in ýec inique r., -ýveels a neý. per- 
spective in tl-le týnelysis of 3eet: iov, -'nfS -11usic [ýnd is a 
mr; ans to clprifyin- our unCerst, --ýri6ing of the mture, of tonel CA 
flunctionin(. r in zhe music. Systematic 2. nalysis and compcrison 
_s evid-ntly 
indispensc'cls to ýý sound esý: essrnent 7ýnd such in- 
veesti-, Fti-ýn hes bce. -l rn: 7-dle by stud-nts of E, ý'etLlovenls -iusic 
J, 
Ln relrtinn 
to forrn. ý, l end rhyth, ailc structure. '2his h, -s yielded 
interesting facts end" statisticLýl inforricition end in pertic- 
ulr-ýr evidence o. -F' chaný; es 
in r-ener-,: 11 toncl -"-Irends (measured in 
conve! -tim, -l -nelytic, ýl ter-is). In -tte,, aptin, -- st_-, itei-ients con- 
cr-rni'_g t-is : --s7ýect 
it -,,, nuld however seeirl to be t-ae cFse thL)t 
i,,, c hcve Fssu-. qed u. nderstý-, ndiný-, - -11, hich we do not in fnct possess. 
_-ic wen st, -It,, e,. -, -: 
"'he cnoice of key cnd ý,. ey-con-'U. r Us presents the L 
its oýl. n, bu-Il, --ltnou, -ý, coiiin. oser wi-ýn prcýOleis of Lý : be. A'11-ioven experi. -_iented i.; !, tJh this ele ent of con- 
"i otr- I`"I icult to sEy that struction ;s wtt,, ers, it is di't , L, hit exp-riments did -Liuch more t1-u.,, r-i issert his desirc. 
.1 , o2 f ro-dom of cnolpte , lirLited only by ke nse of 
wn'r1t was exý,, edicrit. 2 
1 See : -p. 15-16 above. 
Introduction to ýýn unpubiished edition of the Pianoforte 
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stý:, temcntu (to,: -ether with olt_`ýc-rs sucn ýs 
In indicý-tc-, -s L, certain bewilder- ivcný, --, e intr, -duction L 
-t c-- ethoven's use of IYh .1-, in oncarnin,, ý, o n, itwi c' 7 ý, 1 
coi-an, -r`ý-son of `L. ýýn, -l us, fr-- 'U - .,, e 
irresnective 
f cc 'C. ion. '-''-Ic present 9ýDprooch :., uelifics t1le n, -)ti-c)n 
, ý, f -s-othoven's Ilexperi-ienting" : ýs evidence indicat. -s tl*, -)e 
functi-ordrig in lhis -, iusic cf inherent `Uon, ý-; l rofeerenc--s in re- 
it- see, -. Is t', a, -, t "'Ic7wen was aware th,, t 1,, u-Lon to _,, ey-c'ýtcg., )-. 
,. is _ssessi, =t 
dccs not co. iinletcly account --,. -r 
the t-)n,, l struc- 
ture 0' zhe -usic for he cofr, ants tý-Zct _L:;, ýlý-_thovenls "desire for 
ý)f choicell w,, ls Illimited by his sense of wh[t wýýs ex- 
pedie-ýtll) ý, ouali_f-ic. ý: tion which in effect bc-,. gs th-e (ýuestion 
indirectly 
_: 
oints to the ne-d for fundcmental rp-ex. _n. -. i- 
in, -tion o-- tric -., iusic -nd ;ý new nsý-ess, -ýent nf Lýspect. 
., qnýL, --as ý partinc -it observa tion vi'jen '. -, e cc, -i -ients 
ll'.. 'hen t"he t,, l_eoristls of tlis rooncnl Gic -, ge ex ltý-in t`-ý, e 
hnr, 
_, cnic r, ýcticcs of their ý-iový-.,. ent, they cilte 
-ect-noven, re,, t contriý_utions 4.0 tl-. (, -'Lr ,, ý, rt. C- -'h ey did in 
-music 
tje c5i, -t, -., nt exc-, _irsions p , r, --, tne -ý, onci centre; wlnct they did not understlind 
W, -; s t, l-, Sý thilS is lf-I `Iloculý-Iunry nax]-nium ...... t? I07'? ýli_c 
not nct-ic'-, -'u-,,, e bro*, -. -, s c-plicd cc, -se- 
lesslyit2 
e2rlier in this Frticle. he fýllsinto the l-, ind 
of 11, --, pecul-ntive 
intuition" ývlith T,, jhich the loiay -ý:.. ec-tl-loven 
Studies is strewn: 
? '-'(, he -i3eeýthoven of his lcst period atteins to that 
de, re- universplity in v,, hi&i tendencies cnd forms 
lose ti, e-Ir sJ--nificý-,, nce, meltiný,, into a vision , Lt 
encompý-, sses luli-! it is hutm, -n. ll 
1 , i)ect-ion V: "Sone Unelxplained Observetions'17 Pp. 16-22 Fbcve. 
2P. IL. L- Yis7, in the I ntroduction to the -', -ýeethoven 3ice riten, - ry j- -dition o, . Iusiccl -, uarterly, Dece., ib-r 1970; P-ý71- 
ibid P. 50 
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t_ý-., oven, nus 1c ýh, -, tever onqf-- -ne1. -tfca1 position, sI 
de, -, -n, 1. s so,. ic: ý a tite--pt t, 7) iie(: _, 
t tirle of its expressive 
11 content" -, -ut in'ral-king th-1-s st! -te! -ficnt S_'_', '. 'Lf_Jcence - its 
L-!, -i- does no`ý s, 3e.,, i to F_c, 7_: no,,,, iedf-o t? je supre-, -e us-, oil 11forrns 
_j-leý_r unobtrusiveriess is fer frý-, ii being ýnd ten6encies"; 
-thýlir si, -: -nific. the Intro- _e ne, -, ýýtion o- -nce . iis stý? 
ted in 
f pc., rc,..,: iourit iriport, -ýnce in " -` ven s duction, ton, --Iiuy LS o. _e I t, I ýO 
-1 st,, .. iusic; 
it is a fundemerat-f ,, ýlistic 
deter-dn. -nt of fý, --r- 
re-c'-, in. - inf-uonce in t,,, c musicý, l structure and is b,,, ýsic 
t- its expressive si, ý: rJ_ficýý., nce. -'ecinnical factors , l,: )ne do 
no-ýt, account for the entire musical experience 2nd a reftisal 
tr) ec', noll. 71edze t--, e 11supra-musical" f, rýcets of music inevitF-bly 
li-, 
-its ou-- understý--nding of 
its expressive significerce. 
Fý, radoxicýý, lly J-oý. ever, it is in tne nrea amenaLle to ýnalysis 
b_, ý t"'Ie IUSICCOIO, ý. -, iSt thet7 it is su gested, further ond fuller 
investiEC-tion is needed. '111-. e t1hesis en, 2uiry hes -treated cer- 
tý-J_n 'býsic, -s,, Dects of' the subject and it is hoped hF. s siaown 
`e th I tonality does not lead t to re-exý-Ane -)ven's use o. 
i., -qrcdiý, tely into speculation but rat-ier, when ýýp-pr-ýaclfý, ed on 
the b-, s, '-- -ýf thrz, en, -IyticEý, l preiiise i,,, qv'Le',, ie rated in this en- 
quiry, opens np a nou di-,. ionsion -witn res-,, 1ect to tec'-Atnical 
f2ctors structuring t'ne music. Re-exc Anz3tion of ti-ýe music 
in -. "-e ofL c., tonclly-related anelytical epprotich -nmy 
ý)erliF, ps contributue to a more precise understeradinE of these 
ctcrs 2he full extent of tne functioninE of individuel 
ton. 
-Ii co-! ý, T)Iexes remEins 
to be discovered but its clVificýltion 
-., ust prccecýc any coý-, apetent attempt 
to penetrote the psycholog- 
-cel ý-sý, _-ectls 
o. F the sub, 4ect. It is tcýei-efore submitted t1hat 
ýý nnew, pre, ýiise whicii relatess tonel structure to 
i-,. e y-loce -L, i on is-: releve, nt int, -ýe -: ne lys is of ton, -, 1 
orccedures in --_, eetý, ovenls music. 
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318, 
i-. survey of t-nis zlel, -, ticrislýip 
in Brýethovenls music, 
1 
In discuss j-n, ---", the structu_-e of the Clessical Soneta. 
Cycle with p, -, rticular reference to i-. Laydn, 'llqozart and Beet- 
hoven, S. . "-, ewman adduces statisticýý, l infor etion to 
sugL-ýest th, -t in about one fifth of the opening SonFta Form 
hovents 11, -oelll is the , ove-en-'ý. s in tne Piano Son,,, tas, Beet, 
sub- edi, ant or t? 2e --, ediant. 
2 Presumebly referring to the 
sa ,e source he aLso coý. ments: 
11statisticf, l teliDuletions beer out dist-I.., ict diffsrences 
in tn-e Son, -, ta forms of -. aydn, _oza-ý-t and Zeet, -ýoven, 
a --eethoven's 
t, ýnal pIcr, bein,,: t'-je least predicý ý_., le 
, --nd most experi entcl, and HayCnIs next in ord1n, -, 11- 
. 
1i uh s, - -ioven's use of toneiity pecific reference to _ý? etli 
:, 'ew anea rlie 2 comme nts t1h,: t: 
11ý3eetiýovents evident associations of perticulýir _, oods 
and styles wit'rl pciýticL. -LEr 
keys modes ui,, oubt3dly 
influenced theso dis. c,, )sý_tionsll 
is -Qiý, ), e a__, r1-e-! cnt pl-, ý, ýfe-_, _nce 
fo-ý- certLin p_-: -ceoures 
w*ý_ic'i --eviman attributes -L-. o tne pursuit of lltexluurai enrich,: ent". 
4 
-'his obserwýtl, )n indic, -tes an awý-,, reness of p, ý, rtic. LLIýir 
ton--I relFtionsiips in ýý-, ethovenls music but - re cins on the 
level o_- general co,:, ent.. 'j'hile Pssessý, ýents such es 
w. ý, -. ich '-e-,,, Fn cuotes E. s LI-L-, e souice oiý' the steti-stical dEto 
to tonrl prncecures in -Deeti-ioven's 
Piano Sonatas arc-, 
o' value r-re,: it inte-est thý, (', they do not fully represe. int 
t', ie ncture oil tonal functiunin,,,, in 3 ethovents music is a 
b, -ýsic criteri, ýn governing `ý,, -. e present thesis exe -incticn. 
The "'jppendix makes (ýetailpd refer(ýncr to the --iusic ur t,, ) 
n,,, 0 il ý vier" a, inciuding, tine PiEiuo Soncte op. 106 MLe 11 1 II" -19). So-)e Eccount is ta"Ien of the L-ter irusic in 
u. -ýurse o- (,! -, e ; ý. ppendix cons iderezi tio ns "i ec-t 
2 op. cit. Footnote i above); Chpt. VI, P. 148. 
ibid . 
ibid. P-130- 2his comnent was in part quoted in the 
Int7oduction to the thesis (P. 13) and it ry be noted 
is very si, rilar to tOt by "ies also given there. 
(See P. 16 above). 
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10 11 t r, 10 0k ore Lt Is t, ý, s Li ý -ýf 
tnis subsidiary invc-stigu 
deccly i-ito the incidence aff functýoning o' the t: -)n, ]- rel, ý- 
tions'nip Bý/G in tj-. e music on the besis o--' a tonal ly-relc ted 
-ro-! - c In I te kiir-i, -ý, .., cc ount o 
'I the rel,, -ý tionship C, s C. ton, 11 jux- 
taposition and not pri-. -, orily of its identity in conventir-ýný-. l 
analytical terms, which obscure tne recurrence of p--ýrticulcr 
relýAionships in Leethoven's inusic in varýing for al V 
cnntexts. '-,. he procedure adopted in the investigation is first 
to co'-, -relate and exa-i',. ne not, ýble 
instances of the ton2l jux- 
taposition of Bý/G in the music (up to and including the 
? file 'i-erikle vier" ýiano Son, -Aa , Op. 106). The notablý7 occur. --ences 
of BF/G' ere. in n, loriL-y oL ccses in Bý iiovements; four 
occur in relEtion to J'however ind SrýýILGIý consideration ol the 
Eý tonc 1 cc nplex is made . "he 
4a nd 4 toria L cý- 1plexes appa r- 
ently be-, -r a particular reletionship, an espect wý-Iich is dis- 
cussed in the conclusion to the Aý, pendix. Preceding this 
hoý.,,, ever the relations-Inipsin zine other _-.,, ajor 
keys parallel 
with t", e 3ý/G relationship are considered. i. n exhPustivc 
invest tion of t-Ine 3ý/C- rel,,:, 7, tionship in BCr-. th,, -wents , iusic 
would re Uire detailed analysis of usý,, 
_-e 
in the toný-; lities 
of J ýD nd 7 , 
ýat lpý-st. '-'he present survey ý., ill it is hoped 
(-ive so'e indicetion ol operently the functioning oL whlt is 2. 
ý: relntio, snip of peiticul, ýr significance in Beý. t ioven, s tonal 
vocabulEry. 
Prob2bly the two best known L, nd iiost coi-i. n. iented upon inst- 
ences of 3ý/G tonal juxtaposition in Beethoven's ý, iusic are 
those which occur in the exnosition treetment in the respective 
first oveinents of the , Lrchdul,, e 2rio, 0,. 97, and the IIH2,, ri 'er- 
Iclavier" Sonit2, Cp. 106. Philip Barford views the incidence 
G cs the contreasting key-areC-1 of the first move, ý. -ent exposi- 
ti,,, -ýn in Ciý. 106 fý,, s ,. )z:, rt of a sec, uence ol" interlinking thirds 
w', -Iich to hirn for-is the structural core of the v., ork. 
1 
1 The Beethoven Co. r. npanion - P. 156 et seq. 
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ýhis ossessnent Ails t- tace sccount of Ke vccup-eqce 
of the s; ecific tprcl reirtioasiip, BOO, of which t are ore. 
notnile instances týraughou, tke I ousic. 2hc worts in W 
up t-; nj irclu6i .; tv rinno Son; 
to Cý. 106 ore : 
Cp . 19 Pia-ao Conccrto "o. 2 
op. 11 -, ric for i`ieno, ýClarinet vný 'Cello 
op. 1, S/6 String --'uýýrtet 
p. 22 . on, -ta 
C -p .0C Sy ýplony -ýTo. 4. 
r, p -7t,. rc., dul,,, e '-"rio 
op . 106 't-'ie.. o Soneta ., araerlýcla vier") 
-ances of Bý/kT Of these, not-i-ule irist ýuxtaposition occur 
i 
Op. 19 (iii) 
Cp. 11 (iii) 
-0.50 Uv) 
OP - 97 (i) 
C, p. lo, b 
(i) 
7- , the tw o re -ie ini rg -vjccrlýs there. is n inciecnce of the 
, juxteposit, ion used in Eý, n ', 
V- ý-, iovenaent, Eý s t', _e ve-Acle of 
torzlly-rc-lý U ed --iove in _7, 
ý,. iercýý, L-ire in eddi --tion instances 
in t', ae Prison ers, C-orus from tý-e Sixtn Syiiphony, 
. 7iftf-l Jr-i-a no Concerto, tne ýr'ng ý'uartet Op. 7! end Ulhe 
Iiisted Stejhen" On. 117. chronolb--ically tiie 
nces occ ins týý ur in: 
YG I-P ý: 2 YGF 
I Cp. 19 (iii) 3V 
2Cp 11 (iii) 14 IA 
- 
C, - _, i6elio" 1 1, 726 - ". c ,I :D. 10 
4 
C (iv 14 
Cr, . 
6U (ii) F 
6 Cp . 7-" (i) 
7 C_Tý T'. (i) 
C 97 (i) 13 
9 C. 117 
ie Cp. ie6 (i) 
-ý 
-. e instances ý-ýiuýy be divided into groups ! -ccordi,., -i,, r tr, 
context Fnd/or -iype of us e 
2 GýICJUID i NOS 
ii 1"' 0s 
iii Y'Os 679 
iv 113S. 10 
v I'los . &- 3 
T-, G-ROU? 1: 
1 Op. 19 Piano Concerto Yo. 2 - (iii). 
2 Op. 11 
., -'rio 
for Piano, ClLirinet & lCello - (iii)o 
1: -he 
Bý/G juxtaposition 6ccurs in -the firml st, -ges of 
thý_s Som. ta-Hondo ýýovement. For _Llly and 
tonally -'Uhe 1, -, st sUate- 
ment oý' z'he 1B, Section is cadencin, -- when (Lt bar 2514. ) the ent- 
ici,, ý,, te6 cLdence is diverted; an extended 11-11-1 progression is 
redirected by the llmienipulEtionll of the interve_rliý-ý-., 7 p,, 7)ssage- 
wor Fýrises to F* as bEss; in tile -_Ught hand the Eý drbps 
t--- D and he. relds the eiitry of the now r'-Iý-thmically-displcced 
"A" theýne, in -the -',, ey of 
G. (It is almnst qs if 
at once nostelZic ebout this, t'he first intended version of 
t'ne theme rhyth-iicolly, -. 1. nd perheps even heving fun at 1-As own 
e X, 'ý'he return to the tonic is vie. 11-V-1 and the 11. Atl e ns e 
k. he ,e occurs in its final sz, -. 1ament, in Bý , and in its originel t 
(in this movement) r'_nyth, -_AcE,, 1 forýr. 
2: '-'his ju,, ýLta position occurs in - compýý=ble context with 
tl-ie Pie, -, o C, oncerto instcnce. The move, ýient in ouestion herc is 
a set of v, ýriatio: is (on a t! -, c.,. -ie by deigl). ', ýýrion Scott says 
of this worl,, thet it 11co-es neai- to being e dud" ýýnd also that 
1 
-L lk does evince It -ýe "Suble ct-. ma tter" is f, rma 1. . owever, the ýýiorl 
c-atý; res of note tonally of whic' the prcsent iast, ýnce is one. 
, Lt Piano sust[, ins a solo t:? ill on .L 
the end of Vcriation 1X - 
Bý; this rises -to Bý and after tw-., bcrs proceeds to passage-work 
outlinj-n,, -,, 
the scale of G, wit-'a dyna, -. -, ic e. -phE,,, sis of the do-limnt 
enC tonic of G (D ýýnd G) in pcrticul,, lr, finally pFusing on D. 
'ý'he tiýne-signature and key-signeture change ct, t1iis point (from 
C to and fro: ii 
4to G respectively) initiatinL, ý, the Code which 
L, onic is is -iore loosely t-sed on the the -e. '-'I-, e return to the ` 
c, -_, ain via 
co" cit. P. 2'ý Ndgel Fortune's more acco-, -., iodati-,, it; 
opinion ---n tlae -, -, eet? loven Companion 
(P, 205) is welco., ied. 
22 2 
-Purtr U ier sii--ailarity in detailed treatý-ient between tl-. ese 
lowo ., )or!, -, s is of interest; t"Inis is thet in bot, a ct3ses ti-ae in- 
cider, ce of them, ýtic rricterial in G is irnmediately pref: ced by 
decrescer-do, an-6 a T'ý 
4. op. 60 Sy. -. qphony o. ý_ - (iV) 
op . "S d- Sympl, =y '.,. -, o. 6 - (ii) 
"he instaric--s of Bk/G in -Ghese t-v. - ývor-, s are in 
ter, s o' col-itext; G occurs early in the develop, --ient of both Bý 
. =eý-ýc; n-i. s, but t'iere ýre elso distincticýns to be m. de. 
It.: -he expositicn. of Somtc 'For, -i finele is 11-r-t-, ularil 
in tha_ t U_ng key-t, F, - tllýc contres, 're is the do_-, iinF_-_t, tiaere is a 
a, - tr --, 1e flý,, t t,, Llrn stror. g- ninisIned e_-phesis d i. (bcr 
, ý)'T et seý_. ) wn-_c-. is iý: ipo_ but týmt 1ý)ter in the develcp. -Ient, 
oti. ý--r,.,; ise tt -'-ýe caf e 'Ute, ce. ree, rs on e ,, d, into the develop '. ent . '-, he 
"scurrYin-11 figu_-e c,, -rsiszs a. nd a 'U, -),. -i! -llY dý-sorientýitin- rise 
in seconds -Loves fro, -. -, -, ýho F: z:; ý'V: 4: c: d --ý, nd OnLo the 
do-. -intýnt of e. lortissir., c) B4, witn, no 'ný, ir, liony riri,. ý_-s out ; 
atf o' 101-IS isinI teresting in6eed. -"!, e 'Cellos,, ný. --cisses enter, 
pieno, on C end lead to t1he do-11inent-sove.,, th o' G w`aic'n Pounds 
w -on the re L, trin,,, s eriter -Uwo bers lpter7 with iL, 'Ierial 
ro-i 6ne first (Bý )g -oUp. _'hei, e is 41 -1 ý resolution into G before 
L-e toný, lity turt s to the minoi: -, initietin- seouential devel- 
on. -ent. G is cleerly f, -cl in trie e, -,, rly develop,,. ent, and is 
directly linýed to Eý by tne incidence of first group the--. ý,, tic 
ie er ie I in G. 
5: '. 2ne -. -iove --ent in questio', here is the siow move_-. ý. erlt 
ý)f the PEsLoral Syýaphony. -'he exmosition folio'ýqs usu,, -)l proc- 
edure, 11ovl'i'-, -. GO the 6. o_,.,, inant for the second-, 7r-up Lori, - 1. 
r'l 11 -ere is ý, 7) le, ýýs co'Iiplex move into the develClp-mnt thcn th,:, t 
cýiEr-cterising tne previous exa,,,. ple. Do-iinant 'Uonelity (F) 
is retG_Jned for one ber; the next ber sounds the dominont - 
seve-ntln of G- 'L. --, e 
bass moved o,. -, to D. '-'his resolves iý-ito 
G, ýnd -ý, 78in it is t_ýe first-7roup (Bý) : ýiiateriel which is 
s, rted. G re-1, _, ins t1ho ton,, _)lit, ýý of a consider, 9ble section of 
--, ae develop ent. It is interesting to note the com-iient made 
Cy _, 1er-_Fn in . -, is exe-, iirttion of sA-etches for the -, ove-'nent. 
Ile st, 7tes: 
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11ý, single G (-,. 1, -, jor) pleteEu fr)r cnnsideraýle 
Li-_e 'neld tý, e stcý-e in ý-ýeet-ovenl- ideas fnr 
t,,, e -, ove -ent".. 
' 
H-r en cites the other tont,, movo.. - which i3ecthoven con- 
sidereý for juncture - _, F/DV F/D: F/d : Flýý. h. 0 
twr) in partic-L,, ler ', ý@ve s., 3eciel I connotztiýýrisl fc)r -Decth, -ven; 
F/d is F very access: ýJr. le of _.,, cLAevin,,.; 
interim tonz: ýl 
--ovrýs in vnricus conzexts in nis tonal vocabulary. It seems 
1ý I'D Kc C, U Et 4ý context of 
tnis Bý slow mov , f.,,, ent lent u J_ `ý -Oh e 
- r, --, F, t st-roý-. C, ly t- G I! 's U-)e 
locý, tioiyý of the ton, -, ily cont ng 
1ý1, ntcýaul of -6-fie early deveiop_, -_-ient. 
_'Jrus in both move, -ients correlated 
here, G is ti-. e first 
4- 
mpiri lcey r-f t:, e developiiient in a basic Býcontext, nd he 
ouiD thematic mLýterjal. venicle of first-g - 
"he su1L-, se, -, uetA progress of the developý-, ent in the Pastoral 
Sy _p'Liony slow -movement 
is clso worthy of, com, --aent concerning t'.,, e 
uonal structure apparent, ý-. nd a digression fro-,. -r, the pri-mary 
cnnsideretion of 4/G in t1nis respect may be included here. as 
-L tonel co. iplex. '2he it s leds light on other eslc, ec'Lls of the tF 
'Ap several tiltes firý-t to-nel --iove fro-i G is to Sý, a relotionsi. 
alluded to in the course of t. 'ie ý, iain thesis exn_. ýminstion. '. "he 
c? dence is diverted vie iiiinor (eý) inflectio-L, to Gk. '2his is 
t'---- I-Icy o4C the flattened sub-, -iedient (kVI) and it ý-Jlso be, -rs 
pEýrticular relctionsý-, ip to Bý ; 'k. owev, Dr it does not f-L. nction 
t di-ectly ýýs an en- nced do Ancnt a. -proa61 bulk, -he to-lality as 
ii _Lt -1 CP k co ýrlex use of eýLhcjr, nonicisý it were 11m,, erbal,, inces" 
redirects the tona i ity succinctly into Býcnd t, -e reprise . _'ý_, -, ere 
Lýre Et least five co_,, npnra', )le instcrices of such copolitan e-. a- 
-ice of ]3ý_ . ILSIS PrCf, -. Ci171, -) t1rie incide- ton-lity, one o_f ,, __riich occ- 
ý, siT-il, -. - to the u2s at -, ne close of ý. -, tom)i secýuenca, 
. 
Pýst, -, rcl Sy-piiony tre,, --, t, ient. 1"his is in t, -, e siow -aovement 
(in 
- th- Sy ýphlony. Followin,. -) the o,,,, cu-,,, rence o_-1 the BoI 
Second group faEtericl in G (wl-, ich of , ýýurse hos to be viewed C) 
; rle present context) týie toml se, ýuence is ina ne-vq 1i', 'I tin t" 
II-Eeethoven's S-', -, etc'i booics in the -, 2ritisn -, -useuri - 
Josep'i .,. c-riDn. 
(, Prc)ceediri,, -s of the 1-Hoyal . -Usic@1 
. i. ssocintir', n, 
Volume, 93 (19ýý; /7) PP- 77-9. ). 
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rl 
G: '-ý : e6 : Cý I t: ýc do --i-ný ý, t-s-, ven, t,, -i o--' . -inich -, -s usod -, s 
VV1 ir 
12 
s, c, c u, ri- 17, Cl: -, erc. -L, -u. r,, 1t r-, '-', --, e incidc, -. ce of ý) ztt, -. is 
'ý, -)int is fýls. -. fl,, ýscj-, -, t-in- J. n co Qý, rison wit -- il-te Sixtln Sy ýi- 
r-, ony. '.. "ne 7in-ch Symp-, nony I Lo ýffrcls -, second instý,, nce of 
eapolitan e ')hý-is in ulne context of -'z+ 
', -, onFiity, ; t, --is is 
i -, ',, e '- 1.0 'L irst --, ove ent t: rý cccurs in the co-u-se -the second. 
--rou-c ý, re, 't:, ent (bErs lC2-Il-). Subdo-iiiiL! nt e-ph, ýIsis 01ý in 
'l-lc--. cc-. es -'Anor 
("cjar 107) r%, -, d imý--ediý-, tely Je-p'ý. 'ý, -, sls occurs. 
"he exte-iSlive ', 'eLý-ýoliten e,, ph-sis rprecedinr- t-'--e '. ýecelpit- 
.1 IJ 
ulF, tion in he first -riovc--ent of 
the Fourtc, Sy, ýpllony is legend- 
P- r -dence o-L 
'he inc-* Jprecedim- t'he J stf. te -ont- of 
e c, ý n, l . ý, rouu mt-leriel in -che first -. ove'llont, of tne 7ifth 
Pieno C. oncerto hýs no, u it. see --s been reL,, ted to these other 
iýIst ýý nceS lesý: extensive "ton, --il sideslip" occurs in the 
-L-L -ele --" 
the Piano Snm7ta G-o. 22 (coq), ýýre Icars L')'-20 with 
Cý bears E, P, ý, rti. cul, 7r relationship to "ý in 
cven' st -cri,,: 1 vocalbulp ry: -f. -: ie -ý/C ý/Bý co ', plexIl se e ýis to 
oe a L,,; rt', ýer 6. i in w. lich lltoml which 
@r) crently 1--, eco-ies cn, -. r, ýcterllstic in zo t-he "Gonelities 
Of -+ -. n6 13ý is functio it-i7e 
- 73 Picno Concerto -10.5 
U) 6: CP 
7: P-T, Srin---, ,, u,, rtet 
(i) 
9: CP-i17 C,, vc-. rtur(: -;; lli'. inLý Stephen" 
.1 -lese t, -ree ýýre in 'Eý; they -, re corre'L,, 'Iled -, vitIn 
re s, -ý ect ' 
to si', iilLr c, -rlteý-, ts for el ind ton, --l of `,, -he 13ýG 
, 
juxt,, -, pos-ition. z'I p, -rtllculurly interest-ling Ds, )ect of tt-le us, ýge 
c, ý, )ý, rent is tne 'LCCt tLis tendency is not cvi- 
dn, t iý, i ýe, consid, --raole nm., ibor of v; or. '-%s in '144 precedin, - tý-iese 
xl C) rio CP-70/2 '-'-rouS. lout t't,. e ensi. drqc il ': s "-c- -fan tl -- u-ý r, - -ýi or. 
sit'jer "U', -. e 
+G iuxta'-ýos 
I -tion occurs pro-,, iinently or t ic 
ey G s'-, rds "ins"ecd" of 14 4- -, -, ýj -, ey--, S contrý s iý l. n -, -- - rce 
t, ic ex-,., 2sition. heon ly c: Kueption is tne Piacio Soný tn Op. 
31a in ýj-riich ý-ovicver perticulcr toný, lly-rel, -, ', -. ed firtu c p'-, Llsis 
-, i ne n" 'I j- ch n(ý Creprc-0 is to tý-ýe forr. '2h, - Piano 
Ctbl-, cr -s,, )ec-'U-s of this intcrliff-ý-ing- rý . ýe praviously di. sct; ssed in -'Lll `usim to Appendix I. I -io, ý onc-, -I 
"25 
C,, -,. 70/2 offers ýn, intercstinEr "synthesis" co' tj,, es(: - two 
o-" the T,, ý t, ---)n, -3- co pi-ex. -'h(- -li-st, move ent exposit- 
ion i! ic-u6es e bVI ý7n-roach to thn domin,, --nt, ýýncl the develop- 
_,, ent 
PCcusr-: ý, - (si,,, nificently) on subse(:, uently Fý 
pri,, -)r 
to -n enher,, onic ch-eno'c cnd cn elliptical -ý, turn to the 
iecapituletion c-, rýrecteristic of 'A '. 2hus it is very si il. -)r 
`lF tendencies. In the finale hoi. jever the 1: ey of Op. 0 
Uhe second ýýroUp -)tarial 
is G. '-, 'he Song-Cycle Cp. 9ý co, ý,, ences 
in 71h the continuous treEt ent which makes t, iis work a true 
c-cle hfýs been noted for its historical siý, nificance; the fý, ct .1C, 
tin, ýt the second song is in G with liLtle concession to t"ne 
flnný)uirenientsll of -nodultýtion has not apparently cause co nt d 
Its -osition betwý-, en Op. 70/2 c]-ironologicelly and Op. 127 ind- 
icýjt, -Is the functioni, ic- of consistent tendencies in the lcter 
Eý 
-music. 
'-"he key of -the secon, ' group n@lerial in Op. 127 (i) 
S 'E Ct but -, he exposition-65 eve lop -e,, -t 
lin', 
- esteblishes 
tl-,. e tierce, Lýnd, the __'Eýestoso, pr ceded by do-iinont nrepnrction, 
bursts in, i -n G. 
It is in the context of tnAese inter, -ctlng tendencies th., )t 
1', -e occurrences of J/G juXtE: position i, i the i,, riree itc-s com, 
pi, isirE7 'Group iii are now ex, - -incd; t-. e &=noloi-ical order of 
-T. -c ! ýý, ter -ý w, -r!.,, s prece(fess the individuý-l comme-, teries Ps rl-l- 
ewý, -It to Uli I" - overnll considereti, -ns in (,, iaesiion. UI 
OP. 70/2 Piano -'rio 
(6) OP. 7_ý, Pi,: no Concerto 
(7) C-n 71ý S)tring '. uartet 
Co. 81a Fi--no Son, -ta 
(9) OP. 117 Cverturc Sotephen" 
CP. 98 Soný-(-Ycle: "An die flerne Geliebt,,. --,, 11 
Op. 127 String 
1 Cf. Pp. 251+1 256-9 and 28)5 above. 
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6 -ýio Fif t1h Pin, no C once rto is 1,: e 1'- ',, n-ni nf r) .- its 
I-- le c-) -plex --ructure; t; -is ý--Lves -, ise to E. n, ex, js ns -ve s _, 
tý 
2he ý-eapolitnn (-, reatnent of the of rol. -iti-nships, tonelly. '. L 
s-cond ý-----ou-,, nEteriel in the second cxPosition (oi 0- - 
the first 
L nove-,, ent) -,,; ýs referred to in `Ghe cons ider, ýý tion of the Sixth 
Sy, phony slow . -.,, iove, -,, ent. 
1 '2he second exposition proceeds 
' tlie second reý--ularly following the 3 occurrence of -, roup 
snC, t1ie codette noves `hrouc-h ton-ily pcrr'Llel em- 3ri ýý, 'I L, U-I 
pl-ý, _--sis wii-ic'-, 
hmiaver helts abruptly on tlia dotnin, -., nt of c. 
T J-- I- 
L _s cherý-. cteristic of ýý move- , ij-s 
in j-, eethoven's "lus ic 
-lie developient, but it t. e h: ý S _J sofc occurs ecr-ly 
in t 
is soon a --po. -e, it t'-, ý, tt ýis dominent of c is _- '---, ey in its o,. vn 
tne _ýey, of _', in -,., hicýa t-Le the-iEtic ýmterial ol' the cod- 
ette continues, -, nd tlie ', cey Of G ic forr, -clly resolved. The 
- Ones follow t':,, is inc-1 ýceý- o-l' 'I- -dence of 
G ibu_t tlae tonal juxtc-i- 
Posit4-, -)n 
is ý)crticulorly di-rect -orior to this. It is 
elso notc, -, le tln_-ýt G rsc,, _-, a! s pr-iiinently 
in the closing stiL-, es 
-f the develop _er-)t 
in a rest, -, 'te ent of tuh, -- sa, -, e the. mýýtic : n&t- 
j-,,. I. Uomility follav,, ing the exten6ed r ,-7 -3nd ýcl the first clear 4- 
tom,! imt. -bility 0_'L the p-_-, _:, ceding tree tr: tenu e2 
Tt is interesting to note t,, -ie uses of the do-., -ir-ant of cýas OVI of j4--- the Lrusc_uc-, tu-n t, ýý the dn,,,, inýýnt 
(bE-r-s- l')S-7). C'f. tne -'-inth Syipnony incidence 
referred tc above. (PP. 321-5). 
be mýe to -*-ýe e photic incidence of 2 ---ýeference -ý, r UU 
i ch is1sop,:, rtic ule r1y ý-) 2 ii n. fo 11 ov,, i ng ent , 
Eý to ný- Ily uns tEý, - 
le so ue nce C o'ýapý) rý,, ble o 'iphl-, s is 
'or-a, -,,, 1 context of Cýin Eý ý-iovements in c, per, -, ilcl . 
occurs in the Violin Son. ý--ta Op. 12/3 (i) bz: -s g-')- 
10), ; t! -, e '-'L1h. ý-rd Syraphony, Cp. 55 (i) bers 'ý')2--ý69; 
e nd nu, -ero us cn nt e. -,, -t, sic -I uC,. e 
V6 de-, ree-c, Sis 
týiis Qoint. 
-127 
7: '211 -1 en ue rtet0pjs,, Lsocoosc. n 
01 th- date of co-. position of the I-Fifth PiE, -, --io Concertc. 
Itw,,, s- Ued ! F; ýove tl.,, I-G t-ae 'ýe, -, of G -'ly ecuiý, ý -, en' reit I co: i es 
c ne,,,; role in relt, -,, tJ_, --n to a bLýsic `ý fr--),, - the CP. 70/ýý FL no 
-hile, G (7", -)(--. s not rio t-, r, -ug'; '-)ut t ,s suhseý, ue; ). t '4 works 
-)ccur cs second-group key in Cp. 7)+7 c 
4/G juxtaposition 
does occur in cý context co-ipcralll-le witn t',,, e preceding inst- 
e., L-_-ce fro-, the Fifth 
Piano Concerto, botn for, 'aally arid, tonF-11y. 
0f '7)4. closes in "he develor- ent of tl-, ie first move-_, ent 
t'-Ie do_^iinent., J (ýýrid pianissimo). 'Yollowing, tt,, is clo-, e, the 
first grcu, ý t-, emtic -!,, eteriDl is stptsid, forte ý, nd in t? ýe %ey L 
cof G, in ffý_. ct initýotin, 7 tjie developýý, ent. '2his the,, Ietic met- 
eriLl is used as -u! -ýe ve'ricle of e 
tcnLýl 1-ýiove, signif-!, ca-Itly 
into C. '21he '. -, ey of C subse, 11, ueritly comprises 
the ý. riain toncl 
focus of the develop ient, a -further tonelly-rcl,, 
ted feature. 
G is not, esto; ý. lishedt as a key Lut for the opening bers of 
tý-, e 6evelop-, ý, ierit is simply tc-', -.: en as týie -. -, ey. 'L'he juxta.: -sitio-n 
of 
4 cnrý U is t,,,, us 
9: T-e 11.,. incr Stephen" Overture dalues froý: i 11311 end 
evi-, ices e nu! -Ib-cr of feýt, ures in co - ion with 
the opening of 
t)e IT;, if t'-I Piano Concerto. , "hile not es ýýrandiosse 
the Cverture 
is similarly structL7. -red t0lelly 
in its opený_ng treýit-, ient. 
"he iriitiL-. 1 is not -. cr-., onis_-d in Cp. 117, but there is 
co-ip, ra-Ile e _-, )ht,,, sis of the su(, doý-, iinant prior 
to tile move to 
tý, e definitive jl-ýo:. ie dorýýiinant-seventh. 'L'he do. minant-tonic 
resolution is ox,, ýanded in both ý,; orks by eleborýýtion of the 
domin, -nt wnic`i in Op. 117 FJ_ves rise to a certein tonal 
-: -, biguity. _L'he 
(written) Ft in the bassoon sounds as 4,, nd 
reteý_ns its a -biguity oesrite tý-ie aAition of doý-nin, 7nt h, -rri-- 
r,, t4ty tt 1--, ony,, only comiittir- itself to the s.,,, lrp ide. 
I-he Pres'o w-11-'en at "he stetem-nt of F fLll chord , e-irinin- of -11 U-U 
g- of '__+ the note in ouestior,, enuerg(ýs as an a, __, 
o., giEtura ornaT, 
enta ion, risinE onto the 
3 20' 
_'I-)e dc-ve lop -ent be gins 
(at bar 190) , vit-, re.,, . ý: te me nt 
23 F oýý,, enin- seý(_, aence of fcllin,: ý f, ýu-trs 
C no,,. i -,,. n _3ý ; -t-, us - BV F0G. Ton, ý, lly a sub- 
seý,, uent move to I., 
+ -, vj, )uld be perellel with `I-, e openin,, 7 tree, t- 
--ent (cnd is incýeed a ýuxtaý, osition chcracteristic of --, ee tI,, o- 
ver in certain contexts) bult, is a di ýinuendo st th e 
inc-'Ldence of G -,,. I: ý, ich '1ýýIr, --, Ids -, surp--ise. '_'his is ti-e occur- 
rence of G Ds t, ýie _'ý, ey of 
tne ensluing treatl,, ent. '2h e uevelop- 
r ý, lon- but G is tltýe of -, -, ý,, e -, ost extended ton, -ý, lly _ient 
is not U- 
st, ý,. le nreýý. , is in prcvl--c)us inst(,:,,, -, ces a turn tlý, _) 
the minor (g) 
i kIL nitictes toe _-e-, eining develop, rent-il process. OP. 
1-17 is 
t---us clso comparaliýle with the iiano ConcertO in the toriEl pro- 
inence. ol" G in the. develop:, -ent treatiiient. 
G-H LPiv: 
6 OP. 97 Ar6raduke '-'rio - (i) 
10 Cp. 106 Piý no Sonr t, - - --erklFývierll 
These two wocr'rý: s -,.. ere cited e. Love !,, s c--nt<-., '.. ang prcbably 
the 
_'. ost noted ex@, -, ipl-: Ds of 
t'ne Ikey of G occurriia,, - as 'Ohe --, iain 
a-ea o" ton, -1 con-rEst in tCe c. mtext of 
4. . _! 
'heý do not how- 
ever eppear t,, -) -eve been ltnýced co-. Pcretively in t, jis resr'ect 
ýqlt_', aough G is the It,, ey of the second-group ýriatsrial and so of 
E, subste -itlial part of the exposition in botir first ', Iove: "C-. nts 
furnis-, ing tnie eree of -ýIon, '. l c, -ntr, )st with tho toriic,, Bý. 
8: The opening theinatic pýýraL; ren_, ra ccdences via fl, ýt 
e ip'ii, ý, s is - nd us es t-e subdo, A na nt not. 7 bly . ýt the crde nce 
(b, ýr 33) descending or, eý7, gios -in new 
triplet rhyth i ni tie, te 
tlýe trcnsition; this begins in Bý but ufle bass ,, ove onto A 
two bý-, rs la:. ter is not -,, ýr ', onised cs tie do-iinant of d , ý', Iich 
woulý b.. ' tonelly c? icracteristic of _-ý -thoven, 
but is the b,, ss 
of a stete ient of ma)jor (D)har. ýIiony. '21-iis -trikim- occurrence b 
of Bý and D lh_ýr Lony is enl-lanced by -11lie incidence of the donlinant 
olf' D prior to thc- cIvicige of key-signature tind extensive prepara- 
tlicri of t'--Ip, I-cey of G. -he e ý. Phýisis of D 
is notable an6 is re- 
pep-ted in later -iusice 
1 
'2he second-group i-iiaterial oý' the 3ý slo,, ý, move . ýent of 
the 
T 
. ýint'ý, Sy-,, iphony occurs 
first in D (and subsequently in G). 
It 
-. -IEy 
be noted in the present cý)nriectl-on tý-i, ýt -,,, ýe '-, ey of 
the slow move-, ent of tlie Arc, -, duke '-'rio is D. si,,,, iiler 
-ures tL,. e eorly develop-, ýent in t"le Ds. G se, -, -uerice 
strucl. 
6y., rjpl-ýony !,, To. "D first ! l,, iove--., ent. 
) 
ý29 
Over ,, -, lf of t'As expoc_itior. is in -, ', h, - ý, cey of G; the 
returr to firt ton: ýýlity is- ecco, -Iplished vir - G/'-, 
ý juxte. posi-, 
ion, s- c, ý(-_ýessiLýle to L, -t-noven nrC pcrticul, 2rly applicoble in 
41 
a -',,, ey 
tc-.. -, ds stroý,,,, J_y to subdc)AýIý,, nt e1 
10 : Tlýis Sor. ýýte ope-. z boldly, but ly-_, *_c_J. s,, i si,. iLý-r to 
cý-, ý-r2cterisirF, tA-, e , ',. rc, Iduke opening emsues. '-'he cmfience 
at ýý,,. -rs 15-16 initiý-, tes an el--, tended pcraý; raiL), i whýcý-I aý-ain in- 
cor -)r, -, -ces riot, -'ý_., le suludo Lnent e 3rhrsis (t'ne ýItern, -, ti, -)n of 
f ýýridp bFrs oiso pari,. --lels 
t;,, e -. rch6. uý-, e tr,? at-Ient) V,, ith the 
ur7ýri-_c sustý: ined es t_ie Lass until the. beginriinC o, '_7 L-he i, r, - 
posing twc-octEve desce, -t (, ýýt b, -, r 27); t! L_ýIS Suý-S10--s OnLo 
subdued trout ent of the Co, qin, _-, r_, 
t. -', t bLrs 3)1-5 tne rýý, stý,, te- 
o L-. e opening (in B -- r -e n, ' i_ I `+ ) p, ý)pa rently beýZi ns . 'ý7 is how- 
ev-sr e not a whic'; i is the ve Aci-e o-P a tonv 1 
'n beF. t octeve D's alone sound, followed on beat 4 by full 
1) h, - rný, 7 The subseuuent býýrs est, )blish t1he, Ale of D -)s 
doAm-nt to G _iorc, 
dircctly than is the c, --so in Op. 97- e 
,, e y -s i gr nzý t ur e clýenes E. nd -ý-ierc is eintensive G-certred trcn, ý-ýt- 
the e , erF,, P-nce ol -, ont prior tfa_, ciiel (w'ich enters un, -)b- 
L, rusiveiy in the 1, eft j. -, and t. -t 
býýrs 62_-ý). A furt, -, er pcr, --lllel 
i liný-, wT-,, ic',, ] open-, the dev- witr- r, he iPiario -'rio is 
in tl, ýe G/Eý 
elop -, -cr, -o 
in Op. 106 (i). 
TI-e --va to G is tius co--npEratIly execu. ted in the Arch- 
du':: e '--'rio cýnd jL,, e Picno Som`, - fi=t t-iiove-ients and G iýý the 
o-C, t_'ne grepter p, ---rt of the ex-rosition ir. 'ootj,,. 
G -'I C' U'. P v 
(5 Op. 68 Syniphony 'Yo. 6 - (ii)) 
3 CP. 72b '11ýidelioll, No. 10 - '2he Prisonprsi Chorus 
xe -r)le 5 is -', -nclu6ed here in connection ý,, ýith 
tl,, e I'FiColiolf 
ex, -. pie -s pIE,, teau-likc occurrence of in the Sym hony is 
not unlil-ce t-)e present c. -ntext. Cleari-y t, '2e structure 
vF. ries, but the "Fidelioll instence may be coi-tipýýred witin thpt 
in ti-le Sy-iphony en6i do-nonstrates -'Lho functioning of tonally- 
rellted fý-ctoýrs irresoective of context. 
2 
'-'he Iast ýiove --cnt of the ., ', rciduke '--, 'rio exýlibits c, p, -,, rticulcnrly such instance structurin, the openi=- 'At Lhe ie of the 
'Rondo. 
2 -. -Lefere rice --ney 
bc 
---iaý. e 
to the enrlier conivientery concerning 
, -'. e Sixt-ý ý-Y-, -, plnony 
(F. 
-32-3 et seq. 
) 
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,e finale to j', ct I of -2he Prisoners' Chorus opens t. 1, 
11"i-delio" --'horc, is no ton,, I trLinsition Oetween V)e 4 end 
G sectý, ons of the C'norus .,, -t,, lcn is e, -senticlly ýý ternEry struc- 
ture. 
--'h(2,, ý, 
dddle -section is- zý tenor solo 3uite sir. iply in G, 
11"ollm, 'ing t, ie _-: 
4 
close o_, [' opening chorus scction. Con- 
cerning t'his ýuxtaposition _'ovey says: 
_o 
have iioý, ulL,, ted fro-m ý3ý to G v,; ould have 
been 
.s 
inf-ariating, E, ýs 
to preech to the 
pri , ý-mýrs a ser, jon on 
the blIessin[; s of 
liberty". 1 
-. owevc-r he 
defines the reletionship solely in ter;; is -)f the 
juxtapositli, Dn of tonic End sub-lcdi, ýnt and does not correlate 
instc-ices of this pýýirticular relatio-ship. 
exe of ten rotable instances wý, Aere 
4 -nd G C 
stý, --ný, in direct relationship , ýaas it is ? ioped indic, ý: I'Ged the 
r--levence of adapting t'L-. e nor_-ýEll concept of' L', tonic-sub--,.,. iediant 
2-1, -tions_, ýip Lo ta'n-. e eccount o tIe functionim- of L ton, -ýl ref- 
c,, retice of p, -, rt_*icuL2, r significpncc in 'Uhe j,, iusic. Per,, w-,, Lps the 
-t notLible feati., _re of the -)ove is tht,, t ý, os exa ., ples included al 
they C, ý- not occur in stereotyped contexts. '-Phese ins 'I -c nces 
ere not es exh, --ustive; a', lec. _: t one furtlier instz,, nce 
of' no--e occurs in the 1ý-, ter --usic, in the 33trin- Op. 
1', C (in of ý.. -hic'n the i, 11a '2edesca is in G. 
, -, f tl-, e seven wor-'., Ns in -D-+ composed up to End includin-, the 
Pi-! -no Somýta Op. 1CS, five hýýve been cited in so.. qe Cotqil -, s 
evinci-, C 3ý/G ton., -! juxteposition of note. _'hcre is e furtier 
nce. in one ol tý]c two in4n, - works w'-Iich, C, while not an 
incid- nc e _- fG c- sene ý-_- tL _ý, 11, si-a edkey no n (--, V, ie1essre, f1ectst i-, e 
tende,,. cy to 3ý/G' 1; uxtpposition. 2his is in the slow -, movement 
(in ']h o' `U-ie Pieno Son,,, ta Op. 22. Followim-, t,, -ie ciose in the , Lý 
do-, Anant t ere is a moz-_ientýýry incidence of G whicý, --, comp, -rc-, tly 
-riný:, ý-.,, uartet Cp wit, ý-, tlae tre, -ti-nent in the develop ýent of the St 
17-h-U), is used in -, -, he ton, -: -. 1 move to c. Bars ' DC, -31 of Op. 22 
(ii) are: 
3ecthovenll - ý-'ovey Pape--back7 1971)P. 38. 
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ot c1l t; te _, 3ý -, qovements in L'Inese -:,? 
I ý,. lor*ýs evince Bý/G 
L, o n: but exý-, ination of' these -ove-. ents =1 of 
E, ý -i--ve_-ients in wcrý: s in ý7, bý-sica -ly different tom. lity reveals 
a -ar ton,. -il hierarclny in rclý, tion to e funct _oninE, of pe rticul 
c-nd in w'-,, ica the i,, ey of - is consistently foccl. sprev- 
i--, usly in6iccted, un exhaustive exa, _ýination of the i-4/C relLtion- 
nip ,. --ul6 ncccEsi+'I,, te t, )e detailed coý-Iparative Cnelys- sh is of all 
toný,, l co-, iplex). '_ý'he scope of "ove ie_nts (and inde, 7ýd of the Lj 
present invest', -Lition does rl, -, t account -)f ti-e detal-led 
analycis rýf týaat cor-, )us of -nctueriý'l. 1,, -, wever t)ct definite 
tei-deacic, s P-re functioniný7 in rel. -tioc to the tomlities of 
ý-ý, nci 
J e.:, erged in t"-, e close ex, -,, iimtion of the I _ý: s in 'both 
Ih fcrned tne 'bac-,: ground to the present , ýppendix. That -J_c 
t'-e tw, -, ) tomýl coj-. plexes are. progressively ----iorc closely inter- 
linýý(--, d ', ý, s been sug',, -ested above Eind is furth-r considered below. 
Tt is interes', Jing to nntp ?, oiýi tle J/G juxteposition beco. -ries 
--n ý ic context of 7ý , in a num-3er of cases, the ve, iicle of ti,, e 
'7ove to c early in deve1cp_-. 'ent trc&. tient whic. --, is a 
tonel chpr- 
acterist-Le of ]q1 
--'lie secon-6 i, --ij_n ere_-, of exeýjainetion relcvýýnt to t-ne present 
ýnelysis of the structure of Eý move-iients in SonEta 
end allied strtictures mude in LavestiCation of the 
/C- reletionship revealed thFt c is the first key early 
in tlw develo ' ent treý-. ---ient in over I'IcIf of' these i, -. )ve- /c relFtionsnip is parallel in ter:: Is of degree J movements however, rel-t-7-onsinips, with 1n-g is 
ýýnot - -, ezý, 7rly develop , ont; ZII-. ey 'cýut is J,, ýýc, -ýl in t1-10 tonal 
striicti: re ýDf suc--n -iove-rients es indicLted in the text. Fur - 
I'-, r diffo-, -entiiticri in tcrms of peculiar us, --c t,. -ýIz 
-,, ie two tom; iities. -ion to 4. beco-aes ý, -,.,. pLrerat in relF-, % 
ý32 
co ns r. - ti L) -s C-Inccrris tlýe rz-, 
IEýtionshirýs p, ýr. -, "A-el 
in ot---, --2 !,: es. Inte(, iýDjor) -,, -, e. ys 
(excludin- 3 IF# IGý CP c, nd 
Dý) -(, --, ese cre: 
1.14 : -,, /Ct : AV/F : `*C --Y/D 
Of these, Lý/Fvf, -, /Jend 
41F 
:. i, ýy bc. discounted im-ediotc-Ly. 
I- -if FIII -'h-tever crmco-litaý,, t 1, -w! -: wardrP. ss1 of F md Ct, -, s ! ý: eys Zý, ese 
tion- a--e the zDr, -), --5uct of direct co, -, ip, -irison in taarý; Is o-i-' d. egree-relL 
slii-ý, but d-ý not occur comperabiy with O/G in tonýýi juxte osil, 10F). 
is per-, --s Liiosu worthy of note in rel, -, tiol-, - ý. X1. wt, ere 
to 'ý/Fq 
-, U-1---rc is L2 cons-Tderý 'Lle nu ýber of -Love, Iients I if not -vjor`-, s I in 
cnd yet t-ýis reh-, -UJ1-cnship dons not notý7-bly result. 
" "r ,I- -it . L. 1-t t-e subriedi, -, ýt -minor sten6s in : pnrticulcr rel-: 7, tjon- 
i t- e tonic in D ---erc-ed in tl--ýc course of che D ton, '11- 
11ý, e--intic 2nalysis. 1,, e D/J3- o rip I li nk Js not co,,. apE, re ble i-,, i -ýi 
t--e- incilfence of' Bý/G uon,, -, I juxt, ýposf-tion. 
j-m interestin, ý- sit,, --, ation emerges in relation to t-lis 
is t-, -t t`ýcre are tui,. o movc., -aents in ", in early G wor-l,, s - t1je 
i,, -ý ýn o -'r ii oC -p . l/ 2ii)a nd thoSýQ., triný- '-'rio Op. 9/1 (ii). '---'h e 
rirg -ucrtet C 
13/2(i) p1so incorpomtes a particl state, ient P 
'n f ý? ýe c, --enin, -, themetic -tiaterlel in t1le '--, ecapitu! Ftion tre,, -it. n. -nt 
Of t, ne ---Lrsý -roup. '. '-., iere is nowever n strcnc-er tendcncy to 
fcc1e 
-p'-Iesis of (7, in tne 'I'; - ý-, usic Lýn6 the G-/- relationshirý is 
not E. recurrent fe, -: ture in the 6 tonai c=plex. 
'-'hc tr-, ree re, r., ý. ining pairs o2' relationships, C/. Lý, EP/C -., nd 
f ierit cons iderp- tic Ln in some detail. C/.,. ý is por, L, ý, s the 
wee, --est of t*--m -+1C nid ýý/D are certainly rel,. -GionslAps 
of siznificonce in 3eethovents toml vocabulý-ýry ýcls hes to sorne 
extent e. -ierý7ed in t.,, e coursla of -uhe t, iesis exc,, ination. , _1 
Thl; t tt, ý7'. LS torml referenc-e is at ti-,, es en. anced by the us-3 
o -' 
t 1i esediP, nt me, cra1s o- o -,, e r, - c-, d (Snc ebove 
Wootnote 1. In botl-- ccsos cited iu-ierc., t,. -ýis ", wjor 
:, lc nU -Ji-diatcly precedes resolut C, a ' 11 ic Ilion ira'-o D encl s-. ms lirý, e d "I ,Is of t the. -. -)refe, -ence -L, -)r ýoccl e-p., -, ýý, sil -he subrned- 
ia-. -t (. --inor) in develop, n-ntllel treEI t--ýie rit. ) 
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c "irst itrst, ýt. ce of -. -is re: 1. _-ticns'_-Ap occurs 
in z', - ,/,, : : '!, efe 
fin, -! le oL- iie FiE-o Son,, te C*,, -ý. 2/'ý. (ho, m) Cloýýin, )nt 
-c ss7et. -L-iple t--ill nrrroiý_,: to ý- sl-r-fle tril"Ll on ý,, rising 
- t:, is is in ',,?, ct L+ is cr-, rL-_JLr, ýiod L, se-Atone (-L-', -rs 20,2-7). hc t 
p-: ýuse-bDr, vhen -_e . -_'Londo t-t. e., ne ;, ýnters in the 'ey foI o-. j *na 
(-viitn E uppcri-1qos-t in G? "e I ig_ý'it z-and). `_ýh-3 tonL, l rel-lurn 0 _ý7, 
is 1-co-mlis. led vi, -A tunc, relcii; ive, im-ror I E, 
In the first -iove, ient of tt-ýe Strin, - ,, U-intet Cp. 2ýj 
(13ol) 
, -3---d of týc '-riple Concerto 
6 (16C5) A is t"Ie 1ýey o-', ' 
sec- nd, r _- u in both ceses the 1, cey be-ccmes a, 
by thre close 
0- _LIC ex,, -s-.! _u-ion 
is noýl so iý, re'LLtior to tl-ý-. ins-tL-nces 
tiont. on cs - second-, --roup key in d -'hus trie 
Juom-, l struct,;,. re is c-p, ý, pareLitly furactionin-- iqi` -, individuýility in 
t'ri e lic 't re-L, tion -k-, o t=,,! context zmd. is no-'C. s-)l,: ýl D 2L ri 0. - 
uniý'o-r-1 dec-re,, -re12, tionsnips. ID 
- tic, - -1,. r rc 11 -) f7urt-, er instat-ce w-ie e , ', occurs ir, 
etiors-, ip wit". C concerns 1131i(ýelioll. ; _*h- f211-ILile Of 2, ct II open-, 
G section (".: ell sei 6e,, iLt the, ontry wit? l t"-a jubilEint 
--f _ýOcco 
(Poco vivý. ce FZiteto) tný- tomlity moves t_1_Lrou,, _-h or 
(o_f' c) to d (t_ý, e 1_; P: Lpolitrýn . -mph, _-i,, 
'_s of ý'ýis not, -ble 
`--rc) r nC, subse, uently -, oves ,: 1--ch is -rcý`e6, ýs n, I-, iU 
tonc, l pivot, t-ne cuLmcnted si. -, th r. -, solvir. ý- bnto t-ýe dominLýnt 1_ý 
- iq --lz, -oU-', 1 mLýor thirc'L is uvatil -ýh, ý-, , Ieno allegro, of 
W'r, ic'-) cnf-., --nces tre drematic impE: ct of Don _Ycrmndols -pprehens: L-ýn 
of w, i, -, t in fcct hec, -Ilened to ? lo--restcn. ",. re-jiz-Lns tL-, e ba-sic key 
of F. considerE, ýls section c), - ti-ie finale, itself 1, ), ýi, y to 
-dficzýnt to-n, -. - iuxtaposition (', F) e, ` tne '-i_, --hly emotionel U 
, Iuý_cture wi-en 
Fermndo invites Leonora 'L. -. ) frec, her husb, -, nd frc.. -i 
, -, is fetters, en6 -.,,, us the tomlity is C,. j---ectly rý-_soiveC, into C. 
--is is oL P, ýrticalý; r si. -nific, -nce in 
R17tcm, L CO-Plex to scvle ex'ent e-_-, er, 1-ed in thc, crýurse --)f t'ie 
4t 
-o n, - 1- t'L- e : iý tic : ii m? tioý. 11 inP, - rtIIo -i' -, 6 hetiesisC stcýný, S s 
ý's ýýcy of subsi6i, ýry move ents in four t,, e Piý:. no Sonr-, ta 
C-. 7 (ii), -,, Lhe Sor,, -ta for Vioiin Fnd Firno, Op. 12/3 (ii), the 
Som-ta C. '. 27/1 (,:, is tr, - of thc x'1lle7, i-o i, rimedi, -. tely 
-Lo1io-vj2n--, the openit-g . 4. ndonte) end 
th 0 '-'rio OP. 7 /2 (ii) 
; týing ,t is interestim, tl-irtl tie iresto t'iird iýýioveien' of tne EU 
u. Fýrtet 7ýL is in c, with the cont. -, istin-r- Piu presto C 
33)+ 
,,,, i istrc ý- t--, -e! ---t --'- s no 
-o no --ý -,, - 
1 Lo n, 1Pr-, cCI tjre in -ect-InvenfS 
such, ý- so`. erzo-typs -iove ctit; 
t: 
-e 
incicýcnce of C 
Jttte, L id onc0, (1, t1 
--s n, -)U, -Lle 
both "Ic tl U 
tc ls c I? nte. --s c -. d 'out r, ý Si -- o -I- ru Ctcris j- C 
Ucfc. The cl t-I 0 -'-ýC I-C-s-'Zol ': e y , oice of c 
is 
t'l-e, b. ý-ic E" -1 ityic0 rif S to su C'-ý Yj r 
t"', t4 -r 
r--l- --ve nd t P- reI. s in c 
Iýed 
fe r rýf . -nce f or C -'s F, sect -, n.,, L: 
l co nt. -ýýe st 
wor-': s, in sub-iediLý! it ýý, Jor occl'-rs aS "i 
-reE-test in --el, -tion 
the tcn, --lity 'rley is 
of 1--k 
",. eý- cf rel, --tions AP to 
linternpily, in t, ýe : Iusic. is no in,, _tance o-P ( ns 
7ý--- lssc-rd -roup tro. ýýt-ient 
in Son, t, -, For--l structUros 
2-1 es, -,, ects of e -aip -`us dif fe ti rcs ce I t:, is lotl_onsl fr7,,, q v 
foccl _'ýey 
in development in '4L-rid C) bu. ý- C is 
Fýectioný- in -3 cont-axt of C bsic 2his is so in t-,, c Pi, -_ýno 
(i), t. 'r. e Syi., ij. )-nony Pp. 55 (i), tho Surin- 
ua rte ts 0,, 74 md (iv) (`--ýe Cod, - of t__`, is ýnve- 
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(i) ýýnd 127 (i) U 
, mcnt -lso berrins in C . -iLeference -,, ýEy -, 
lso be . -i, -de o -. -_nýl, slow LD 
"Pollo ovýý-ient o_-, - t, -e Septet Cp. 2C, in 
J. -,. in- e close in "J, 
directly Lto C 2--ac -iz; in U ,,, viinPnt, the -or, - 
-le also -'if t,, -1o Concerto fJ. n,, develonment, il sectior tiý, c -1 
C s-t, 2, te. -_iert of th, e Rondo the-ne. (Th- tc, ný. l c_,, ýý, in 
0 : +is prccisely tirit structuring t1he OpT. 127 firl, ýle 
Code, it -v)y be noted). 
'Zhe pre_fe, _, -qnce in Eýfor particul, --r of 
Jhcs e.,, ier,, -, ed 
in 'L, `ie cc, _rse of t_? -, e t-. 'esis ex, --imimtior.. _ýh, -, U C is -lso 
tto 
focus of pý:. rticul(ýr `. OnLl usacý-e perhajý, s reflacts the -ýJde-rc-, ngirig 
to-al spect-u_-_, i flick-I ci, 'Uýracterises t, is tonelity. C is tne pre- 
ferred 
_,, eý, 
in F siL7, nificant nu: ý, bezr of instances -C,, )r section--i 
contrýst 2s t`e 'Key of a subsidiary ! -iovenient or -s L?, 21--, ey of 
structilrc-, l Liýý=. t. -, ncc internLlly in in(Hviduel . ', 
ý_mover-ýIents. 
Jp tius differs frý)m thý't per- cle of t. io _+0 relcitionsn- 
t_-4_rin- to J/G : -, -id -rler, ý-es Ls not-Lý, ble in its oý-n rirl-: t c? -E. ract- 
toml -gsýj. -c in relAion Lo tiýe eris-*[_Cý7 a nd d, -f- 
ton- lit,, of -,? ý . 
F/D: of t--, is rclvtlirýnship in the music occurs 
in r-- v. -riet-, - of forml-l contexts. is onl: ý ins-tnnce, of 2n 
7 scherzo cnC trio, in the Sy! nphony , P/D juxtý-, -, -s_I_tfon lbetivmen ý1, 
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ir, -ci,, j(7: nc(-. of 
F rs 'tI, e 1, ey of ýhe t. ird aove -: - rýt -2- No-7. 
U-L-- of t-, js ork Jsi 'self t, -ýe fuý, ctio' .'_, g of -ý p, rticulc r 
no-cc in ý-tý, ýý)ve n, s tor,, ý 1 voc,, Ibul, - ry . ArL- 
ot. -le, - outstard. 1 n- instc-, ncc of a sectionc I F/D ju_xt1ap, --)s-*Lti-)n ýj 
occurs in ý_-ie S trin- uýý -, -, tet Cp in a 3)eýct'Cloven des- 
cribes t'(. e _Heiliý-e Denýýresct-, - -, is "in der lydisclhen '_1'on-jrtI1 C, I-D 
(it f,, )11-ows L- m(-. w--_-, ent in '_, 'hLt t"-is use of 'IF Lydi,, n" 
s'nould elte-=te ,; itY,, D -s t'iýe . <ey of 
the Andente sections 
j_St4 , Ig -ý`/D relL, tionsh-lip. su. --., ests tne pers ___ 
influence of the I 
,. -, Ice Sarliest exa -ple o'L such a sectiorF1 juxtapns2, _t1ion betoeen 
F r-id :) occurs in the Six Vcriations f, )-- the PiL-io, Op. 
(13C2). -he thc e is in F, the first w,, riEtioý-j in D. _11,10 
ove--,? 1l t,: ýnpl structura of th'_s wor-"--, is particularly inter- 
s) tinE; ý- nd c E. used IE) el.,, k erto co -. ent t_'-ý t3 t 
1101". '-, I-L ex,, ý_resses in -,. iinieture ý,: eethovenls 
, ýiest'rletic theory o--F' the keyý'. 
l 
While týie notion of "aest'ietic theory" is so-iewh, -t 
inta-, giýlej t', -, Et tonal reletioý, ships are in evi- 
dence in Cp. 
_-, 
t, L is certainly the case, although belýker does 
not seeTq to b, -se his pssess -erit on 
ton, 'l co-ý- elation o-l' the 
ausic at lerle. . 2he keys are F: D: BV :G: 11' 
ý: c: F. 
a -atelles e Ba-, Ltelle Cp. from the set of Seven _6 -3 
10-31 
(1802) introduces a direct F/D juxtapositioti bet, ýýjeen the tw, --) 
opcninS 4-bar phr, -ses. . 1hile Tovey -::, grees thet there is noth- 
ing eXt_ýýordinary about this it is not beceuse he detects a 
4- 2 uonLlly-relsted tendency here. 
The '_"rio 'LO. r Piano, Clarinet and ? Cella Op. ll (1798) in- 
cludes e, _- earlier instance of such 
F/D juxtaprsitiori. The 
worl, ý is in 3hand the first movement exposition proceeds from, 
t ""n Eý state, ie-c. t of the first --roup meterial onto the dominant a 
Followin,,,. the fort- charecter-istic ýnove in the early music. i 
issi,, -. o F ce(_, ence however, F is ý-iot i., -iediotely te'oý, en Lis the 
I L ýey of the seconý group, but D h, -ýr-iony souncs. This is sub- 
sequently tonally reorientated through g as supertonic of the 
do! ninL-nt lprnperl , but the ý, uxtaposition of F ý;, ad D is direct. 
3e---t ovenn - ý? -ý - Bekker 
(London, Dent; 192ý15, , tmnslated 
by 
... . 
'-ýozrnan). P. 118. 
Op. cit., PP. 34-35. 
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! "Inere Ere F nu---ýber of other insta'nces -,..; hicl-, are epp-- rently 
lin-, -, c: d to tý--, is tei, -ýercy to oVD toncl juxtaposition, internally 
in t', --e music. In the Piano Sonote Cp. 10/2 (i), nor-iel do, -iin- 
, ient 
does not ce-dence -t p-rep, -z,, -, 
t1-on at the c-id of. ' the develop 
Jnt, -) 3', ti-te tonic, out the btiss halts on A ýýnd the "aight Jýand 
-eginnin- of tL-ie motivic --1. ec, 2,, )itula- is -aodified to rierFld t, -, e 
tion in D. '--", ius D ', L-iere sttiý-ds instead of 1,, sueý-estlnz a 
close relat-ionsiiip 1. et'ý, jeen t, -ae two 1-1ýeys. 2he finale of the 
se-e vjor', ý Llso focuses e 'p'rctically on D es the !,, ey of new 
develo-,, -ýý--, ental , ný3te--L-iJcl -ýihic', 'n 
is stcted in D, t-he tonelity re- 
n.,, irJng sta--le (over -: ý D -ýedcl) for eig, it b, 7rs preceding a 
circle of -rifths move onto t! 7ýe home do-iin&nt. Str'-n. - 
-, u, -rtc-t Op. 
1., -, /l (iv) elso focuses on D cr: -,, -itrvlly in zfie dev- 
eloý, --ýýcnt. 'The occurrence of 
D nere is the more notable as 
t'- e ho',,, e do-. iinent has received cri,,:: riýcteristic end -ý--tended 
e, nph ýý sIs ('Gzý rs 173 U diverted t-i, rough a chrom- -l', 7) but this is 
atic lir-. L,, (so-, etý-ýing of a inge-print" -with -'eethoven) and 
prepýres the -, ýey of D. 
I ") first movei-, -, ent of the Syi-rpý., ony 
TTC). Lý in 
J 
focuses 
ý, e- -'. LU- 
on 1) early in tl-ýo develop-ient. '-, 'he expositi---)n closes in F 
t ined for a considern-ble ti., -qej w-ich is tnen sustla- openinL, tl-. e 
development, Fnd L furtner F cc, -ence 
is atiticipnted. j--, -)we-, lcr 
e 'Eýss rises from C4 to Ct simultoneousLy with the incidlence 
f, ( o ý-. 
ý) 
`. -, ý? rýnony. '-Phe seventh is ýidded only after e nui-nber of 
"r, rýrs -uspense, cnd the. first group -, neter-Lel is stated 
by 
t', -(- Flut-e in a beautifully cicndled, entry, in D. 
'ý`here ere nu, -., erous instances in D wor-,,, s F occurs 
in pcrticul, ý, r relctionship to t! 'ýe tonic, ý-, nd tnis D/F liný-, 
is closer to us,,, -c , ýj, aic'h teinds to AIF end A/C juxta, Dositiorl 
t'ý, e reverse of the 0/., -. relcstionsh 11 p) Concern- (t"-e latter is -i 
in, c- -21D juxtF-position however tc,. -t a pC-, rticul,? r tendency is in 
evidence is cie,! ýr ', -. ut relEtionship seerýis to occur in ver- 
Jous contexts, end -*, -n usac7e not paralleled -ýj. ot"her 
keys. It is 
evident 11---th sectio*.. n, -, lly aiid is a not-ýbla -u, -n, )l focus internclly 
Irl iL--dividual i-., iove? -, ýients, ;,, ut onc-- ýgcin not in the areýý of t', -Ie 
ex,, Y), -sition. It is --more freýýuently apparont 'U`-cn ti-,, e parallcl 
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C/A, bu_ý not in t1re- se ie structural contexit.; arý i I-Is us, -ýge 
see -s to _c1c -ore vý. -ied th_ý. - tirýý: t reltiting to 1_ý/C .I It 
cleer-J.; ý4_f'C-s t'lýe ýJ/G Ileo-1plex" -: )nd , lFi:; tirere, 
forr s, -, id tn he ýý, unique tcn! - I re. 7 ere ric e 
C, 
-, -),, lc 
! us ion: 
In e. -, ten6ing CO'ýIpLfýrison to several tomlitlies it ',, -s 
et , ýt mot on-', 
ý, 7 iS t., Ie 
J/G 
rel. -, tionshin of p-l'ticulcr 
sJ_F, nj_ficf-nce _., ut elsc tl, ýt- its direct p., =:, 1l1-,, Is1_n tel-rils of 
6e-ree-relýýtionsý, ips function diffei7ently accordinE to Ikey- 
lo cE. t io n '21-et this is so ifurtic-c-r indi_c,, _: 
tes t_-e inedequocy of 
PFsessing such relý-tllonsliips sol(: -; ly in terms of a tonic-sub, lied- 
i-nt lin',: ýýs sucn an, ý11 ý? sis does not identify the recurrrmce 
o' specific ', --, ey-rc1Etion, hips in vzýrioas for, -Llcl ccortexts. 
Of t-ie tl-, ree rel. ý)tir)ý'si,, ips significDntly ap_-arent 
in t-, -, e music, tr. e C/i'i e. ssoci, ýtion is perhLlps tý-, e wee, 'Kest. F/ D 
s ch=-c'crised by no--, _-i_le variety 
in its contextuýýl Dccurr- Y 
o, -ice; I*/C evincýDs e, tendency to structi: _rel, sectý_on. al cen- 
.e4 f lit trastir_, Lg o. - two ton, ties in pl, -tecu-liJ-m: e assoc-, ion. 
terc is F, certe-In degrec of overlcp 'Oetween the vlrious 
,, _, n, -1 contexts, 
individuElity of Usa-c- cheracteriscs e[ich to b 
, ýeys elso bccr)-., ýe eppErent. 11aus tiae 
4/G rel---tion- 
s`r, ip itself e, ierzes as a dist'. nct tDnL, ýl e, -, s-cietion in --, eet- 
! -,,, -, )vents vocab,,,, -l, --, ry. 
_. xý- inetion o' the incidence of -L, -, 
ý/G toný-l juxtE, posi-tion 
Jndicý,, ted t, 'ýe a_, c, F_ient develop, ent of wimt wý., s referred to 
llto-týil interlin, -in-11 between the ton: slitics of Jand a _- oVs Qý 
'D cor-elcting instances of D _4/(ý i1xxte-1-s2tion it emer--ed ýD U 
t'-et be-, inn*ng, tl-, e P-- `_'J-no '22--io CP- 70/2 tMs r6lL-, ýti, -,. ship 
wl-ic'-ý is not not-'ý_ly --,, vident in -the earlier 3ý music, subsequen- 
tly characterises t'ic 1Eter wor, ýs ,, jitl,. consister. cy. Bý/G 
is signifiepntly apperent throughout the 3ýmusic. It thus seens 
oleusibin, tý, ct -eethoven's development in the hEinýlin, - of for., ] 
co-, Lple: n, 3nted by the combination (or llinterliný-ýim,,, ) of p, --, rt- 
icul-r tonEl co,,. ri. ýlex-s (in relation to i4and leý, st-, ) , S, 
t'r. e ve?. iclaý of tý-, e tonal structure. 2his suL-restion eppears 
t- be ý', -re, 3sonable one in tlie light of the consistency wý-Ach 
chrracter-Ises t, -, o tonn1ity of T_7ý, in various ways, os the ein 
ti. esis ex, n-Aion indic, ýtes, and in view of ti. o recurrei'ice of 
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. 
3ý/G tonF 1s- cie t-. ion in relE Ui n to t_-, e tone. lity of J 
Ot-er aspectIs peculiur to the 
jtonoi 
coinplex j,. L, ve boen 
referred t, ý in the. course. ol-' the present survey; notable 
e,, ion-r t-1ese ara ýV! aý, id e.,., p, -iEsis profýýcin- BP. '-'h e b 
e7, phýýtic use of C) frpjc-_u,, 3nt]-y prcceding ti'le domin, 7nt in 
T+h-, s also _, )een ind--*cLted. '2hus there is coiamon ground 
I' the incidence of specific . etween 
the toný-, lities in terms ol 
I 
_ýey relctionships. 
tine developmrit of tfýe formal veh- 
icle the interlin1dnz, of the il, Aividuol 
jend tonal com- C, LD 
-17' 
to nc 1 
plexes t'i'lus see, iis 6 loý: icnl develop, -.,. ient in the are. @ ol 
-" -cond -roup where structur_!,, _,, g. - C, 
"het CP-70/2 introduces s,, 
is ,,, it-. out exception tI-le contresting exposition Ikey in pre- 
cedincr-, -ý-,. oor-'z: s end t,, et compireble e, _11phEisis -)f 
G t_-Aen recurs 
-er is additior. al evidence in favcur o' t-ýis in t"-) e 1ýý +kl - 
i nt, erp-, - e t, - tio _r 1 
It is however impcrt, -! nt to note t'(',, ýt in t-iis 
-i ý of two ton, ýl complexes ec-, thoven does not imple- 
iie-t new _ýey-relEtionships -s such. -tie 
tonal vocabul, -ry is 
4 
consiste, ýt t,? nal procedures in his, eerlier -V; Orks in rel- 
ation to key-lmýtion. T-ne change i,; i'lich seeias to occur in 
the leter music is perticps rq. ore cccur,! ýtely 6efined as a dev- 
elop_-, neýit it Uhe applicý-'tion of t1he toriLl references ., hlch, es 
. 1e thesis exalin_ý, tion Find ti-ie present survey have it is hoped 
iý, dic, ýted. are 'n'-Ierently relý:, ted to _key-loc, ý, 
tioýn in 13), ýethovenls 
us, -: ge, ý? nd are thus consstently in evidence t'. -,, rou--out his oeuvre. 
It see-, is to 'be ti-ie cose t-at such development coincides with 
developments in the structure of the wor]ks. 
investigýtion of a pErticular relationship in _, )eethoven's 
rriusic, tce -ssociation of Jand G as a not, -', Iýle and recurrent 
'ton-el referencel _i! )s tilus t,,, rown a new light on t-ie D-, ter 7!. 'ý 
, msic in ý. rtic, _Lr while e, -_ierging ýL-s individual ton, -, 
I rel- 
ationshi-o in its own riýjit. 1-Furtner comprative anelysis is 
reeded to cssess the accurEcy of the su, -, gestion ti-at the tonal 
cý-lplcxes c1nrýr,? cterising 
J, 
-nd ; _: ý, re combined in t1le later music 
but in see'_ýiriZ to clarify the teridency to 
+G tonal juxtapositiorý 
ti-, e presecat s, l-. -rvey '-. cs 
indicated, it is hop-ad, thct tl-, ere are 
functioning in Eeetl. -Iovenls -, iusic parti-cular toncl tendenci, '-s 
w_-_Jc1-. con only be identified and elucideted by tonal correlýltlotqq 
J nd by to, 'ýing -, cc unt re1, _ý 
t J_ r.., procedure. to ', ýey-locý-tion 
: --ýf specific key-relationships, irres-n-ective of formal cortext. 
Pp. 'ý15-6 of the Conclusion to t'ne min thesis exn. -,. In, ýtion. 
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"2i, e "Seccon(f Cýroupll -ýcy 
in 'zAnor 
deve-, ents 
1 
LIS" -ncde . -iovements 
included in this study. 
1"'T 
Ic 'Y C- F "y -=17ý C C', Z 
P-e. -o, pus- Piano -, uLýr-et 
(ii ff D iii 
c l/ 3 i3c c c 
Uv c 
Op. 2/1 Pic, c Son. to (i f f 
(iv f 
Op. 5/ 2 Sonr-t2, fc--, 'Cellc (i 9 g/ G i 
`ý ic -11 C) a nd ý 
Cr. 2 n : -,, iC) S 1,4 y (ii) d 
or, . 9/ý t -- i -'r 1o c c 
i 
(iv c i 
Cp. 12/2 c for Violin So nc t (ii) 
nd ý- ia -ýo 
cP. lc/l Soy -a c c 
c 
0 10/ z-iano Somteý (ii) d D i 
C'c-13 Sonf, te (i) c c i 
(iii) c 
Op lug/ r, i e, -n o8on, ý te, (i) 9 g/G i 
V1 -uartet (ii) d F vi 
C, c .1 1-4 St--inr 
(i) c c i 
(iv) c 
C'2-37 rie'. 0 Concerto (i) c c i 
No, 
(iii) c 
C-,; .2 SomA3 for Violin 
(i) C9 a 
end Piano 
(iii) a 
'LhFt is , dravýn fro-, tne. cu-mlative 
list of w r, cs given 
-i --i e -,, 
- nt ý_, - od uctioti, e, t _h esis, Pp. 23 nd inc lud - 
t., pe q-ve-ments a-, Iled exce-t iE Cvert7.. rE)s. inuct-L -e not lis 
wnerýý_ - Som-te For..., i suructuLrc- pertcins. ) 
3L 0 
-C '- - 1'ý' Lj I -ý. 'ýY OF I 11-L'I'liv? 
C 71 01 v T, -ýLo 
O'c. 2 anoon[:, t (ii d D i 
O-P . 21S la ro o nr-i F, 
C 2712 1ioL, o na U Lq cf 
Cn . '10/2 Son, ý: ta fo- V'iol in (i) c c 
arid --iu-; ýo 
Uv) c 
cl. ., 1/2 ia no tle Ed om 
W d d 
(iii) d 
7 Son,, --. ta 
f-)2 Viol in i 
-n(f, I. -isno 
"lony -0.3 c vi 
C 
. 57 i-'ic no Soln, - ta f f 
(iii) f 
. 5,3 Pia, -o Concerto 
(ii) e G vi 
" -). If 
C .5 9/ 1 Strinrtet cý 
(iii) 
0 St -- i n- ý. Uc'rtet 
W 6 e i 
Uv) e 
Stri. -_ u-, rtet (ii) a C. vi 
C '2 "w-, rtu-rr to c 
llc'ol'i'ýlý'nll 
Or . 07 Sy-'-phony -1, Tc. 5 (i) c C 
.6ý cm -, ly -o. ' 
Uv) f 
nri c) D i 
7 S, - t7 J-, noSo ný) t,! ý G i 
On.., to c vi 
Cp. 95 `-ýtriag 
., u,? rtc-t 
(i-) f f 
iv 
-verture 
to f 
-nt" 
.ý2 10 -", -",: ) '"0 ný- IT 7 (ii) a It i 
Cn . 90 iýý-oS -) n. --, t (i) e e/-' 
Or, . 726) "'iCelioll I -. ct f 
Cp . 102/1 SonFtý- for Cello (i) a C. vi 
and 
Cc lC2/2 'on-t,! ý for 'Cello (ii) S 0 D i 
cnd 
op . lu, o ý)m' n t. (ij- f# fv 
C 1", D Son! - to (ii) e 
(1-7, . 11C f--iano Sonatr) 
.qA 
-Lý Y"AT", 
Cp 111 (i 
.1 C/C 
- :, Y. "IPI-o-'ý7 70.?. (i) d d/D i 
Ui)(Sdie rzo) d i 
C'n I-, St c 1- n- -'u. -rt r-, t 
(i) 
(iv 
1 Strin., uartet (i) Ct ct i 
ý-Vii 
(vi) v 
(Vii 
. UISI- , -)r mode , iiove cnts- cor--ý-e r cc: ) rý i, l ,, -- to ton, lity. 
c f 
(i) Uv) Cp. 2/1 (i) : (iv) 
(iv) ý7 W: (iii) 
19/1 (iii) (i-v) 
(i) (iv) 9 (i) : Uv) 
37 (i) 
/2 i (J V 72b 'Iro . 11 - - 
67 
y d e 
0 rý, . 9/ 2 (ii) Op. 12/2 (ii) C-. (ii) 2" (i) (iii) '-59/2 (i): (iv) 
Lý7 90 (i) 
23 (ii) 
119/' 
(ii) l eg (ii) 
'-'1/2 (i): (iii) 92 (ii) 
7C'/ 1 (ii, 10 2/ 1 (i) 
1C 2/ 2 (ii) 1-ý (i): (iv) 
c rZO) 
. 27/2 (i): (iii) 1-ý I W: (Vii) 
III-is lf-st ine Lucles only tr. ose ton,, ý__*I_ti,, s w Acrý L r- examined 
i --r, --,, c .,. ppencix e tid t_ius omi'L; s g1ft jbý-#j -nd np 
-ic-i (ý. -) nct occur sufficicritly c, te"r 110 7ff, -)r(5, 
c,, ) -, -, E ri -s cC -son u-, ý,, e, Ircluc: , in iis 
of it ý, s rc--', t-*' to tý'-ýDse 'D 'itted, tonL lities ýý, re 1? 111 1 -iý 2 res-ectively. ) 
742 
of -iinor ! ný,, Ce ite ,sr : 1, -i L' riý, to, tý,, e 'L=- ! it-- s 
iS J-, -i o--d -'r ; ýýf volu, '. Jel 
c 19 
ic 
6 le 
a 9 
e 
Cf 
a In t`ie crurse of Group (b) D t,, Dn---tl eryi: ýtic anelysis 
'e r ýC n re -i,,, r ý.: s re 1ý-, z, J_ tc t- -e ec ý71 recýs r7e to oseph 
-ricg 'u@ rt 
1C 
once rnJ_ structL,, re -)f fLct CD 
c ie __ __ 11 m cs 
itl L, _. e ss (-, r e, aý. ' r'ý, s rs-, - --,., )ve ent ex -n týýe ii-plic, ýtion of -h 
s t_-'L't tý'-'e of tile, d-)mincrit , iinor -v, 'oulCl be the exrectled 
eC 'ý ndgroup: eyIEn6 It., iLte z3 ctuL1occurrence0fDntis 
i s, cd cmi n, ----,, nte nn ence,,,, i-e nt It is t! 'e -izii of 'U', As ca 'ný c", c -*, - 
t 
ýN I. I 
t-- _Jnvsst_:. --c, 
'e t'ie tr) zl sýructý-. re o' -dnor -, io6e, -,, inve- 
'me.. _'rn's it'_-i res 'ect 
to the key-locl-tion of secon, _-, ý, _-oul) ru-teri, -, 
l 
Y- the lbýisic t,, )nelity t scortýnin whetýýer ? 1ý Uion, to 0- u 
oýr not tona ily-rel7ted J'L ct, -)rs : -re functioniný, in thiýý! erca -, nd 
trus to issess týie e cc-u.. r,? cy of these c 
' '"lic 1ý-ccpding Lists I_ 
TIJ 
L -L. correlý'te t'--ac da, rclev, ýnt 
to this e-: _uiry, 
focusing on Sonte For- b, -, sed structures -s 
b, -, in, - 1-iost directly cý): apý, rable to thE, Op. 95 c,, --)n'UP-:, -, t. Cnly ter, 
o' tJrc sixty-six ite_: ýs compri--ing List I are not irý scn'ýie 1ýind 
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sixty-six itc-lis cre drmm frnma forty-seveni, iorl,. s Lnd prior t,, ') 
ns j -, tior ran 'u-on,,, l st t uure cýlcrf cteris7, ng Jet, 7, iled c, -der, ,of 
ir, dividuý)! cortexts s: 7)me referonce to lar. ý, er-scýýle tor'31 fý-ctors 
-icy be a-, de. 
i Sp.,, ýbove, Pp. 219-20- 
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The "Fidelioll Aria opens Act II and is the f irst scene 
in the dungeon, the first appearance of Florestan in the Opera. 
It is a juncture of great importance to the unfolding of the 
drama and of great emotional intensity. The key of f in this 
context and its treatment afford further material of interest 
tonally. That Aý is the main contrasting key, the key of the 
aria "proper" has been indicated. The tonal move prefacing Aý 
is however notable both for its extraordinary beauty( account 
must be taken of the words here) and for the incidence of Fý 
preceding Aý. 
1 The tonality moves from f,, elliding subdom- 
inant emphasis into Gý; following diminished harmony over a 
Gý pedal, a Gý resolution occurs (at the Piu moto and written 
enharmonically but for the tenor Bk). A further tonal move 
introduces Cýfollowed (at the words I'Doch gerecht ist Gottes 
`ýAllell') by a resolution into Fý(written E ). Aýis finally 
established via a rise through the dominant of Fýto Dý and 
thus onto the dominant of k which is formally resolved. It 
is in connection with the subsequent treatment that comparison 
vAth both the Pastoral Symphony and the "Egmont" Overture is 
also pertinent and indeed extends to one ot)Aer f context. 
Concerning GoethOs "Egmont'll the lofty ideals of thi8- 
play appealed strongly to Beethoven's own ideals as is well 
known. The Overture epitomises Egmont's moral courage andp 
in its closing stages, expresses his essential triumph in the 
jubilation of the tonic major climax. It is in this major 
tonal culmination that the further similarity both with the 
"storm" movement and with Floresten's aria occurs. The storm 
gradually subsides and as theý 6 finally settles on the home 
dominant, the major Hymn of ThLnksgiving transforms the storm 
motif. In Florestan's aria the final cadence of the Aýsection 
is diverted through C harmony and as Florestan's hopes rise 
at his vision of Leonora the simple but beautifully elating 
oboe melody soars symbolically as the tonality of F is defined 
and resolved, 
I Cf. P. 247., Footnote 1. 
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A final comparison is suggested in relation to the String 
Q, uartet Op. 95. Kerman regards the close of the work as "a 
first attempt at the'-"dissolvingleonclusion'l., 
1 
but that this 
attempt first occurs in an f work is perhaps worthy of note 
tonally in view of the three comparable instances referred to 
here. 
In conclusion to this consideration of minor mode usage 
relating to f, two instances of f-based sections not in Sonata 
Form and prefacing F movements in F works may be appended. 
These concern the Horn Sonatap O. P. 17 (1600) and the last String 
Quartet., OP-135 (1826). In both works the f section preceding 
the respective finales includes characteristic emphasis oiý 6. 
The O. P. 17 context modulates to Eý in the first eight barsp and 
is certainly unusual in that respect. The f Grave of Op. 135 
prefaces the finale thematically in the inclusion of the motif 
which is inverted and transformed into the major at the commence- 
ment of the Allegro. 
Concerning the key, location of the second group in an f 
context, the present investigation indicates that the dominant 
minor and the relative major occur with equal incidence and 
that Dýwhile bearing a particular relationship to f internally 
in the music (and in various formal and tonal contexts) is only 
the key of the second group in two instancesp one of which serves 
a tonal function other than that of the vehicle of second group 
material. 
I O. P. cit. 9 P. 266. 
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The Key of d 
WORK 
TABLE III 
KEY MOVE KEY REIJ',. TIVE 21ND GROUP RELPTIVE 
MENT KEY OF KEY KEY OF 
MOVEMENT 2ND GROUP 
Op. 9/2 String Trio D 
O. P. 10/3 Piano Sonata D 
Op. 18/1 String ruartet F 
Op. 28 Piano Sonata D 
OP-31/2 Piano Sonata d 
OP-70/1 Piano Trio D 
Op. iO2/2 Sonata for 
Cello & Piano 
Op. 125 Symphony No. 9 d/D 
(ii) 
(ii) 
(ii) 
(ii) 
(1) 
(iii) 
(ii) 
(ii) 
vi 
i 
(C) a v 
(C) a v 
v 
(C) v 
ýVii 
(i) dI 
(ii) dI 
Bý ývi 
c ýVii 
The ten items comprising the d group evince greater 
variety again in the key-location of second group matei-ial. 
Included in this group is the Scherzo from the Ninth Symphony 
which is itself a Sonata Form structurey with development* 
Prior to discussion of the preferred second group keys 
in relation to d some consideration may be given to the funct- 
ioning of a particular tonally-related tendency in this tonality 
which emerges on a larger-scale level in the later music. In 
Table III above three second group keys are prefaced by the key 
of C in parenthesis, This indicates a modulation to the key 
of C (ýVII) prior to the incidence of second group material in 
the key of a (the dominant minor) in each case. The tendency 
to supertonic emphasis in the C tonal-tbematic complex was dis- 
cussed in the Part II thesis examination and reference was also 
made to the reverse tendency to C from d which is apparent in 
a wide variety of contextsv formal and tonalq in the music. 
I 
I See Pp. 57-63 above. 
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The present tendency to C early in d movements indicates an 
additional aspect of the functioning of a particular reference 
in Beethoven's tonal vocabulary. 
There is one movement in which the second group key is 
also a, but in which this is not preceded by C emphasi8v the 
first movement of the Piano Sonataq OP-31/2. It is however 
of interest to note the similarity of procedure, thematically 
and harmonicallyg which characterises this context (bars 21-34) 
when compared with that in Op. 9/2 (ii) (bars 11-15)end in Op. 
1013 (ii) (bars 9-11). 
Perhaps the most startling modulation into C prior to 
the second group in a is that characterising the finale of Op. 
31/2. In the two earlier instances (Opp. 9/2 and 101-3) the 
modulation occurs in the course of melodic transition passages; 
in the Piano Sonata OP. 31/2 (iii) there is no such lyricist and 
the tonal contrast following the d cadence of the 32-bar opening 
thematic paragraph is abrupt: 
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This incidence of C is the most emphatic of the three 
prefacing second group material in a. The fact that C is it- 
self the second group key in the next d movement thus takes 
on particular significance. The tendency to C in the context 
of d in Beethoven's tonal vocabulary seems to be a tonal ref- 
erence which developed in expressive significancev a suggestion 
which the Piano Trio and Ninth Symphony instances in the present 
group seem to support. 
The Piano Trio OP-70/1 has acquited the nickname of "Ghost" 
on account of the d second movement. This is a powerfully ex- 
pressive Largov (indeed it matches other d contexts in Beethoven's 
music in its profoundness of expression). It is extremely in- 
tense, somewhat elliptical formally and at times very enigmatic. 
Flanked by two such exuberant outer movements it constitutes 
an extreme contrastv perhaps reflecting those extremes of temp- 
erament to which Beethoven himself tended. The first main climax 
of the atmospheric slow movement occurs with the extended and 
powerful modulation to 0. This outstanding instance of C in 
ad movement does not seem to have caused comment but it emerges 
as a notable and developed instance of a particularly accessible 
reference in Beethoven's tonal vocabulary when the d music is 
examined in terms of tonal correlation* 
There is a second instance of C occurring as the second 
group key in the d music correlated in Table III. This is in 
the Scherzo of the Ninth Symphony* The move to C is direct 
and is comparable with OP-31/2 (iii) in this resPe6tr but the 
key of C is sustained in the Symphony Scherzo. The ebullient 
C theme which constitutes the formal second theme caused Riezler 
to comment: 
"It is extraordinary that throu hout its sixteen bars 
it should keep to the tonicp C 
tmajor). 
111 
Similarly, while he indicates tonal parallels between the 
Piano Sonata Op-3i/2 and the Ninth Symphonyl Basil Deane states 
concerning the Scherzo of the latter: 
"the second grou iý in the unusual key of the flattened 
seventh (C majorY. " 
1 Op. cit.., P, 205. (Riezler is here referring to bars 
93-109 of the Scherzo). 
2 The Beethoven Companion - P-308. 
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While the choice of the key of the flattened seventh 
is indeed unusual in the context of the second group, the 
present investigation again suggests the functioning of tonally- 
related factors in the music and correlation of the d Sonata 
Form based structures reveals that d/C tonal juxtaposition is 
notably in evidence from early in the music. One further 
instance of C occurring as a conttasting key-area in relation 
to d may be referred to here. This concerns an Aria from 
"Fideliollp Pizarrots "rage" aria from Act I (No-7). This 
opens menacingly in d. 
I The Neapolitan emphasis is notablev 
but the B4 at bar 13 is the first tonal "contradiction"; it 
is apparently absorbed into a chromatic descent onto the domin- 
antp but the anticipated resolution into Eý is directed instead 
onto the dominant-seventh of C, with Bý having risen to Bý in 
the bass, and the key of C is established, fortissimo. It is 
subsequently extended into dominant emphasis preparatory to 
the F resolution. This incidence of C is thus directly com- 
parable with those examl)les of second group material in C 
characterising OPP. 70/1 and 125 and the directness of the 
juxtaposition links the tonal procedure in the aria with the 
other instances of d/C juxtaposition indicated above. 
That d/C juxtaposition occurs throughout his oeuvre sug- 
gests that this tonal reference is inherent in Beethoven's tonal 
vocabulary. Tonal correlation of the music also indicates con- 
sistent development in the role of the d/C tonal association 
which becomes the focus of the main formal and tonal contrasi, 
thus acquiring particular prominence. 
2 
As with the Piano Sonata OP-31/2 and the Ninth Symphony 
the aria commences on the dominant. (Cf. The Beethoven 
Companion, P-308). 
2 Cf. the comments made above in conclUBion to Appendix I 
concerning the interlinking of the Bý and Eý tonal 
complexles. (Pp. -538-9). 
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Of the six d movements from Table III discussed abovep 
four yield the dominant minor as the second groUp key, two the 
key of C. In the four r4maining movementsp three different 
keys occur in this contextp the keys of F. D and Bý. 
' 
There is therefore in the context of Sonata Form based 
movements in dp a preference for the dominant minor as the 
second group key. C occurs in this capacity in two instance6f 
but d/C juxtaposition is also apparent in three of the four 
movements in which a is the second group keyp prior to the 
establishing of the latter and is thus a notable tonal ref- 
erence throughout the d music. There is not notable prefer- 
ence for either the relative major or the key of ýVI as the 
second group key in relation to d. 
The key of 
TABLE IV 
WORK KEY MOVE KEY RELATIVE 2ND RELATIVE 
MENT KEY OF GROUPIEY OF 
MOVEMENT KEY 2ND GROUP 
op. 23 Sonata for Violin a (i) aiev 
and Piano 
op. 47 Sonata for Violin A (i) aiE: e: e V: v: v 
and Piano 
Op. 102/1 Sonata for 'Cello 
and Piano C (i) a vi (G)e v 
O. P. 132 String Quartet a (i) ai (f)F ývi 
(iv) aiG: e ývii: v 
Additional a movements 
Op. 12/2 Sonata for Violin 
and Piano A (ii) a iF ýVi 
Op. 23 Sonata for Violin 
and Piano a (iii) a ie v 
OP-59/3 String Quartet C (ii) a vi Mc III 
Op. 92 Symphony FO-7 A (: L i) a iA I 
'C 1 GROUP 
KEY 
I 
A(A)I(I) ý 
(4) WI (it 
It may be noted here that the slow movement of the D 
Sonata for 'Cello and Piano Op. 102/2 is in d and, a 
ternary structure formallyt includes a tonic major 
central section. There are notable similarities in 
this movement with Op. 70/1 (ii) in particular, of the 
present compilationg and the incidence of C prior to 
the establishing of a as the location of new melodic 
material in the Op. 102/2 (ii) d context is also worthy 
of note. -A Pýll 
The main focus of the present investigation concerns Sonata 
Form based minor mode movements us being most directly com- 
parable with the O. P. 95 (i) f context with respect to clarify- 
ing the tonal procedure structuring the second group area in 
that Quartet's first movement. An interesting formal sit- 
uation imerges in relation to the key of a however. While 
the key of a is directly comparable with d in terms of the 
incidence of movementSin aq there are three and arguably four 
movements in a which are not Sonata Form based. They are 
listed separately above and comprise a ternary form and three 
rondo form movements. The slow movement of the Quartet Op. 
59/3 is the movement which could be regarded as Sonata Form 
based although it is characteristic of Beethaven. ('and it seems 
notably in this key) to develop an individual formal vehicle 
of the rondo type. 
I 
It is an interesting fact that while the 
incidence of movements in a is directly comparable with that 
in d, none of the slow movements in a is Sonata Form based 
whereas all but one of the six such movements in d are cast 
in this form, 
Concerning the second group key in the Sonata Form based 
movements in aq four of the five focus on the dominant minor; 
in one case, the Kreutzer Sonata, OP-47 W, two minor themes 
are prefaced by a dominant major subject. There is a notable 
correspondence between Op. 102/1 (i) and Op. 132 (iv) concern- 
ing the second group treatment. This is that in both cases 
the key of G is prominent prior to the establishing of e. In 
the 'Cello Sonata this emphasis is essentially part of the trans- 
ition, but in the String Quartet the G material is integral 
to the contrasting second group areaq tonally and thematically. 
(It is interesting to note the similarity of the G theme here 
with that of the second group in the e String Quartet OP-59/2 
(i). ) Clearly the a/G relationship is exactly parallel in 
terms of degree-relationship to that of d/C. It does not 
emerge as a prominent feature in relation to a usage in this 
Concerning the formal structure of this movementp 
cf. Joseph Kerman's commentsp Op. cit-v P-150. 
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context however and is one of two tendencies evident in 
relation to a, which evinces a more even distribution of 
tonal preferences in the second group area than is the case 
in d. That there are similarities of usage between the two 
tonalities in certain notable respects is perhaps linked to 
their nearness in the spectrum of keys. 
The second tonal tendency comparable with the incidence 
of G also characterises two contexts. The extremely remote 
key of f prefaces the second group treatment in the two String 
Quartetsp in OP-59/3 (ii) and OP-132 (i). Formally the Op. 
1 59/3 movement is rondo-based., but incorporates a clear second 
group area. This is in the key of C in its first appearance. 
Following the a cadence of the first group howeverv the tonal- 
ity of f is introduced entirely without preparation. The em- 
phasis is less stark in OP-132 and is used as a characteristic 
ýVI approach to the key of Fv although a tonallyý-related Ir/d 
juxtaposition interposes before the second group theme occursp 
in F. 
There is therefore in the context of Sonata Form based a 
movements a distinct preference for the dominant minor as 
the second group key; a tendency to preface this key with G 
emphasis is apparent. Including the Additional a movements# 
a further incidence of the dominant minor occurs and individ- 
ual instances of the relative major and of the tonic major 
respectively. That the relative major is preceded by f em- 
phasis links OP-59/3 (ii) with OP-132 (i) howeverp and suggests 
the functioning of a tonal reference. The remaining movement 
in the Second list (Op. 12/2 (ii)) is a ternary form movementy 
the 'B' section of which is in the key of F, the key of M. 
The overall preferences with respect to the second group 
key in relation to d and a irrespective of form are similarp 
but there is a stronger tendency to the dominant minor in ap 
counterbalanced by the stronger preference for the tonic major 
in d; the tendency to ýVII emphasis is markedly more emphatic 
and consistently in evidence in relation to d. where a tends 
more strongly to ýVI (and indeed ývi) emphasis. A distinct 
1 In the present writer's opinion. 
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complex is therefore in evidence in relation to each tonality 
with respect to the second group keyt although there are sim- 
ilarities which link these two minor keys more closely than 
is the case with the keys of f and c. keys which are also 
fifth-related. A particularly interesting reflection of this 
nearness in relation to d and a in Beethoven's tonal vocabulary 
is the fact that it was his original intention to use the open- 
ing theme of the OP-132 finale in the parallel context in the 
Ninth Symphony. The theme of the last movement of the Piano 
Sonata OP-31/2 (in d) is also notably similar, particularly 
with respect to the outline of the basic thematic cell. 
Týhe keys of e and J 
TABLE V 
WORK KEY MOVE KEY RELATIVE 2ND REIATIVE 
MENT KEY OF GROUP KEY OF 
MWEMENT M 2ND GROUP 
Op. 59/2 String Quartet e (i) e i G III 
(iv) e i by 
op. 90 Piano Sonata eW e i b V, 
O. P. 109 Piano Sonata E (ii) e i (C)b(ýVI)v 
Op. 58 Piano Concerto G (ii) e vi 
TABLE VI 
Op. 27/2 Piano Sonata cf(iii) A i 9t 
OP-131 String Quartet c-*(vii) ct i E III 
Op. 27/2 Piano Sonata ct (i) ct i 
OP-131 String Quartet ct W ct i 
The tonalities of e and Jevince a comparable incidence 
of movements but there are once again notable formal differences 
between the two key-contexts. There are five movements in e 
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relevant to this considerationg four of which are Sonata Form 
based! The exception is the slow movement of the Fourth Piano 
Concerto which is comparable with the Pastoral Symphony Storm 
movement structurally in that a fixed bass progressionp three 
times stated, comprises the main framework of the movement. 
The second group key is the dominant minor in three of the 
four Sonata Form based e movements. The C emphasis in relation 
to the key of b in the Piano Sonata Op. 109 is worthy of note and 
reflects a tendency evident in other formal contexts. 
2 The key 
of G. the relative major occurs only in Op. 59/2 (i); the simil- 
arity of this theme with that preceding the e tre&tment in the a 
String Quartet OP-132 was noted above. 
Certain correspondences between the e movements may be in- 
dicated here and suggest the functioning of a particular tonal 
complex. Notable among these is the e/C tonal juxtaposition which 
is apparent in various formal contexts and is not confined to e 
tonality. The Op. 14/2 Piano Sonata juxtaposes e and C sectionally 
as is the case in Op. 59/2 between (iii) and (iv) and in the Fourth 
Piano Concertov between (ii) and (iii). The Piano Concerto in- 
stance is particularly notable as it blends the e and G tonal com- 
plexes; the tendency to subdominant emphasis in G emerged in the 
G tonal-thematic analysis; the e/C juxtaposition is one which ooc- 
ur8 in a variety of contexts and that it also functions in relat- 
ion to a basic e is suggested by the present instances. 
There are also interesting tonal-thematic resemblances be- 
tween certain of the e openings under consideration here. Per- 
haps most outstanding is the similarity between Op. 59/2 and Op. 
109 (ii). Although the latter is Prestissimo, the metre of 
§ 
Minuet and Trio type movements are not includedv that is in 
e, the Piano Sonata Op. 14/2 (ii) and the String Quartet 
Op. 59/2 (iii). 
2 See P. 112 above., and also Footnote I there. The present 
e works afford a further instance. The finale of Op, 59/2 
makes use of this link to effect the return to the main 
theme following the second group in b. (The approach to 
the C-based opening of the main theme is then interestingly 
comparable with that in the finale of the C Piano Concerto 
No., I., bars 299-310 and in the Vvaldstein Sonata OP-53 W9 
bars 146-156p also in C. ) 
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is shared and the basic thematic cell is notably similar. 
The subsequent flat turn in 01D. 59/2(1) is however more 
comparable with the treatment in the Piano Sonata op. 90(i) 
where e/C tonal juxtaposition occursv emphasised by the dyn- 
amic treatment. Thematically Op. 90(i) is comparable with the 
Allegretto Op. 14/2(ii). The metre and rhythmical treatment 
evince similarities, including the alternation of the dotted 
rhythm with a smoothp lyrical phrase. The phrases are longer 
in the Sonata Form openingg Op. 90(i)p but the same thematic 
complex underlies both contexts. 
An interesting situation prevails in relation to the tonal- 
ity of A There are tv,, o works in this key but A is a notable 
tonal vehicle in a numher of other contexts. Perhaps most in- 
teresting among these is the incidence of c# as the "goal" of the 
development treatment in two G works, in the first movement of 
the Fourth Piano Concerto and in that of the Sonata for Violin 
and Pianoy OP-30/3- 
Concerning the two works in J. each contains one Sonata 
Form based movement. It is the finale in each case. The second 
group key is 4 in the Piano Sonata Op. 27/2 and E in the String 
Quartet Op. 1-31. Both movements are of particular interest how- 
ever when coupled with their respective first movements. In Op. 
1-31 this is a fugue which comprises a fascinating tonal exposi- 
tion. As this is the first movement of a work the unity of which 
commentators frequently acclaim, it is of interest that the ton- 
ality should be 4 and yet account does not appear to have been 
taken of the precedentthe ct Piano Sonata, Op. 27/2. The first 
movement of this Sonata quasi una Fantasia departs from the Op. 
27/1 treatment; indeed the whole Sonata is individualt formally 
and tonally. The first movement is not Sonata Form based but 
it does expound the tonality of ef . here without the 
'device' 
of a fugue-subject, The ct Piano Sonata thits constitutes a 
precedent in relation to the Op-131 String Quartetv both tonally 
and formally, a similarity wi, ich does not appear to have been 
noted. 
I That the respective finales are both Sonata Form move- 
ments and that they share a similar intensity and passionate 
I Concerning OP-131 (i), see Kermans, Op. cit-v Pp. 328-9. 
restlessness further indicates the fi unctioning of tonal ref- 
erences across so many years and unquestionable development. 
Conclusion: The survey of minor mode usage with respect to the 
tonal location of the second group key conducted in this Appendix 
has indicated the functioning of individual complexes in relation 
to tonality. There is not an overall likelihood of the incidence 
of the relative major or of the dominant minor as the second groupý, 
key in the minor mode. If any generalisation can be made it is 
that the dominant minor occurs in this context more frequently 
in the sharper keys (d, a, e) and that the relative major is more 
characteristic of the flatter keys (c9f). But clearly such gen- 
eraliBation does not reflect the particular tonal individuality 
which characterises specific minor mode tonalities, Perhaps the 
most outstanding fact to emerge from this investigation is the 
tonal situation pertaining to the second group key in c. The 
overriding preference is clearly for the relative major with the 
result that the minor mode key most often used by Beethoven as 
a (minor) movement key (and as the key of minor works) has the 
least variety of usage in the keyi4location of the second group. 
Concerning the key of f and the OP-95(i) contextt the start- 
ing-point of the Appendix., the dominant minor and the relative 
major are about equally preferred for the second group key. The 
incidence of Dý in OP-95(i) reflects a particular tonal tendency 
characteristic in various contexts, formal and tonalin Beethovenlsý', 
Music. To interpret this as an "enhanced dominant" is to over- 
look recurrent tendencies and does not take account of the fact 
that in Beethoven's usage the relative major is as likely to occur 
as the dominant minoras the second group key in the tonality of f. ý 
V. "hile this study does not investigate minor mode usage in 
depthp it nonetheless indicates that as with the major mode usage 
examined in the thesisp minor mode tonalities are characterised 
by individual tonal complexesp relative to specific key"location. 
It is therefore suggested that the comment made by Joseph Kerman 
concerning the second group key in Op-95(i) needs to "[7e qualified 
as it does not accurately represent the tonal structure of minor 
mode movements viewed either as a wholev or in relation to the 
specific tonality of fp in Beethoven's usage. The present invest. 4 
igation further indicates the relevance of tonal correlation as 
a basic criterion in assessing the nature of tonal functioning in 
Beethoven's music. 
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